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This dissertation is a comprehensive description of the grammar of Sierra
Popoluca (SP, aka Soteapanec), a Mixe-Zoquean language spoken by approx-
imately 28,000 people in Veracruz, Mexico. This grammar begins with an in-
troduction to the language, its language family, a typological overview of the
language, a brief history of my fieldwork, and the methodology undertaken
in this study. The grammar continues with a description of the phonology of
SP, followed by an overview of the word classes, including verbs, nouns, rela-
ix
tional nouns/postpositions, adjectives, adverbs, and numbers, and formative
types. The bulk of this grammar is devoted to the morphosyntax of Sierra
Popoluca, including nouns and nominal morphology, verbs and verbal mor-
phology, and the mechanisms for expressing tense, aspect, mood, and modal-
ity. The grammar also describes the complex predicate formation strategies
and sentence-level syntax. A compilation of interlinearized texts appears in
the appendix.
Sierra Popoluca is an agglutinating, polysynthetic, head-marking lan-
guage with a complex verbal system. It has ergative-absolutive alignment and
its grammar is sensitive to animacy and saliency hierarchies, evident in the
case marking and ‘split’ plural systems. Its constituent order is verb-initial,
although word order is pragmatically determined. Sierra Popoluca has a num-
ber of strategies to form complex predicates, which include verb serialization,
noun incorporation, and dependent verb constructions.
The data available in this grammar contributes a body of data and
descriptive analysis to broad theoretical areas of linguistics as well as ex-
isting research on the Mixe-Zoquean language family, languages throughout
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Abbreviations and Symbols
The abbreviations used in this dissertation are as follows:
1:2 first person agent; second person object
2:1 second person agent; first person object
A subject of transitive verb
abs absolutive
1abs first person absolutive
1erg first person ergative
1pro first person pronoun
2abs second person absolutive
2erg second person ergative
2pro second person pronoun
2psr second person possessor
3abs third person absolutive
3erg third person ergative
3pro third person pronoun













depia dependent intransitive, type a











iabs first person inclusive absolutive
ideo ideophone, sound symbolic expression








ipsr first person inclusive possessor
lit. literally
loc1 locative indicating ‘at, in, on, with’
loc2 locative indicating ‘inside’
loc3 locative/relational component ‘below, near’
loc4 locative/relational component ‘middle’
loc5 locative/relational component ‘upper part’
loc6 locative/relational component ‘head’
loc7 locative/relational component ‘ground’
loc8 locative/relational component ‘sky’
xxxix
loc9 locative/relational component
loc10 locative/relational component ‘skin’
loc11 locative/relational component ‘face, surface’
loc12 locative/relational component
loc13 locative/relational component
loc14 locative/relational component ‘mouth, opening’













plunonsap non-speech act participant plural









rep repeat (v), another (n)









tt transitive thematic subject
vers versive
xabs first person exclusive absolutive
xerg first person exclusive ergative
xpsr first person exclusive possessor
yet ‘yet’
The symbols used in this dissertation are as follows:
+ clitic boundary
- morpheme boundary
. morpheme boundary in lexicalized expression
= word root and stem boundary, compounds
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There are over fifty different Indian languages spoken in the coun-
try, of which at least seven, each with two or three dialects, are in
daily active use in the narrow, sparsely populated Isthumus. Zapo-
teec, the language that concerns us here, is of course the dominant
speech, but the other languages spoken there (Chontal, Huave,
Nahua, Popoluca, Zoque, and Mixe) are extermely interesting be-
cause the archaism of some is an index of their antiquity. When
they are more thoroughly studied, they may provide clues to the
identity of the original group that once mastered the Isthmus.
–Covarrubias 1946
Because the geography and chronology of [proto-Mixe-Zoquean]
and the Olmec correspond closely, we suggested [Mixe-Zoquean]
languages as the most probable candidate for the linguistic identifi-
cation of the Olmecs...Furthermore, the reconstructed [proto-Mixe-
Zoquean] vocabulary items of cultural content suggest a rather
sophisticated Mesoamerican culture for speakers of [proto-Mixe-
Zoquean] around 1500 B.C., additional support for the hypothesis.







Sierra Popoluca (SP), also known as Soteapanec, is a Mixe-Zoquean language
spoken in the southern part of the State of Veracruz, Mexico.
Figure 1.1: Sierra Popoluca Language Region
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The Mixe-Zoquean family has two branches, Zoquean and Mixean (Kaufman
1963, 1964; Nordell 1962; Wichmann 1995; and Zavala 2000). SP is a member
of the Gulf Zoquean subgroup, shown in figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Mije-Zoquean Language Family (Zavala 2000)
SP is spoken by 28,194 (INALI 2008, based on INEGI 2000, 2005) individ-
uals throughout four municipalities: Soteapan, Tatahuicapan, Hueyapan de
Ocampo, and Benito Juarez.
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1.1 Previous research
Existing research on the language consists of a number of published and un-
published works including: word lists, descriptions of phonology, morphology
and syntax; historical reconstructions; ethnographic descriptions; and text col-
lections. The bulk of this work focuses on two major areas. The first is the
language’s verbal morphosyntax. SP has a rich verbal system with a complex
morphosyntax, which is largely informed by its alignment and hierarchical sys-
tems, as well as complex verb formation strategies. The second is based on its
historical context and classification status within Mexico.
There are a number of publications providing brief descriptions of SP.
These largely focus on its verbal morphosyntax, and a scan of these materials
shows that phonology, nouns, and syntax tend to receive a treatment that is
usually perfunctory. The first grammatical analysis of the language is Foster
and Foster’s (1948) grammatical sketch based on ethnographic and linguistic
work conducted during the Spring of 1941 (45 pages). The most complete
source of grammatical description up to now is Elson’s (1956) Ph.D. disser-
tation “Sierra Popoluca Morphology” (211 pages). Revised and abbreviated
versions appear in The International Journal of American Linguistics (Elson,
1960a) (18 pages); in a Spanish version was published by the Summer Institute
of Linguistics (Elson, 1960b) (130 pages); and in a more refined description
of Soteapanec morphology in Elson’s (1967) “Sierra Popoluca” (20 pages).
There also exist a number of papers on specific aspects of SP grammar. El-
son has published revised excerpts from these grammars that focus specifically
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on syllable structure (1947b), person marking (1961), passives (1984), word
order (1989), and argument structure (1990). Elson and Marlett (1983) and
Marlett (1986) published on SP applicatives and Lind on “Clause and Sen-
tence Level Syntagmemes in Sierra Popoluca” (1963). Himes’ (1997) Master’s
Thesis on “Multi-verb Constructions in Sierra Popoluca” deals with auxiliary
verb constructions and the morphology associated with dependent clauses,
and provides the starting point for the description of dependent clauses in this
grammar.
Corresponding to the descriptive research conducted around the mid-
1900s, another research focus was to situate SP genetically within the Mixe-
Zoque family. Early reconstructive work includes Wonderly’s (1949) “Some
Zoquean Phonemic and Morphophonemic Correspondences”; Wonderly and
Elson’s (1953) “El sistema de prefijos personales en las lenguas zoqueanas”;
and Nordell’s (1962) “On the Status of Popoluca in Zoque-Mixe”. The most
extensive comparative work is found in Kaufman’s (1963) unpublished work
“Mixe-Zoque Diachronic Studies” in which Kaufman presents a historical re-
construction of the main structural features of proto Mixe-Zoque. Campbell
and Kaufman later publish their “A Linguistic Look at the Olmecs” (1976),
in which they provide evidence for proto-Mixe-Zoquean as the language of the
Olmecs. Elson (1992) also undertakes the task of reconstructing the features
of language family, although his reconstruction is largely incomplete and much
of the reconstruction had previously been done by Kaufman (1963) and Wich-
mann (1991), among others. More recently, Kaufman’s (1997) “Grammati-
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calization Through Incorporation in the Diachrony of Mixe-Zoquean Verbs”
provides a reconstruction of the grammatical patterns for proto-Mixe-Zoque
based on his own work from 1958 to 1963 and 1991 to 1997. Kaufman’s (un-
published ms) ‘A Typological Sketch of the Mije-Sokean Languages”, intended
as the introductory article for the Mije-Sokean dictionaries of the Project for
the Documentation of the Languages of Mesoamerica (PDLMA), provides an
extensive and useful listing of the comparative morphology of Santa Maŕıa
Chimalapa Zoque, San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque, Chiapas Zoque, Soteapanec,
Texistepec, Sayula, and Olutec.
A more recent listing of reconstructed lexical items of proto-Mixe-Zoque
can be found in Wichmann’s “The relation among the Mixe-Zoquean languages
of Mexico” (1995, based on his 1991 MA thesis). In addition, Wichmann’s
“Mixe-Zoquean linguistics: A status report” (1993) provides a review (with
extensive bibliography) of existing literature on the Mixe-Zoquean languages.
This survey includes description of publications relating to the language family
dating as far back as 1927 (and earlier) and has proven an invaluable reference
in locating existing resources on Soteapanec and the other Mixe-Zoquean lan-
guages. Elson’s (1992) less extensive “Reconstructing Mixe-Zoque” pulls from
his own work on Soteapanec and a limited number of other resources.
Departing from the trend of focusing on the language’s morphosyntax,
Gutierrez’ (2008) dissertation addresses grammaticalization and contact be-
tween Sierra Popoluca, Nahuatl and Spanish. His is the first study to look at
SP in terms of language contact.
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In terms of Soteapanec’s lexicon, there exist two resources. The primary
source of lexical data is the database developed by the Project for the Docu-
mentation of the Languages of Meso-America (PDLMA, Kaufman & Himes, in
progress). Consisting of over 14,000 lexical entries, this database was created
as a resource for the comparison and historical reconstruction of the languages
of the Mixe-Zoquean language family, as well as a dictionary. Elson (1999) also
published a dictionary of “Sierra Popoluca” consisting of approximately 2000
words and a brief grammar description. The entries from Elson’s dictionary
have been incorporated into the PDLMA lexical database.
In the course of the research described here, I have used a number of
texts, in addition to my own, that have been published or made available
by researchers. Sixteen texts were given to me by the PDLMA, six of which
were provided to the project by John Lind, a researcher for the Summer Insti-
tute of Linguistics. Elson’s (1947a) “The Homshuk: A Sierra Popoluca Text”
has been translated into the PDLMA practical orthography as has Gutiérrez
and Wichmann’s (2001) “Hem Tzitzimat, ‘La Chichimeca”’. These have been
incorporated into the corpus used for analysis here.
Work on Soteapanec’s sister languages Texistepec and Ayapanec is
somewhat more limited than that of Soteapanec. Both of these languages
are severely endangered. Texistepec has a reported 238 speakers, Ayapanec 2
(INALI 2008, INEGI 2000, 2005). Ehren Reilly has written a number of works,
which focus primarly on morphosyntax: “Ergativity and Agreement Splits at
the Syntax/Phonology Interface” (2004a); “A Survey of Texistepec Popoluca
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Verbal Morphology” (2002); and “Promiscuous Paradigms at the Morphologi-
cally Conditioned ‘Ergative Split’ in Texistepec Popoluca (Zoquean) (2004b).
The resources for Ayapenec consist of word lists and field notes by Wichmann
and Nordell and two short texts (Garcia de Leon G., 1969), as well as “lexical
database of more than 6000 entries compiled by Daniel Suslak of the PDLMA,
incorporating earlier PDLMA work by James Fox and Giulia Oliverio” (Kauf-
man p.c.).
The resources available on the languages of the Zoque group (Chia-
pas and Oaxaca) are also valuable for typological comparison. Heidi Johnson
(2000) produced a detailed grammar of San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Oax-
aca). Faarlund’s “Person marking in Chiapas Zoque - An Optimality account”
(2004) has also proved useful in terms of comparative analysis of person mark-
ers in the Zoquean languages. Earlier work includes that of Francisco Leon
Zoque (Chiapas, Engel and Engel 1987), Copainlá Zoque (Chiapas, Harrison
et al. 1981), and Zoque de Rayón (Harrison et al. 1984).
The most extensive work for any of the Mixe-Zoquean languages has
been on Olutec, on the Mixean side of the family, by Roberto Zavala. Zavala’s
(2000) dissertation provides detailed grammatical description of Olutec with
particular focus on the four morphosyntactic topics of ergativity and inver-
sion; nuclear serial verbs; noun-incorporation and denominalization; and ap-
plicatives. Additional published work on Oluta includes Zavala’s work on
inversion (2000, 2007) external possession (1999), Olutec causatives and ap-
plicatives (2001), serial verbs (2006), verb classes in Olutec (2001), adjectives
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(2004), possessive constructions (2006), motion verbs (2003), and a collection
of texts (2001), to name a few. In addition to the grammatical data available
in these publication, Zavala (1998) has also compiled the comprehensive digi-
tal Olutec Trilingual Dictionary with over 6000 entries, posted on the web at
http://www.albany.edu/maldp, which has also incorporated the “Diccionario
Popoluca de Oluta” (Clark, 1981), published by SIL.
Other Mixe language work includes Clark’s work on Sayula, which in-
clude a collection of texts with a brief grammatical sketch (Clark 1961), a
publication on verb derivation (Clark, 1983), and a dictionary, Vocabulario
Popoluca de Sayula (Clark 1981).
1.2 Fieldwork
I made five fieldwork trips ranging from 1 week to 9 months from 2004 to 2009,
totaling just over 11 months. During this time I worked with speakers from
three different communities (figure 1.3): Soteapan, Piedra Labrada and Santa
Rosa Cintepec (10 minutes by bus from Los Mangos). In 2004 I worked in
Catemaco with Juliana Albino Franco during preliminary stages of research
on Sierra Popoluca. I began work in 2005 in Soteapan (figure 1.4), where I
stayed for eight months.
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Figure 1.3: Sierra Popoluca Fieldwork Sites
In Soteapan, I worked primarily with 8 speakers: Cirilo Hernández Ariz-
mendi, his wife Enedina Rodŕıguez Pérez and his daughter Catalina Hernández
Rodŕıguez (Figure 1.5), Pastora Duarte Savalsa (Figure 1.6), Rosa Cervantes
Rodŕıguez, Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco, Etiberio Ramı́rez Pérez, and Reina
Gutiérrez Rodŕıguez. During the summer of 2005 I worked in Catemaco
with Juliana Albino Franco. At this time I was also acquainted with Euge-
nia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez in Santa Rosa Cintepec, near Los Mangos, and began
commuting daily to work with her.
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Figure 1.4: Soteapan, View from Colored Hills 2005
During the summers of 2006 and 2007, I returned to the field to work with
Ms. Franco in Catemaco (and at her home in Piedra Labrada, figure 1.7)
and Ms. Gutiérrez in Santa Rosa (figure 1.8). I also traveled to Soteapan for
brief field visits to work with Ms. Rodŕıguez and Ms. Savalsa. In 2009, I
returned to Piedra Labrada, where I also worked with Reina Gutiérrez Albino
and Fidencio Albino Gutiérrez.
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Figure 1.5: Enedina Rodŕıguez Pérez, Catalina Hernández Rodŕıguez, and
Cirilo Hernández (from left), Soteapan 2005
Figure 1.6: Pastora Duarte Savalsa with author, Soteapan 2005
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Figure 1.7: Juliana Albino Franco at home, Piedra Labrada 2007
Figure 1.8: Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez with her grandchildren Kevin and
Patricia, Santa Rosa Cintepec 2007
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1.3 Methodology
The methodology I used centered on the collection and analysis of recorded
texts, both audio and video, in a variety of genres, including narratives about
personal experiences; traditional and non-traditional versions of well-known
stories; legends; ethno-medical descriptions of illness and treatment; folk ety-
mologies; public service announcements; anecdotes; explanations of daily life,
past and present; historical accounts of the village; recipes; naturally occurring
conversations; and descriptions prompted by video stimulus. The texts were
recorded digitally with the Marantz PMD670 and Edirol Wave/MP3 24 bit
digital Recorder R-1. The texts were translated by native speaker consultants
and transcribed in the PDLMA orthography (see below) using Linguist’s Tool-
box. Over 60 hours of language data have been recorded, 12 hours of which
consist of narratives and conversation. About 10% of the 12 hours of the nat-
urally occurring discourse have been transcribed. The corpus consists of over
5300 sentences (not clauses). The corpus of texts is supplemented with direct
elicitation of paradigms and grammatical forms, transcribed in the PDLMA
orthography.
The data in this grammar comes from a number of sources. Primary
data was obtained during field work in the towns of San Pedro Soteapan,
La Piedra Labrada, and Santa Rosa Cintepec. Native speakers from these
communities included men and women ranging in age from 29 to 80. While
younger speakers have assisted primarily with translation and transcription,
they have also provided texts in the form of narratives and conversations and
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participated in elicitation sessions. The older speakers participated principally
in providing textual data, some elicitation, and some translation of texts.
Informed consent has been obtained from each of these speakers.
Non-primary data comes from the PDLMA lexical database, which con-
sists of over 14,000 lexical entries and examples. This database was made
available to me for my use in working on Soteapanec by the PDLMA. Other
sources of textual data come from published texts by Elson (1947a, 1956,
1984) and Gutiérrez and Wichmann (2001). These texts have been incor-
porated into the text corpus and used in the analysis of the grammar pre-
sented here. The texts used here are listed and coded in Appendix B, or-
ganized by source. A large number of the texts I obtained during my field-
work are stored at the Archive of Indigenous Languages of Latin America
(http://ailla.utexas.org/site/welcome.html).
1.4 Orthographic Issues
There are a few orthographies in use for SP, which include orthographies from
SIL, community (SIL based), IPA, and PDLMA, among other. I have chosen
to use the PDLMA orthography throughout the majority of the dissertation
for two practical reasons. The first is my association with the PDLMA and the
breadth of existing work and resources made available to me at every stage of
writing this grammar. The work on SP, as well as the Mixe-Zoque languages,
by the PDLMA has produced the largest collection of lexical and textual ma-
terials. The research across the languages within the family is unified by the
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orthography. In addition, the use of the PDLMA orthography is the most con-
sistent throughout the literature available on SP. Second, in choosing between
the PDLMA orthography and the IPA, the PDLMA orthography has more
in common with the orthographies in use by the communities, and therefore
is more accessible to the communities. A chart showing the symbols used in
this grammar and those used by the PDLMA and by the community is shown
in Table 1.1. The only exception in my use of orthographies is the glottal
stop. I use the symbol P, rather than the symbol 7. Because of the limita-
tions of this orthography with respect to the details of the phonology, I use
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) throughout the phonology chapter
(2).













The other set of symbols used in this grammar are the boundary marking sym-
bols shown in Table 1.4. These include clitic boundaries, morpheme bound-
aries, and morpheme boundaries in lexicalized expressions.
Table 1.2: Morpheme Boundaries
Clitic boundary +
Suffix boundary -
Lexicalized morpheme boundary .
Compound word boundary =
1.4.1 Presentation of Examples
The examples are presented in four lines, illustrated in (1.1): (i) the phonemic
transcription; (ii) the morpheme-by-morpheme breakdown; (iii) the morpheme-
by-morpheme glosses; and (iv) the free translation. Line (i) provides as close
to a broad phonetic transcription as permitted by the practical orthography,

















(iv) ‘They went to get his dog.’ (REY.046)
I have incorporated a number of texts from different sources into my own
corpus, including texts transcribed by SIL researchers, the PDLMA, as well as
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other researchers (Elson, the Fosters, Gutiérrez and Wichmann). The different
sources use different transcription methods, and the different transcription
methods reflect different levels of phonemic detail, as well as morphophonemic
analysis. To avoid making assumptions about other researchers’ transcriptions,
I have attempted to preserve the transcriptions of previous researchers when
they do not represent competing analyses. Therefore, even if a researcher’s
transcription does not capture (surface) phonetic detail, I preserve the original
transcription. For instance, observe the word PapityP1Py” in example (1.2).
While this transcription is true to the analysis, the surface form would be


























he is dancing.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.188)
1.5 Typological Characteristics
Soteapanec is an ergative, head-marking, agglutinating, polysynthetic lan-
guage. That is, grammatical words are composed of a number of concatenated
morphemes, and phrase heads bear the majority of morphemes. It is predomi-
nantly a verb initial language, although word order is pragmatically influenced.
With respect to its alignment system, SP is an ergative/absolutive, primary
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object language with a hierarchical system. It also exhibits split ergativity
motivated by subordination. The hierarchical system is pervasive throughout
the grammar, appearing throughout its alignment and number system.
As a polysynthetic language, SP has highly productive predicate forma-
tion processes, which include noun incorporation (ch. 20) and verb serialization
(ch. 21). Processes such as verb serialization constitute one end of a continuum
of complex predicate constructions in SP. The language also has a number of
complex predicates composed of multiple verbs that co-occur as independent
lexical items yet share information about person, aspect/mood, and number
(ch. 22). At the furthest end of the continuum, SP also has a number of clause
combining strategies in which verbs remain independent (ch. 23).
1.6 Objectives and Organization of Grammar
SP has a rich and complex verbal system, which in addition to its genetic
affiliation, has drawn much of analytical attention that the language has re-
ceived over the course of the last century. The goals of any grammar are to (1)
document the language—critical in light of the status of many of the world’s
languages today—and (2) to provide as broad as possible a description of a
language to contribute to research in the various linguistic subdisciplines. In
addition to these objectives, this grammar will contribute a body of data and
descriptive analysis to existing research on SP and the Mixe-Zoquean language
family.
The analysis presented in this grammar both complements and supple-
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ments the existing research on SP, and in turn the Mixe-Zoque languages, in a
number of ways. As stated above, the majority of research on SP has largely
focused on the language’s rich verbal system with its complex morphosyntax
and verb formation strategies, as well as its historical context. In addition to
the broad, field-specific objectives described above, this grammar has five goals
specific to SP research. First, this grammar seeks to add to our knowledge
of the SP sound system by providing a detailed description of the phonology.
Second, this grammar seeks to provide a thorough treatment of nonverbal el-
ements of the language, which have tended to draw only peripheral attention.
Third, this grammar seeks to add to what we know about the complexity of
the verbal system, building on the work of previous scholars and applying
analytical tools available to researchers today. Forth, the grammar seeks to
complement the existing research on sentence structure with consideration to
information structure. Fifth, the grammar seeks to present a more complete
picture of the complex predicate formation strategies found in the language.
These goals are reflected in the organization of this grammar.
The grammar is divided into six parts. Part I deals with the preliminar-
ies, which includes the introduction, a description of the sound system (ch. 2),
and an overview of the SP words and formatives (ch. 3).
Part II addresses nonverbal elements in five chapters. Chapter 4 pro-
vides description nouns and their morphology, morphosyntax and associated
syntax. Chapter 5 describes each of the nominal modifiers: adjectives, demon-
stratives, possessors, quantifiers and relative clauses. In each of its correspond-
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ing sections, each word class receives a thorough treatment of its morphology,
morphosyntax and associated syntax. Postpositions and relational nouns make
up a distinct word class from adverbs that manifests a number of unique prop-
erties in the language. The word class is described independently in ch. 6.
Adverbs make up a small closed class of words consisting of lexicalized expres-
sions. These are addressed in ch. 7.
Part III deals with predicates. In chapter 8 I define the verb class and
its subclasses. I include the chapter on non-verbal predicates in chapter (ch. 9),
in which I compare non-verbal predicates with verbs. I provide a description of
verbal derivation in chapter 10, which includes description of lexical prefixes.
SP has an ergative/absolutive alignment system that is informed by
a hierarchical system. The alignment and number systems are described in
detail with consideration of hierarchy in chapter 11. The aspect and mood
systems (SP is a tenseless language) are described in chapter 12. This chapter
also deals with modality, a complex topic that requires future investigation.
The aspect and number systems are revisited at length in the descriptions
of voice (ch. 13) and valency adjusting (ch. 14). Because of the richness of
verbal morphology, part III is concluded with a summary overview of verbal
morphology in ch. 15.
The syntax of clause types is essentially addressed over the course of four
chapters in Part IV. These chapters include: Simple Clause (ch. 16), Negation
(ch. 17), Interrogative Clauses (ch. 18), and Topic and Focus (ch. 19).
Part V deals with complex structures, which consists of discussion of
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complex predicates and multi-verb constructions. The first three chapters de-
scribe complex predicates. SP has two types of noun incorporation, including
external possession, described in chapter 20. It also has nuclear verb seri-
alization, or verb compounding, which is described in chapter 21. SP also
has complex verbal constructions whereby phonologically independent verb
stems make up complex verbal units that are syntactically bound. These are
described in the chapter on dependent verb constructions (ch. 22).
SP has a number of strategies for combining independent clauses that
demonstrate a low level of integration, compared with the complex predicates
described in the preceding chapters. The remaining five chapters describe
these constructions: complement clauses (ch. 23), adverbial and conditional
clauses (ch. 25), relative clauses (ch. 24), a preliminary treatment of secondary
predication (ch. 26), and coordination (27).





This chapter describes the sound system of SP, including the phonemic and
phonetic inventories of consonants and vowels (§2.1), the syllable structure
(§2.3), stress (§2.4), phonological processes (§2.5) and morphophonemic pro-
cesses (§2.6).
2.1 Phonemic Inventory
The SP phonemic inventory consists of 13 consonants (§2.1.1) and 12 vowels
(§2.1.2). The inventory is described here. In this chapter examples appear in
both the practical orthography and the IPA1. Only the practical orthography
is used in subsequent chapters.
1For description of the phonology I use the International Phonetic Alphabet. The practi-
cal orthography developed by the Project for the Documentation of the Languages of Meso
America (PDLMA) is as follows: tj= ty ; dj = dy; ţ = tz; Ù = ch; S = x; ñ= ny; N = nh; j
= y. All other differences are noted throughout text.
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2.1.1 Consonants
The SP consonant inventory is shown in Table 2.2. SP has 13 native phonemes2:
four voiceless stops /p, t, k, P/, one voiced stop /g/, two fricatives /s, h/, three
nasals /m, n, N/, two glides /w, j/, and one unspecified segment /H/.
Table 2.1: Phoneme Inventory: Consonants
Bilabial Alveolar Palato- Palatal Velar Glottal
alveolar











2Himes’ (1997:14) indicates that there are only 11 consonants in the phoneme inventory,
stating that these segments are native to SP; however, she does not list that inventory.
Diachronically, the motivation for Himes’ inventory is consistent with that of the Proto-MZ
inventory (Kaufman 1997); nevertheless, it does not take into account the phonemes that
occur marginally. On the other hand, Elson (1967:270) lists 21 consonants in his inventory.
These are: voiceless stops /p, t, tj, k/; voiced stops /b, d, dj, g/; affricates /ţ, Ù/; fricatives;
/s, S, h/; nasals /m, n, ñ, N/; approximants /j, w, l/; and tap /R/. Elson’s analysis treats
the glottal stop as suprasegmental, and therefore it is not included in his inventory. The
analysis presented here treats the glottal stop as phonemic. Motivation for this treatment
is discussed in §2.2.1.1. In addition, Elson does not include the alveolar trill /r/.
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Examples (2.1)3 and (2.2) provide minimal pair sets (or near minimal pair
sets) showing the phonemes /p, t, k, ţ, s, h, m, n, N, w, j/ in SP. The set
shown in (2.1) shows all phonemes with the exception of /s/, /w/, /j/ and
/N/. The set shown in (2.2) shows all phonemes with the exception of /k/ and
/N/.
(2.1) Core Phonemes in ak set:
pak /pak/ ["pakh] ‘bone’
tak /tak-pa+Pam/ ["takh.pam] ‘It is weaving.’
kak /kak-taH-W/ [kakh."taah] ‘It is lent.’
Pak+ proclitic ‘causative’ [Pak.kaP."taah] ‘He’s been killed.’
jak /hak-taH-pa/ [hakh."taaph] ‘It is being split.’
tzak /ţak-taH-W/ [ţakh."taah] ‘It was left.’
makti /makti/ ["makh.tiP] ‘supernatural being’
naks /naks-nEP-W+Pam/ [naks."nEP.um] ‘It has cleared.’
(2.2) Core Phonemes in 1k set:
p1k /p1k-taH-pa/ [p1kh."taaph] ‘It has been taken.’
t1k /t1k/ [t1kh] ‘house’
P1ks /P1ks-taH-W/ [P1ksh."taah] ‘Shelled (of maize).’
h1k /h1k-W-Pam/ ["h1k.:um] ‘[Water] came down.’
s1k /s1k/ [s1kh] ‘bean’
tz1k /ţ1k-taH-W/ [ţ1kh."taah] ‘It has been touched.’
m1k /m1k-taH-pa/ [m1kh."taap] ‘It has been rolled
in a ball.’
n1kk /n1kk-W+Pam/ [n1k.:um] ‘He went already.’
w1k /w1k-taH-W/ [w1kh."taah] ‘It has been sliced.’
y1k /j1k/ [j1kh] ‘black’
3The segment -W represents the completive suffix, which has five allomorphs in its
surface form. The segment is described in §2.6.
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The phoneme /N/ does not occur in word initial position; however, it does
occur in final position. It is shown contrasting with /m/ in (2.3) and /n/
in (2.4).
(2.3) Nasals /m/ and /N/ in word final position:
tzam /ţam-W/ [ţam] ‘It is ripe.’
tzanh /w1H-PaH-pa+ţaN/ [w1."Paap.ţaN] ‘He is able it is said.’
(2.4) Nasals /n/ and /N/ in word final position:
k11npa /k11n-pa/ ["k11n.paP] ‘It smells.’
k11nhpa /k11nh-pa/ ["k11nh.paP] ‘He’s scared.’
There are 11 restricted phonemes (Table 2.2): two phonemes (/l/ and
/r/) occur only in ideophones; three phonemes (/b, d, g/) occur in lexical-
ized expressions and in Spanish borrowings; six (/tj, dj, ţ, Ù, S, ñ/) occur
in ideophones, in lexicalized expressions, and in Spanish borrowings; and one
phoneme (/R/) occurs in stylistic alternations. There is also a segment [f],
which occurs only in very few Spanish loans. The Spanish phoneme /f/ typ-
ically surfaces as [p] in borrowed words. The difference between the segment
[f] and the segments [l, R, r] is that the former occurs only in borrowed forms,
and rarely, whereas the latter occur in sound symbolic expressions, therefore
constituting phonemes, however restricted they may be. For this reason I do
not include /f/ in the sound inventory.
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Table 2.2: Phonemic Inventory: Consonants
Bilabial Alveolar Palato- Palatal Velar Glottal
alveolar
stops (-voice) (tj)










SP has a 12 vowel system: three high vowels, two mid vowels, and one low
vowel. Vowel length is contrastive, although the contrast is neutralized in
stressed open syllables, when short vowels are lengthened. The vowel inventory
is shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Phoneme Inventory: Vowels
front central back
high i i: 1 1: u u:
mid E E: O O:
low a a:
Example (2.5) lists a minimal pair set (or near minimal pair set) illustrating
the short vowels in SP.
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(2.5) Vowel Contrast:
juk /tan+huk-W/ [tan."hukh] ‘We smoke it.’
jok /hOk-pa/ ["hOk.paP] ‘[His] vision is cloudy.’
jiks /Pa+hiks-pa/ [Pa."hiks.paP] ‘I hurry.’
jek /Pan+hEks-pa/ [Pan."hEks.paP] ‘I knock it down.’
jak /Pan+hak-pa/ [Pan."hakh.paP] ‘I cut it.’
j1k /h1k-pa/ ["h1k.pah] ‘[Water] comes down.’
Vowel length is contrastive in a handful of words, as illustrated with the min-
imal pair sets in (2.6).
(2.6) Minimal pairs contrasting vowel length:
(a) /Pan+pitj-pa/ [Pam."pitjh.paP] ‘I roll up
[tortilla]’
/Pan+pi:tj-pa [Pam."pi:tjh.paP] ‘I bandage
[a wound]’
(b) /h1k-pa/ ["h1kh.paP] ‘[water level]
goes down’
/h1:k-taH-pa/ [h1:kh."ta:ph] ‘it is dragged’
(d) /Pan+kum-pa/ [PaN."kum.pa] ‘I bury it’
/Pan+ku:m-pa/ [PaN."ku:m.pa] ‘I pile it up’
(e) /Pan+hEţ-pa/ [Pan."hEţ.paP] ‘I brush
[my hair]’
/Pan+hE:ţ-pa/ [Pan."hE:ţ.paP] ‘I scratch it’
(f) /kOm-pa/ ["kOm.paP] ‘it fills up’
/kO:m-pa Pi+nuPk-W/ ["kO:m.pa Pi"ñuPkh] ‘he arrives
crouched over’
(g) /Pan+paN-pa/ [Pam."paN.paP] ‘I drive a nail
in it’
/Pan+pa:N-pa/ [Pam."pa:N.paP] ‘I plant seed’
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Other pairs include t1p ‘to spear’ and t1:p ‘to cool’, haj ‘to write’ and ha:j ‘to
make pile with hands’, waN ‘to listen from afar’ and wa:N ‘play with horns’.
Notice the semantic similarities in some pairs. For example in (2.6a),
the verb root pitj means to wrap or roll up a flat object such as a tortilla or a
leaf around something else; pi:tj means specifically to wrap a bandage around a
body part. Vowel length is not used to alter the meaning of a root productively,
and this is not a strategy reported in other Mixe-Zoquean languages. It seems
to once have been a productive process for creating new vocabulary.
2.2 Description of Sounds in SP
The segments described in this section are organized into their natural classes,
predominantly grouped by manner of articulation. Throughout the description
that follows, the allophonic realizations are discussed with their phonemic
counterparts.
2.2.1 Voiceless Stops
The phonemes /p/, /t/, /k/ and /P/4 are the voiceless bilabial, alveolar, velar,
and glottal stops, respectively. /p/, /t/, and /k/ occur in onset and coda, as
well as in word initial and final position. The glottal stop /P/ occurs in word
initial and final position, as well as in coda position; however it is subject to
4Note on phonetic transcription: Throughout Chapter 2, when glottal stop is phonemic,
the glottal stop will be represented in standard 12pt font. However, when the glottal stop is
phonetic, it will be transcribed in superscript typeface. Throughout the rest of the grammar,
the phonetic occurrence of the glottal stop will not be transcribed.
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behavior that distinguishes it from the other stops in the series and is therefore
discussed independently in §2.2.1.1 below. I include discussion of allophonic
[tj] in this section because it patterns as a natural class with stops. Examples
of /p/, /t/, and /k/ are shown in (2.7)56 through (2.9).
(2.7) /p/ Voiceless Bilabial Stop:
Onset Position:
piiji /pi:h-i/ ["pi:.hiP] ‘heat’
p1jpa /p1H-pa/ ["p1:.pa] ‘she’s gotten fat’
puPu /puPu/ ["pu.PuP] ‘belly’
peekam /pE:k+Pam/ ["pE:.kam] ‘long ago’
poopo /pOOpO/ ["pO:.pOP] ‘white’
pak /pak/ ["pakh] ‘bone’
k11pi /k1:pi/ ["k1:.piP] ‘fire wood’
jePm+p1Pk /hePm+p1Pk/ ["hE:m.p1Pk] ‘like this’
w11typuy /w1:tj=puj/ ["w1:tj.puj] ‘leg’
pejpen /pEhpEn/ ["pEh.pEn] ‘bastard’
P1kx=poPotyi /P1kS-i=pOPt-i/ [P1kS."pOPO.tjiP] ‘ground corn’
Petz-pa+Pam /PEţ-pa+Pam/ ["PEţ.pam] ‘he’s dancing’
5Note that in the surface form the completive morpheme -W does not surface. This is
the result of stress assignment patterns in SP and is described in detail in §2.4.
6Note that the notation [VPV] represents a single long vowel with glottal pulse. This
sequence represents a single vowel nucleus. For this reason there is no syllable boundary.
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Coda Position:
jipxi /hipS-i/ ["hip.SiP] ‘burn (n.)’
t1P1p=teeruj /t1P1p1=teeruh/ [­t1P1p."tE:ruh] ‘fisherman’
Pi+jupkaPaba /Pi+hup-kaP-pa/ [Pi.hup."kaPa.ba] ‘he’s going to
drown him’
Pa+neppa /Pa+nEp-pa/ [Pa."nEp.paP] ‘it is kicking
me’
Pi+tyopyaj /Pi+tjOp-jah-W/ [Pi.tjOp."jah] ‘they took it
out’
kugaptzuP /kugapţuP/ [ku."gap.ţuPh] ‘midnight’
Pi+nyip /Pi+ñip-W/ [Pi."ñip] ‘she planted
it’
Pan+j1p /Pan+h1p/ [Pan."h1ph] ‘my mouth’
juPp /huPp/ [huPp] ‘which’
Pi+jeps /Pi+hEps-W/ [Pi."hEps] ‘she served it’
Pi+tyop /Pi+top-W/ [Pi."tjop] ‘he took it
out’
n1PmaPytyaap /n1m-PaPj-taH-pa/ [­n1P.maPj."tjaaph] ‘he’s being
told’
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(2.8) /t/ Voiceless Alveolar Stop:
Onset Position:
Pa+t1Pppa /Pa+t1Pp-pa/ [Pa."t1Pp.paP] ‘they’re inviting me’
tuj /tuh/ ["tuh] ‘rain’
teeny /tE:ñ/-W/ ["tE:ñ] ‘he stood up’
toomi /tO:mi/ ["tO:miP] ‘near’
ta+n1mpa /ta+n1m-pa/ [ta."n1m.paP] ‘we say’
Pan+t1k /Pan+t1k/ [Pan."t1kh] ‘my house’
yuPktuuku /juPk=tu:ku/ [juPkh."tu:.kuP] ‘orphan’
w1steen /w1stE:n/ [w1s."tE:n] ‘two’
yamtoPoba /jam-tOP-pa/ [jam."tOPo.baP] ‘she wants to hide’
yoom+tam /jO:mO+tam/ ["jO:m.tam] ‘women’
Coda Position :
m1P1t /m1P1t/ ["m1.P1th] ‘brother-
in-law’
tzut /ţut-W/ ["tzuth] ‘it fell’
Pi+pet /Pi+pEt-W/ ["peth] ‘he swept’
Pi+ku+woot /Pi+ku+wO:t-W/ [Pi.ku"wO:th] ‘she rolled
it up’
suyat /sujat/ ["sujath] ‘palm’
Pi+w11tpa /Pi+w1:t-pa/ [Pi"w1:th.paP] ‘she mas-
sages her’
Pi+w11=pettzak /Pi+w1H=pEt=ţak-W/ [Pi­w11.pEt"ţakh] ‘she swept
it well’
putpa /put-pa/ ["puth.paP] ‘he is
leaving’
pottzaP /pOtţaP/ ["pOt.ţaPh] ‘obsidian’
Pi+watpa /Pi+wat-pa/ [Pi"wathpaP] ‘he is
making it’
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(2.9) /k/ Voiceless Velar Stop
Onset Position :
kiPmpa /kiPm-pa/ ["kiPm.paP] ‘he ascends
k11pi /k11pi/ ["k1:.piP] ‘fire wood’
ku+tyuum /ku+tju:m/ [ku."tjum] ‘alone’
ketum /kEt-W+Pam/ ["kEt.tum] ‘he descen-
ded
already’
komom /kom-W+Pam/ ["kO.mOm] ‘it filled up
already’
kaPnpu /kaPnpu/ ["kaPn.puP] ‘egg’
Pi+PaPmkiPmpa /Pi+PaPmkiPmpa/ [Pi.­PaPm."kiPm.paP] ‘she looks
up’





Pa+nh+kEj /Pa+N+kEh-1/ [PaN."kEE.h1P] ‘Teach us.’
Panh+koobak /Pan+kO:bak/ [PaN."kO:.bakh] ‘my head’
Coda Position:
Pany+chik /Pan+Ùik-W/ [Pañ."Ùikh] ‘I harvested it’
s1k /s1k/ [s1kh] ‘bean’
kuypuk /kujpuk/ ["kuj.pukh] ‘achiote’
kek /kek-W/ [kEkh] ‘it flew off’
mok /mOk/ [mOkh] ‘corn’
Pi+nektzak /Pi+nEk=ţak-W/ [Pi.ñEk."ţakh] ‘he left it
swept’
pak /pak/ ["pakh] ‘bone’
xikpa /Sik-pa/ ["Sik.paP] ‘she laughs’
n1kpa+m /n1k-pa+Pam/ ["n1kh.pam] ‘he’s going
already’
mukneP /muk-nEP-W/ ["muk.nEPh] ‘he fell’




Pa+pakjaPppa /Pa+pak=haPp-pa/ [Pa.pak."haPp.paP] ‘we grind the
seed’
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The voiceless stop /t/ does not occur adjacent to the high front vowel
/i/ or palatal (or palatalized) consonants [tj, S, ñ, Ù, j]. That is, /t/ does occur
preceding nor following these segments. In these environments, /t/ surfaces
as [tj], as shown by the pairs in (2.10).
(2.10) [t] & [t
j] Alternation:
(a) /Pa+sE:t-pa/ [Pa+sE:tpaP] ‘I return.’
/mOhpa Pa+sE:t-i/ [mOh.pa Pa."sE:.tjiP] ‘I begin returning.’
(b) /Pan+t1N-pa/ [Pan."t1N.paP] ‘he’s cutting it’
/Pi+t1N-pa/ [Pi."tj1N.paP] ‘he’s cutting it’
(c) /Pa+Pitj-taPm-pa/ [Pa.Pitj."j aPm.pa] ‘we’re going to
be [there].’
/Pan+na+sE:t-taPm-W/ [Pa.Ra.sE:th."taPm] ‘we returned
with it.’
(d) /jO:mO+tam/ ["jO:m.tam] ‘women’
/P1Ù+tam/ ["P1Ù.tjam] ‘we, us’
(e) /Pa+sos-taPm-W/ [Pan.sOs."taPm] ‘we cook it’
/Pa+PiS-taPm-W/ [Pa.PiS."tjaPm] ‘they saw us’
(f) /Pan+t1k/ [Pan."t1kh] ‘my house’
/Pin+t1k/ [Piñ."tj1kh] ‘your house’
(g) /Pa+n1k-taPm-W/ [Pa.n1kh."taPm] ‘We went.’
/Pa+POj-taPm-W/ [Pa.POj."tjaPm] ‘We went and
came back.’
The exception is in words borrowed from Spanish, as shown in (2.11).
(2.11) Spanish borrowings:
tiimbrej ["ti:m.brEh] ‘bell’ (sp. ‘timbre’)
tiiruj ["ti:.ruh] ‘shot’ (sp. ‘tiro’)
tiyeendaj [ti"jE:n.dah] ‘shop’ (sp. ‘tienda’)
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The segment /tj/ occurs in two specific contexts: lexicalized stems
(2.12a) and sound symbolic expressions (2.12b).
(2.12) /tj/ Voiceless Palatal Stop:
(a) kutyum /kutjum/ [ku"tjum] ‘alone’
(b) Peetypa /PE:tj-pa/ ["PE:tj.paP] ‘he’s leaning’
Voiceless stops in SP are aspirated upon release in two environments.
The first environment is syllable final preceding a voiceless stop differing in
place of articulation from itselfFor example /p/ surfaces as [ph] preceding [t],
[tj], and [k]; /t/ surfaces as [th] preceding [p], [tj], and [k]; /tj/ surfaces as
[tjh] preceding [p], [t], and [k]; and /k/ surfaces as [kh] preceding [p], [t], and
[tj]. Examples are shown in (2.13). The second environment is in word final
position.Examples are shown in (2.14).
(2.13) Released stops, medial:
Pan+toptoPoba /Pan+tOp-tOP-pa/ [Pan.tOph"tOPO.baP] ‘I want to
take it out’
Pi+petketpa /Pi+pEt=kEt-pa/ [Pi.pEth"kEthpaP] ‘she is
sweeping it
all up’
witypa /"witj-pa/ ["witjh.paP] ‘he walks’
Pa+kektoPoba /Pa+kEk-tOP-pa/ [Pa.kEkh"tOPO.baP] ‘I want to
fly’
(2.14) Released stops, final:
Pi+tyop /Pi+tjOp-W/ [Pi"tjOph] ‘he took it out’
Pi+pet /Pi+pEt-W/ ["pEth] ‘he swept’
huuty /huutj/ ["huutjh] ‘where’
pak /pak/ ["pakh] ‘bone’
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Aspirated stops are illustrated in the spectrograms in Figures (2.1) and (2.2).
The aspirated release is not a contrastive feature.
Figure 2.1: Aspirated /t/ Syllable Final: kiPm=seethpa ‘He returns ascending.’
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Figure 2.2: Aspirated /k/ Word Final: pakh ‘bone’







occur preceding nasals that agree in place of articulation. In this environment
the voiceless stop segments surface as their devoiced nasal counterparts. That
is, the segment assimilates in manner of articulation (sonorant feature) to a
following nasal, but retains its voice feature [-voice]. For example, as shown in
(2.15a) /p/ preceding /m/ surfaces as [m
˚
]. Contrasting (2.15a) with (b), the
voiceless bilabial stop of the same word poopo ‘white’ in a different environment
shows that /p/ surfaces as [p]. In (2.16a) /t/ preceding /n/ surfaces as [n
˚
].
The same stem seet ‘return’ inflected with the morpheme -pa ‘incompletive’
in example (2.16b) does not show this alternation. In (2.17a) /tj/ preceding
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/ñ/ surfaces as [ñ
˚
]7. If we look at (b), we see that /tj/ in the same verb stem
inflected with -pa ‘incompletive’ does not show the alternation. Presumably,
the reason /k/ has not been observed with this surface realization is because
there is no morpheme (lexical or formative) that begins with N, and therefore,
there is no environment where this alternation would occur.





(b) /pO:pO=na:ka-P1Pj-W/ [­pOp.naPa"g1Pj] ‘she had white skin’





(b) /sE:t-pa/ ["sE:th.paP] ‘we going to return’




"ñEPE.baP] ‘we’re lying down’
(b) /Pa+PE:tj-pa/ [Pa"PE:tjh.paP] ‘we’re going to lay down’
The assimilation of a voiceless stop to the nasal feature of a following
nasal while preserving its voice feature ([-voice] is typologically rare.
7This example is particularly interesting because of another alternation that occurs with
respect to the nasal [n] (discussed in the section on nasal phonemes). /n/ surfaces as [ñ]
when it occurs adjacent to a palatal consonant or high front vowel. Therefore, there are two
simultaneous processes that take place in this example. The first is that the nasal /n/ of the
morpheme -neP ‘perfective’ assimilates in place to the /tj/ of the stem to which it attaches.
The assimilation of the nasal to the place of articulation of [tj] conditions the assimilation





Glottal stops occur phonemically and phonetically8. Glottal stops occur in
word initial, in word final, and in onset and coda positions. In each of these
positions, glottal stops /P/ in SP manifests a number of interesting proper-
ties. This section provides a description of the basic phonemic characteristics
of glottal stops in each of these positions, as well as how glottal stops are
distinguished phonemically and phonetically.
2.2.1.1.1 Word initial glottal stops. Glottal stops occur in word initial
position phonemically, as shown in example (2.18).
(2.18) /P/ word initial:
Pity /Pitj-W/ [Pitjh] ‘He is [here].’
P1ch /P1Ù/ [P1Ù] ‘1st person pronoun’
PuPks1 /PuPks1/ ["PuPk.s1P] ‘cloud’
Petzpa /PEţ-pa/ ["PEţ.paP] ‘he dances’
Poy /POj-W/ [POj
˚




We know that words in SP begin with phonemic glottal stops because they
condition a number of morphophonological alternations in word initial posi-
tion, as well as in word medial position. Glottal stops condition voicing in
voiceless stops in specific environments; they undergo metathesis when they
occur in onset position following sonorants in coda position; and they condition
laryngealization (creaky voice) in long vowels of stressed syllables.
8Also see Muñoz (2008) for phonetic analysis of glottal stops.
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It may be the case that words in SP do not begin with vowels9. We
know that word initial glottal stops in a large number of words are phone-
mic, and evidence of this comes from compounds and inflectional morphology.
For instance, the examples in (2.19) show noun and verb stems with inflec-
tional morphology. The noun stem Paapa ‘mother’ has been inflected with
the ergative person marker Pan+ (indicating possession). The glottal stop has
metathesized with the [n] in coda position of the ergative morpheme. Ob-
serve the same process of metathesis with respect to the verb root PiS ‘see’.
Example (2.20) shows a number of more complex processes. The verb root
PaPm ‘look’ is in a compound with the noun tooto ‘paper’; the glottal stop
has metathesized with /t/, conditioned the voicing of the voiceless stop, and
due to stress has laryngealized the lengthened vowel. The same is shown for
the compound poopo=Pay ‘white leaf’. The examples provide clear evidence
for positing word initial glottal stops in SP.
(2.19) /P/ Glottal stop word initial, metathesis:
Pan+Paapa /Pan+Pa:pa/ [PaP."na:.paP] ‘my mother’
Pany+Pix /Pan+PiS-W/ [PaP."ñiS] ‘I saw it’
(2.20) /P/ Glottal stop word initial, metathesis and
laryngealization:




9This is contrary to Elson’s (1967:272) analysis in which he states that “all vowels occur
initially” and indicates that glottal stops do not occur word initially. Elson treats the
“glottal catch” as a suprasegmental feature and not a phoneme
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2.2.1.1.2 Phrase final glottal stop. Glottal stops occur phonemically in
word final position, as shown in example (2.21), although they may also occur
phonetically in word final position when the word ends in a vowel.
(2.21) Word final glottal stop /P/:
kaP /kaP-W/ ["kaPh] ‘he died’
tzaP /ţaP/ ["ţaPh] ‘rock’
wejnéP /wEh-nEP-W/ [wEh."nEPh] ‘she’s cried’
Pi+chiP /Pi+ÙiP/ [Pi."ÙiPh] ‘he gave it [to him]’
n1P /n1P/ ["n1Ph] ‘water’
The phonemic and phonetic realizations are distinguishable because of
characteristics associated with stops in final position. Like the other stops in
the voiceless series, the glottal stop is aspirated upon release in word or phrase
final position. The aspirated release is visible in the spectrogram shown in
Figure 2.3.
Phonetically, a glottal closure also occurs on words ending in vowels, as
shown by the examples in (2.22)10. We know that these are not laryngealized
vowels because no series of laryngealized vowels has been observed contrasting
with vowels and as such there are no minimal pairs.
10In order to distinguish between glottal stops that are phonemic or that surface phonet-
ically, I transcribe the phonetic glottal stop as a superscript glottal stop [P]
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Figure 2.3: Aspirated /P/ Syllable Final: [n1Ph]
(2.22) /P/ Glottal Stop Phonetic Realization:
kaPnpu /kaPnpu/ ["kaPn.puP] ‘egg’
poypa /pOj-pa/ ["pOj.paP] ‘he’s running’
poopo /pO:pO/ ["pO:.pOP] ‘white’
t1P1p1 /t1P1p1/ ["t1P1.p1P] ‘fish’
2.2.1.1.3 Glottal stop in onset position. In general, [P] occurs in onset
position only when following a vowel or in word initial position (2.23). In
normal speech, however, it does not occur in onset position following voiceless
stops nor following nasal obstruents.
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(2.23) Glottal stop in onset position following vowel:
Pa+Pixpa /Pa+PiSpa/ [Pa."PiS.pah] ‘He sees me.’
ta+P1ch+tyam /ta+P1ch+tam/ [ta."P1ch.tjam] ‘we (inclusive)’
Pi+puPu /Pi+puPu/ [Pi."pu.PuP] ‘his belly’
mi+Petzpa /mi+PEţ-pa/ [mi."PEţ.pah] ‘You dance.’
Pi+Poomi /Pi+PO:mi/ [Pi."PO:.miP] ‘his owner’
m1Pa /m1Pa/ ["m1.PaP] ‘deer’
The exception to this statement occurs during slow, carefully articulated speech
(typically during elicitation). For example, as shown by the pair in (2.24), the
glottal stop clearly occurs in onset position.
(2.24) /P/ Glottal stop syllable initial:
(a) Rapid speech:
[PaP"nE:tj.pam] /Pan+PE:tj-pa+Pam/ ’We stood it up’
(b) Slow speech:
[Pan"PE:tj.pam] /Pan+PE:tj-pa+Pam/ ’We stood it up’
When the glottal stop occurs in the coda position of a stressed syllable
with a long vowel, the vowel surfaces as a laryngealized vowel (which is also
described in the literature as glottalization or creaky voice, following Ladefoged
1983). Examples are shown in (2.25).
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(2.25) Laryngealized vowels:
Pi+chiPiba /Pi+ÙiP-pa/ [Pi."ÙiPi.ba] ‘He gives
it.’
k1P1báap /k11pi-PaH-pa/ [k1P1."baap] ‘He is
chopping
wood’









Laryngealized vowels are not contrastive. That is, there are no minimal
pairs in which modal (normal) vowels and laryngealized (creaky voice) vowels
are in contrastive distribution. Laryngealization of vowels is conditioned by
glottal stops, typically as a result of stress. The laryngealized long vowels are
perceived as [VPV], or a modal vowel followed by a glottal pulse followed by
an “echo” vowel. This description is consistent with observations on the real-
ization of glottal stops: “Often phonemic glottal stops are realized as creaky
phonation on neighboring sounds rather than with complete glottal closure”
(Gordon and Ladefoged 2001:401, Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996:75).
The spectrogram in Figure 2.4 shows the word /pO:pO=Paj/ ["poPObaj
˚
]11.
In addition to influencing long vowels, the glottal stop also influences
voiceless stops. The voiceless stops /p/, /t/, /tj/, and /k/ surface as [b], [d],
[dj] and [g] (respectively) when they precede the glottal stop /P/ (underlyingly)
11I transcribe the creaky voiced long vowels as VPV following the established conventions
in the existing orthographies. Elson uses ’ (apostrophe) and the PDLMA uses the symbol
7. Although creaky voice is not always perceptible, a glottal pulse is. The convention used
here reflects this.
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Figure 2.4: Laryngealized vowel: /pO:pO=Paj/
as a result of morphosyntactic processes12. Examples of the voiced stops are
shown in (2.26).
12Also, note in example (2.25) that voiceless stops following stressed syllables in which
the long vowel is laryngealized surface as voiced stops.
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(2.26) Voiceless stops voiced by glottal stop:
/ta+tOp-PaPj-pa+Pun/ [ta.tO"baPj.pa.Pun] ‘they take it out
for us, it is said’




] ‘I cut it for him’
This alternation occurs only as a results of morphosyntactic processes and
stress. Glottal stops do not condition voicing when they precede voiceless
stops in roots, with two exceptions: when they occur in stressed syllables, or
if the stop is /p/ (see §2.5). Examples of roots in which voiceless stops occur
adjacent to the glottal stop but do not condition voicing are shown in (2.27).
(Compare with example 2.26.)
(2.27) Voiceless stops adjacent to glottal stop in roots:
y1Pp /j1Pp/ ["j1Pp] ‘this’
t1Ppxi /t1PpSi/ ["t1Pp.SiP] ‘rope’
Pam+paPtpa /Pan+paPt-pa/ [Pam."paPth.paP] ‘I find it.’
Pi+kuPtpa /Pi+kuPt-pa/ [Pi."kuPth.paP] ‘He eats it.’
wiPkpa /wiPk-pa/ ["wiPkh.paP] ‘He eats.’
The voice alternation also occurs across word boundaries, providing
further evidence that the glottal stop occurs at the beginning of words. This
is illustrated by the example in (2.28).
(2.28) Voiced stop alternation [tj] & [d
j] across word boundaries:
/Pan+na+Pitj-W Pidj1k/ [Pa.Ra.Pi."dji.dj1kh] ‘I had a child before’
In addition, the phoneme /p/ of the suffix -pa ‘incompletive’ also sur-
faces as the voiced bilabial counterpart when it follows the glottal stop in coda
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position of a stressed syllable, as shown in example (2.29). Note in the example
that the voiceless onset /p/ of the incompletive morpheme -pa immediately
following the glottal stop /P/ of the verb stem kaP ‘die’ and the perfect inflec-
tional morpheme -neP surface as its voiced counterpart. The other voiceless
stops /t/, /tj/, and /k/ do not surface as their voiced counterparts in this
context. It appears that the suffix /pa/ has the allomorphs [pa], [p] and [ba].
(2.29) Phonemic realization of /P/:
kaPaba /kaP-pa/ ["kaPa.baP] ‘she’s going
to die’
PakkaPatáap /Pak-kaPa-taH-pa/ [Pak.kaPa."ta:ph] ‘he’s been
killed’




Finally, glottal stops occur in clusters of two or three consonants. The
two consonant clusters include [Pm], [Pn], [Pp], [Pt] [Pk], and [Pj] (2.30). Three
consonant clusters consist of [Pps] and [Pks] (2.31).
(2.30) Two-consonant clusters in coda position:
y1Pp /j1Pp/ ["j1Pp] ‘this’
Pi+paPt /Pi+paPt-w1/ [Pi."paPt] ‘He found it.’
wiPk /wiPk-w1/ ["wiPk] ‘He ate.’
Pa+PaPm /Pa+PaPm-w1/ [Pa."PaPm] ‘He saw me.’
kaPnpu /kaPnpu/ ["kaPn.puP] ‘egg’
PoPţnéP /POPţ-nEP-w1/ [POPţ."nEPh] ‘be squatting
Pan+jepspa /Pan+hEps-pa/ [Pan."hEps.paP] ‘I serve it.’
Pi+nakspa /Pi+naks-pa/ [Pi."ñaks.paP] ‘She hangs it.’
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(2.31) Three-consonant clusters in coda position:
puykuẁıPks /puj=ku+wiPks-W/ [­puj.ku."wiPks] ‘He twisted his
foot.’
Pa+soPpspa /Pa+soPps-pa/ [Pa."soPps.paP] ‘It tires me.’
Glottal stops do not occur as the second or third consonant in a consonant
cluster. Voiceless stops are not voiced if adjacent to glottal stop in roots; the
only exception being when the vowel nucleus is laryngealized due to stress (see
§2.4 and §2.5). Glottal stops do not occur adjacent to affricates or fricatives in
coda position. They also do not occur adjacent to fricatives in verb stems, with
one known exception. This is [chiPS.ÙiS] ‘smell of burnt food’ (also [ÙiPiS.ÙiS]),
which is a reduplicated, affective verb stem (see ch. 8).
2.2.2 Voiced stops
The voiced bilabial stop /b/ and the voiced alveolar stop /d/ are only phonemes
in Spanish loan words, as shown in examples (2.32) and (2.33). Otherwise they
are allophones of their voiceless counterparts (as discussed above).
(2.32) Voiced bilabial stops /b/:
bweeltaj [bwE:ltah] ‘turn (sp. vuelta)’
bandeeja [bandE:hah] ‘platter (sp. bandeja)’
(2.33) Voiced alveolar stop /d/:
deesdej [dE:sdEh] ‘from (sp. desde)’
duulsej [du:lsEh] ‘sweet (sp. dulce)’
diiskuj [di:skuh] ‘disk (sp. disco)’
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/dj/ is a voiced palatal stop that occurs in loan words and in a limited
number of other words. Spanish loan words are shown in example (2.34).
(2.34) Voiced palatal stop /dj/ in Spanish loans:
meedyuj [medjuh] ‘middle, semi (sp. medio)’
raadyuj [raadjuh] ‘radio (sp. radio)’
[dj] is an allophone of [tj] and is observed in environments adjacent to both
the glottal stop and the front, high vowel /i/ or the palatal consonants [Ù], [S],
[ñ], and [j] as shown in example (2.35). As a phoneme, it occurs in a limited
number of words, shown in (2.36). In fact, these may actually be the only two
words. Therefore, its status as a phoneme is marginal, as is that of /tj/.
(2.35) [tj] & [d
j] Alternation:
Pan+Pukketyiny /Pan+Puk=ket-Piñ/ [PaP.nuk."kedjiñ] ‘So I can finish
it all up.’
Pi+Pukkét /Pi+Puk=ket-w1/ [Pi.Puk."keth] ‘He finished
it all up.’
Pan+piPidyaPy /Pan+pi:tj-PaPj-w1/ [Pam.pi."djaPj] ‘I wrapped
(his belly).’
Pi+piity /Pi+pi:tj-w1/ [Pi."pi:tjh] ‘He wrapped
it’
(2.36) Voiced palatal stop /dj/ in SP words:
dya /dja/ [djaP] ‘no’
Pidy1k /Pidj1k/ [Pidj1kh] ‘past’
/g/ is a voiced velar stop. Like its voiced stop counterparts, [g] is an
allophone of the voiceless stop /k/ when it occurs adjacent to the glottal stop
(as described above). Like the voiced palatal stop, /g/ occurs marginally as a
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phoneme in a limited number of words and formatives. For example, it is ob-
served syllable initially in the inflectional formative gak ‘again (verbs); another
(nouns)’, as shown in (2.37a). It also occurs in the word kugapţuP ‘midnight’,
which has been lexicalized from kuk-PaH-ţuP ‘middle-vers-night’ (Kaufman
and Himes, in progress).
(2.37) Voiced velar stop /g/:
(a) seetgakpa /sE:t-gak-pa/ [sE:t."gak.hpa] ‘He returns
again.’
(b) kugaaptzuP /kuk-PaH-pa-ţuP/ [ku."gap.ţuPh] ‘midnight’






(d) toogóy /tO:goj-W/ [tO."gOj
˚
] ‘It got lost.’
It also occurs in Spanish and Nahuatl loan words and only in loans is it found
word initially. Examples are shown in (2.38).
(2.38) Voiced velar stop /g/ in borrowed words:
gasuliinaj [gasuliinah] ‘gasoline (sp. gasolina)’
gitaaraj [gitaarrah] ‘guitar (sp. guitarra)’
futugrafiiyaj [futugrafiijah] ‘photograph (sp. fotografia)’
Piga+ [Piga] ‘complementizer (borrowed from
Nahuatl)’
Pagi [Pagi] ‘very, much’
2.2.3 Nasals
The phonemes /m/ and /n/ are the bilabial and alveolar nasals, respectively.
They occur word initial and word final, as well as in onset and coda positions
medially. Examples are shown in (2.39) and (2.40).
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(2.39) Bilabial nasal /m/:
matza /maţa/ ["ma.ţaP] ‘star’
Pa+monhpa /Pa+moN-pa/ [Pa."mON.paP] ‘I am
sleeping.’
Pik+monhpa /Pi+Pak+mON-pa/ [Pik."moN.paP] ‘She makes
her sleep.’
Pan+sosmonhpa /Pan+sOs-mON-pa/ [Pan.sOs."mON.paP] ‘I’m going
to cook late.’





jimpa /him-pa/ [him.paP] ‘It is spicy.’
(2.40) Alveolar nasal /n/:
nas /nas/ ["nas] ‘earth, ground’
nooki /nO:ki/ ["nO:.kiP] ‘zapote seed’
n1P /n1P/ ["n1Ph] ‘water’
monhnePeba /moN-nEP-W/ [moN."nEPh] ‘He has slept.’
Pa+wanpa /Pa+wan-pa/ [Pa."wan.paP] ‘I am singing.’
wan /wan-W/ ["wan] ‘He sang.’
The bilabial nasal is often devoiced in phrase final position, as shown in (2.41),
however, this is not a strict rule and tends to vary from speaker to speaker13.
(2.41) Bilabial nasal /m/: tzam /ţam/ ["ţam
˚
] ‘a lot’
[n] does not occur adjacent to the high front vowel /i/, the palatal glide,
or the palatal consonants [tj], [Ù], [S], and [ñ]. As illustrated by the examples in
(2.42), in these envronments /n/ surfaces as [ñ]. As with /n/, [ñ] appears word
initially and finally, and in onset and coda position. Therefore, the segment
[ñ] is an allophone of /n/. This is also illustrated with the examples in (2.42).
13Devoiced sonorants have been referred to as “voiceless off-glides” (Elson 1967:271).
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(2.42) Palatal nasal allophone [ñ] in onset and coda positions:






Pi+nyippa /Pi+ñip-pa/ [Pi"ñip.paP] ‘He is planting.’
minypa /miñ-pa/ ["miñ.paP] ‘He is coming.
The examples in (2.43) show a number of alternations between [n] and [ñ] in
a number of environments. The pairs in (2.43) show the nasal /n/ surface as
[ñ]: (a) following the high front vowel /i/, (b) following the palatal glide /j/,
(c) following the alveopalatal fricative [S]; (d) following [ñ]); and (e) preceding
the palatal affricate [Ù].
(2.43) [n] & [ñ] alternation:
(a) /Pi+n1m-PaPj-w1/ [Pi.ñ1P"maPj] ‘He told him.’
/Pa+n1m-PaPj-w1/ [Pa.n1P"maPj] ‘He told me.’
(b) /naj-neP-w1/ [naj"ñeP] ‘(The baby)
had been born.’
/Pa+juP-PaH-neP-w1/ [Pa.juPa"neP] ‘I am hungry.’
(c) /Pa+PiS-neP-w1+nam/ [Pa.PiS"ñeP.nam] ‘She was still
looking at me.’
/dja+tji+Pam nas-neP-w1/ [djatjim nas"nEP] ‘Nothing has
happened.’
(d) /miñ-neP-w1/ [miñ"ñEP] ‘he’s come’
/piN-neP-taH-wP/ [­piN.neP"ta:h] ‘They had been
gathered.’
(e) /Pan+ÙO:mO/ [PañÙO:m:P] ‘my grandma’
/Pan+ţ1ţ/ [Pan"ţ1ţ] ‘my tooth’
In addition, there is an alternation that occurs with the alveolar nasal
segment /n/ that occurs specifically with proclitics. The /n/ segment in
the ergative person marking proclitics Pan+ ‘first person exclusive ergative’,
tan+ ‘first person inclusive ergative’, and man+ ‘first person acting on second
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person’ assimilate to place of articulation of the following consonant. Exam-
ples are shown in (2.44). As is evident from the example in (2.40e) above,
this alternation does not occur in stems and is particular to the behavior of
clitics (with the exception of the palatalization of /n/, which occurs in all envi-
ronments, as described below). Stylistic and morphophonological alternations
associated with clitics are addressed below.
(2.44) [m] & [n] & [ñ] & [N] alternation:
Pam+pak /Pan+pak/ [Pam"pakh] ‘my bone’




Pan+xix /Pan+SiS/ [Pañ"SiS] ‘my cow’
Pany+nyippa /Pan+nip-pa/ [Pa"ñ:ip.pah] ‘I am planting.’
2.2.3.1 Palatal Nasal /ñ/
Like other phonemes of the palatal series, /ñ/ is a phoneme, although marginally
and in only three specific contexts. It occurs in a few verb stems, as shown in
(2.45).
(2.45) Roots With [ñ]:
Pa+koonypa /Pa+kO:ñ-pa/ [Pa"kO:ñ.paP] ‘I sit.’
koony1P /kO:ñ-1/ ["kO:ñ.1P] ‘Sit!’
Pa+teenypa /Pa+tE:ñ-pa/ [Pa"tE:ñ.paP] ‘I stand’
teeny1P /tE:ñ-1/ ["tE:ñ.1P] ‘Stand up!’
Paany /ţa:ñ/ [ţa:ñ] ‘snake’
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It occurs in ideophones (2.46).
(2.46) Ideophones with [ñ]:
[ñuPÙ] [ñuPch] ‘scrunch, crumple’
And it occurs in Spanish loan words (2.47).
(2.47) Spanish loanwords with [ñ]:
maanya [maañaP] ‘skill, craftiness (sp. maña)’
seenya [seeñaP] ‘signal (sp. señal)’
As stated above, /n/ does not occur adjacent to the high front vowel /i/,
the palatal glide, or the palatal consonants [tj], [Ù], [S], and [ñ]. Rather, /n/
surfaces as its allophone [ñ]. As with /n/, [ñ] appears word initially and finally,
and in onset and coda position. This is also illustrated with the examples in
(2.48) (repeated from 2.42).
(2.48) Palatal nasal allophone [ñ] in onset and coda positions:






Pi+nyippa /Pi+ñip-pa/ [Pi."ñip.paP] ‘He is planting.’
minypa /miñ-pa/ ["miñ.paP] ‘He is coming.’
pitynyePetaaj /pitj-nEP-taH-w1/ [­piñ
˚
.ñEP."ta:h] ‘It has been
wrapped.’
2.2.3.2 Velar Nasal /N/
/N/ is a velar nasal. It occurs in word final, in syllable onset and in coda
positions, as shown in (2.49. It does not occur in word initial onsets and no
morpheme begins with /N/. It occurs in syllable onset position only as a result
of metathesis, as illustrated with the example in (2.50).
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(2.49) Velar nasal /N/:
tunh /tuN/ [tuN] ‘road’
s1nh /s1N/ [s1N] ‘party’
monhpa /mON-pa/ ["mON.paP] ‘He sleeps.’
(2.50) /N/ in onset:
/n1kpa s1N-PaH-i/ ["n1kh.pa s1P."Naa.hiP] ‘He is going to party.’
Finally, as described above, [N] is an allophone of [n] when /n/ occurs in a
proclitic preceding the velar stops [k] and [g] and the labio-velar glide [w], as
shown in example (2.51).




Panh+kaawa /Pan+SiS/ [Pañ."SiS] ‘my cow’
2.2.4 Affricates
SP has two affricates: the segments /ţ/ and /Ù/. /ţ/ is an alveolar affricate.
It appears syllable initially and syllable finally. It does not occur adjacent to
the high front vowel /i/ or palatal consonants. In this environment its palatal
counterpart /Ù/ surfaces.
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(2.52) Alveolar affricate /ţ/:
tzas /ţas/ ["ţas] ‘crab’










tzePes /ţePes/ ["ţePes] ‘bed’
tum tz1tz /tum ţ1ţ/ [tum "ţ1ţ] ‘a dead (body)’
totz /tOţ/ ["toţ] ‘tongue’
tzabatz /ţabaţ/ ["ţa.baţ] ‘red’
Pa+Petzpa /Pa+Peţ-pa/ [Pa."Peţ.paP] ‘I dance.’
The palatal affricate [Ù] is an allophone of /ţ/. It occurs syllable initially and
syllable finally adjacent to the high front vowel /i/ and the palatal consonants,
as shown in (2.53), which shows the alternation of [ţ] & [Ù]: the segment /ţ/
surfaces as [ţ] following the alveolar [n]; the segment surfaces as [Ùoj] when it
follows the vowel /i/.







The exception is found in ideophones, like the one shown in (2.54). Here the
word ţiţimat, the proper name of a mythical creature, has two occurrences
of /ţ/ adjacent to the high front vowel /i/, yet surfaces as [ţ].
(2.54) Ideophone with /ţ/:
/ţiţimat/ [ţi.ţi.mat] ‘tzitzimat (proper name of character)’
As such, the phoneme /Ù/ occurs in a limited number of words and appears
to be a phoneme marginally. Like other palatal or palatalized segments, /Ù/
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occurs in a few verbs and nouns, shown in (2.55); ideophones (2.56); and in
Spanish loan words (2.57).
(2.55) /Ù/ as marginal phoneme:
P1ch /P1Ù/ ["P1Ù] ‘I’
m11ch /m11Ù-pa/ ["m1:Ù.paP] ‘He plays.’
(2.56) /Ù/ in ideophones:
chejche /ÙEh.ÙE/ ["ÙEh.ÙEP] ‘thin. shallow’
(2.57) /Ù/ in loanwords:
Paachaj ["Pa:.Ùah] ‘ax (sp. hacha)’
2.2.5 Fricatives
There are three fricatives in SP: /s/, /S/, and /h/. The phoneme /s/ is a
voiceless alveolar fricative that appears syllable initially and syllable finally.
/s/ has an allophone [S], which is the palatal counterpart of /s/. There is
also the marginal phoneme /S/, which belongs to the palatal series and as we
have noted for other phonemes in the palatal series has a limited distribution.
Finally, there is the glottal fricative /h/.
2.2.5.1 Alveolar Fricative /s/
The example in (2.58) illustrates the phoneme /s/ in word initial and final
positions as well as in onset and coda positions word medially. /s/ does not
occur adjacent to /i/ and palatal (or palatalized) consonants. It also occurs
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in final position in consonant clusters involving two and three consonants, as
shown in (2.58). Observe in the examples in (2.59) that the allophone [S]
surfaces in positions adjacent to the high front vowel.
(2.58) Alveolar fricative /s/:
saawa /sa:wa/ ["sa:.waP] ‘air, wind’
suutyi /su:tji/ ["su:.tjiP] ‘small snail’
s1k /s1k/ ["s1kh] ‘beans’
nas /nas/ ["nas] ‘earth’
mos /mos/ ["mos] ‘ten’
Pa+naspa /Pa+nas-pa/ [Pa."nas.paP] ‘I pass by.’
Pan+sospa /Pan+sos-pa/ [Pan."sos.paP] ‘I’m cooking it’
tzePe s /ţEPEs/ ["ţEPEs] ‘bed’
Pan+jepspa /Pan+hEps-pa/ [Pan."hEps.paP] ‘I serve it’
Pi+nyakspa /Pi+naks-pa/ Pi."ñaks.paP] ‘she hangs it
Pa+soPpspa /Pa+sOPps-pa/ [Pa."soPps.paP] ‘I’m very tired’
(2.59) [s] & [S] Alternation:
Paga+soPpspa /Paga+sOPps-pa/ [Paga."sOPps.paP] ‘I am very
tired.’
moj soPpxi /mOh-W sOPpS-i/ ["mOh "sOPp.SiP] ‘He began
to tire.’
Pa+seetpa /Pa+sE:t-pa/ [Pa."sE:th.paP] ‘I return.’
mi+xeetpa /mi+sE:t-pa/ [mi."SE:th.paP] ‘You return.’
Pan+sospa /Pan+sOs-pa/ [Pan."sOs.paP] ‘I am boiling
it.’
Piny+sospa /Pin+sOs-pa/ [Piñ."SOs.paP] ‘You are
boiling it.’
(2.60) [s] & [S] Alternation:
laapis ["la:.pis] ‘pencil (sp. lapiz )’
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2.2.5.2 Palatal Fricative /S/
Like the other palatal (or palatalized) segments in SP, the palatal fricative /S/
is a marginal phoneme, occurring in a small number of words, loanwords, and
ideophones. Examples (2.61) through (2.63) illustrate cases in which /S/ occurs
not adjacent to palatal consonants or the high front vowel /i/. Example (2.61))
shows the quantifier Pu:SaN ‘a little’.
(2.61) SP Word:
PuSaN [Pu:.SaN] ‘a little’
Example (2.62) shows Spanish loanwords in which /S/ occurs. These examples
are interesting because in Spanish these are pronounced [sapátos] and [seṕıjoh]
respectively. These are likely to be older borrowings, which reflect features of
an earlier Spanish pronunciation.
(2.62) Spanish loan word:
xapaatuj [Sa."pa:.tu:h] ‘shoes (sp. zapatos [sapatos])’
xepiiyuj [SE."pi:.juh] ‘brush (sp. cepillo [sepi:jo])’
An example of a sound symbolic expression is shown in (2.63).
(2.63) Sound Symbolic Words:
xoki.xoki [SO.ki.SO.ki] ‘full of little holes’
"xuu.tyu [Su:tju] ‘small’
2.2.5.3 Glottal Fricative /h/
The phoneme /h/ is a glottal fricative. It occurs word initial and final and in
onset and coda within the word. In Spanish loans it also occurs in word final
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position.
(2.64) Laryngeal Fricative /h/:
jaama /ha:ma/ ["ha:.maP] ‘sun, day’
jon /hOn/ ["hOn] ‘bird’
m1j /m1h/ ["m1h] ‘big’
j11j /h1:h/ ["h1h] ‘yes’
Pan+j1p /Pan+h1p/ [Pan."h1p ‘my mouth’
Pa+jejnePum /Pa+hEh-nEP-w1+Pam/ [Pa.hEh."nE.Pum] ‘I have
already
rested’
ku+kejpa /ku+kehpa/ [ku."kEh.paP] ‘It appears.’
Pi+joodonh /Pi+hO:dON/ [Pi."hO:.dON] ‘He knows.’
jaamjipsnéP /haam=hips-nEP-w1/ [­haam.hips."nEP] ‘He has
been
sun-burned’
The segment /h/ assimilates in place and manner features to the preceding
sonorants. This is not a strict rule and generally only occurs in rapid speech
and not always.
(2.65) Glottal fricative /h/ following sonorants:
jossoom /hOs=hO:m/ [hOs.":O:m] ‘in the hole’
nassoom /nas=hO:m/ [nas.":o:m] ‘in the ground’
Pussimpa /PuS=him-pa/ [PuS.":im.pa] ‘It is a little
spicey.’
kaammoom /kaama=hO:m/ [ka:m.":O:m] ‘in the field’
Pan+jaatunh /Pan+hatuN/ [Pan.:a:tuN] ‘my father’
(also [PaN.ja:.tuN])
Finally, as with its glottal stop counterpart, /h/ surfaces in word final position
phonetically. Spanish words that end in a vowel (in Spanish) end in [h] when
borrowed into SP .
(2.66) Laryneal fricative /h/ in Spanish loans:
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tiyeendaj [tijeendah] ‘shop’ (sp. tienda)
tiimbrej [ti:mbreh] ‘bell’ (sp. timbre)
diiskuj [di:skuh] ‘disk (i.e. compact)’ (sp. disco)
2.2.6 Approximants
There are three approximants: The palatal /j/, the labio-velar /w/, and the
lateral /l/. Only /j/ and /w/ can be considered fully productive phonemes
in SP. The lateral /l/ occurs in a limited number of environments, including
sound symbolic expressions and Spanish loan words.
2.2.6.1 Palatal Approximant /j/
/j/ occurs word initial and final and syllable initial and final (2.67). In phrase
final (or word final preceding a pause), /j/ is devoiced.
(2.67) Palatal approximate /j/:
y1k /j1k/ ["j1kh] ‘black’
yajum /jah-w1+Pam/ ["ja.hum] ‘It is finished.’














] ‘tree, wood, stick’
joojpa /hO:j-pa/ ["O:j.paP] ‘He goes for a
walk.’
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2.2.6.2 Labio-velar Approximant /w/
The labio-velar approximant occurs word initially and in syllable onset (2.68).
It does not occur in word final or coda position.
(2.68) Labio-velar approximate /w/:
woony+tyam /wO:ñi+tam/ ["wOñ.tjam] ‘girls’




wejpa /wEh-pa/ ["weh.paP] ‘He cries.’
Pik+wiPkpa /Pi+Pak+wiPk-pa/ [Pik."wiPik.pa] ‘She feeds him.’
nyiiwi /ñi:wi/ ["ñi:.wiP] ‘chili’
jessaw1+m /hEs-s-PaH-w1+Pam/ [hes"saa.w1m] ‘It was like that.’
/w/ is also the one of the only two phonemes (with /k/) that occur in onset
consonant clusters in surface realizations. For example, the verb stem [kwiPks]
‘twist at the waist/hip’ is the only verb or noun root to occur with a consonant
cluster at onset14.
2.2.6.3 Lateral approximant /l/
As stated above, the lateral approximant /l/ occurs in Spanish loans, as shown
in example (2.69). It also occurs in a very limited number of words that appear
to be sound symbolic (2.69).
14The discrepancy prompts the breakdown of the verb into its possible root wiPks ‘twist’
with the derivational proclitic ku+, a proclitic reconstructed as connoting ‘self ’ or ‘else’.
This analysis fits in with the observation that in rapid speech stems derived with ku+ and
verb roots beginning with /w/ may surface as consonant cluster [kw]. This analysis also
coincides with observations made of clitics, which are phonologically reduced in a number of
morphophonological environments. (See Section (2.5) for discussion of morphophonological
processes associated with clitics).
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(2.69) Spanish loans with /l/:
Paanjel ["Pa:N.hil] ‘angel’ (sp. ángel)
yeeluj ["jE:.luh] ‘ice’ (sp. hielo)
laapis ["la:.pis] ‘pencil’ (sp. lapiz )
(2.70) Expressive vocabulary with /l/:
yuuli ["juu.li] ‘probably’
P1jl1nh ["P1h.l1N] ‘make smt move’
P1l1nh ["P1.l1N] (also [P1r1)] ‘clear throat’
2.2.7 Taps and Trills
The phonemes observed least in SP are the alveolar tap /R/ and the alveolar
trill /r/. The tapped /R/ and trilled /r/ both occur in loan words. The
trilled /r/ occurs in sound symbolic expressions. There is also an allophonic
occurrence of /R/ that results from stylistic alternations involving proclitics.
2.2.7.1 Alveolar tap /R/
The allophonic segment [R] surfaces as a stylistic alternation (not obligatory)
at the morpheme boundary of person marking clitics and three derivational
proclitics: the causative Pak+, the derivational PaN+, and the associative na+.
Table (2.4) lists all the possible alternations resulting form the combination of
proclitics.
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Table 2.4: Stylistic Alternation of /R/
Proclitic+ /Pak+/ /PaN+/ /na+/
/Pan+/ [PaRak] [PaRaN] [PaRa]
/tan+/ [taRak] [taRaN] [taRa]
/Pin+/ [PiRik] [PiRiN] [PiRi]
/Pi+/ — — [PiRi]
/Pa+/ — — [PaRa]
/ta+/ — — [taRa]
/mi+/ — — [miRi]
The segment /R/ occurs in Spanish loan words (2.71).
(2.71) Loan words with /R/:
[Pa.gu"Ri:.tah] ‘right now, in a minute’ (sp. ahorita)
2.2.7.2 Alveolar trill /r/
The phoneme /r/ occurs in loan words and in ideophones. Spanish loans are
shown in example (2.72).
(2.72) Spanish Loans with /r/:
rrabyuj ["rab.juh] ‘anger’ (sp. rabio)
Paarrus ["Paa.rus] ‘rice’ (sp. arros)
/r/ also occurs in expressive vocabulary (also known as ideophones and sound
symbolic expressions) (2.73).
(2.73) Expressive vocabulary with /r/:
rropsnéP [rops."nEP] ‘It had slid down.’
kurruutkiPm [ku.ruut."kiPm] ‘He broke out in hives.’
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2.2.8 The segment /H/
There are a number of words that contain an unspecified underlying segment,
identified as the segment /H/15, which shows three alternations in three en-
vironments16. These alternations are [:] (vowel length), [:h] (vowel length fol-
lowed by a laryngeal fricative) and Ø (Elson 1956:22). This segment cannot be
identified as /h/ underlyingly because the laryngeal fricative /h/ is not subject
to the rules that apply for the unspecified segment. The rules describing the
alternations are shown in (2.74). Rules (a) through (c) are described here.
(2.74) /H/ Alternation Rules:
(a) H → : / V C
(b) H → :h / V #
(c) H → Ø / V w1m
15Himes (1997:6, citing Kaufman p.c.) notes that /H/ was originally /h/ in proto-Mixe-
Zoquean.
16Elson (1956:22) reports five alternations. Himes (1997:6) reports four alternations–the
fourth shown in (i)–although no examples are provided.
(i) Fourth /H/ Alternation Rule:
H → h / V V
I have been unable to corroborate the fourth environment, for two reasons. First, words do
not begin with vowels, and only four suffixes begin with or consist of vowels: -1 ‘imperative’,
-i ‘dependent intransitive-a’, -i ‘nominalizer’ and -i ‘motion progressive’. Therefore, the
only environment in which this alternation occurs is verb roots marked with one of these
four suffixes. This marking results in word stems of the shape CVCV(C), which leads to the
second problem in recreating the conditions of the [h] alternation. Vowels in open syllables
in stressed environments tend to surface as long (see §2.5.1). That is, if a root of the shape
CVH is followed by a vowel, then the V surfaces long. Observe in example (ii-a) that
constructions with the minimal pairs /paH/ ‘have diarrhea’ and /p1H/ ‘get fat, soak’. The
same is observed for the verb root /pah/ ‘lock, enclose’ followed by the suffix -1 in (ii-b).
The vowel of the root also surfaces as long.
(ii) /H/ alternation: /H/ → h / V V:
(a) /mOh-W Pa+paH-i/ [mÓh Pa"pa:.hiP] ‘I began to get diarrhea.’
/mOh-W p1H-i/ ["p1:.h1P] ‘Soak them!’
(b) /Pa+pah-1/ [Pa"pa:.h1P] ‘Lock me up!’
As such, the fourth alternation remains an open question.
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The segment /H/ occurs only in coda the position of a limited number
of words and formatives, which are shown in examples (2.75) through (2.78).
Example (2.75) illustrates the verb roots in which /H/ occurs. The adjec-
tive/adverb w1H ‘good, fine’ is shown in (2.76). The interrogative pronouns
PiH ‘who’, huÙaH ‘when’, and tyiH ‘what’ are shown in (2.77) and the deriva-
tional suffixes -PaH ’versive’ and -taH ’passive’ in (2.78).
(2.75) Verb roots:
PuH ‘take care of smo.’
ku+hoH ‘roll around, over’
naH ‘numeral classifier (diachronic remnant)’
ku+pukuH ‘to swarm’












In terms of its distribution, /H/ occurs only in coda position; it can
occur adjacent to all six vowels. There is evidence to support positing an
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unspecified underlying segment, each of which will be discussed in this section.
2.2.8.1 /H/ alternation: /H/ → : / C
/H/ surfaces as length of its preceding vowel before a consonant, illustrated in
examples (2.79) through (2.84).




‘S/he makes a lot of smoke’




‘Now we’re loading it’









‘It was very wet’
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‘She has got fat again.’
The glottal fricative /h/ does occur in coda position preceding a consonant.
In the examples in (2.85), a number of verb and noun roots are shown with
/h/ in coda position. In each case /h/ appears in the surface form.
(2.85) /h/; no alternation preceding consonant:
/mOh-pa+Pam/ ["mOh.pam] ‘It begins.’
/Pi+pah-nEP-W+Pam/ [Pi.pah"nÉPum] ‘he’s enclosed it’
/wEh-pa/ [wehpa] ‘S/he cries.’
/hEh=mON/ [hEhmON] ‘rest at night’
/Pak+m1h-PaH/ [Pakm1hPaH] ‘cause to become big,
raise a child’
/nEh=sE:t/ [nEh=sE:t] ‘tilt, tip’
/tuh=saawa/ [tuh"saa.wa] ‘windy rain storm’
Comparing the minimal pair paH ‘have diarrhea’ and pah ‘enclose’,
shown in (2.86), observe the behavior of the roots in the same context.
(2.86) Minimal pairs preceding consonant:
/Pa+paH-nEP-W+Pam/ [Papa:"nE.Pum] ‘I’ve had diarrhea’
/Pa+paH-pa/ [Pa"pa:pa] ‘I have diarrhea’
/Pa+pah-nEP-W+Pam/ [Pa.pah"nE.Pum] ‘I’ve been locked up.’
/Pa+pah-pa/ [Pa"pahpa] ‘I am locked up.’
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2.2.8.2 /H/ [h] alternation: /H/ → :h / V #
The second rule shown in (2.74) indicates that the segment /H/ surfaces as
vowel length of the vowel preceding it and the laryngeal fricative [h] in word
final position. Examples are shown in (2.87). Example (2.87a) shows the
adjective/adverb w1H ‘good, fine’ in isolation.
(2.87) /H/ alternation: /H/ → :h / V #:
(a) /w1H/ [w1:h] ‘good, fine’
(b) /p1H-W/ [ṕ1:h] ‘S/he got fat.’
(c) /piN-nEP-taH-W/ [piNnEPtá] ‘They were gathered.’
Observe the examples in (2.88), which show words (or roots) that end in /h/
underlyingly. (2.88a) shows the adjective w1H ‘big’ in isolation. Note that the
vowel [1] does not appear long. Similarly, the vowels of the verb roots [sah]
‘gift’ and [moh] ‘begin’ do not appear long. Again if we compare the minimal
pair /paH/ and /pah/ in example (2.89) in the same enviroments, inflected
only with the completive suffix -w1 and the first person exclusive absolutive
clitic Pa+, /paH/ surfaces as [paa] and /pah/ surfaces as [pah].
(2.88) /h/ examples; no alternation word final:
/m1h/ [m1h] ‘big’
/Pa+sah-W/ [Pasáh] ‘She gifted it (to) me.’
/mOh-W/ [mÓh] ‘It began.’
(2.89) Minimal pairs preceding edge of word:
/Pa+paH-W/ [Pa."pa:h] ‘I had diarrhea.’
/Pa+pah-W/ [Pa."pah] ‘I was locked up.’
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2.2.8.3 /H/ alternation: /H/ → Ø/ V w1m
The final rule specifies that /H/ surfaces as Ø preceding the morpheme combi-
nation of the completive morpheme -W and +Pam ‘already’, which surfaces as
[-w1m]. Observe in the examples shown in (2.90) that the passive suffix -taH
preceding [w1m] surfaces as [ta] 17.
(2.90) /H/ alternation (a): /H/ → Ø/ V w1m:
/Pi+wat-taH-W+Pam/ [Piwat."taw1m] ‘It has already been made.’
As shown in (2.91), when verb roots that end in /h/ underlyingly are inflected
with the completive and the ‘already’ enclitic, the inflectional suffix -W sur-
faces [O], [u], or [1].
(2.91) /h/ examples; no alternation word final:
/mOh-W+Pam/ ["mO.hOm] ‘It began.’
/Pi+Pak+nuPk-yaj-W+Pam/ [Pik.nuPk."ja.hum] ‘They put it together.’
/jah-W+Pam/ ["ja.h1m] ‘They finished.’
2.2.9 Vowels
Soteapanec has three high vowels: the high front vowel /i, i:/, the high back,
unrounded vowel /1, 1:/, and the high back rounded vowel /u, u:/. The front
vowels /i, i:/ occur adjacent to palatal and alveo-palatal segments, as shown
in examples (2.92) and (2.93). /i, i:/ do not occur adjacent to alveolar stops,
nasals, fricatives, affricates, as they condition palatalization of the alveolar
segments (see §2.5.2.3). The only exception is in Spanish loan words, as shown
17The occurrence of the morpheme [w1] is of particular interest because this is one of only
two environments in which the suffix -W, which has five alternations [O], [u], [1], Ø, and [w1],
appears as [w1]. See 2.6 for description.
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in (2.94).
(2.92) High front vowel /i/:




xix /SiS/ [SiS] ‘cow’
chimpa /Ùimpa/ ["Ùim.pah] ‘dog’
mich /miÙ/ [miÙ] ‘you’
n1P1piny /n1P=piñ/ ["n1P1.piñ] ‘blood’
j1mnyi /h1mñi/ ["h1m.ñiP] ‘forest’
(2.93) High front vowel /i:/:
chiinyi /Ùi:ñi/ ["Ùi:ñiP] ‘thunder’
chii cha /Ùi:Ùa/ ["Ùi:Ùah] ‘net’
puykiityi /puj=ki:tji/ [puj."ki:.tjiP] ‘broken foot’
kuumxiiwi /ku:m=Si:wi/ [ku:m."Si:.wiP] ‘(hunting) bow’
nyiiwi /ñi:wi/ ["ñi:.wiP] ‘chili’
xiinychujs1k /Śı:ñÙuh s1k/ ["S i:ñ.Ùuh s1kh] ‘coral colored bean’
(2.94) High front vowel in loan words:
pinsaj [piinsah] ‘pliers (sp. pinsa)’
sinturuunh [sinturuuN] ‘belt (sp. cinturon)’
Piskiinaj [Piskiinah] ‘corner (sp. esquina)’
bentiladuur [bentiladuur] ‘electric fan (sp. ventilador)’
The high back unrounded vowels /1, 1:/ appear adjacent to all consonants, as
shown in (2.95) and (2.96).
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(2.95) High Mid Unrounded Vowel /1/:
n1P /n1P/ [n1Ph] ‘water’
y1k /j1k/ [j1kh] ‘black’
m1Pa /m1Pa/ [m1.Pah] ‘deer’
p1spa /p1s-pa/ ["p1s.paP] ‘it heals’
k1Paapa /k1P=Paapa/ [k1."Paa.pah] ‘big toe’
Pidy1k /Pidy1k/ ["Pi.dy1kh] ‘past’
P1Ù /P1Ù/ [P1Ù] ‘I’
pixty1k /piStj1k/ ["piS.tj1kh] ‘lice’
taatz1k /ta:ţ1k/ ["ta:.ţ1kh] ‘ear’
(2.96) High Mid Unrounded Vowel /1:/:
p11xiny /p1:Siñ/ ["p1:.Siñ] ‘man’
tz11xi /ţ11Si/ ["ţ1:.Si] ‘child’
j11stáap /h1:s-taH-pa/ [h1:s."ta:ph] ‘She is remembered.’
The high back rounded vowels /u, u:/ also appear adjacent to all consonants,
as shown in (2.97) and (2.98).
(2.97) High Back Rounded Vowel /u/:
tuj /tuh/ [tuh] ‘rain’




suyat /sujat/ ["su.jath] ‘palm’
kugaptzuP /kugapţuP/ [ku"gap.ţuPh] ‘midnight’
Puks1 /PuPks1/ ["PuPk.s1P] ‘cloud’
puPu /puPu/ ["pu.PuP] ‘belly’
tzutz /ţuţ/ [ţuţ] ‘tooth’
tzujmity /ţuhmitj/ ["ţuh.mitjh] ‘blanket’
tukuteen /tukutE:n/ [tu.ku."tE:n] ‘three’
yukm1 /jukm1/ ["juk.m1P] ‘high, above’
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(2.98) High back rounded vowel /u:/:
tzuus /ţu:s/ [ţu:s] ‘blue, green’
nuuma /nu:ma/ ["nu:maP] ‘certainty’
puuchi /pu:Ùi/ ["pu:ÙiP] ‘garbage’
puktuuku /puktu:ku/ [puk."tu:.kuP] ‘clothing’
tuuku /tu:ku/ ["tu:.kuP] ‘old’
yuuli /ju:li/ ["ju:.liP] ‘probably’
Soteapanec has two mid vowels: the front mid vowels /E, E:/ and the
mid back mid vowel /O, O:/. the mid front vowels /E, E:/ are shown in (2.99)
and (2.100).
(2.99) Mid front vowel /E/:
seket /sEkkEt/ ["sE.kEth]/ ‘bird nest’
["sEk.:Eth]
tePkxi /tEPkS/ ["tEPk.SiP] ‘dress’










(2.100) Mid front vowel /E:/:
jeem /hE:m/ [hE:m] ‘there’
neeja /nE:ha/ [nE:haP] ‘side’
jeepe /hE:pE/ [hE:pEP] ‘tree gourd’
w1steen /w1stE:n/ [w1s."tE:n] ‘two’
Pa+seetpa /Pa+sE:t-pa/ [Pa"sE:t.paP] ‘I’m returning.’
The mid back vowels /O, O:/ are shown in (2.101) and (2.102).
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(2.101) Mid Back Vowel /O/:
mok /mOk/ [mOkh] ‘corn’
kom /kOm/ [kOm] ‘post’
totz /tOţ/ [tOţ] ‘tongue’
woyo /wOj O/ ["wO:.jOP] ‘circular’
(2.102) Mid back vowel /O:/:
yooya /jO:ja/ ["jO:.jaP] ‘pig’
pooopo /pO:po/ ["pO:.poP] ‘white’
nooki /nO:ki/ ["nO:.kiP] ‘zapote seed’




Pa+yooxaap /Pa+yO:x-PaH-pa/ [Pa.jO:"Sa:ph] ‘I’m working.’
There is one low central vowel: /a, a:/, shown in (2.103) and (2.104).
(2.103) Low Central Vowel /a/:
tam /tam/ [tam] ‘bitter’
tzaP /ţaP/ [ţaPh] ‘rock’
yooya /jO:ja/ ["jO:.jaP] ‘pig’
pak /pak/ [pakh] ‘bone’
[takaj]
wanh /waN/ [waN] ‘horn’
(2.104) Low Central Vowel /a:/:
tzaam /ţa:m/ [ţa:m] ‘much, very’
saawa /sa:wa/ ["sa:.waP] ‘wind, air’
jaamtáap /ha:m-taH-pa/ [ha:m."ta:ph] ‘He’s felt (said of the dead).’
Words in SP do not begin with vowels. We know that words begin
with glottal stops phonemically and that word initial stops are not phonetic,
because they condition a number of morphophonological alternations in word
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initial position, as well as in word medial position18. Evidence of this comes
from compounds or inflectional morphology. Glottal stops condition voicing
in voiceless stops in specific environments; undergo metathesis following sono-
rants in coda position; and condition laryngealization in the long vowels of
stressed syllables. The examples in (2.105) show noun and verb stems with in-
flectional morphology or in a compound in which an alternation has occurred.
In (2.105a), the noun stem Paapa ‘mother’ has been inflected with the ergative
person marker Pan+ (indicating possession). In this example the word initial
glottal stop has metathesized with the [n] in coda position of the ergative
morpheme. Observe the same process of metathesis with respect to the verb
stem PiS ‘see’ in example (2.105b). In (2.105c) the verb root PaPm ‘look’ is
in a compound with the noun tooto ‘paper’ and we observe a number of more
complex processes. The glottal stop has metathesized with /t/, conditioned
the voicing of the voiceless stop, and due to stress has laryngealized the length-
ened vowel, providing clear evidence for positing word initial glottal stops in
Soteapanec.
(2.105) /P/ Glottal stop word initial
(a) /Pan+Pa:-pa/ [PaP"na:paP] ‘my mother’
(b) /Pan+PiS-w1/ [PaP"ñiS] ‘I saw it’
(c) /tooto=PaPm-w1/ [tOPO"daPm] ‘he reads’
18This is contrary to Elson’s (1967:271-272) analysis in which he states that “all vowels




In Soteapanec, a syllable minimally consists of a consonant and a vowel: CV.
The maximal syllable is (C)CV(:)(P)(C)(C). The attested syllable shapes are
shown in example (2.106). Syllables with clusters in onset position are rare.
The clusters in onset position that have been observed consist of a voiceless
stop in first position.
(2.106) Attested Syllable Shapes:
CV /ku+tju:m/ [ku."tju:m] ‘alone’
/juP-PaH-neP-W+Pam/ [­ju.Pa."ne.Pum] ‘he was already
hungry.’
CV: /k1:pi/ ["k1:.pih] ‘firewood’
CVC /pak/ ["pakh] ‘bone’
CV:C /hu:tj/ ["hu:tjh] ‘where’
CVPC /ka1Pnpu/ ["kaPn.puP] ‘egg’
CVPCC /Pa+sOPps-pa/ [Pa."sOPps.paP] ‘It tires me.’
CCVC /trajtji/ ["traj.tjiP] ‘kid, adolescent
male’
CCVCC /kruPjtji/ ["kruPj.tjiP] ‘quail’
2.3.1 Syllable Onsets
All consonants occur in onset position, as shown in example (2.107). /N/ does
not generally occur in syllable onset as no morpheme begins with /N/. The
exception, however, is under the condition of metathesis, when /N/ occurs in
coda position preceding the glottal stop and then metathesizes with the glottal







poopo /pOOpO/ ["pOO.pOP] ‘white’
yamtoPoba /jam-tOP-pa/ [jam."tOPo.baP] ‘She wants
to hide.’
suutyi /suutji/ ["suu.tjiP] ‘small snail’
Pa+kEkpa /Pa+kEk-pa/ [Pa."kEkh.paP] ‘I fly.’
tzabatz /ţabaţ/ ["ţa.baţ] ‘red’
Pidj1k /Pidj1k/ ["Pi.dj1kh] ‘past’
sE:tgakpa /sE:t-gak-pa/ [sE:t."gakh.paP] ‘He returns
again.’
(b) Nasals:
Pa+moNpa /Pa+moN-pa/ [Pa"mON.paP] ‘I sleep.’
moNnEP /moN-nEP-W/ [moN"nEPh] ‘He has slept.’
ñiiwi /ñiiwi/ ["ñii.wiP] ‘chili’
n1kpa s1NPaahi /n1kpa s1N-PaH-i/ ["n1kh.pa s1P"Naa.hiP] ‘He goes
to party.’
(c) Affricates:





saawa /sa:wa/ ["sa:.waP] ‘air, wind’
xix /SiS/ ["SiS] ‘cow’
Pi+joodonh /Pi+hO:dON/ [Pi."hO:.dON] ‘He knows.’
(e) Approximates:
yooya /jO:ja/ ["jO:.jaP] ‘pig’
wejpa /wEh-pa/ ["wehpaP] ‘he cries’
(f) Liquids:
P1l1nh /P1l1N/ [P1.l1N] ‘clear throat’
rropsnEP /rops-neP-W/ [rops."nEP] ‘It slips.’
Para+Ṕıty /Pan+na+Pitj-W/ [Pa.R a."Pitjh] ‘I had it.’
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The only consonant clusters that occur in onset position are [tr], [kr]
and [kw], as shown in example (2.108). Onset clusters, however, are rare. In
fact, the etymology of some of the words is unknown, and they are likely to be
loanwords, ideophones, or the result of morphophonemic processes. For exam-
ple kruuna ‘crown’, shown in (2.108), is borrowed from the Spanish corona. In
the case of the consonant cluster [kw], the sequence often results as a contrac-
tion involving the deletion of the vowel [u] of the derivational proclitic ku+
preceding the labio-velar approximate [w].
(2.108) Consonant Clusters in Onset:
traytyi /trajtji/ [traj.tji] ‘kid, adolescent male’
kruPytyi /kruPjtji/ ["kruPj.tjiP] ‘quail’
kruuna /kru:na/ ["kru:.naP] ‘crown’
kwidaadoj /kwida:doh/ [kwi."da:.doh] ‘Be careful.’
ku+wiPks /ku+wiPks-W/ [kwiPks] ‘It twisted.’
2.3.2 Syllable Nuclei




Pa+xikpa /Pa+Sik-pa/ [Pa."Sikh.paP] ‘I laugh.’
nyiiwi /ñi:wi/ ["ñi:.wiP] ‘chili’
Pan+m1kpa /Pan+m1k-pa/ [Pam."m1kh.pah] ‘I wrap it.’
p11xiny /p1:Siñ/ ["p1:.Siñ] ‘man’
yumpa /jum-pa/ ["jum.pah] ‘It boils.’
nuuma /nu:ma/ ["nu:.maP] ‘certainty’
Pa+ketpa /Pa+kEt-pa/ [Pa."kEth.pah] ‘I descend.’
Pa+seetpa /Pa+sE:t-pa/ [Pa."sE:t.paP] ‘I return.’
Pan+sospa /Pan+sOs-pa/ [Pan."sOs.pah] ‘I boil it.’
mooya /mO:ja/ ["mO:.jaP] ‘flower’
nas /nas/ [nas] ‘earth, dirt’
saawa /sa:wa/ ["sa:.waP] ‘wind, air’
2.3.3 Syllable Codas
All consonants occur in coda position except [w], [l], [r], [R]. In the case
of [w], three roots have been documented that show [w] in coda position:
PowPoks ‘bend back’, kO:w-Pa:h-i ‘cut flesh’, and ţO:wP1Pj ‘be expensive’ (Kauf-
man & Himes, in progress). Due to its position preceding the glottal stop,
however, these expressions surface as [PoPwoks], [­kOPOwa"neP], and [ţOPO"w1Pj],
respectively19. Therefore, [w] does not appear in coda position. With respect
to [l] and [r], these phonemes occur only in onset position in loanwords and
ideophones. The allophone [R] occurs only in stylistic alternations associated
with clitics and only in onset position.
19See sections (2.2.1.1) and (2.5.3) for discussion of glottal stops and metathesis.
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(2.110) Syllable Codas:
tzaP /ţaP/ [ţaPh] ‘rock’
Pi+tyopyaj /Pi+tjOp-jah-w1/ [Pi.tjOp."jah] ‘They took it out.’
tzut /ţut-w1/ ["tzut] ‘It fell.’
witypa /witj-pa/ ["witj.paP] ‘He is walking.’
muknéP /muk-nEP-w1/ ["muk.nEPh] ‘He fell.’
jimpa /him-pa/ ["him.paP] ‘It is spicy.’
Pa+wanpa /Pa+wan-pa/ [Pa."wan.paP] ‘I am singing.’
Pi+winy=pak /Pi+wiñ-pak/ [Pi."wiñ.pakh] ‘his forehead’
monhpa /moN-pa/ ["mON.paP] ‘He sleeps.’
totz /tOţ/ ["toţ] ‘tongue’
P1ch /P1Ù/ ["P1Ù] ‘I’
nas /nas/ ["nas] ‘earth’
xix /SiS/ [SiS] ‘cow’
ku+kejpa /ku+keh-pa/ [ku."kEh.paP] ‘It appears.’
kuy /kuj/ ["kuj
˚
] ‘tree, wood, stick’
Consonant clusters are more prevalent in coda position. Clusters con-
sist of two and three consonants. Clusters of two consonants that occur in
coda position are made up of: [stop] + [fricative] ([ps] and [ks]) and [glottal
stop] + [obstruent−sibilant]] ([Pm], [Pn], [Pp], [Pt] [Pk], [Pj]). Clusters of three
consonants that occur in coda position consist of: [glotta stop] + [labial or
velar stop] + [fricative] ([Pps] and [Pks]).
(2.111) Two-consonant clusters in coda position:
y1Pp /j1Pp/ ["j1Pp] ‘this’
Pi+paPt /Pi+paPt-w1/ [Pi"paPt] ‘He found it.’
wiPk /wiPk-w1/ ["wiPk] ‘He ate.’
Pa+PaPm /Pa+PaPm-w1/ [Pa"PaPm] ‘He saw me.’
kaPnpu /kaPnpu/ ["kaPn.puP] ‘egg’
Pi+koPtz /Pi+koPţ-W/ [Pi."koPţ] ‘He hit him.’
Pan+hepspa /Pan+hEps-pa/ [Pan"hEps.paP] ‘I serve it.’
Pi+nakspa /Pi+naks-pa/ [Pi"ñaks.paP] ‘She hangs it.
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(2.112) Three-consonant clusters in coda position:
puy=ku+ẃıPks /puj=ku+wiPks/ [­puj.ku."wiPks] ‘He twisted his
foot.’
Pa+soPpspa /Pa+soPps-pa/ [Pa."soPps.paP] ‘It tires me.’
2.3.4 Medial Consonant Clusters
Clusters of two, three and four consonants occur in medial position.
2.3.4.1 Two Consonant Clusters
The majority of combinations of stops, nasals, fricatives, affricates are attested.
Examples with two consonant clusters are shown in (2.113) through (2.118).
Exceptions are addressed below.
(2.113) Stop + C:
(a) Stop + stop:
/Pa+put-pa+Pam/ [Pa."puth.pam] ‘I’m leaving’
/j1Pp/ ["j1Pp] ‘this’
(b) Stop + nasal:
/muk-nEP-W/ [muk."nEPh] ‘He fell.’
(c) Stop + approximant:
/kEk-jah-pa/ [k Ek."jah.paP] ‘They are flying.’
/Pi+Pak+wiPk-pa/ [Pik."wiPik.pa] ‘She feeds him.’
/haj-PaN/ [haPjaN] ‘a lot’
(d) Stop + fricative:
/suksuk/ ["suk.sukh] ‘river’
(e) Stop + affricate:
/kugapţuP/ [ku."gap.ţ uPh] ‘midnight’
/w1tj=ÙO:mO/ [w1tj."ÙO:.mOP] ‘grandfather’
/Pi+w1H=pEt=ţak-W/ [Pi­w11.pEt."ţakh] ‘She swept it well.’
/Pi+nEk=ţak-W/ [Pi.ñEk."ţakh] ‘He left it swept.’
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(2.114) Nasal + C:
(a) Nasal + stop
/jam-tOP-pa/ [jam."tOPO.baP] ‘She wants to hide.’
/Pan+Paapa/ [Pan."Paa.pa] ‘my mother’
(b) Nasal + nasal
/Paanma/ ["Pa:n.maP] ‘heart’
/mON-nEP-W/ [moN."nEPh] ‘He has slept.’
(c) Nasal + approximant
/miñ-jah-pa/ [miñ."jah.paP] ‘They are coming.’
(d) Nasal + fricative
/Pan+sOs-pa/ [Pan."sOPs.paP] ‘I’m cooking it.’




(2.115) Approximant + C:
(a) Approximant + stop
/Pa+poj-pa/ [Pa."pOj.paP] ‘I run.’




(c) Approximant + approximant
/toj-jah-pa/ [toj.":ah.pa] ‘They hurt.’
(d) Approximant + fricative
/ţaj=S1k/ ["ţaj.S1kh] ‘bean’






(2.116) Fricative + C:
(a) Fricative + stop
/Pan+sOs-pa/ [Pan."sos.paP] ‘I am cooking it.’
/Pa+PiS-taPm-W/ [Pa.PiS."tjaPm] ‘They saw us.’
/Pi+nas-kaP-pa/ [Pi.ñas."kaPa.baP] ‘It happens to him.’
(b) Fricative + nasal
/Pan+sOs-mON-pa/ [Pan.sOs."mON.paP] ‘I am going to cook.
late’
/Pa+hEh-nEP-w1+Pam/ [Pa.hEh."nE.Pum] ‘I have already
rested.’
(c) Fricative + approximant
Pi+PiS-jah-pa/ [Pi.PiS."jah.paP] ‘They see [it].’
(2.117) Affricate + C:
(a) Affricate + stop
/PEţ-pa+Pam/ ["PEţ.pam] ‘He is dancing’
/Pi+ÙiÙ-pa/ [Pi"ÙiÙ.paP] ‘He pulls it.’
(b) Affricate + nasal
/t1ţ-nEP-W/ ["t1ţ.nEPh] ‘It is dried.’
(c) Affricate + approximant
/m1:Ù-jah-pa/ [m1:Ù."jah.paP] ‘They play.’
(2.118) Liquids + C:
(a) Liquid + stop
/s1P-pa Pan+kapEl=piN-W/ ["s1Pp Pan.ka.­pEl."piN] ‘I am
picking coffee.’
Exceptions include [glottal stop] + [fricative] clusters; SP disprefers
these sequences and tends to insert an epenthetic “echo” vowel following the
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stop. Another exception involves fricatives. Fricatives undergo assimilation
alternations when they occur adjacent to one another. For example the glottal
fricative /h/ surfaces as an alveolar or palatal fricative [s, S] when it follows
the alveolar or palatal fricative /s, S/ (rule: h → s, S / s, S ), as shown in
(2.119).
(2.119) Fricative + fricative:
/nas=hO:m/ [nas.":o:m] ‘in the ground’
The affricates [ţ] and [Ù] also do not occur adjacent to one another because
the alveolar affricate assimilates in place of articulation to palatal segments.
Therefore, /ţ/ surfaces as [Ù] when it appears adjacent to [Ù]. Liquids show
a limited distribution. [r] and [l] appear in a limited number of clusters when
borrowed words are involved. In ideophones, [l] has not been observed in
clusters.
2.3.4.2 Three Consonant Clusters
Clusters of three consonants are also observed. The distribution is more re-
stricted than that of two consonant clusters. The three consonant clusters
that are observed are listed in (2.120) through (2.124).
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(2.120) Glottal stop + Stop + C:
(a) Glottal + stop + stop
/Pa+t1Pp-pa/ [Pa."t1Pp.paP] ‘They are inviting me.’
(b) Glottal + stop + nasal
/PaN+kuPt=mON-pa/ [PaN.kuPt."mON.paP] ‘I eat dinner.’
(c) Glottal + stop + approximant
/nuPk-jah-W/ [nuPk."jah] ‘They arrived.’
(d) Glottal + stop + fricative
/maPks-i/ ["maPk.Si] ‘before’




(2.121) Glottal Stop + Nasal + C:
(a) Glottal + nasal + stop
/Pa+PaPm-pa/ [Pa."PaPm.paP] ‘He sees me.’
/kaPnpu/ ["kaPn.puP] ‘egg’
(b) Glottal + nasal + nasal
/Pi+PaPm-neP-W/ [Pi.PaPm."nePh] ‘He had seen her.’
(c) Glottal + nasal + approximant
/ta+PaPm-jah-pa/ [ta.PaPm."jah.paP] ‘They see us.’
(d) Glottal + nasal + fricative
/Pa+PaPm=sE:t-pa/ [Pa.PaPm."sE:th.paP] ‘He looks back.’
to see me’
(e) Glottal + nasal + affricate
/Pi+Pak+kiPm=ţak-W/ [Pik.kiPm."ţakh] ‘He left it raised.’
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(2.122) Glottal stop + Approximant + C:
(a) Glottal + approximant + stop
/was-POPj-pa/ [wa."sOPj.pa] ‘It bites.’
(b) Glottal + approximant + nasal
/hoPj-neP-W/ [hoPj"ñEPh] ‘He had been
angry.’
(c) Glottal + approximant + approximant
/Pi+n1m-PaPy-yaj-W/ [Pi­ny1P.maPy"yaj] ‘He told them.’
(e) Glottal + approximant + affricate
/Pa+maPj=ÙiP-W/ [Pa.maPj"ÙiPh] ‘She gave it to us
sold.’
(2.123) Glottal stop + Affricate + C:
(a) Glottal + affricate + stop
/Pi+koPţ-pa/ [Pi."koPţ.paP] ‘He hits him.’
(b) Glottal + affricate + nasal
/Pi+koPtzneP-W/ [Pi.koPtz."neP] ‘He had hit him.’
(c) Glottal + affricate + approximant
/Pi+koPţjah-W/ [Pi.koPţ."jah] ‘They hit him.’
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(2.124) Stop + Fricative + C:
(a) Stop + fricative + stop
/Pan+hEps-pa/ [Pan."hEps.paP] ‘I serve it.’
/Pi+naks-pa/ [Pi."ñaks.paP] ‘She hangs it.’
(b) Stop + fricative + nasal
/Pa+nEks-nEP=kaPm-pa/ [Pa.­nEks.nEP."kaPm.pa] ‘I am going
to stick it.’
(c) Stop + fricative + approximant
/Pi+naks-jah-pa+Pam/ [Pi.naks."jah.pam] ‘They beat
[cotton].’
(c) Stop + fricative + affricate
/Pan+paks=ţak-pa/ [Pan.­paks."ţakh.paP] ‘I leave it
folded.’
Glottal stops do not occur adjacent to fricatives. Therefore, no three conso-
nant cluster sequences begin with [P] + [fricative]. No [P] + [approximant] +
[fricative] sequences have been observed, although they are plausible. Clusters
consisting of [P] + [affricate] + [affricate] and [stop] + [fricative] + [fricative]
clusters are not observed. This is likely to be due to assimilation of the seg-
ments.
2.3.4.3 Four consonant clusters
There are clusters of four consonants, all of which begin with [P]. These are
composed of the sequences listed in (2.125).
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(2.125) Clusters Consisting of Four Consonants:
(a) Glottal + stop + fricative + stop
/Pan+wePks-taPm-pa/ [PaN.wePks."taPm-paP] ‘We braid
them.’
(b) Glottal + stop + fricative + nasal
/nEPks-nEP-jah-W+Pam/ [­nePks.neP."ya.jum] ‘They are
sticking.’
(c) Glottal + stop + fricative + approximant
/Pi+ţ1k=soPps-jah-W/ [Pi.­Ù1ksoPps."jah] ‘They tired
them out.’
Clusters composed of [P] + [stop] + [fricative] + [fricative] and [P] + [stop] +
[fricative] + [affricate] are not observed, probably as a result of assimilation.
Consonant clusters of two and three consonants in coda position may be
divided when they precede vowels, as shown in examples (2.126) and (2.127).
(2.126) Medial clusters of two consonants preceding vowel:
miñpa wiPiki /miñ-pa wiPk-i/ ["miñpaP "wiPiP.kiP] ‘He comes
to eat.’
Puks1 /Puks-1/ ["Puk.s1P] ‘Shell it
(corn)!’
Pi+kuPtum /Pi+kuPt-w1+Pam/ [Pi"kuP.tum] ‘He already
ate it.’
(2.127) Medial clusters of three consonants preceding vowels:
t1Ppxi /t1Pps-i/ ["t1Pp.SiP] ‘rope’
suPkxi /suPks-i/ ["suPk.SiP] ‘cough’
Pa+soPpsum /Pa+sOPps-w1+Pam/ [Pa"soPp.sum] ‘I tired.’
Clusters in coda position do not divide when they precede consonants. For
example in (2.128), which shows clusters of two syllables, the clusters [Pj],
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[Pt], [Pm] are preserved as the coda of the syllable when preceding the nasal
consonant [n].
(2.128) Medial clusters of two consonants preceding
consonants:
/man+wat-PaPj-pa/ [maN.wa"daPj.paP] ‘I do it for you.’
/Pa+Pak+wak-PaPj-nEP-taPm-w1+Pam/
[Pak.wa­gaPj.ñEP."taP.mum]
‘They have asked me.’
/Pi+kuPt-pa/ [Pi."kuPth.paP] ‘He eats it.’
/ta+PaPm-taPm-pa/ [ta.PaPm."taPm.paP] ‘He sees us.’
/ta+PaPm-jah-pa/ [ta.PaPm."yah.paP] ‘They see us.’
Example (2.129) shows clusters of three preceding consonant onsets.
(2.129) Medial clusters of three consonants preceding
consonants:
/Pa+soPps-nEP-jah-w1+Pam/ [Pa­soPps.nEP"ja:.hum] ‘They have
tired me.’
/Pa+sOPps-pa/ [Pa"soPps.paP] ‘It tires me.’
2.4 Stress
SP has three degrees of stress, which are assigned from right to left. Primary
stress may fall on the penultimate or ultimate syllable, depending on syllable
weight. Secondary stress is assigned to the leftmost syllable, not including
clitics. Tertiary stress falls on the heaviest syllable (i.e. containing a long
vowel or a closed syllable) preceding primary stress. Clitics20 are extrametrical
20Clitics are indicated by the symbol +, used to mark the morpheme boundaries between
clitics and stems. In subsequent chapters of this grammar, the boundaries between the
clitics and the stress bearing word are indicated this way in both phonemic and phonetic
representations.
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Clitics occur at the outer edges of the words to which they attach and are extra-
metrical. That is, they do not take stress. In keeping with the widely accepted
characteristic features of clitics, they attach phonologically to words, under-
going the phonological processes to which affixes are subject (Klavans 1982;
Zwicky and Pullum 1983; Zwicky 1977, 1985). In SP clitics include person
marking proclitics (2.131), derivational proclitics (2.132) and enclitics (2.133).
(2.131) Person marking proclitics:
Pa+ /Pa+/ ‘first exclusive absolutive’
Pan+ /Pan+/ ‘first exclusive ergative’
ta+ /ta+/ ‘first inclusive absolutive’
tan+ /tan+/ ‘first inclusive ergative’
mi+ /mi+/ ‘second absolutive’
Piny+ /Pin+/ ‘second ergative’
Pi+ /Pi+/ ‘third ergative’
(2.132) Derivational and Subordinator Proclitics:
na+ /na+/ ‘associative’
Pak+ /Pak+/ ‘causative’
Panh+ /PaN+/ ‘derives verbs/nouns’




+Pam /+Pam/ ‘already’ (verbal)
+nam /+nam/ ‘still’ (verbal)
+tyi /+tji/ ‘just’ (verbal)
+tam /+tam/ ‘first/second/animate plural marker’
+yaj /+jah/ ‘third person/inanimate plural marker’
+gak /+gak/ ‘another’ (nominal)
+p1Pk /+p1Pk/ ‘relativizer’ (clausal)
Clitics occur at the outer edges of the words, as shown in the examples
in (2.134) and (2.135).
(2.134) Proclitics:













‘We are braiding each
other’s hair.’
(2.135) Enclitics:
(a) /ta+ÙiN-pa+nam/ [ta."ÙiN.pa.nam] ‘We still bathed.’
(b) /Ø+p1:Siñ+gak/ ["p1:SiN.gakh] ‘He is a man again.’
(c) /Pa+majmaj+Pam/ [Pa."maj.maj.Pam] ‘I am happy.’
The bisyllabic and monosyllabic nouns in (2.134a) and (b) show that clitics do
participate in phonological processes. For instance, the nasal stop of the clitic
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Pan+ in (2.134a) assimilates to place of articulation of the velar stop in onset
position of the noun kO:bak ‘head’. In this example, stress falls on the first
syllable of the noun root. In (2.134b) the monosyllabic noun Paj ‘leaf’ is also
inflected with the proclitic Pan+, undergoing metathesis (refer §2.5.3). Notice
that stress falls on the monosyllabic root and not the penultimate syllable.
The inflected verbs in (2.134c) through (e) illustrate that the secondary and
tertiary stress fall on the verb stem and not the proclitics. In (c) stress falls on
the penultimate syllable and no secondary stress is assigned. In (d) the primary
stress falls on the penultimate syllable and secondary stress falls on the left
most syllable of the stressable word, immediately following the derivational
proclitic ku+. In (e) primary stress falls on the heavy final syllable, secondary
stress falls on the first syllable following the causative prefix Pak+, indicating
the edge of the stressable word. Tertiary stress falls on the syllable immediately
following the stressed syllable at the edge of the word. Clitics that attach at
the end of the word also do not receive stress. In (2.135a) the stress falls on
the ante-penultimate syllable of the stressable word, which consists of the verb
root ÙiN ‘bathe’ and the inflectional suffix -pa; the clitic +nam occurs at the
edge of the stressable word. Similarly in (b), stress falls on the first syllable
of the noun root p1:Siñ ‘man’, the penultimate syllable of the stressable word.
Finally, in (c) stress falls on the penultimate syllable of the stressable word.
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2.4.2 Primary stress
Primary stress in SP falls on the penultimate syllable, as shown in (2.136).
(2.136) Primary stress on penultimate syllable:




/p1:S iñ/ ["p1:.S iñ] ‘man’
/suksuk/ ["suk.sukh] ‘river’
/kuPjpuk/ ["kuPj.pukh] ‘achiote’








/hEh-W-Pa+Pam/ ["hE.h1m] ‘She rested.’
/hEh-nEP-W+Pam/ [heh"nE.P1m] ‘She’s rested.’
/kaP-PaH-nEP-W-Pam/ [kaPa"nE.Pum] ‘He’s dead.’
There are four exceptions to this rule. These exceptions include: heavy final
syllables (CVVC[+nasal]) the allomorphic alternations of the completive (and
incompletive in one context), words borrowed from Spanish, and vocatives.
A number of morphemes that affix to roots are of the shape CVVC[+nasal],
which are heavy and attract stress. Two such morphemes hoom ‘in’ and tE:n,
thought to be a numeral classifier diachronically, are shown in example (2.137).
(2.137) Exception to penultimate stress: Heavy final syllable
(a) /ka:ma=hO:m/ [ka:m"hO:m] ‘in the field’
(b) /w1stE:n/ [w1s"tE:n] ‘two’
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(2.138) Exception to penultimate stress: Completive aspect
suffix /-W/
(a) /Pi+tjaN-pa/ [Pi"tjaN.pa] ‘x puts it face down’
(b) /Pi+tjaN-W+Pam/ [Pi"tjaN.um] ‘x already put it face down’
(c) /Pi+tjaN-W/ [Pi"tjaN] ‘x put it face down’
(2.139) Rules: [w1] & [1] & [u] & [o] & [Ø]
/W/ → [u, O] / C +m
→ [Ø] / C #
→ [w1] / a: +m
/ +PpV





/ţut-W/ ["ţuth] ‘It fell.’
(b) [o] & [u]:
/ţun-W+Pam/ ["ţu.num] ‘He got angry
already.’
/mON-W+Pam/ ["mO.NOm] ‘He slept already.’
(c) [w1]:
/Pak+kaP-nEP-taH-W+Pam/ [Pak­:aP.nEP"ta:.w1 m] ‘It’s been killed.’
/tuţ-nEP-W-PpV/ [­tuţnEP"w1P1p] ‘that which is
dry’
There have been a number of hypotheses accounting for this distribu-
tion. The suffix is present when it occurs with the enclitic +Pam and rela-
tivizer suffix -PpV. Based on the allophonic distribution of the completive, a
morpheme of the shape -w1 is posited. Additional evidence for positing an un-
derlying segment is the stress pattern. Evidence that the underlying segment
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has the shape /w1/ also comes from comparative analysis of other Mixe-Zoque
languages (Kaufman 1963:100,102; 2005; Wichmann 1995:103; Wonderly 1951-
52). Kaufman (1963:102) has reconstructed the independent completive suffix
for proto-Mixe-Zoque (pMZ) as *w1, and Kaufman (unpublished notes) sug-
gests that the underlying segment indicating completive aspect is /-w1/, a
plausible candidate.
A consonant that is reduced in its surface form explains the ultimate
syllable stress in terms of syllable weight. This would account for ultimate
syllable stress in that it would make the syllable heavy.
Further evidence of the existence of the underlying /W/ comes from
nouns and adjectives that occur in non-verbal predicates, which do not take
inflection for aspect or mood. Notice in the pair of non-verbal predicates in
(2.141) that stress falls on the penultimate syllable of the stressable, bisyllabic
word.




/p1:Siñ+Pam/ ["p1:.SiP.ñam] ‘He’s a man already.’
Another related case in which stress falls on the final syllable involves
the incompletive suffix -pa, shown in (2.142). In this case, there are two possi-
ble explanations for the final stress. The first is that the final vowel is devoiced
and inaudible, in which case stress is actually falling on the penultimate syl-
lable. The second is that the suffix /pa/ surfaces as [p] causing the syllable
to be heavy and therefore receive stress. Neither of these explanations can be
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proved.
(2.142) Exception to penultimate stress: Incompletive aspect
suffix /-pa/ following passive suffix /taH/:
(a) /n1m-PaPj-taH-pa/ [­ñ1P.maPj."tja:ph] ‘he was told’
(b) /Pi+n1m-PaPj-pa/ [Pi.ñ1P."maPj.paP] ‘He tells him.’
(c) /Pi+n1m-PaPj-pa+Pam/ [Pi.ñ1P."maPj.pam] ‘He tells him already.’
The last two exceptions to the penultimate rule are easier to explain.
Many words borrowed from Spanish also preserve stress, as shown in exam-
ple (2.143). In many cases the stressed vowel surfaces as long.
(2.143) Exception to penultimate stress: Borrowed words:
Soteapanec Spanish English
kapéel or kapél café ‘coffee’
Pabŕıil or Pabŕıl abŕıl ‘April’
galán or galáan galán ‘attractive’
(also galaanh)
Finally, as shown in (2.144), stress falls on the final syllable on words (usually
kinship) used as vocatives to call out to someone or to get someone’s attention.
(2.144) Exception to penultimate stress: Vocatives
/p1Si:ñ/ [p1"Si:ñ] ‘Man!’ (calling to someone)
/ÙO:mO/ [ÙOm"OP] ‘Grandma!’ (calling to grandmother)
2.4.3 Secondary stress
Secondary stress falls on the leftmost syllable following clitics. Examples are
shown in (2.145).
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(2.145) Secondary stress on leftmost syllable following clitics:
/soPps-nEP-jah-W+Pam/ [­sOPps .nEP."ja.hum] ‘They’re tired.’
/wOP.toks-nEP-pa/ [­wOP.tOks."nyeP:.baP] ‘She sleeps
doubled over.’
/Pa+n1m-PaPj-nEP-W/ [Pa­n1P.maPj"nyEPh] ‘She’s told me.’
/ta+wa:ga+put-W/ [ta­wa:.ga."puth] ‘We’re leaving
together.’
/ta+wa:ga+put-taPm-W/ [ta­wa:.ga.put."taPm] ‘We’re leaving
together.’




Tertiary stress falls on the heaviest syllable between primary and secondary
stress. If syllables are of the same shape and weight, stress will fall on the
leftmost following the syllable bearing secondary stress. (There are some ex-
ceptions but no definitive experiments have been done.)
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‘We help each other.’
/Pan+hEPEga=hukt1=Pak+nuPk-pa/
[Pan­hEPE.ga­huk.tak."nuPk.pa]
‘I lit the fire hurriedly.’
/Pan+ţak+sE:t-PaPj-taPm-pa/
[Pan­ţak.seP:­daPj."tjaPm.pa]
‘We are going to return it.’
/Pa+kiPm=sE:t-taPm-Pak-pa+Pam/
[Pa­kiPm­sE:t.taPN."gak.pam]
‘We are going to go back up again.’
/nEh-nEP-mOnh-tOP-pa/
[­nEh.nEP­mOnh."toP:.ba]




‘She has already put it face down.’
Also of interest, the status of clitics as non-stress bearing does not
change when they occur word medially as a result of compounding. Examples
are shown in (2.147). For example in (a) we would predict the syllable [PaN] to
be heavier than the syllable of the shape [sah]. However, stress falls on [sah].
In (b) we would predict stress to fall on the heavier CVC syllable, rather than
the open syllable [sE:]. Stress falls on the open syllable. Additional work on
medial derivational clitics is required before making any conclusions.
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(2.147) Word medial clitics:
(a) /toh.tohPanh+sah-neP-W+Pam/
[­toh.toh.PaN­sah ."neP.w1m]




‘I let it go again.’
2.5 Phonological Processes
The phonological processes in SP include assimilation, metathesis, vowel length-
ening, and effects of laryngealization (or glottalization). These processes are
described here.
2.5.1 Vowel Lengthening
In open syllables that are stressed, short vowels surface as long vowels (2.148).
(2.148) Long Vowels in Open Syllables:
p11k1 /p1k-1/ ["p1:.k1P] ‘Take it!’
tzaak1+m /ţak-1+Pam/ ["ţa:.k1m] ‘Leave it!’
maatz1 /maţ-1/ ["ma:.ţ1P] ‘Grab her!’
keet1 /kEt-1/ ["kE:.t1P] ‘Lower it!’
miinyi+Pam /miñ-i+Pam/ ["mi:.ñi.Pam] ‘She’s coming already.’
n1k moonhi /n1k-W mON-i/ [n1k "mO:.NiP] ‘He went to sleep.’
yuus1+m /jus-1+Pam/ ["ju:.s1m] ‘Wake up already!’
Puuki /Puk-i/ ["Pu:.kiP] ‘a drunk’
puutyi /putj-i/ ["pu:.tji] ‘They’re leaving.’
In open syllables with a glottal stop [P] in coda position that are stressed,
short vowels surface as long vowels (2.149).
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(2.149) Long Vowels in Syllables with [P] Coda:
Pi+nyaskaPaba /Pi+nas-kaP-pa/ [Pi.ñas."kaP:ba] ‘He passes by it.’
tan+noPoba /tan+nOP-pa/ [tan."nOP:.ba] ‘We burn her.’
mi+wannePeba /mi+wan-nEP-pa/ [mi.wan."nEP:.ba] ‘You lie down.’
Pi+tzePeba /Pi+ÙEP-pa [Pi."ÙEPE.ba] ‘She washes it.’
pePenyi /pEPn-i/ ["pEP:ñiP] ‘nest’
M1P1nh1 /m1PN-1/ ["m1P:.N1P] ‘Jump!’
kuPut1 /kuPt-1/ ["kuP:.t1P] ‘Eat it!’
2.5.2 Assimilation
2.5.2.1 Place Assimilation and Preservation of Voice Feature of
Stops Preceding Nasals in Homorganic Clusters






] when they occur preceding nasals
that agree in place of articulation. In this environment the voiceless stop
segments surface as their devoiced nasal counterparts. That is, the segment
assimilates in manner of articulation to a following nasal, but retains its voice
feature [-voice]. The rule is described in (2.150).










The assimilation of a voiceless stop to the nasal feature of a following nasal
while preserving its voice feature ([-voice] is typologically rare. What nasal
assimilation is doing is resolving a problematic cluster in which a voiceless
stop precedes a nasal consonant. Still, the result of this process is another
typologically marked outcome (i.e. voiceless nasals).
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.:Pk] ‘white grass, hay’
/sE:t-nEP-pa/ [sE:n
˚
."nEP:.baP] ‘We are returning.’
/kuStjat+nam/ ["kuS.tjan
˚
.:am] ‘It is still a sack.’
/Pa+PE:tj-nEP-pa/ [Pa.PE:ñ
˚
."ñEP:.baP] ‘We are lying down.’
This alternation does not occur in non-homorganic clusters, as shown in (2.152).
(2.152) No alternation in non-homorganic clusters:
/pO:pO=na:ka-P1Pj-W/ [­pOp.naP:"g1Pj] ‘She had white skin.’
/sE:t-pa/ ["sE:th.paP] ‘We are going to return.’
/Pa+PE:tj-pa/ [Pa."PE:tjh.paP] ‘We are going to lie down.’
The reason /k/ has not been observed with this surface realization is because
there is no morpheme (lexical or formative21) that begins with N, and therefore,
there is no environment where this alternation would occur.
2.5.2.2 Velarization
When the alveolar nasal of a clitic precedes a velar consonant, it surfaces as a
velar nasal. The rule is shown in (2.160) and examples in (2.154).
(2.153) C[+nasal,+coronal] → C[+nasal,−coronal] / C[velar ]




Panh+kaawa /Pan+ka:wa/ [PaN."ka:wah] ‘my cow’
21Formative, as defined by Bickel and Nichols (2007), are “morphological entities” that
differ from words in that “they cannot govern or be governed by other words, cannot require
or undergo agreement, and cannot head phrases.” See ch. 3 for discussion.
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2.5.2.3 Palatalization
The alveolar segments /t, tj, dj, s, ţ, n/ undergo palatalization when they
occur adjacent to the high front vowel [i], the palatal glide [j] or palatal (or
palatalized) consonants [tj, S, ñ, Ù]. The alternations are: [t] & [t
j] (2.155), [tj]
& [d
j] (2.156), [ţ] & [Ù] (2.157), [s] & [S] (2.158), and [n] & [ñ] (2.159).
(2.155) [t] & [t
j] Alternation:
/Pa+sE:t-i-taPm-w1/ [Pa­sE:.tji."tjaPm] ‘We returned.’
/Pi+t1N-pa/ [Pi."tj1N.paP] ‘He is cutting it.’
/Pin+t1k/ [Piñ."tj1kh] ‘your house’
/Pa+PiS-taPm-w1/ [Pa.PiS."tjaPm] ‘They saw us.’
(2.156) [tj] & [d
j] Alternation:
/Pan+Puk=kEt-Piñ/ [PaP.nuk.":Edjiñ] ‘so I can finish it all up’
/Pi+Puk=kEt-w1/ [Pi.Puk."kEth] ‘He finished it all up.’
/Pan+pi:tj-PaPj-w1/ [Pam.pi."djaPj] ‘I wrapped (his belly).’
/Pi+pi:tj-w1/ [Pi."pi:tjh] ‘He wrapped it.’








(2.158) [s] & [S] Alternation:
Paga+sóPpspa /Paga+soPps-pa/ [Paga."sOPps.paP] ‘I am very tired’
moj sóPpxi /mOh-w1 sOPpS-i/ ["mOh "sOPp.SiP] ‘He began to tire.’
Pa+séetpa /Pa+sE:t-pa/ [Pa."sE:th.paP] ‘I return.’
mi+xéetpa /mi+sE:t-pa/ [mi."SE:th.paP] ‘You return.’
Pan+sóspa /Pan+sos-pa/ [Pan."sOs.paP] ‘I am boiling it.’
Piny+xóspa /Pin+sos-pa/ [Piñ."Sos.paP] ‘You are boiling it.’
(2.159) [n] & [ñ] alternation:
Pi+ny1PmáPy /Pi+n1m-PaPj-w1/ [Pi.ñ1P."maPj] ‘He told him.’
Pa+n1PmáPy /Pa+n1m-PaPj-w1/ [Pa.n1P."maPj] ‘He told me.’
naynyéP /naj-nEP-w1/ [naj."ñEP] ‘It had
been born.’
Pa+yùPanéP /Pa+juP-PaH-nEP-w1/ [Pa.juPa."nEPh] ‘I am hungry.’
Pa+PixnyéP /Pa+PiS-nEP-W/ [Pa.PiS."ñEPh] ‘She had seen
me.’
nasnéP /nas-nEP-w1/ [nas."nEP] ‘It has
happened.’
minynyéP /miñ-nEP-w1/ [miñ."ñEP] ‘He is come.’
p̀ınynyePtáaj /piN-nEP-taH-wP/ [­piN.nEP."ta:h] ‘They had been
gathered.’
Pany+choomo /Pan+ÙO:mO/ [Pañ."ÙO:mOP] ‘my grandma
Pan+tz1tz /Pan+ţ1ţ/ [Pan."ţ1ţ] ‘my tooth’
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2.5.3 Metathesis
When a nasal precedes a [P], metathesis takes place and the nasal and the
glottal stop switch places. This rule is shown in (2.160).
(2.160)
C[+nasal]P → PC[+nasal] / V V
The examples in (2.161) show noun and verb stems with inflectional morphol-
ogy or in a compound in which an alternation has occurred.
(2.161) /P/ Glottal stop word initial:
Pan+Paapa /Pan+Pa:pa/ [PaP"na:.paP] ‘my mother’
Pany+Pix /Pan+PiS-W/ [PaP"ñiS] ‘I saw it.’
n1kpa s1nháaji /n1kpa s1N-PaH-i/ ["n1kh.pa s1P"Naa.hiP] ‘He goes
to party.’
2.5.4 Processes Involving Laryngealization
Glottal stops trigger laryngealization of adjacent segments. This is observed in
voiceless stops surfacing as voiced and vowels surfacing in creaky voice. These
processes are described here.
2.5.4.1 Laryngealization of Stops
When the voiceless stops /p/, /t/, /tj/, and /k/ precede the glottal stop, the
glottal stop is deleted and the voiceless stops surface as [b], [d], [dj] and [g]
(respectively) when they precede the glottal stop /P/ as a result of morphosyn-
tactic processes. The rule is shown in (2.162). Examples of the voiced voiceless
stops are shown in example (2.163).
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(2.162) Rule for Laryngealization of Stops Preceding [P]:
pP → b / V V
tP → d / V V
tjP → dj / V V
kP → k / V V
(2.163) Laryngealization of Stops Preceding [P]:
(a) /ta+tOp-PaPj-pa+Pun/ [ta.tO"baPj.pa.Pun] ‘they take it out for
us, it is said’
(b) /tan+wat-PaPj-pa/ [tan.wa"daPj.pa] ‘we make it for
ourselves’
(c) /Pan+tuk-PaPj-W/ [Pan.tu"gaPj] ‘I cut it for him’
This alternation also occurs across word boundaries, providing further evidence
that the glottal stop occurs at the beginning of words. This is illustrated by
the example in (2.164)22.





‘I had a child before’
The phoneme /p/ also surfaces as its voiced bilabial counterpart when it fol-
lows the glottal stop in coda position of a stressed syllable, as shown in ex-
ample (2.167). Note in the example that the voiceless onset /p/ of the in-
completive morpheme -pa immediately following the glottal stop /P/ of the
verb stem kaP ‘die’ and the perfect inflectional morpheme -neP surface as its
22Observe that in the example the suffix -W, the completive morpheme, does not occur
in the surface form. The morphophonological properties of -W are discussed in § 2.6.
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voiced counterpart. The other voiceless stops /t/, /tj/, and /k/ do not surface
as their voiced counterparts in this context, as shown in (2.166).
(2.165) Phonemic realization of /P/ in inflected verbs and
compounds:
/kaP-pa/ ["kaPabaP] ‘she’s going to die’
/t1ţ-nEP-pa/ [t1ţ"neP:.baP] ‘be drying’
(2.166) Phonemic realization of /P/ in inflected verbs and
compounds:
/Pak-kaPa-taH-pa/ [Pak.kaP:"taaph] ‘he’s been killed’




/ÙiP-taH-pa/ [ÙiPitjaaph] ‘it was given’
2.5.4.2 Laryngealization of Vowels
When the glottal stop occurs in coda position of a stressed syllable with a
long vowel, the vowel is laryngealized (which is also described in the literature
as glottalization or creaky voice, following Ladefoged 1983). Examples are
shown in (2.167). Laryngealized vowels are not contrastive. That is, there are
no minimal pairs in which modal (normal) vowels and laryngealized (creaky
voice) vowels are in contrastive distribution. Laryngealization of vowels is
conditioned by glottal stops, typically as a result of prosody. The laryngealized
long vowels are perceived as VPV, or a modal vowel followed by a glottal pulse
followed by an “echo” vowel.
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(2.167) Long vowels with Glottal Pulse and/or Creaky Voice:
/kaP-pa/ ["kaPa.baP] ‘she’s going to die’
/t1ţ-nEP-pa/ [t1ţ."nePE.baP] ‘be drying’
/Pak-kaPa-taH-pa/ [Pak.kaPa."taaph] ‘he’s been killed’




/ÙiP-taH-pa/ [ÙiPi.tjaaph] ‘it was given’
/Pan+jaPp-i/ [Pan."haPa.pi] ‘my batter’
/kuPt-1/ ["kuPu.t1P] ‘Eat it!’
/kuPt-taPm-1/ [kuPt."taPa.m1P] ‘You all eat it!
/kiPm-1/ ["kiPi.m1P] ‘Go up!
/Pa+k11pi=poP-pa/ [Pa.k1p."poPo.ba] ‘I split wood.’
2.5.5 Metathesis, Long Vowels and Laryngealization
The processes of methathesis and laryngealization of stops and vowels co-occur
when a stressed syllable with a voiceless stop in coda position precede a syllable
with a glottal stop in onset position. The rule is shown in (2.168). Examples
are shown in (2.169).
(2.168) VC[−son,−voice]P → VP:C[−son,+voice] / V V
(2.169) Metathesis, Vowel Length and Laryngealization :
k1P1baap /k11pi-PaH-pa/ [k1P1"baaph] ‘he’s wood
chopping’




pop=naPag1Py /pO:pO=na:ka-P1Pj-W/ [­pOp.naPa."g1Pj] ‘she had
white skin’
tO:tO=PaPm /tO:tO=PaPm-W/ [tOPO"daPm] ‘I’ m going
to read’
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The spectrogram in Figure 2.4 shows the word /pO:pO=Paj/ ["poPObaj
˚
]. Ob-
serve that the vowel is laryngealized, realized as creaky voice. Long vowels
in creaky vowels are usually perceived as a long vowel with an audible glottal
pulse. The VPV sequence is transcribed as such in the orthography.
Figure 2.5: Laryngealized vowel: /pO:pO=Paj/
2.5.6 Devoicing of Final Segment
The sonorants /j, m, n, ñ, N, l, r/ are often devoiced in phrase final position.
The rule is shown in (2.170). This is not obligatory rule and tends to vary
from speaker to speaker. Elson (1967:271) describes nasals (as well as the
palatal approximant) as having “voiceless off-glides”. In phrase final position
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(or word finally preceding a pause), /j/ is devoiced. Examples are shown in
(2.171).



























] ‘tree, wood, stick’
Sonorants are not devoiced when they occur in medial position.
(2.172) Final Sonorants preceding Stop in Medial Position:
jooypa /hO:j-pa/ ["hO:j.paP] ‘He goes for a walk.’
2.6 Morphophonemics
A number of morphophonemic processes occur. These processes are largely
associated with clitics, although other suffixes are implicated. These processes
include segment deletion of clitics, stylistic alternations at clitic boundaries,
and the alternations of the completive and dependent suffixes of the shape
/W /.
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2.6.1 Stylistic Alternations Associated with Clitics
There are two stylistic alternations that occur with clitics. The first alternation
involves deletion of segments of the clitic. The second is an alternation in which
segments involving P and nasals surface as [R]. In elicitation, when speakers are
careful to anunciate, the [r] alternation tends not to occur, although segment
deletion occurs both in elicitation and naturally occurring speech. Both of
these processes are described here.
2.6.1.1 Segment Deletion
There are two instances of segment deletion that occur with respect to cli-
tics: the first involves clitics consisting of [P] onset and V nucleus; the second
involves the derivational proclitics of the shape [ku]. These processes are de-
scribed here.
When a proclitic of the shape CV precedes a proclitic that begins with
the sequence [PV], the onset and nucleus of the second syllable in the sequence
is deleted. This is expressed with the rule in (2.173).
(2.173) Segment Deletion Rule:
PV → Ø / CV+ (C)+
The examples in (3.10) illustrate the contracted forms that occur when the
proclitic na+ precedes PaN+. Example (2.175) shows the contracted forms
with the person proclitics Pi+ preceding the derivational proclitic PaN and the
causative proclitic Pak+.
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This contraction only occurs with clitics. As shown in (2.176), this does
not occur when the clitic precedes stems that begin with [PV] sequence, such
as the noun Paapa ‘mother’ or the verbs PaPm ‘look’ and Pitj ‘live’.










The contraction is also observed with the enclitic +Pam and +Pun.
+Pam has the alternations [Pam] ˜ [am] ˜ [m] (2.177). In general /Pam/ sur-
faces as [Pam] following the vowel [i], as [am] following consonants, and as [m]
following the vowels [a, o, u, 1], although there is some variation. Frequently,
the glottal stop [P] metathesizes with a preceding consonant or triggers laryn-
gealization of a voiceless stop (see 2.2.1.1 for description of /P/).
(2.177) ‘Already’ Enclitic [Pam] ˜ [am] ˜ [m]:
/w1H+Pam/ [w1.Pam] ‘That’s good already.’
/tjiH+Pam/ [tji.Pam] ‘what already’
/Pa+ţa:mi+Pam/ [Pa."ţa:.mi.Pam] ‘I am older already.’
/miÙ+Pam/ ["mi.Ùam] ‘you already’
/hEP+Pam/ [hE.Pam] ‘That’s it already.’
/put-pa+Pam/ ["put.pam] ‘He goes out already.’
/nuPk-W+Pam/ ["nuP.kum] ‘He arrived already.’
/p1:Siñ+Pam/ ["p1:.Si.ñam] ‘He is a man already.’
/majmaj+Pam/ ["maj.maP.jam] ‘She is happy already.’
/hEs1k+Pam/ ["hE.s1.gam] ‘then already’
+Pun ‘it is said’ has the alternations [Pun], [un] and [n] (2.178).
(2.178) Enclitic [Pun] ˜ [un] ˜ [n]:
/dja+Pun/ [dja.Pun] ‘No, it is said.’
/Pi+paPt-pa+Pun/ [Pi."paPt.pa.Pun] ‘They found it,
it is said.’
/moh-W+Pam+Pun/ ["mo.ho.mun] ‘It began [to hurt] already,
it is said.’
/jePm+Pun/ [jeP.mun] ‘that [man],
it is said.’
/nuPk-W+Pun/ ["nu.gun] ‘He arrived,
it is said.’
/w/ is also the one of the only two phonemes (with /k/) that occur in
onset consonant clusters in surface realizations. For example, the verb stem
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[kwiPks] ‘twist at the waist/hip’ is the only verb or noun root to occur with
a consonant cluster at onset. The discrepancy prompts the breakdown of the
verb into its possible root wiPks ‘twist’ with the derivational proclitic ku+, a
proclitic reconstructed as connoting ‘self ’ or ‘else’. This analysis fits in with
the observation that in rapid speech stems derived with ku+ and verb roots
beginning with /w/ may surface as consonant cluster [kw].
2.6.1.2 The [R] Alternation
The second phonological process occurs with one proclitic in particular: the
associative na+. This is an alternation in which the alveolar nasal alternates
with an alveolar tap in certain contexts. Table 2.5 illustrates these contexts.
Table 2.5: Stylistic Alternation of /R/ Associated With Clitics
Proclitic+ /Pak+/ /PaN+/ /na+/
/Pan+/ [PaRak] [PaRaN] [PaRa]
/tan+/ [taRak] [taRaN] [taRa]
/Pin+/ [PiRik] [PiRiN] [PiRi]
/Pi+/ — — [PiRi]
/Pa+/ — — [PaRa]
/ta+/ — — [taRa]
/mi+/ — — [miRi]
Example (2.179) shows the person marking proclitics Pan+ and Pi+ preceding




/Para+kuPtaPm/ [PaRa.kuPt.":aPm] ‘We feed them.’
/Pi+na+n1kk-W/ [Pi.Ri."n1k] ‘He took him.’
This phonological change does not take place when the proclitic attaches to
a verb or noun stem beginning with [na], as is demonstrated in (2.180). As
shown in (2.181), the alternation is not permitted with verb stems.
(2.180) No Alternation In Word Stems:
/Pan+naks-W+Pam/ [Pan.":nak.sum] ‘I hit them.’
(2.181) No Alternation In Word Stem; Sequences Rejected:
*PaRaksum /Pan+naks-W+Pam/
2.6.2 Assimilation of Nasals in Clitics
There is an alternation that occurs with the alveolar nasal segment /n/ in pro-
clitics. The /n/ segment in the ergative person marking proclitics Pan+ ‘first
person exclusive ergative’, tan+ ‘first person inclusive ergative’, and man+ ‘first
person acting on second person’ assimilate to place of articulation of the follow-
ing consonant. Examples are shown in (2.44) with Pan+ ‘1st person ergative’.
(2.182) [m] & [n] & [ñ] & [N] Alternation in Clitics:
Pam+pak /Pan+pak/ [Pam."pakh] ‘my bone’




Pan+xix /Pan+SiS/ [Pañ."SiS] ‘my cow’
Pany+nyippa /Pan+nip-pa/ [Pañ.":ip.:ah] ‘I am planting.’
This alternation does not occur in word stems, as shown in (2.183), and is par-
ticular to the behavior of clitics, with the exception of palatalization (described
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in §2.5.2).
(2.183) No Alernation in Stems:
Pa+wanpa /Pa+wan-pa/ [Pa."wan.paP] ‘I am singing.’
2.6.3 Suffixes of the Shape -W
There are three suffixes of the underlying form /W /. These are polysemous
morphemes that have three functions: to indicate completive aspect, to mark
dependent transitive verbs, and to mark dependent intransitive verbs in con-
texts of split ergativity (see ch. 11). The three morphemes are distinguished
by the following glossing conventions: -W ‘completive’, -W2 ‘dependent tran-
sitive’, -W3 ‘dependent intransitive-b’.
The completive segment -W has five allomorphs–[w1], [-1] [-u], [-o] and
Ø (zero)–which occur in three different environments. The rule describing
these alternations is shown in (2.184).
(2.184) Allophonic Variation of -W:
(a) /-W/ → [u] (also [1] & [o]) / C [m]
(b) /-W/ → Ø / #
(c) /-W/ → [w1] / V: [m]
P1p
The dependent suffixes -W2 and -W3 have a single alternation Ø. This is
due to the environments in which the suffixes occur. the alternation of the
completive suffix are described here. I address the alternation associated with
the dependent suffixes where relevant.
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2.6.3.1 [u, o, 1] Alternations
The [u] alternation occurs following closed syllables and followed by the clitic
+Pam (2.185), which surfaces as [m].
(2.185) [u] Allomorph:
ń1kk1+m /n1kk-W+Pam/ ["n1k.kum] ‘She went.’
mój1+m /moj-W+Pam/ ["mo.jum] ‘He began.’
The segment also surfaces as [1] (2.186) or as [o] (2.187) in the same environ-
ment.
(2.186) [1] Allomorph:
Pi+PakkáP1+m /Pi+Pak+kaP-W+Pam/ [Pik."ka.P1m] ‘He kills it.’
mı́ny1+m /miñ-W+Pam/ [miñ1m] ‘He comes.’
(2.187) [o] Allomorph:
yájo+m /jah-W+Pam/ ["ja.h1m] ‘She finished.’
mójo+m /moh-W+Pam/ ["mo.hum] ‘It began.
The reasons for this may be related to stress or due to influence from sur-
rounding vowels and consonants; however, this variability is not predictable,
as shown in (2.188) with [mohum] versus [mojom].
(2.188) [1] and [u] in same environment:
mój1+m /moh-W+Pam/ ["mo.hum] ‘He began.’
mójo+m /moh-W+Pam/ ["mo.hum] ‘It began.’
2.6.3.2 [w1] Alternation
The allomorph [w1] is the most restricted, occurring only in two contexts:
(1) following open syllables with long vowels and preceding the clitic +Pam
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(2.189), and (2) preceding the relativizer suffix -PpV (2.190). The first environ-
ment exists only following stems or affixes that end in the underlying segment
/H/, which include the derivational affixes -PaH ‘versive’ and -taH ‘passive’
and a hand full of roots (see §2.2.8).
(2.189) [w1] Alternation Following -PaH and -taH :
(a) /Panh+paj=pak-taH-W+Pam/
[Pam­paj.pak."ta:.w1m]
‘They were locked up.’
(b) /Pi+ţaj-PaH-W+Pam/
[Pi.ÙaP"ja:.wBIm]
‘He became her lover.’
(2.190) [w1] Alternation Preceding -PpV :
/t1ţ-nEP-W+PpV k11pi/
[t1ţnEP"w1P1p]
‘...wood that has dried.’
Although the allomorph [w1] occurs in these limited contexts, moti-
vation for designating this morpheme as the unspecified segment -W comes
from comparative and historical data. An independent completive suffix of
the shape (-w1) occurs in Santa Marta, San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque, East-
ern Zoque, and Sayula. Although the morpheme is reconstructed as -*w1 in
Proto-Mixe-Zoque, its shape is unspecificied in SP. As such, Kaufman (1997:7,




The Ø (zero) alternation is the most frequently occurring realization of the
completive and the dependent suffixes and occurs in all contexts where the
morphemes are word final. Evidence for the existence of the underlying seg-
ment comes from stress patterns observed in independent verbs. Primary
stress in SP falls on the penultimate syllable. This is illustrated with the two
paradigms shown in (2.191). Observe that in both paradigms stress falls on
the penultimate syllable.
(2.191) Stress Paradigm for Completive -W, [u] alternation:
Incompletive Paradigm:
/n1m-pa/ ["n1m.paP] ‘He says.’
/n1m-jah-pa/ [n1m."jah.paP] ‘They say.’
/n1m-nEP-pa/ [n1m."nEP: baP] ‘He has said.’
/Pa+n1m-PaPy-pa/ [Pa.n1m."PaPy.pa] ‘He told me.’
Completive Paradigm with ‘already’ enclitic +Pam :
/Ø+n1m-W+Pam/ ["n1.mum] ‘He said it
already.’
/Ø+n1m-nEP-W+Pam/ [n1m."nE.Pum] ‘He had said
it already.’
/Pi+n1m-PaPy-W+Pam/ [Pi.ñ1P."maP.jum] ‘He told him.’
/Pi+n1m-PaPy-neP-W+Pam/ [Pi.­ñ1P.maPy."ñE.Pum] ‘He had told
him already.’
The Ø alternation occurs on verbs in completive aspect when the segment
occurs word final.
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(2.192) Stress Paradigm for Completive -W, Ø alternation:
/Ø+n1m-W/ ["n1m] ‘He said.’
/n1m-yaj-W/ [n1m."jah] ‘They said.’
/Pi+n1m-PaPy-W/ [Pi.ñ1P."maPj
˚
] ‘He told them.’
/Pi+n1m-PaPy-yaj-W/ [Pi.­ñ1P.maPj."jah] ‘He tells them.’
The same distribution is observed for dependent verbs, which occur in auxiliary
verb constructions (among other contexts, see ch. 22). In dependent verbs
consisting more more than one syllable, as shown in (2.193), stress falls on the
final syllable.
(2.193) Stress Paradigm for Dependent -W2 and -W3:
/moj-pa Pi+Ùah=kaPm-W2/
[moh.pa Pi+ţah."kaPm]
‘He begins to stick it on.’
/mOhpa Pi+Ùah=kaPm-jah-W2/
["mOh.pa Pi.­ţah.kaPm."jah]
‘They begin to stick it on.’
/dya w1H-PaH-pa Pin+PaPm=put-W3/
[dya w1.­Pa:p PiP.ñaPm."puth]
‘You can’t peak out.’
/dya w1H-PaH-pa Pin+PaPm=put-taPm-W3/
[dya w1."Pa:p Piñ­PaPm.put"taPm]
‘You all can’t peak out.’
Evidence for the shape of the suffix comes from comparison with other Mixe-
Zoque languages. In San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Oaxaca Zoque) the ‘de-
pendent completive’ suffix has the allomorphs [@] & [i] & [e] (represented as
the underlying segment /E/) the ‘dependent incompletive/non-declarative’
allomorphs [w@] & [y@] & [@] (represented as /w@/ underlyingly) (Johnson
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2000:201). In Francisco Leon Zoque (Eastern Zoque, Chiapas) suffixes ap-
pearing in similar contexts include [e & i], [a & ö], and [u] (Engel and Engel
(1987:384-90). In Copainlá Zoque (Eastern Zoque, Chiapas), a suffix -u marks
verbs in auxiliary verb constructions (Harrison et al. 1981:442). Kaufman




There are three major word classes1 in SP, the two open classes of nouns
and verbs and the small closed class of adjectives. There are also a number
of smaller, closed classes of words. These include pronouns, demonstratives,
quantifiers, relational nouns/ postpositions, adverbs and conjunctions. SP is
an agglutinating, polysynthetic, head-marking language. As such, a gram-
matical word can consist of a number of concatenated morphemes. The gram-
matical word consists of a root from one or more word classes marked with
its associated formatives (as defined by Bickel and Nichols 2007). Formatives
consist of bound morphemes, or suffixes, and clitics. The phonological word
in SP is defined based on stress (Dixon and Aikhenvald 2002:13). Pause phe-
nomenon and morphophonemic properties are useful only to a limited extent
in defining the phonological word because phonological processes frequently
1The lexicon also includes sound symbolic words, which account for 11% of the lexicon
(Kaufman, p.c.). Terms that may be described as sound symbolic include verbs, nouns and
adjectives. Further study on sound symbolic expressions in SP is required.
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cross word boundaries in naturally occurring speech.
This chapter provides an overview of words and formatives and their
distinguishing characteristics in order to provide the reader with a map of the
word; to demonstrate how the components of the word are integrated; and to
expose readers early on to morphology that is described in later chapters of the
grammar. Detailed description of word classes and the function of formatives
with respect to syntactic and semantic definitions, associated morphology,
derivational and inflectional properties, and their pragmatics are found in their
corresponding chapters.
3.1 Words
Each of the three major word classes–verbs, nouns, and adjectives–are distin-
guishable based on a number of unique properties. While these properties are
described in detail in their corresponding chapters throughout this grammar,
a brief overview is provided here.
Verbs prototypically head clauses (3.1). They may not appear as bare
roots or stems, requiring inflection for person and aspect/mood. An inflected
verb can stand alone as a clause. Verb roots are transitive, intransitive, ambi-
transitive, and ditransitive. Roots and stems may occur independently or as
part of a complex predicate (in a compound or as a dependent verb). In order





‘She extracts its thread from it.’ (Puktuuku.033)
Nouns prototypically head phrases and act as arguments of verbs (3.2).
Nouns may be bare stems, or they may take inflection for case and number.
Nouns may be possessed, and they may be modified by demonstratives, ad-
jectives, quantifiers and relative clauses. They may function as predicates,










‘...two of our brothers were grabbed.’ (Cangrejo.101)
Adjectives may be inflected for number, but not person unless they
occur as nonverbal predicates (3.3). They may not take inflection for as-
pect/mood. They may be derived as verbs, in which case they may take
inflection for aspect/mood. Unlike nouns, they may not be derived with the










‘The pot is small.’ (ESK.064b)
The main defining characteristics of verbs, nouns and adjective is shown in
Table (3.1).
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Table 3.1: Properties of Distinct Word Classes
Nouns Adjectives Verbs
Inflect for person/number as monovalent
predicate (intransitive/non-verbal)
X X X
Inflect for aspect/mood with no deriva-
tional morphology
– – X
May be inflected for possession X – –
Take versive derivation suffix -PaH X X –
Take provisory derivation suffix -P1Py X – –
Take nominalizer suffix -i – – X
May occur as secondary predicate X X –
May directly modify noun X X –
(in underived form)
May be used adverbially – some –
SP has a number of smaller word classes. Pronouns, demonstratives,
quantifiers (numeric and non-numeric) may head phrases and generally func-
tion as modifiers to the noun. They may also occur anaphorically, take inflec-
tion for person and number, and also occur as predicates. Nominal modifiers
are described in ch. 5.
Relational nouns (an areal feature of Mesoamerica) and postpositions
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(RN/PP) make up a small word class. They are composed of relational and
locative roots. They may attach to nouns, they may occur independently as
adverbs, and in most cases they may be possessed. RN/PPs are described in
ch. 6.
Adverbs make up a small word class that is composed mostly of lex-
icalized expressions formed with particles, clitics and roots from other word
classes. Adverbs are described in ch. 7.
3.1.1 Phonological Characteristics of Words
The root and its associated morphology constitute a phonological as well as
grammatical word. The principal means for defining the phonological word is
stress. SP has three degrees of stress (3.4). Primary stress falls on the penul-
timate syllable in most contexts, or the final syllable in predictable contexts
(See ch. 2 for a detailed description). Secondary stress is assigned to the
leftmost syllable after clitics. In the case of stems consisting of five or more
syllables, tertiary stress falls on the heaviest syllable following secondary stress





Clitics are extrametrical and do not participate in the stress assignment rules
(see §3.2.2 below). Morphophonemic processes do not necessarily define the
phonological word, as phonological processes frequently cross word boundaries.
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As such, pause phenomena are useful only in identifying pragmatically salient
components of the clause (i.e. topicalized elements).
3.2 Formatives
Formatives in SP consist of bound morphemes (suffixes) and clitics. The two
forms are distinguished from one another based on three characteristics. The
first is phonological: Suffixes are stress bearing units, while clitics are not. The
second characteristic is morphosyntactic: Suffixes are restricted by word class,
whereas clitics may be less selective with respect to host2; they may attach
to nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and negative particles. Third, suffixes
occur closest to the root; clitics attach outside bound suffixes. Formatives
that occur at the left edge of the word are all clitics. That is, there are no
stress bearing affixes that occur at the left edge of words. Clitics occur at the
left edge (proclitics) and the right edge (enclitics) of the word. The verbal
template is shown in (3.5). The noun template is shown in (3.6).
(3.5) Verb Template:
Proclitics Proclitics Suffixes Enclitics




2A defining characteristic of clitics, following Zwicky and Pullum (1983:503).
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(3.6) Noun Template:
Proclitics Proclitics Suffixes Enclitics
Inflectional Derivational noun stem Derivation Inflectional
Adverbial
3.2.1 Suffixes
Verbal suffixes consist of bound morphemes that derive verbs from other word
classes (or other verbs), valency adjusting suffixes, and inflectional suffixes that
mark aspect/mood and number. Suffix ordering is complex (see ch. 8), and
the assortment of suffixes is somewhat heterogeneous. There are 28 deriva-
tional, valency adjusting and inflectional suffixes (Table 3.2.1). Overall, with
relation to one another, the suffixes can occupy 12 possible postverbal “slots”
(listed in left-hand column). No slot is associated with a grammatical func-
tion, although generally speaking the derivational formatives tend to occur
closer to the root and inflectional further from the root, a tendency that is
widely observed cross-linguistically. There is some variability with respect
to derivational morphology. The nominalizer -i, being the most variable, is
not observed in a fixed slot with relation to the other suffixes. See ch. 8 for
description of the verbal template and discussion of suffix ordering.
Each of these suffixes is described in detail with respect to their semantic
and functional categories in their corresponding sections on derivation (ch. 10),
valency adjusting (ch. 14), aspect/mood (ch. 12), number (ch. 11).
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Table 3.2: Suffixes in SP
* -i nom nominalizer
............................................................................................................







2 -PoPy antip antipassive
3 -kaP locapplic instrumental applicative
4 -PaPy ben benefactive applicative
5 -i prog motion progressive
6 -neP perf perfect
7 -yaj plunonsap 3rd person plural
-taPm plusap 1st/2nd person plural
8 -taH pass passive
-n11m indef indefinite subject
9 -gak rep repetitive
10 -toP desid desiderative
-t1Pp frus frustrative
............................................................................................................





11b† -i depia dependent intransitive-a
-W3 depib dependent intransitive-b
-W2 dept dependent transitive
............................................................................................................
12 -PVp rel relativizer (verbs)
-m1 subord subordinator
*Exhibits greatest variability of order with respect to other suffixes.
**Independent verbs are obligatorily inflected with one suffix from this set.
†Dependent verbs are obligatorily inflected with one suffix from this set.
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3.2.2 Clitics
Clitics, with the exception of the valency adjusting proclitics, occur on all
word classes; they may affix to nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and negative
particles. While suffixes occur closest to the root, clitics attach outside bound
suffixes. Clitics occur at the left edge (proclitics) and the right edge (enclitics)
of the word.
3.2.2.1 Defining Clitics in SP
There are three criteria for defining clitics in SP (following Klavans 1982;
Zwicky 1985; Zwicky and Pullum 1983). These include stress, the distribution
of phonological processes, and morphosyntax. First, clitics don’t take stress.
This is shown with the proclitics in (3.7). As described above, primary stress
falls on the penultimate syllable; secondary stress falls on the leftmost syllable
following clitics. In (a) the bisyllabic root kopaPk ‘head’ is inflected with
the proclitic Pan+ indicating possession; stress is marked on the penultimate
syllable. (b) shows a monosyllabic noun root inflected with the same proclitic;
here stress falls on the root. (c) shows an inflected verb with composed of four
stressable syllables: the penultimate syllable and the verb root kak following
the derivational proclitic ku+ are stressed. The proclitics Pan+ and ku+ do
not take stress. This is also shown in (b), in which the first syllable following


















‘That we brush each other’s hair.’
Enclitics also do not participate in stress assignment patterns, as shown in
(3.8). In each case, the stressable word is bisyllabic and stress falls on the















The second criterion by which clitics are defined, is that of the distri-
bution of phonological processes. Clitics participate in two morphophonemic
processes not observed elsewhere. In Soteapanec, clitics do not participate in
stress assignment patterns. As a result, when proclitics occur adjacent to one
another they are subject to processes such as segment deletion and stylistic
alternations.
The first process is the deletion of the second segment when two pro-
clitics are combined. When a [CV] clitic precedes a clitic that begins with a
[PV] sequence, the onset and nucleus of the second syllable in the sequence is
deleted. This is expressed with the rule in (3.9).
(3.9) Segment Deletion:
PV → Ø / CV+ (C)+
The following pair of examples illustrate the contracted forms that occur when
the proclitic na+ precedes PaN+ (3.10) and Pak+ (3.11). Examples (3.12)
and (3.13) show the contracted forms involving person marking proclitics.
In (3.12), the third person ergative proclitic Pi+ precedes the derivational
proclitic PaN+ and results in the contracted form PiN+. In (3.13) the third
person exclusive ergative proclitic precedes the derivational proclitic Pak+ and


















This contraction only occurs with proclitics. As shown in (3.14) and (3.15),
this does not occur when the clitic prefixes a [PV] initial verb stem, such as
PaPm ‘look’, or noun stem, such as Paapa ‘mother’. These examples show that








‘She looked out to see them.’
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Segment deletion also holds for the enclitic +Pam (described in §3.2.2.3), which
is frequently reduced to [m].
The second morphophonemic process is a stylistic alternation that oc-
curs at clitic boundaries. The rule is shown in (3.16).
(3.16) [r] Alternation:
[n] + [n] /
[n] + [P] → R / C(V) + (C)
[V] + [n] /
Table 3.3 illustrates the clitic combinations that result in the [R] alternation.
Table 3.3: Stylistic Alternation of Proclitics
Proclitic+ /Pak+/ /PaN+/ /na+/
/Pan+/ [PaRak] [PaRaN] [PaRa]
/tan+/ [taRak] [taRaN] [taRa]
/Pin+/ [PiRik] [PiRiN] [PiRi]
/Pi+/ — — [PiRi]
/Pa+/ — — [PaRa]
/ta+/ — — [taRa]
/mi+/ — — [miRi]
In example (3.17), the person marking proclitic Pan+ precedes the associative
na+, resulting in the Para+ contraction. In example (3.18), the third person










As with segment deletion, the [r] alternation does not take place at boundaries
between clitics and stressable word stems. In (3.19a) the first person exclusive
ergative Pan+ precedes the verb naks ‘hit’ and the result is a gemminate
consonant at the morpheme boundary. As shown in (b), the alternation is not








The third criterion by which clitics are defined in SP is that clitics
occur on all word classes, with the exception of the valency adjusting proclitics
described in (§3.2.2.2) below. The distribution of clitics is addressed in the
following sections.
3.2.2.2 Proclitics
Proclitics include person markers, valency/voice adjusters, lexical prefixes that
are derivational, and adverbial particles. The verbal template with respect to
proclitics is shown in Table 3.4. The proclitic template for nouns differs from
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the verbal template in that valency adjusting proclitics occur only on verbs. In
both templates, person markers occur farthest from the stem, and derivational
proclitics occur closest to the stem.
Table 3.4: Verbal Proclitic Template
comp+ abs+ rr+ caus1+ Panh+ ku+ Verb
intens+ erg+ assoc+ Stem
1:2+
2:1+
Table 3.5: Nominal Proclitic Template
comp+ psr+ Panh+ ku+ Noun
intens+ abs+ Stem
1:2+
3.2.2.2.1 Person Marking Proclitics. SP marks four persons: inclu-
sive (includes 2nd person hearer), exclusive (excludes 2nd person hearer), 2nd
person, and 3rd person. SP is an ergative/absolutive language with a hier-
arhical system. As such there are three sets of clitics: Set A, ergative; Set B,
absolutive; and Set C, “local” (Hockett 1966) (3.20).
(3.20) Person Marking Proclitics:
Ergative: Absolutive: Local:
(Set A): Set B: Set C:
First person exclusive Pan+ Pa+
First person inclusive tan+ ta+
Second Person Pin+ mi+




The ergative proclitics (Set A) mark agreement with the transitive subject
(henceforth A, following Dixon 1994:23) of transitive verbs3; the absolutive
proclitics (Set B) mark agreement with the subject (S) of intransitive verbs
and object (O) of transitive verbs; and the “local” proclitics (Set C) are used
to mark the relation between 1st and 2nd person participants (see ch. 8).
Each of these sets occurs on nouns as well (see ch. 4). Set A proclitics mark
possessors; Set B proclitics mark S of nonverbal predicates; and Set C proclitics
mark relations between speech act participants on kinship terms.
3.2.2.2.2 Valency Adjusting and Voice Proclitics. There are three
valency adjusting and voice altering proclitics, listed in (3.21). The proclitics
include na+ ‘associative’, na+ ‘reflexive/reciprocal’ and Pak+ ‘causative’. The
causative and associative are described with respect to grammatical function








3Set A person markers also mark agreement with subjects of intransitive verb in some
subordinate contexts. See ch. 22 for description of split ergativity in SP.
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3.2.2.2.3 Derivational Proclitics Panh+ and ku+. Two proclitics,
Panh+ and ku+, are lexical “prefixes”4 that appear in lexicalized complex
expressions. Historically, they were used to derived new words from verb and
noun roots. Panh+, reconstructed as *Paw= ‘mouth’ in proto-Mixe-Zoquean
(Kaufman 1997), grammaticalized as a proclitic meaning ‘endocentric, inside’
(Kaufman 1963:70) or ‘pertaining to the mouth or other opening’ (Wichmann
1991:535) in proto-Mixe-Zoquean. ku+ is reconstructed as *ko- in proto-Mixe-
Zoquean and is thought to have grammaticalized into a derivational prefix
meaning ‘self, other’ or ‘endocentricity’ (Kaufman 1963:70, 1995)5. Today,
however, these proclitics are not productive derivational elements. Synchroni-
cally, the formatives are subject to the same phonemic processes as the other
proclitics. Lexical proclitics have combined with nouns and verbs to form
nominal, adjectival, verbal and postpositional expressions (10.24).
(3.23) Verbs, Nouns and Adjectives With Lexical Prefixes:
Panh+ ‘mouth’
Panh+kiinyi ‘tip, point’ kiinyi ‘nose’
Panh+maaty.i ‘word’ *mat ‘to speak’
Panh+n1P ‘saliva’ n1P ‘water’
Panh+naaka ‘side, edge’ naaka ‘skin’
Panh+tun ‘cover’ tun ‘to put’
Panh+tz1m ‘test weight of load’ tz1m ‘to load’
Panh.k1P.m1 ‘behind, outside’ k1P.m1 ‘loc3.loc1’
4There are four lexical “prefixes”. Panh+ and ku+ are clitics phonologically, and although
they appear frequently in lexicalized expressions, they participate in morphophonemic pro-
cesses associated with clitics. winy ‘*face’ and kuk ‘middle’ are stress-bearing units that
are observed in relational noun and postpositional terms (ch. 6) and a handful of lexicalized
expressions (ch. 10). None of the four derivational formatives are productive synchronically.
5It is also reconstructed as *ku+ ‘unfocused’ (Kaufman, p.c.).
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ku+ ‘other, else’
ku+P11xi ‘slow, crazy’ *P1s.i ‘back.nom’
ku+jaam=s1nh ‘dry season’ jaama=s1nh ‘day=sky’
ku+Poy ‘go/return Poy ‘to go/return’
looking for smt’
ku+chij ‘to cover with chij ‘to pound’
smt else’
ku+PoPoxiPoPoxi ‘snarled, knotted’ PoPos ‘piled up,
garbage’
ku+tyiny ‘lazy’ tyiny ‘excrement’
ku.k1P.m1 ‘below, underneath’ k1P.m1 ‘loc3.loc1’
3.2.2.2.4 Other Particles. There are two sentence level particles that
occur independently or that may attach to phonological words. These in-
clude Piga+ ‘comp’ and Pagi+ ‘intens’. The complementizer Piga+ (3.24),







‘He saw that we returned again.’ (CNC.038)
It occurs at the leftmost edge of the word preceding person marking (3.25).
It does not participate in stress assignment patterns and it is subject to mor-
























‘I only saw what they did.’ (Puktuuku.084)







‘Her belly hurts a lot.’ (SA2.019a)
Pagi+ attaches to an inflected stem preceding person marking at the leftmost
edge. The particle is subject to morphophonemic processes associated with







‘I cry a lot.’ (CNC.022)













‘He arrives at his house very happy, it is said.’ (ESK.047)
3.2.2.3 Enclitics
Enclitics occur on the right edge of the phonological word. They can be divided





+tam ‘1st and 2nd person/human plural’










The template for enclitics is shown in (3.6). There is no slot specifically des-
ignated for number. The enclitic +tam ‘plusap/pluhum’ precedes +p1Pk, and
+yaj ‘plunonsap/plunonhum’ follows it. The adverbial enclitics occur furthest
from the stem.
Table 3.6: Enclitic Template
1: +tam (plusap) 1st/2nd person/human plural
+yaj (plunonsap) 3rd person/nonhuman plural
+gak (rep) again/another/also (repetitive)
+p1Pk (rel) relativizer*
2: +Pam (alr) already
+nam (still) still/yet
+tyi (just) just
3: +Pun (djo) he says, it’s said
+wey (true) true
*The relativizer p1Pk exhibits some variability with re-
spect to the plural suffixes.
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3.2.2.3.1 +tam ‘1st/2nd person/human’ and +yaj ‘3rd person/
nonhuman’. The enclitics +tam ‘1st & 2nd person/human’ and +yaj ‘3rd
person/nonhuman’ occur on all word classes. Depending on context the en-
clitics may indicate plurality of nouns or agreement with arguments: +tam
occurs with human nouns to indicate that the noun is plural (3.31); +yaj




































‘They are attaching these rocks.’ (CP1.019a)
The enclitics mark number agreement on nonverbal predicates: +tam agrees



































‘we were eating well.’ (PDLMA.RODILLA.004)
They also occur on verbs inflected with the dependent intransitive suffix -i, in
which case they agree with the argument of the verb: +tam agrees with 1st














‘They finished eating.’ (Cangrejo.012)
The plural suffixes +tam and +yaj are described in detail in ch. 4 with respect
to nouns and ch. 11 with respect to predicates.
3.2.2.3.2 +p1Pk ‘relativizer’. The enclitic +p1Pk attaches to the nonver-
bal predicate of a relative clause (in contrast with the relativizer suffix -PpV
that occurs on the verbal predicate of a relative clause). It occurs on nouns,
adjectives, possessors, adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, etc. Examples (3.37) and
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‘I’m telling it to this woman, who’s not from here.’ (PQH.025)
3.2.2.3.3 +gak ‘another, also’. The enclitic +gak, which also has a ver-
bal suffix counterpart, occurs on non-verbal elements. When it occurs on
nouns it may conveys the meaning ‘another’. When it occurs on nouns and
other word classes that serve as non-verbal predicates, the semantics of the
enclitic +gak is essentially the same as the verbal suffix -gak, conveying ‘also,
again’. Example (15.46) shows +gak on the noun p11xiny ‘man’ functioning

























‘Then he speaks to his flesh again.’ (ESK.073b)
3.2.2.3.4 +Pam ‘already’. +Pam can be translated roughly as “already,

























and that I make him tortilla already.’ (Comal.006/7)
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+Pam also occurs on nouns (3.42), pronouns (3.43), adjectives (3.44), particles















































‘It doesn’t go up anymore.’ (Comal.015)
Particles and clitics connoting ‘already’ are commonly observed in other lan-
guages throughout Mesoamerica and North America (Bishop 1979; Hardy
1991; Koike 1996:268-9; Mackay 1991:193; and Smythe Kung 2007:458).
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3.2.2.3.5 +tyi ‘just’. The enclitic tyi conveys the notion of ‘just’ as in




























‘This can just make you ill.’ (SA2.056)

















‘Just now she spoke with me.’ (CVS.002)
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3.2.2.3.6 +nam ‘still’. The enclitic +nam conveys the notion ‘still, yet’.






























‘Now she is still not healed.’ (ConvSerPartera.231)
3.2.2.3.7 +Pun ‘he says/said’. +Pun is a discourse marker, occurring




















‘No, no. No, I’m not hungry.’ (she says) ” (MAB.081)
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3.2.2.3.8 +wey ‘say’. The adverbial enclitic +wey is used to indicate ‘it’s



















































‘It’s true we carried it.’ (Gutierrez-Morales, p.c.)




Nouns and Their Projections
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Chapter 4
Nouns and Their Morphology
Words belonging to the word class “noun” (roots or derived stems) head noun
phrases and may occur as arguments of verbs or as the predicate in non-verbal
predicate constructions. Nouns take a small number of inflectional morphemes.
The morphological template for nouns is much simpler than that of verbs.
Nouns are marked with plural marking or possession, but unlike verbs they
may appear bare (lacking inflectional morphology) in the clause. Singular is
not marked on nouns and is the default reading for bare stems. Marking for
plural, however, is not obligatory and plurality may be determined from con-
text. As such, a subclass of mass nouns can be distinguished from other nouns
in that in their unmarked forms they refer to a quantity of that entity and
when marked with a plural marker refer to a number of contained or measured
items (i.e. cups of coffee as opposed to coffee in quantity). In addition, Sotea-
panec manifests a plurality split that distinguishes between humanness on the
one hand and person (first and second versus third) on the other. Finally,
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while animacy and alienability are not criteria for establishing a subclass of
nouns, there is a closed set of nouns that are obligatorily possessed. This chap-
ter provides a description of the basic properties of nouns, the types of nouns,
their inflectional properties, and their derivational morphology. Chapter (5)
provides a description of nominal modifiers (including possessors, adjectives,
quantifiers, demonstratives, and adpositions).
4.1 Noun Types
The noun types discussed here are lexical nouns and pronouns, which include
personal, demonstrative, interrogative, as well as derived pronouns.
4.1.1 Lexical nouns
Lexical nouns are inflected for plurality and possession. There are a number of
semantically defined noun classes, however there are only two noun subclasses
defined morphosyntactically; obligatorily possessed nouns and kinship terms.
A number of nouns are obligatorily possessed.
Nouns may be inflected with Set-A (ergative) person markers, which
indicate possession. These are discussed in Section 4.2 in this chapter. Nouns
may also be inflected with Set-B (absolutive) person markers when they oc-
cur as non-verbal predicates. Although briefly discussed here, more detailed
discussion is found in Chapter 8.
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There are a number of nouns that are obligatorily possessed, however
the criteria are not clear. Approximately 120 have been observed, some of
which are listed in example (4.1). These include kinship terms and body
parts, among other terms.
(4.1) Nouns that are obligatorily possessed:
Pa+Paapa ‘my mother’
Pi+xaaka ‘it’s gill’




Pi+tzoowa ‘his salary, wage’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
As evident from the list, animacy and alienability are not criteria for estab-
lishing a subclass of nouns. In fact, as shown by the list in (4.2), not all body
parts and kinship terms are obligatorily possessed.






Body parts are inalienable when they are associated with humans and animals.
There are a number of body part terms are shared by humans, animals, and
plants, listed in (4.3). When body parts are associated with humans and
animals, they are obligatorily possessed (or inalienable). When the same body
parts are associated with plants, they are not obligatorily possessed (alienable).
Therefore, alienability in SP is not a property associated with the lexical item
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but a property associated with the semantic class with which the lexical item
is associated.
(4.3) Distribution of Alienability in SP:
Human Animal Plant
w1typ1k ‘leg’ + + -
puy ‘foot’ + + -
puPu ‘stomach’ + + -
tuPunyi ‘back’ + + +
way ‘hair’ + + +
naaka ‘skin’ + + + (bark, shell)
koobak ‘head’ + + + (where corn con-
nects with stem)
t1tz ‘teeth’ + + + (grains)
k11tz1s ‘nails’ + + -
kiinyi ‘nose’ + + + (tip of corn)
m1jpa k ‘waist + + ?
Paakpak ‘cheek’ + + ?
pak ‘bone, seed’ + + + (seed)
4.1.2 Pronouns
SP has personal pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, relative pronouns, inter-
rogative pro-forms, and indefinite pronouns, which are derived from demon-
stratives and interrogatives). This section lists each of the different pronoun
types found in SP. I advance the description of pronouns with respect to in-
flection (Section 4.2) and derivation (Section 4.3).
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4.1.2.1 Personal Pronouns







































‘He speaks to the tigers.’ (PDLMA.JJX.119)
The following examples show naturally occurring utterances in which
pronouns (and lexical nouns) are not expressed. In example (4.8) the S is
understood to be 1st person because of person marking, however the 1st person
pronoun is not overtly expressed. In example (4.9), neither the 2nd person A
nor the 3rd person O is expressed overtly. And in example (4.10) both the


























‘And when he took them out they were very wet.’ (UDR.028)
4.1.2.2 Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns modify nouns. SP has three (shown in 4.11): y1Pp ‘this’,
jePm ‘that (near hearer)’, and pePm ‘that (yonder)’.
(4.11) Demonstrative Pronouns:
y1Pp ‘this’
jePm ‘that (near hearer, aforementioned)’
pePm ‘that (one) yonder’
Demonstratives modifying nouns precede the noun. The demonstra-
tives y1Pp, jePm, and pePm are shown preceding the nouns they modify in








































‘because that land, the red land, has an owner.’ (PDO.015)













‘Here we’ve brought you your clothes.’ (UDR.012b)
They may also be the head of an NP, as shown in example (4.16). Here














‘They fight because they see us.’ (PDO.009a)
4.1.2.3 Interrogative Pronouns
There are a number of interrogative pronouns in SP. These are tyiH ‘what’1 (4.17),
PiH ‘who’ (4.18), juuty ‘where’ (4.19), tyiPiga ‘why’ (and ‘because’) (4.20),
juPutz ‘how’ (4.21), and juPp ‘which’ (4.22) (also jup).
1Recall that H represents an unidentified, underlying segment with four allophones. Refer










































































‘Now, which dog is eating my them.’ (ESK.097)
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Interrogative pronouns in questions generally precede verbs.
SP has a number of relativizing strategies that include both relative
pronouns as well as the relativizer +p1Pk. Interrogative pronouns are used
as relativizers in relative clauses. The pronouns that may relativize a clause
include PiH ‘who’, shown in example (4.23), tyiH ‘what’ in (4.24), and juuch

















































‘We let them go where there is grass.’ (VVA.023b)

















‘And I didn’t see how she did it.’ (PUK.086)
Lexical, demonstrative, interrogative pronouns are subject to the same
inflectional rules as lexical nouns. §4.2.3 provides descriptions of pronominal
inflectional in SP.
4.1.2.4 Possessive Pronouns
While SP does not have a set of possessive pronouns, pronouns may be marked







‘Yes it is. It’s mine.’ (Sammons.KDK.271)
4.2 Nominal Inflection
Nouns may be inflected for possession, number, or number of possessor. Person
markers and plural markers are clitics: person markers precede the noun and




Possessor + noun + Plural Marking
Marking for possession is independent of number. It is also obligatory, whereas
marking for number is optional. The default reading for the first person ex-
clusive, the second person and the third person is singular. The first person
inclusive is the exception as its nature implies both a first person and a second
person referent.
Nouns cannot be double marked. That is, in the case that both the pos-
sessor and the possessum are plural only one will be marked plural. In addition,
which referent is marked is pragmatically–not hierarchically–motivated.
4.2.1 Person Marking
Table 4.1 lists the person marking proclitics in the alignment system of SP. Set-
A (ergative) and Set-B (absolutive) proclitics are used in the morphology to
mark agreement with the A of transitive verbs (Set-A) and the O of transitives
or S of intransitive verbs (Set-B). The person marking proclitics also play
several roles in the nominal morphology and are relevant to the discussion
here for two reasons. The first is that Set-A (ergative) proclitics are used
to mark agreement with nominal possessors. The second reason pertains to
the role of the noun in non-verbal predicate constructions (see Section 4.2.1.2
below). When nouns occur as nominal predicates Set-A (absolutive) proclitics
are used to indicate the S of the predicate.
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Table 4.1: Person Inflectional Proclitics in SP
Absolutive Ergative/Possessor (PSR)
(SET B) (SET A)
First Person Exclusive: Pa+ Pan+
First Person Inclusive: ta+ tan+
Second Person: mi+ Pin+




The two proclitics man+ and Pan+ shown in the table occur on tran-
sitive verbs to expressed relations between speech act participants (SAPs).
Man+ indicates that a first person is acting on a second, and Pan+ indicates
that a second person is acting on a first person. Man+ (and possibly Pan+)
marks kinship terms when they occur as nominal predicates (see §4.2.1.2.1).
Person marking, and more generally the alignment system in Soteapanec, are
discussed in further detail in Chapter 11.
4.2.1.1 Possessed Nouns
Possessed nouns are marked with Set-A (ergative) person markers, shown in
example (4.29).
(4.29) Set-A Ergative/Possessive Person Marking Proclitics:
Pan+ 1st Person Exclusive (default singular)




Set-A proclitics serve in two capacities: (1) On transitive verbs, they
mark agreement with the subject of the verb (A); (2) on nouns, they mark
agreement with the possessor of the noun. Throughout this text I acknowledge
this distinction in their labeling. Person marking proclitics referring to the ar-
gument of a verb are labeled ergative (ERG)3 and person marking proclitics
referring to the possessor of a noun are labeled possessor (PSR). Also of typo-
logical note, SP does not make a distinction between alienable and inalienable
nouns in terms of possession. As noted in the introduction, a number of nouns
are obligatorily possessed, but the criteria are not clear. The approximately
120 observed nouns that are obligatorily possessed include kinship terms, body
parts, wages, etc. These are repeated in example (4.30). These include kin-
ship terms and body parts, among other terms. Nevertheless, as shown by the
list repeated in (4.31), not all body parts and kinship terms are obligatorily
possessed.
(4.30) Nouns that are obligatorily possessed :
Paapa ‘mother’
xaaka ‘fish gill’





3Following the discussion of palatalization of /n/ in the phonology section, it is important
to note that the second person ergative marker Piny+ is presumed to be underlyingly /Pin+/
although it surfaces as [Piñ+] based on the alternations described in Chapter 2. Throughout
the grammar, the second person ergative clitic is transcribed in its underlying form /Pin+/
in the morpheme breakdown.
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Examples (4.32) through (4.35) illustrate the nouns possessed with the 1st







































































‘Here we had his corn.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny .016)
Occurrences of overtly expressed possessors in text are rare. When they do oc-
cur, the possessed noun is marked with the person marking proclitic. In the ex-
ample shown in (4.36), the overt possessors kuyty1m ‘avocado’ and yaatyi ‘ap-
ple custard plant’, precede their respective possessed parts pak ‘seed’ and





































we’re going to boil it with one custard apple leaf.’ (SA1.003a)
4.2.1.2 Nominal Predicates and Person Marking
Nouns may take absolutive (Set B) person markers when they occur as nominal
predicates. Example (4.37) illustrates the noun p11xiny ‘man’ occurring as a
predicate. Here the S is marked with the second person absolutive proclitic
mi+. The status of the noun is not always clear in cases where the S is the
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3rd person because agreement with 3rd person S and O is Ø-marked. The
example in (4.38) illustrates two nominal predicates with third person S. In
this example, the two instances of nouns are clearly predicates because they
are preceded by the pronoun jeP. The second instance of tzuPukiny ‘worm’ may
be a repetition of the noun, or a predicate whose S jeP is not overtly expressed.














































He was a worm, a worm.’ (Gusano2.025)
It is important to note that nominal predicates may only take a sin-
gle argument. That is to say, nominal predicates are intransitive, the only
exception being kinship terms (discussed below).
Possessed nouns may also occur in nominal predicate clauses, in which
case the inflection for possessor trumps inflection for the S. For instance, in
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example (4.39)4 the noun Puutzu ‘monkey’ is inflected with the exclusive erga-
tive, indicating possession. It is not marked with the absolutive. Instead the
S is indicated by overtly expressing the second person pronoun mich. In fact,
of additional interest, person (possessive and absolutive) cannot be double







‘You are my little monkey.’ (20070721RCRs1)
4.2.1.2.1 Kinship Terms and Person Marking
Kinship terms differ from other nouns in that nouns are inflected with Set-A
and Set-B person marking clitics only. Nouns take Set-A person markers to
indicate possession, and they take Set-B person markers on non-verbal pred-
icate constructions. Kinship terms may be inflected with Set-A, Set-B, and
Set-C proclitics. Absolutive (Set-A) clitics mark the S of nominal predicates.
The ergative (Set-B) clitics reference possessors of nouns. Set-C proclitics be-
long to a set that are described in the literature as “local” (Hockett 1966) and
refer to two arguments. Specifically, they refer to 1st and 2nd person referents
acting on one another. The proclitic man+ refers to a relation in which 1st
person is A and 2nd person is O; the proclitic Pan+ refers to a relation in
4This example came up during a conversation in which the speaker and I were discussing
affectionate terms used by parents for their young children, and we both commented that
both in Mexico and in The U.S. some parents affectionately call their small children their
little monkeys. This conversation produced a number of examples that prove useful in the
discussion of non-verbal predicates, especially with respect to possession and pluralization.
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which 2nd person is A and 1st person is O. The list of proclitics is repeated in
example (4.40)5.
(4.40) Person Marking Proclitics in SP:








Local (Set-C): Pan+ ‘2:1’
man+ ‘1:2’
Kinship terms may take Set-C person marking proclitics. Set-C clitics
are used on transitive verbs to mark the relation of 1st person acting on 2nd
(man+) and 2nd person acting on 1st (Pan+). The pair of examples in (4.41)
and (4.42) illustrate the Set-C proclitics on transitive verbs6. Example (4.41)
shows the proclitic Pan+, which indicates a 2nd person A and a 1st person O.
The example in (4.42) shows the proclitic man+, which indicates the relation














‘We’re going to pick you up.’ (7NH.042c)
5The person markers and the alignment system are described in detail in ch. 11.
6Refer to ch. 8: Verbs and Non-Verbal Predicates for description of verb classes and
associated morphology.
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The 1st and 2nd person relations may also be expressed with kinship terms.
Both relations, however, are expressed with the proclitic man+. The pair
in (4.43)7 illustrates two relations expressed by the term Paapa ‘mother’.










‘You are my mother.’ (JAF20070713/RCR20070719)
A second pair of examples with jatuunnh ‘father’ (a) and tz11xi ‘children’ (b)
is shown in (4.44)8.
(4.44) Paradigm for kinship relations:
(a) man+jaatunh
1:2+father
‘You are my father.’ (Elson 1960b:208; 20070719RCR)
(b) man+tz1x+tyam
1:2+child+plusap
‘You are my children.’ (Elson 1960b:208; 20070719RCR)
The use of the person marking clitic man+ to mark nouns is observed only on
kinship terms (4.45).
7These two examples were elicited from two different female speakers from the commu-
nities of Soteapan and Piedra Labrada.
8The two examples shown here, which come from two male speakers from the communities
of Soteapan and Piedra Labrada, were recorded by the PDLMA.
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(4.45) Possessed nominal predicates:
(a) mich Pan+Puutzu
2pro xpsr+monkey
‘You are my monkey.’
(b) *(mich) man+Puutzu (RCR20070721)
4.2.1.3 Reciprocal Relations
Set A proclitics may also be used to convey reciprocal kinship relations. In
example (4.46) the noun t1P1m1P ‘sister’ is inflected with the ergative inclusive





‘You and I are sisters.’ (20070713JAF)
Verbs in reciprocal/reflexive constructions require marking with the reflex-












‘They see each other.’ (BRN20050706)
Verbs are obligatorily inflected with aspect or mood. On the kinship terms,
however, there is no morphology to indicate that the noun is derived as a verb,
nor is there inflection for aspect or mood (see ch. 11).
4.2.2 Number Marking
Plurality is marked on nouns with the enclitics +tam ‘human plural’ and


























in the fields.’ (CP1.013)
Although singular is the default reading for unmarked nouns, plural marking
is not obligatory. Thus, plurality may be recovered from context when a noun
appears without overt inflection for number. For instance, (4.51) illustrates a
plural noun not marked for plurality. The example is taken from a tale that
tells of people from other towns coming to the speaker’s village to collect the
seasonal crabs and the mythical creature that protects the crabs from being
overhunted/harvested. At the point in the narrative at which this sentence is
uttered, the speaker is explaining what happens when the crabs come out at
sunset and how they’re caught. The context of the use of Peexi ‘crab’ in this










‘The crabs are coming out.’ (Cangrejo.008)
There is a small number of nouns that are said to not receive inflec-
tion for plural. Some nouns include p1y ‘dust’, kaama ‘field’, kaapel ‘coffee’.
Nevertheless, there are occasions when these nouns are inflected for plurality.
For example kaama ‘field’ appears in texts with the plural enclitic +yaj. In
discussions about coffee and different types of coffees the noun kaapel ‘coffee’
has also been pluralized with +yaj.
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Plural enclitics may encode the plurality of nouns, pronouns, and nom-
inal possessors. The plural marking system exhibits hierarchically driven plu-
rality splits that distinguish between speech act participants (SAPs) and non-
speech act participants (nonSAPs) and human and non-human entities (Cor-
bett 2000, Smith-Stark 1974, and Silverstein 1976). The distribution of the
agreement patterns are shown in Table 4.2.





4.2.2.1 Nouns, Number and the Plurality Split
The enclitics +tam and +yaj occur on lexical nouns to indicate that the
nouns are plural. Looking at example (4.52a), the nouns yoomo ‘woman’,
tz11xi ‘child’, and Pookmaan1k ‘grandchild’ are marked with the enclitic +tam
to indicate ‘women’, ‘children’, and ‘grandchildren’. In example (4.52b), the
nouns chimpa ‘dog’, tzaP ‘stone’, kaama ‘field’, mooya ‘flower’ are inflected
with +yaj to indicate the plural forms.
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(4.52) Nominal plural markers:
(a) yoomo+tam ‘women’ yoomo ‘woman’
tz11xi+tam ‘children’ tz11xi ‘child’
Pokmaan1k+tam ‘grandchildren Pokmaan1k ‘grandchild ’
(b) chimpa+yaj ‘dogs’ chimpa ‘dog’
tzaP+yaj ‘rocks’ tzaP ‘rock’
kaama+yaj ‘fields’ kaama ‘field’
mooya+yaj ‘flowers’ mooya ‘flower’
4.2.2.1.1 +tam : Human plural marking
+tam is the human noun plural. It occurs on human referents (4.53); kinship







































There are a number of nouns that undergo idiosyncratic sound change
when the plural enclitic +tam is attached. There are five sets of alternations.
The set of words in example (4.56) illustrates noun stems with long vowels
that appear with short vowels when inflected with +tam. Examples (4.56a)
and (b) illustrate stems of the syllable shape CV:CVC. Here the vowel of the
penultimate syllable appears short. Example (4.56c) shows a monosyllabic
syllabic stem of the shape CV:C. Finally, in (d), the coda of the monosyllabic
root is the segment /H/. Recall from Chapter 2 that the underlying segment
/H/ surfaces as length preceding a consonant. When inflected with the plural
enclitic +tam, the stem surfaces tyi. One additional word, although not a
noun, is shown in (4.56e). Here the stem is the adjective xuutyu ‘small’ in a
non-verbal predicate clause. The adjective xuutyu ‘small’ undergoes the same
alternation when inflected with +tam.
(4.56) Shortened Stem:
(a) p11xiny ‘man’ p1xiny+tyam, ‘men’
p11xiny+tyam
(b) jaatunh ‘father’ jatunh+tam ‘fathers’
(c) juuty ‘where’ juty+tyam ‘places’
(d) tyiH ‘what’ tyi+tyam ‘things’
(e) xuutyu ‘small’ mi+xutyu+tam+nam ‘You are still small.’
The set of words in example (4.57) illustrates stems of the shape CV:CV in
which the vowel of the final syllable does not surface.
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(4.57) Deletion of final vowel:
(a) choomo ‘grandmother’ choom+tam ‘grandmothers’
(b) Paapa ‘mother’ Paap+tam ‘mothers’
(c) tz11tz1 ‘aunt’ tz11tz+tam ‘aunts’
(d) P11m1 ‘brother-in-law’ P11m+tam ‘brothers-in-law’
(e) Paachi ‘uncle’ Paach+tyam ‘uncles’
The noun in (4.58) illustrates the only occurrence of this alternation. Here /h/
surfaces as [t] preceding +tyam. This alternation is not observed elsewhere in
the language.
(4.58) Multiple alternations:
kaapaj ‘man’s sister-in-law’ kaapat+tyam ‘sisters-in-law’
‘woman’s brother-in-law’ ‘brothers-in-law’
(also kaapay+tyam)
The nouns in (4.59) illustrate stems of the shape CV:CV that show an al-
ternation in the vowel length of the first syllable in the bisyllabic stems, the
deletion of the final vowel, or both.
(4.59) Variable changes:
(a) yoomo ‘woman’ yom+tam ‘women’
yoom+tam
(b) tz11xi ‘child’ tz1x+tam, ‘children’
tz11x+tam
(c) w1ty=choomo ‘husband’ w1ty=chom+tam ‘husbands’
(d) Pi+ty11w1 ‘his big brother’ Pi+ty1w1+tam ‘big bothers’
(e) t11w1 ‘big brothers’ t11w1+tam ‘big brothers’
(f) woonyi ‘girl’ woony+tam ‘girls’
wony+tyam
(g) w1ty=Paaya ‘husband, w1ty=Paj+tyam ‘husbands,
[w1dyaaya] old man’ w1dyaj+tyam old men’
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The nouns in (4.60) illustrate stems of the shape CV:CVC that exhibit no
change.
(4.60) No change:
(a) maan1k ‘son, daughter’ maan1k+tam ‘sons, daughters’
(b) weewej ‘old man’ weewej+tam ‘old men’
The complete list of nouns that exhibit these alternations are listed in exam-
ples (4.56) through (4.60). The alternation described here occurs only with a
small number of nouns (and adjectives), which are listed here. Each of these
terms are human, with three exceptions: the adjective xuutyu ‘small’ and the







‘You’re (all) my little monkeys’ (RCR20070721s1)
4.2.2.1.2 +yaj : Non-human plural marking The enclitic +yaj refers













‘They are attaching these rocks.’ (CP1.019a)
+yaj marks any non-human, nominal form, as shown by the list in exam-
ple (4.63). For example, in (4.63a) and (b) the inanimate nouns t1k ‘house’
and tooto ‘paper’ are inflected with +yaj. (4.63c) shows yooya ‘pig’ marked
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with the plural. In (4.63d) and (e) observe that the pronouns jeP ‘3rd person’9
and y1Pp ‘this’ are also inflected with the plural.




(d) jeP+yaj ‘they, them’
(e) y1Pp+yaj ‘these’





















to take my wife back for me.’ (PDLMA.Giant.068)
The following example is ungrammatical because the plural enclitic does not






9See below for discussion of human third person.
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4.2.2.2 Pronouns, Number and the Plurality Split
Pronouns also take plural enclitics to indicate that the referent is plural, as
shown in examples (4.66) through (4.68). Pronouns, however, pattern differ-
ently from lexical nouns in terms of the plurality split. Plural marking of
pronouns exhibits a +/-SAP agreement pattern. That is, first and second per-
son pronouns are marked with +tam, whereas the third person pronoun jeP
is marked with +yaj, regardless of whether the referent is human or not. The
example in (4.66) illustrates the first person pronoun P1ch ‘I’ inflected with
the plural enclitic +tam. Example (4.67) illustrates the pronoun mich ‘you’
inflected with +tam. In example (4.68) the pronoun jeP ‘he, she, it’ refers to
children tz11xi ‘child’. Within the same utterance the lexical noun is inflected



























































‘They, the children, said...’ (Gutiérrez Morales and Wichmann,
2001:318)
4.2.2.3 Possession, Number and the Plurality Split
Plural marking on possessed nouns may modify the possessor, the possessum,
or both depending on which entity is plural. This triggers the plurality split
illustrated in Table 4.2 above. When the possessum is plural and overtly
marked, the plural enclitics agree with the noun: +tam occurs with human
nouns and +yaj occurs with non-human nouns. When the possessor is plural
the agreement criteria are as follows: +tam agrees with first and second per-
son possessor and +yaj agrees with third person possessor. In (4.69a) and (b)
the plural enclitic agrees with the possessor Pan+ ‘first person exclusive’ and
Pin+ ‘second person’. The plurality of the possessum is unmarked and am-
biguous. In (4.70a) +yaj may agree with the third person possessor marked
by Pi+ or the possessum chimpa ‘dog’. In this case plurality is determined by
context. As shown in (4.70b) the construction is ungrammatical with the plu-
ral marker +tam because non-human nouns may only be marked with +tam
if they are possessed by a first or second person referent.
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(4.69) Possessor Agreement:
(a) Pan+chimpa+tam (b) Pin+chimpa+tam
xpsr+dog+plusap 2psr+dog+plusap
‘our dog(s)’ ‘your (pl) dog(s)’
*my dog(s) *your (sg) dog(s) (e20050706.094/6)
(4.70) Possessum Agreement:
(a) Pi+chimpa+yaj (b) *Pi+chimpa+tam
3psr+dog+plunonhum 3psr+dog+*plusap/pluhum
‘their dog(s)’ *their dog(s)
‘his/her dog(s)’ *his/her dog(s) (e20050706.088b/c)
In the following set of examples, looking at possessed human nouns, we can
observe the same shift in the agreement criteria of the plural markers. In the
pair in (4.71) the noun t11w1 ‘brother’ is possessed by the first person exclusive
Pan+ and the second person Pin+, respectively. In the examples in this pair
it is ambiguous whether it is the possessor or the possessum that is plural
because the enclitic +tam may agree with the first or second person possessor




‘our brother/my brothers/our brothers’ (200500708BRN18.025)
(b) Pin+t1w1+tam
2psr+brother+plusap/pluhum
‘your (pl) brother (sg)’/
‘your (sg) brothers (pl)’/
‘your (pl) brothers (pl)’ (200500708BRN19.029)
However, in the following pair of examples there is no ambiguity as to whether
it is the possessor or the possessum that is plural. In (4.72), the 3rd person
plural enclitic +yaj agrees with the third person possessor proclitic in that
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it is not co-referential with a first or second person possessor. Here it is
the possessor that is plural, and the possessum cannot be understood to be
plural. The sentence can only be understood to mean ‘their sisters’; whereas in
example (4.73), the plural enclitic +tam agrees with respect to the humanness
of the possessum. In this example the possessor cannot be understood as being
plural and can only be understood as ‘her sisters’.
(4.72) Pi+yoom=t11w1+yaj
3psr+woman=sister+plunonsap
‘their sister(s)’/*his sisters (BRN200500706.103)
(4.73) Pi+yoom=t11w1+tam
3psr+woman=sister+pluhum
‘his sisters’/*their sister (BRN020500706.104)
Nouns may not be double marked for plurality. That is, in the event that
both the possessor and the possessum are plural, only one may be encoded for
plural. As such, examples such as those shown in (4.74), in which the possessor
is +SAP and the possessum is -human, are ungrammatical because only one
may be marked. Nevertheless, as indicated above agreement is pragmatically,
not hierarchically, motivated. Therefore, in example (4.75) both (a) and (b)
are possible.




(4.75) Plural agreement with possessor and noun:
(a) Pan+t1k+tam
ipsr+house+plusap
‘This is our house.’
(also ‘These are our houses.’)
(b) Pan+t1k+yaj
‘Those are our/my houses.’
4.2.2.4 Nominal Predicates and Plurality
We saw above (in Section 4.2.1.2) that nouns may occur as predicates and
mark the S of the predicate with absolutive proclitics. Nominal predicates
also mark plurality with the plural enclitics. We also saw (in Sections 4.2.2.2
and 4.2.2.3) that pronominal referents and possessors exhibit a plurality split
that distinguishes between SAPs and non-SAPs. The split holds for the refer-
ents of nominal predicates. As shown by the pair in (4.76), the nouns referring
to humans p11xiny ‘man’ and yoomo ‘woman’ occur as predicates and are in-
flected with person and plural clitics. In (4.76a) and (b) the S of the predicate
is the 1st person, indicated by the 1st person pronoun P1ch and the exclusive
absolutive proclitic Pa+. The plural enclitic indicates the plurality of the S
and agrees with respect to the feature +/-SAP. This agreement pattern is cor-
roborated by the examples in (4.76c) and (d). Here the nominal predicates are
p11xiny ‘man’ and yoomo ‘woman’. The Ss are 3rd person referents, indicated
by the 3rd person pronoun jeP (absolutive person marking for 3rd is Ø). The
plural enclitic is +yaj, which agrees with the S in that it is non-SAP.
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(4.76) Plural inflection of nominal predicates:
(a) P1ch Pa+p11xiny+tam ‘We are men.’
(b) P1ch Pa+yoomo+tam ‘We are women.’
(c) jeP p11xiny+yaj ‘They are men.’
(d) jeP yoomo+yaj ‘They are women.’ (20070704JAFs13)
4.2.2.5 Group Marker (=Panhjoj)
The final topic with respect to number in SP is the use of the marker =Panhjoj,
which indicates a large quantity of some noun in a group or cluster10. For
example, in (4.77), the noun tooto ‘paper’ is marked with =Panhjoj to indicate


















where the papers (mass) are kept.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
This affix can be used to describe inanimate (4.78a-b), animate (4.78c-e),
human (4.78e-f), and geographic areas (4.78g-j).




(b) toot=Panhjoj ‘stack of papers’
(c) xix=Panhjoj ‘a group of cows’
(d) yooya=Panhjoj ‘a group of pigs’
(e) tz11x=Panhjoj ‘a group of children’
(f) p1xiny=Panhjoj ‘a crowd of people’
(g) tzaP=Panhjoj ‘where there are a lot of rocks; a rocky area’
(h) kam=Panhjoj ‘farm lands; where there’s no forest’
(i) tz11w=Panhjoj ‘a bunch of tobacco’
(j) kuy=Panhjoj ‘a group of trees’
Nouns inflected with =Panhjoj do not take additional plural marking.
For example, we saw above that t1k=Panhjoj ‘group of houses’ may be used to
indicate ‘village’, however, as shown in (4.79), t1k=Panhjoj ‘group of houses’
cannot be inflected with +yaj to indicate plural villages.
(4.79) *t1k=Panhjoj+yaj (house=group+plunonhum) ‘towns’
4.2.3 Pronominal Inflection





Pronouns do not accept Set-A (ergative or possessive) person markers,
like lexical nouns. Pragmatically, pronouns cannot be possessed. Pronouns
referring to SAPs, however, do accept absolutive (Set B) person markers. In
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example (4.81), the third person pronoun jeP is the non-verbal predicate and
is inflected with the first person exclusive absolutive Pa+. Adjectives may also


























‘The child says: ‘I’m not him.’ (Elson 1947:204)
There are two contexts in which Set-B markers occur with pronouns
in a nominal role (as opposed to predicate role). The first pertains only to
the first person pronoun P1ch. The default meaning of P1ch is the singular
first person. When the pronoun is inflected with the inclusive first person
prefix ta+, as in example (4.82)11, the pronoun conveys a plural, inclusive
meaning. The speaker here is referring to herself, women in general, and her
audience, a female linguist. The second context can be seen in examples (4.83)
and (4.84). Use of the Set-B morphemes emphasizes the referents or speech
act participants. In example (4.83), the speaker is emphasizing that she herself
acted alone. In example (4.84), the speaker is reporting what one speaker said
to another and is emphasizing the second person.
11In the text from which this example comes, the speaker describes the role of the woman
in the home, what happens in the absence of her partner, and how she provides for her
family.
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we want money...’ (JOV.017b)




















because her father wouldn’t get involved.’ (YER.032)




















‘Me with you (emphatic), not anymore.’ ” (YER.044b)
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4.2.3.1 Interrogative Pronouns
There are a number of interrogative pronouns in Soteapanec. These are





















































‘And so why didn’t you go?’ (VVA.038)
Like person pronouns and demonstrative pronouns, interrogative pro-
nouns can take plural marking. Kaufman (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
and Elson (1967:285) provide a number of examples demonstrating that inter-
rogative pronouns may be inflected with plural marking. Some examples are
shown in (4.89) through (4.91). I have not observed any instances in texts.
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In (4.89) the interrogative pronoun tyiH ‘what’ is inflected with the plural
marker +tam. In example (4.90) the interrogative pronoun PiH ‘who’ is also
marked with +tam. And in (4.91) the interrogative pronoun juuty ‘where’ is


































‘The street is where cars pass.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Note that juuty and tyiH do not take the nonhuman plural marker. It’s not
clear why this is the case, however, this points to another possible split in the
plural marking system that requires further research.
Interrogative pronouns may also be marked with absolutive case, as
shown in example (4.92). As with nouns and pronouns, this occurs when the
pronoun is the predicate of the phrase. In example (4.92), PiH ‘who’ is a non-
verbal predicate that is inflected with the second person absolutive mi+. (For








‘(You), who are you?’ (GU2.028)
4.3 Nominal Derivation
This section describes the various methods of deriving nouns from verbs, new
nouns from nouns, including derivational morphemes and compounding, as
well as how other word classes are derived from nouns.
4.3.1 Deriving Nouns from Verbs
4.3.1.1 Nominalizer -i
The morpheme -i is used to derive nouns from verbs. The suffix -i occurs
with both intransitive and transitive verbs. With some intransitive verbs, the
derived nominal may refer to the would-be subject of the verb. For instance, in
example (4.93a) the verb kaP ‘die’ derived with -i yields kaPi ‘dead person’12.
With some intransitive verbs the derived noun refers to the product of the
action, as shown in (4.94).
(4.93) Nouns Derived from Intransitives (i):
(a) kaP-i ‘dead person’ kaP ‘die’
(b) m11ch-i ‘player’ m11ch ‘play’
(c) weej-i ‘crier’ wej ‘cry’
12The vowel in the root here is short. Refer to Chapter 2 for discussion of stress and vowel
length.
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(4.94) Nouns Derived from Intransitives (ii):
(a) suPks-i ‘a cough’ suPks ‘cough’
(b) j11y-i ‘voice, word’ j1y ‘speak’
(c) wiPk-i ‘food’ wiPk ‘eat’
On transitive verbs, it is generally the case that the resulting nominal
is the patient. For example, in (4.95) verbs such as tak ‘to weave’ and wan ‘to
sing’ yield taaki ‘woven thing’ and waanyi ‘song’, respectively.
(4.95) Nouns Derived from Transitives:
(a) taak-i ‘woven thing’ tak ‘weave’
(b) waany-i ‘song’ wan ‘sing’
(c) ku+piij-i ‘sweat’ ku+pij ‘sweat’
(d) P1kx-i ‘corn kernel’ P1ks ‘shell’
(e) Paany=moPony-i ‘tamale’ Paany=moPony ‘make tamales’
Verbs defined as ambitransitive, or labile (Nichols 1982, 1984; Haspel-
math 1993), which have transitive and intransitive alternations, such as Puk ‘drink’,
yield varying results. For example in (4.96) the verbs Puk ‘get drunk’, juk ‘smoke’
and kiPps ‘measure’ yield Puuki ‘drunk (person)’, juuki ‘cigarette, cigar’, and
kiPpxi ‘measurement’, respectively. The three verbs occur as intransitive and
transitive and are agentive, meaning the A of the transitive alternation is the
S of the intransitive alternation.
(4.96) Nouns derived from transitive verbs with -i :
Puuk-i ‘drunk (person)’ Puk ‘get drunk’
juuk-i ‘cigarette, cigar’ juk ‘smoke’
kiPpx-i ‘measurement’ kiPps ‘measure’
The use of the nominalizer -i (as well as derivational formatives described be-
low) may prove a useful diagnostic to determine distinctions between patientive
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(unaccusative) and agentive unergative verbs. Further research is necessary.
4.3.1.2 -kuy ‘instrument’
The morpheme kuy derive a type of applicative noun. Applying the affix
-kuy to intransitive verbs derives something to the effect of ‘noun that one
verbs with/on/of’. For example m11chkuy ‘what one plays with, toy’; wiPkkuy
‘what one eats’; monhkuy ‘where one sleeps, bed’; and kaPakuy ‘what one may
potentially die of, sickness’.
(4.97) -kuy with intransitive verbs:
(a) m11ch-kuy ‘toy, doll’ m11ch ‘play’
(b) wiPk-kuy ‘food’ wiPk ‘eat’
(c) monh-kuy ‘where one sleeps’ monh ‘sleep’
(d) kaPa-kuy ‘sickness’ kaP ‘die’
Applying -kuy to transitive verbs derives a noun that encodes an instrument
used to perform the task expressed by the verb, as shown in (4.98).
(4.98) -kuy with transitive verbs:
(a) Pix-kuy ‘eye’ Pix ‘see’
(b) jay-kuy ‘pencil’ jay ‘write’
(c) yem-kuy ‘fan’ yem ‘blow’
(d) jak-kuy ‘thinking about going’ jak ‘cut’
(e) jetz-kuy ‘brush’ jetz ‘comb hair’
(f) ku+tyiPch-kuy ‘stick to prop up’ ku+tyiPch ‘prop up’
There is overlap in the case of some verbs as to whether they are nom-
inalized with -i and -kuy. In some cases the semantic distinction is clear.
For example, the transitive verb nyip ‘plant’ derived with the nominalizer -
i yields nyiipi ‘the sowing, sown plants’, yet derived with the instrumental
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-kuy yields nyipkuy ‘dibble, planting stick’. The intransitive verb kaP ‘die’
may be derived with -i to yield kaPi ‘dead person’ and may be derived with
-kuy to yield kaPkuy ‘illness’. The distinction between verbs derived with the
nominalizer and the instrumental is not always clear. For example, wiPk ‘eat
(intransitive)’ may be derived as wiPiki ‘food’ or wiPkkuy ‘food’. There is
no apparent semantic distinction between the two “foods”, although wiPkkuy
occurs more frequently in texts and naturally occurring discourse.
Some transitive verbs derive nouns with a combination of the instru-
mental kuy and the antipassive -PoPy13. Examples are listed in (4.99).
(4.99) kuy with Transitive Verbs and the Antipassive PoPy :
(a) jukun ‘stir, bat’
jukun-PoPy-kuy ‘mixer, blender’
(b) kum ‘bury (dead)’
kum-PoPy-kuy ‘burial’
(c) ku+jaam ‘cover’
ku+j11m-PoPy-kuy ‘thing to cover’
(d) ku+tyiPch ‘prop up’
ku+tyiPch-PoPy-kuy ‘stick used as prop’
(e) mak ‘fish with net’
mak-PoPy-kuy ‘shrimp net’
(f) k1nh ‘paint, stain’
k1nh-PoPy-kuy ‘inst. for painting’
(g) yan ‘spread seed’
yanPoPy-kuy ‘gable cross-bar’
(h) Panh+j1nh ‘bar, clog, stop up’
Panh+j1nhPoPy-kuy ‘plug, cork’
13The antipassive -PoPy reduces the valency of transitive verbs by “demoting” the patient
and occurs only on verbs that are transitive (not ambitransitive). See Ch. 13 for discussion
of antipassive voice.
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Some transitive verbs derive the instrumental both ways, deriving nouns
with clear semantic differences. For example, (4.100) shows the verb kiPps ‘mea-
sure’. When derived with -kuy, the stem encodes “measurement”. When
derived with the antipassive -PoPy and the instrumental -kuy it encodes the
instrument with which the measurement is taken “scale, ruler”.
(4.100) Instrumental and antipassive - semantic difference:
(a) kiPps-kuy ‘measurement’ kiPps ‘measure’
(b) kiPps-PoPy-kuy ‘scale, ruler’
The semantic distinction is not always clear, however, as is shown by the verbs
listed in (4.101).
(4.101) Instrumental and antipassive - no semantic difference:






(c) taj ‘dig, excavate’
taj-kuy ‘tool for digging small hole’
taj-PoPy-kuy ‘tool for digging hole (not pick)’
(d) ku+tyiPch ‘prop up’
ku+tyiPch-kuy ‘stick to prop’
ku+tyiPch-PoPy-kuy ‘stick to prop’
4.3.2 Deriving Nouns from Nouns and Verbs
A number of formatives are used to derived nouns from both nouns and verbs.
These include =k1P1winy, =teeruj, and -Panh, each of which are discussed here.
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4.3.2.1 Plural Actors (-k1P1winy) (-kaPawiny)
The affix -k1P1winy14 (which has the alternant [kaPawiny]) derives plural actors
from verbs.15 A number of examples are listed in (4.102). In elicitation this
affix appears to be relatively productive.
(4.102) Nouns derived with plural actor =k1P1=winy:
(a) PaPm-k1P1winy ‘tourists’
PaPm ‘look’




(d) Panh+maaty-k1P1winy ‘those who tell stories’
Panh+mat ‘tell
(e) jooy-k1P1winy ‘passengers, travelers’
jooy ‘walk around’




(h) yoox-PaH-k1P1winy ‘helper, worker’
yoox-PaH ‘work’
(i) P11kx-k1P1winy ‘those who shell corn’
P1ks ‘shell corn’
(j) Panh+maaty-k1P1winy ‘those who tell stories’
Panh+mat ‘tell, recount’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Only one token appears in texts that I have analyzed. The example is shown
in (4.103).
14This suffix is analyzed as underlyingly /-ik1Pwin/ because it palatalizes preceding alve-
olar consonants and lengthens the preceding root vowel (Kaufman, p.c.). It is represented
as -Ik1Pwin in the PDLMA orthography.











‘The players were looked for.’ (PDLMA.MRT.050)
Some transitive verbs are derived with the antipassive -PoPy in order to
be derived as a plural agent with -k1P1winy. Examples are shown in (4.104).
(4.104) Nouns Derived From Transitive verbs with Plural
Actor and Antipassive:
(a) t1Pks-PoPy=k1P1winy ‘player (guitar)
t1Pks ‘play’
(b) jak-PoPy=k1P1winy ‘those who cut wood’
jak ‘cut’
(c) jay-PoPy=k1P1winy ‘those who write’
jay ‘write’
(d) jaPas-PoPy=k1P1winy ‘those who roast meat’
jaPas ‘roast over coals’
(e) jaPtz-PoPy=k1P1winy ‘those who buy on credit’
jaPtz ‘buy on credit’
(f) jeep-PoPy=k1P1winy ‘those who work with hoe’
jeep ‘scrape, pull weeds’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Nevertheless, not all transitive verbs require the detransitivizer -PoPy. Notice
in (4.102i) and (j) the verbs P1ks ‘shell corn’ and Panh+mat ‘tell’ are not
derived with the antipassive. Intransitive, transitive and ambitransitive verb
classes are defined syntactically. There is evidence to suggest that further
subclasses such as agentive and patientive ambitransitives may be defined.
Further research is required to establish the distinctions with respect to these
nominalizers. See Chapter 8 for further discussion of verb classes.
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4.3.2.2 -teeruj ‘actor’
The derivational morpheme -teeruj 16 can appear on nouns and verbs and indi-
cates that the derived noun or verb is an actor. As apparent from the collection
of examples, the morpheme does not refer to an occupation (or ‘one who does
x’ as it does in Spanish) and is a somewhat productive form. Examples are
shown in (4.105)17 and (4.106).
(4.105) teeruj with nouns:
(a) k11p=tyeeruj ‘wood cutter; one who cuts a lot of wood’
(b) t1P1p=teeruj ‘fisherman’
(c) Paa=teeruj ‘one who works with/makes canoes’
(d) yoom=teeruj ‘womanizer’
(e) Paany=tyeeruj ‘one who makes/sells/buys tortillas’
(4.106) teeruj with intransitive verbs:
(a) wan=teeruj ‘one who sings/likes to sing’
(b) way=tyeeruj ‘one who grinds/likes to grind’
(c) Puk=teeruj ‘one who drinks/likes to drink’
(d) joPy=tyeeruj ‘one who angers/likes to be angry’
(e) Petz=teeruj ‘one who dances/likes to dance; dancer’
Nouns marked with -teeruj may not be inflected with plural marking
to indicate that they are plural, however, they may be inflected with plural
markers if they occur as non-verbal predicates. Notice that when the S is a
1st person referent, the plural enclitic used is +tam and when the S is a 3rd
person referent (Ø marked) the plural enclitic is +yaj (See §4.2.2.4 above for
further discussion).
16teeruj is reanalyzed as a suffix in SP borrowed from the Spanish morpheme tero/a.
17In (a) the underlying form is /k1:pi-tE:ru/. Observe that the alveolar stop of the suffix
-teeruj surfaces as its palatalized counterpart [tj].
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(4.107) Nominal Predicates with -teeruj :
(a) Pa+k11p=teeruj+tam ‘We are woodcutters.’
(b) k11p=teeruj+yaj ‘They are woodcutters.’
(c) t1P1p=teeruj+yaj ‘They are fisherman.’
4.3.2.3 Resultative Nominalizers ku+ and -Panh
The derivational morphemes ku+ and -Panh are historically productive (Ter-
rence Kaufman, p.c.). Many nouns and verbs that have been derived with these
morphemes are today lexicalized forms. -Panh18 forms a resultative noun from
a verb. An example is shown in (4.108). This morpheme as a suffix is largely
used to form quantifiers (see ch. 5 for discussion).
(4.108) Nouns Derived with -Panh:
jips-Panh ‘burnt stick used again for firewood’ jips ‘burn’
The morphemes ku+ and -Panh occur together on verb roots to indicate the
traces left as a result of the event encoded by the verb. Examples are shown
in (4.109).
(4.109) Nouns derived with ku+ and -Panh:
(a) ku+tz1Py-Panh ‘left overs (food)’ tz1Py ‘remain’
(b) ku+poPt-Panh ‘wood shavings’ poPt ‘grind’
(c) ku+chij-Panh ‘dregs, residue chiP ‘hit, pound, grind’
of coffee or coffee’
(d) ku+jak-Panh ‘pieces, scraps, jak ‘cut’
cuttings’
(e) ku+k1y-Panh ‘pencil shavings’ ???
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
18-Panh is homophonous with the derivational prefix Panh+; it is unlikely that it is poly-
semous.
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These forms are not productive, and there does not appear to be overlap
between ku+verb-Panh forms and ku+verb or Panh+verb forms.
4.3.3 Noun Compounds
Compounding is a highly productive word formation strategy observable in
all word classes in SP. In fact, verbal compounding is discussed extensively in
Chapter 21. Here I briefly discuss compounding nouns formed with nouns and
verbs and some of the characteristics associated with compounds.
Noun compounds are composed of two nouns, as shown in the follow-
ing examples taken from texts. Examples (4.110) and (4.111) illustrate com-
pounds composed of two underived nouns: mok ‘corn’ and yooya ‘pig’ in
(4.110) to form mok=yooya ‘corn pig (collared peccary)’ and j1mny ‘jungle’
and p11xiny ‘man’ to form j1mni=p11xiny ‘jungle man’ (man who lives in forest)
in 4.111). Example (4.112) illustrates a compound composed of a nominalized







































over [the child’s] stomach.’ (PHE.004c)
In a noun compound, the first noun in the sequence modifies the second
noun. This is exemplified in the triplet shown in (4.113).
(4.113) Adjective/noun compounds:
(a) muPk=t1k grass=house ‘grass house’ (PDLMA.VJE.102)
(b) suyát=t1k palm=house ‘palm house’ (PDLMA.VJE.103)
(c) laaminah=t1k sheet metal=house ‘sheet metal house’ (PDLMA.VJE.104)
As we will see in ch. 5, adjectives, as do most nominal modifiers, gen-
erally precede the noun in the clause. Nevertheless, we know that these forms
are compounds because of inflectional morphology. For example, in (4.114)
the compound suyat=t1k ‘palm=house’ clearly makes up an integrated lexical







‘I want to make my palm house.’ (20070712JAFs9)
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Compound nouns receive the same inflectional marking typical of nouns.
The example in (4.115) shows a possessed noun that is marked with the first








‘Say the old ones (our ancestors).’ (PHE.001)
Compounds composed of a noun preceding a verb are generally instances of
verbs with incorporated nouns19. The use of the compound shown here is
highly idiosyncratic and is an idiomatic expression.
4.3.4 Deriving Other Word Classes From Nouns
Nouns (and adjectives20) can also be derived as verbs with one of two affixes:
the versive -PaH and the provisory -P1Py.
4.3.4.1 Versive -PaH
The versive suffix -PaH is used to derive nouns (and adjectives) into verbs.
There are two possible connotations of the versive. In one case, the versive
creates verbs that have the general meaning ‘be/become noun/adjective’.
In the example in (4.116) the verb yuP-PaH ‘be hungry’ is derived from the
noun yuP ‘hunger’, shown in its underived form in (4.117).
19Noun incorporation is described in ch. 20

















‘Hunger entered this town (Soteapan).’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
The second use of the versive derives verbs with the meaning ‘to noun’
or ‘to adjective’. Example (4.118) shows the noun soPk ‘grass’ derived
with the affix -PaH to form soPk-PaH ‘to gather hay’. The underived form
of soPk ‘grass’ is shown in (4.119). (4.120) shows the noun tzoy ‘medicine’
derived with the versive to form the verb tzoy-PaH ‘heal, become cured’. The











































‘We use it for medicine.’ (SZ1.001)
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4.3.4.2 Provisory -P1Py
The provisory suffix -P1Py derives verbs from nouns that express possession
of the noun derived to convey the meaning ‘to provide with noun’ or ‘to be
provided with noun’. For instance in examples (4.122) the noun jawanh ‘fever’




‘He has a fever.’ (PDLMA.CURANDERO.005)
The use of -P1Py is highly productive, as shown in (4.123) with body
















‘The head of the snake doesn’t have a tongue.’
























‘This man doesn’t have dark skin.’ (GU1.033a)
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4.3.5 Derivation of New Words From Pronouns: Indef-
inite pronouns and conjunctions
Using the pronouns described above, a number of words may be derived with
clitics or other particles to create new words. We saw above that the inter-
rogative pronouns tyi+Piga ‘why’ and juuty+p1Pk ‘how’ are derived in this
manner. Other words derived in this manner include indefinite pronouns, con-
junctions, relative pronouns, etc., (see Diessel 1999 for discussion on derivation
and grammaticalization of proforms).
4.3.5.0.1 PiH+Pam ‘someone’ The indefinite pronoun PiH+Pam, which
combines the interrogative pronoun PiH and the clitic +Pam ‘already’, indi-
cates ‘someone’ (4.126). As described in ch 3, +Pam ‘already’ may be under-
stood as ‘just’, ‘already’, ‘truly’, ‘just now’, and ‘now’ and is roughly equivalent



























the people get together.’ (PDLMA.Muerto.042)
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4.3.5.0.2 dya+Pii ‘no one’ and dya+tyii ‘nothing’ The negative in-
definite pronouns are formed by cliticizing the negative dya with the pronouns
Pii and tyiH, to form dya+Pii ‘no one’ and dya+tyii ‘nothing’. These are

















‘But nothing appeared.’ (ESK.019a)
4.3.5.0.3 tyii+m1 ‘with which’ The affix -m1 ‘with, at, to’ combines
with tyiH ‘what’ to form the relativizer tyii-m1 ‘with which’, as illustrated in
example (4.129). (This relative pronoun is discussed in detail in ch. 5 with



























Word classes and clause types that serve to modify the noun include deter-
miners, adjectives, quantifiers, possessors, and relative clauses. Chapter 4
provided description of nouns as a class and their derivational and inflectional
morphology. This chapter deals with the closed classes of nominal modifiers,
their defining characteristics, their associated morphology, and their deriva-
tional properties.
5.1 Possessors
SP is a head-marking language, meaning that the head of the phrase takes
all inflectional and derivational morphology. In possessed noun phrases the
possessum, the head of the phrase, is inflected for person with Set-A proclitics,
listed in (5.1).
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(5.1) Proclitics Indicating Possession:
Pan+ ‘1st exclusive possessor/ergative’
tan+ ‘1st inclusive possessor/ergative’
Pin+ ‘2nd possessor/ergative’
Pi+ ‘3rd possessor/ergative





































The man’s neck was chopped off.’ (PDLMA.BirdGorrion.030a)
Overt possessors occur only with third person possessors. Overtly expressed
lexical possessors are rare in naturally occurring speech. Out of approximately
2700 clauses, about 15 possessed nouns were overtly modified by their posses-
sor1. The lexical possessor in a possessed noun phrase typically precedes the
possessum (5.4), although there are rare instances in which the possessor fol-
lows the noun (5.5). As is generally the case for word order in SP, this is likely
to be pragmatically motivated.













































‘Go get rid of the children in the forrest.’ ” (Gutierrez-Morales and
Wichmann 2001:317)





















‘His bones rattle, they say.’ (lit. ‘His bones make noise.’) (ESK.039)
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‘After that I moved out.’ (lit. ‘I came out from my father’s hand.’)
(7NH.029)
Pronouns may function as possessors, however, there is no set of pos-
sessive pronouns in SP2. Examples (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10) illustrate the 1st,
2This bears mentioning here because other languages in the Mixe-Zoquean family do have
possessive pronouns. For example, San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque distinguishes between per-
sonal pronouns (d@SháP ‘1exc’, ney háP (also neywin) ‘1inc’, miSháP ‘2nd’, gad@k ‘3rd’) and
possessive pronouns (t@ntiP ‘1exc’, neytiP ‘1inc’, mintiP ‘2nd’) (Johnson 2000:61). Copainlá
Zoque has two sets of personal and possessive pronouns, personal and contextual, shown in
(i) (Harrison et al, 1981:416-18).
(i) Personal and possessive pronouns in Copainlá Zoque (Chiapas)
Personal Contextual Possessive Contextual
pronoun pronoun pronoun possessive
pronoun
1abs 2j ne’c2 2s ne’
erg 2s ne’c2’s




(Harrison et al, 1981:416-18)
It appears that this is a characteristic unique to the Zoques of Oaxaca and Chiapas, as
possessive pronouns have not been reported for the Gulf Zoques (Texistepec and Ayapanec)
(Kaufman, unpublished ms). Possessive pronouns have also not been reported for Sayula or
Olutec, Mixe languages spoken in the state of Veracruz.
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‘His rope had already been made.’ (VYT.106)
Possessors may be marked as core arguments on the verb. For example
in (5.11), the verb is inflected with the ‘local’ person marker encoding a 1st
person A and 2nd person O. The number of arguments is increased with the
PaPy ‘ben’. The A is a 1st person referent; the PO (the goal) is a 2nd per-


















Demonstratives in SP modify nouns, they may occur anaphorically in the
absence of nouns, and they function as non-verbal predicates. SP has three
demonstratives, which are listed in (5.12)3.
(5.12) Demonstratives:
y1Pp ‘this’
jePm ‘that (near hearer, aforementioned)’
pePm ‘that (one) yonder’
Semantically, demonstratives modify nouns, express deictic information about
the noun being modified, and are generally used to focus the hearer’s attention
3Diachronically, demonstratives are composed of deictic roots and locative or relativizing
particles. Only jeP occurs as an independent pronoun. jeP also occurs with the locative
particle to indicate ‘there’. The root y1P does not occur as an independent pronoun. It
occurs with the locative particle -m(1) (forming locative adverb y1P1m ‘there’) and the
relativizer -p (forming the demonstrative y1Pp). The root peP does not occur independently.
The demonstrative pePm is composed of the deictic root peP and the locative suffix -m1.
The distribution is shown in (i).
(i) Deictic Root Occur as pronoun Locative -m Relativizer -p
y1P – X X
jeP X X X
peP – X –
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on objects or locations in the speech situation. The use of demonstratives
described in this section is in keeping with the criteria identified by Diessel
(1999:2).
As modifiers, demonstratives precede the nouns they modify (5.13).


































The demonstratives express a deictic relation locating the referent at
three points from the speaker: proximal (5.15), medial (5.16), and distal (5.17)








































‘because that land over there, the red land, it has an owner.’ (PDO.015)
The use of demonstratives usually accompanies a gesture. In the case
of example (5.18), the speaker is asking her father to come closer to the mi-













‘Here, sit in this chair.’ (D3V.003)
Demonstratives may modify Ss (5.19)4, As (5.20), Os (5.21), POs (5.22)
and SOs (5.23). In addition, demonstratives modify nouns that do not occur

















This babyi is standing.’ (SoyPartera.019)
4In this example, the third person possessor in (a) indexes the baby in the second clause
(b). The speaker is referring to her husband, the father of her unborn child, which is the S



























































































‘We went to these hills.’ (AVC.002)
Demonstratives co-occur with other modifiers, including quantifiers (5.25) and





































































‘She wanted to recite her incantation.’ (VYT.101)
Demonstratives may serve as a pronouns in the absence of overtly expressed




















‘Ah, this one’s going to turn into a cow in a little while.’ (VYT.143)











‘We’re watching those over there.’ (20070704jaf)
In non-verbal predicate clauses, demonstratives also occur as “identi-
fiers” that serve “to focus the hearer’s attention on entities in the surrounding
situation or in the universe of discourse” (Diessel 1999:57). This is illustrated
in example (5.31). The demonstrative y1Pp is from a text in which the priest
is pointing out that witches are bad. Example (5.32) shows the demonstrative
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jePm being used to identify a family member. In both of the examples, the
demonstratives are identifying individuals (or entities), and the nouns they






























‘That is my brother.’ (Comal.001a)
When demonstratives modify a noun, they may be inflected, although
this is rare. The example shown in (5.33) is taken from elicited data. In texts














‘These people are from Cordoba.’ (PDLMA.LEX.y@7p)
The deictic reference implied by the demonstratives is evident when
they occur as pronouns, as shown by examples such as (5.34) in which the
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Don’t eat this or don’t drink that.’ (MiAbuela.210)
The medial demonstrative jePm ‘that’ occurs more frequently than the
proximal (y1Pp) or distal (pePm) demonstratives, and the contexts in which
it occurs do not necessarily encode deictic information. In fact, its deictic
reference is somewhat neutralized in most cases. For example, the character
in the mythical narrative of the Homx1k5 is referring to a specific egg that is













‘We’re going to eat this egg.’ (PDLMA.JJX.034)
In contrast, in (5.36) the speaker is explaining that her grandmother did
not like eggs in general and that she almost never ate them, without reference
to a specific egg. From the same story, in (5.37) the speaker explains that
her grandmother, a midwife, would often be given food, which often included
5The corn god of the creation narratives found in many cultures throughout Mesoamerica.
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a hardboiled egg, in gratitude for delivering a baby. Rather than eat the
eggs, she would pocket them and bring them back to her granddaughter, the
speaker. In (5.37) the speaker refers in general to the egg that she returned




















‘She gave me the egg.’ (MAB.054b)
Native speakers generally translate the three demonstratives y1Pp, jePm and
pePm as ‘the’. When asked explicitly, y1Pp and pePm are translated as ‘this’
and ‘that over there’ (or aquel ‘that over there’ in Spanish); whereas jePm
is often translated as ‘the’. That the use of jePm to express deictic refer-
ence may be neutralized suggests that it is undergoing reanalysis as a deter-
miner. Commonly attested in the literature, diachronically demonstratives
are frequently reanalyzed as articles (Hopper 1991:20). Typologically, the ev-
idence that demonstratives are pronouns and not determiners in general is
that demonstratives can head the NP, whereas determiners cannot (see Dies-
sel 1999:66-68 for discussion of ‘determiner-as-head hypothesis’). In SP, jePm
may head the NP, as illustrated by examples such as (5.38). Therefore, I















they see us.’ (PDO.009a)
It is common in SP to use the demonstratives described here as discourse
deictics that refer to the discourse itself (Diessel 1999:99-101). In (5.39) the
speaker is referring to the story that she was telling me; y1Pp refers to the
story. In (5.40), the speaker is explaining that her mother had told her and


































‘Our mother told us that.’ (GU1.128)
Demonstratives may also modify proper nouns. Such uses appear to
be examples of the “recognitional use”, which indexes “information that is
discourse new and hearer old” and “implies that speaker and hearer share
the same view or that they sympathize with one another” (Diessel 1999:106)6.
Examples (5.41) through (5.43) illustrate a few instances in the texts in which
the use of the demonstrative jePm appears to be recognitional. In (5.41) the
speaker tells a short version of the “Trinylo7kotz”, a mythical creature that
sheds its skeleton and terrorizes villagers. Trinylo7kotz, the proper name of
the monster, is widely known among speakers of SP. Example (5.42) refers
to a large river running along the town of Soteapan. In (5.43) the speaker,
a midwife, refers to one of her patients who had had a particularly difficult
pregnancy. Each of these examples illustrate the notion of “recognitional”
usage.
6Diessel (1999:105-109) notes that recognitional use has been described in a number
studies, including Lakoff (1974), Auer (1981, 1984), Chen (1990), Gundel et al (1993), Prince






































‘That Ana sent me word.’ (SA2.001)
5.2.1 Indefinite reference
SP does not require nouns to be modified by a demonstrative, and the lack of
a demonstrative indicates an indefinite reference. For example in (5.44) the
noun puktuuku ‘cloth, rag’ is not modified. Indefinite reference may also be





































a woman, but no one wants me.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.022)
5.3 Adjectives
Adjectives form a distinct class from nouns, verbs, and adverbs, although they
share properties with each of these classes. Adjectives may directly modify a




























‘You’re very small.’ (PDLMA.Giant.074)
When adjectives function as predicates they pattern like nouns and may be
inflected with person and number marking. Like nouns, adjectives may also
head relative clauses (5.48), occur as nonverbal predicates in serial verb con-










































Adjectives differ from nouns in that they may only be derived as verbs
using the versive suffix -PaH ; whereas nouns may be derived as verbs with
both the versive and the provisory suffix -P1Py. Adjectives differ from verbs
in that they may not take inflectional morphology for aspect and mood unless
derived as a verb with the versive suffix -PaH. Within the NP they may not
take inflection for possession or plurality in the absence of the noun7. The spe-
cific properties of adjectives are discussed here with respect to their semantics
(§5.3.1), pragmatics (§5.3.2), morphology (§5.3.3), and syntax (§5.3.5).
7Refer to Table 3.1 in Chapter 3 for list of the unique properties of nouns, adjectives,
verbs, and adverbs.
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5.3.1 The Semantic Categories of Adjectives
The adjective class includes underived roots, which are relatively few, as well
as derived and borrowed adjectives. The semantic types associated with ad-
jectives in SP are dimension (5.51), age (5.52), color (5.53), corporeal proper-
ties (5.55), physical properties (5.54), human propensity (5.56) and value (5.57)
(Dixon 1982, 2004). The category “speed” is communicated with adverbs.
(5.51) Dimension:













chiPi ‘brown, coffee color’
meekuj ‘coffee color’














kamam ‘hard, solid, rigid’











seke ‘bland, dull, simple’
taPnhka ‘difficult’








tzoko ‘raw, uncooked; green’
tzuupa ‘sharp’

















There are about 60 adjective roots in Soteapanec, although a large
number of adjectives are derived from other word classes or borrowed, usually
from Spanish. A number of the derived adjectives consist of reduplicated roots
of nouns, verbs, adjectives or other unknown sources, which are presumed to
be ideophones. Some reduplicated adjectives with their known sources are
listed in example (5.58).
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(5.58) Reduplicated adjectives:
PoPmPoPm ‘smell/taste of smoked PoPm ‘to smoke st.’
earth/wood’
maymay ‘content, happy’








tyiPktyiPk ‘stink like animal’
tzantzan ‘rancid, foul odour’
tzupa.tzupa ‘sharp’ tzuupa ‘sharp’
wiPiy1wiPiy1 ‘smell of wet dog/
raw meat’
wokowoko ‘shaped like back
of knee’
xokixoki ‘full of little holes’
chiPxchix ‘smell of burnt food’
jichijichi ‘rough, scratchy’ jich ‘scrape, wipe’
chejche ‘thin, clear, simple’
wayay ‘thin (people),
tight (clothes)’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Some adjectives are sound symbolic. Sound symbolic terms are defined
as those containing phonemes that occur in environments where they would
not occur normally. For example, in SP the palatal or palatalized segments
[tj, dj, S, ñ, Ù] are allophones of the alveolar segments /t, tj, s, ţ, n/ when
they occur adjacent to the high front vowel [i], the palatal glide [j] or any
palatal (or palatalized) consonants [tj, S, ñ, Ù]. In sound symbolic expressions,




chejche ‘thin, clear, simple’
nyoko ‘short’
xokixoki ‘full of little holes’
xuutyu ‘small’
There are also a number of adjectives that are borrowed from Spanish.
These are listed in example (5.60).
(5.60) Borrowed from Spanish:
maaluj ‘bad’ (sp. malo)
maanyxuj ‘gentle, tranquil, calm’ (sp. manso)
moonyo ‘hairy, woolly’ (sp. mooño)
puuruj ‘pure’ (sp. puro)
raabyuj ‘angry’ (sp. rabio)
5.3.2 A Note on Pragmatics
In naturally occurring discourse, adjectives may modify an overtly expressed
noun, as shown in (5.61); however, it is rare. Rather, once the noun is in-
troduced in the discourse the adjective follows in a non-verbal predicate. For
instance, in the excerpt shown in example (5.62), the noun suPunh ‘pot’ is










































‘The pot was small.’ (ESK.064)
5.3.3 Morphology
Adjectives may directly modify a noun within an NP or function as a predi-
cate. Adjectives may not occur anaphorically, and as such they may not take
inflection for possession (Set-A proclitics) or plural marking. Attempts to
elicit possessed or pluralized adjectives result in speaker’s producing alterna-
tive constructions or deriving verbs. As a modifier of a noun within the NP,
adjectives take no inflectional morphology (5.63). Adjectives may not bear
Set-A person markers to indicate possession nor plural markers to indicate













‘We say, she tied a red thread on him.’ (GU1.064)
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Adjectives that function as the predicate take inflection for person and
number. In example (5.64), xuutyu ‘small’ occurs as the predicate and is
inflected with 2nd person. In example (5.65) the adjective maymay ‘happy’,
the predicate of the clause, is inflected with number morphology to agree with
the subject of the predicate. In this sense, adjectives are similar to nouns,
which also occur as non-verbal predicates. In addition, adjectives don’t take

















‘My children were happy...’ (PDLMA.RODILLA.004)
5.3.4 Derivational Properties Associated with Adjec-
tives
5.3.4.1 Deriving Adjectives from Other Word Classes
An important difference between nouns and adjectives is the way in which they
are derived. As shown in Chapter 4, verbs may take the nominalizer suffix -i

















‘It made him very angry.’ (lit. ‘It gave him lots of anger.’) (Comal.002)
Although there are a number of adjectives that are derived from verbs
with the affixes ku+ (5.67), -p1y (5.68), and -k1y (5.69), or formed by redu-
plication of a root, there is no suffix that productively derives adjectives from
verbs. The use of these affixes to derive adjectives is non-productive and the
forms shown here are lexicalized. In many cases, the meaning of the derived
root is unknown.
(5.67) Adjectives derived with ku+:
ku+PoPoxiPoPoxi ‘snarled, knotted’ Po Pos ‘piled up, garbage’
ku+tyiny ‘lazy’ tyiny ‘excrement’
ku+P11xi ‘slow, stupid’ P11xi ?
ku+s11k1 ‘naked’ s11k1 ?
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(5.68) Adjectives derived with -p1y :
jaPpp1y ‘grindable’ jaPp ‘to grind’
jakp1y ‘crossable’ jak ‘to cut, cross’
jayp1y ‘writable’ jay ‘to write’
jesp1y ‘same, equal’ jes ‘to be like this’
paPap1y ‘strainable’ paP ‘to strain, filter’
koonyp1y ‘sittable’ koony ‘to sit’
k1yp1y ‘supportable, can carry
weight’
k1y ‘?’
jemp1y ‘possible/not possible’ ? ‘?’
juPtzp1y ‘how much’ juPtz ‘how’
peeyp1y ‘low bassinet for baby so
it doesn’t fall out’
peey ‘to wave back and forth’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(5.69) Adjectives derived with -k1y :
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p1sk1y ‘soft, for eating’ p1s ‘heal, spill over’
s1jk1y ‘densely vegetated’ s1j ‘walk (insect)’
t1jk1y ‘worker, active’ t1j ?
wesk1y ‘fragile’ wes ?
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
These derived adjectives occur in the same contexts as adjective roots.
For instance, they may occur as non-verbal predicates (5.70), as relative clauses
(5.71), or as nonverbal predicates in serial verb constructions (5.72)8. No
examples have been observed in which the derived adjective directly modifies
a noun, but as stated previously the use of adjectives to directly modify nouns






























‘They wanted to leave him naked in the water.’ (UDR.005)
Examples such as (5.72) may be thought of as depictive predicates seman-
tically, however, syntactically they are not. Depictive predicates are formed
8See ch. 21 for description of serial verb constructions and the predicates that occur in
them.
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with verbs, and adjectives must be derived as verbs with the versive to par-
ticipate as a depictive predicate. See Chapter 23 for discussion of depictive or
secondary predicates.
5.3.4.2 Deriving Adjectives Into Other Word Classes
Verbs may be derived from adjectives with the versive suffix -PaH. The adjec-






















‘She gave it too me when I got big.’ (MAB.242)
Unlike nouns, adjectives may not be derived as verbs with the provisory
suffix -P1Py9. Attempts to elicit constructions in which the adjective is derived
with the provisory were judged ungrammatical by speakers.
5.3.4.3 Compounding Adjectives
Adjectives occur in compounds with nouns. A clear indication that an adjec-
tive and noun are compounded is that compounds can be possessed, as shown
in (5.74) and (5.75). In the two examples, the two compounds m1j=pak ‘waist’
and maanyi=m1k ‘young corn’ is inflected with Set-A person markers to in-
dicate possession. adjective=noun compounds that appear in texts, as
illustrated here, are tight units that are lexically specific. Examples include:
9Derivation of nouns from verbs with the provisory suffix is described in §4.3.4 of Ch. 4.
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‘The green bat entered the house.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.093)
Compounding adjectives and nouns is productive. Speakers may pro-
duce constructions such as the one shown in (5.77) easily when asked, although
in naturally occurring discourse the preference is to modify possessed nouns
with predicate adjectives. When prompted speakers are just as likely to pro-
duce a construction in which the modifier of the possessed noun is relativized




























‘His eyes were very pretty.’ (GU1.033b)
5.3.5 Syntax
5.3.5.1 Adjectives within the NP
























‘that that red land has a landlord.’ (Duenyo.002/3)
When an adjective follows the noun, it appears with the relativizer +p1Pk and













‘She tied him with a string that was red.’ (GU2.043)
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Adjectives don’t occur anaphorically in naturally occurring speech. In
cases where the noun has been expressed earlier in the discourse, speakers may
omit the noun. In this case, however, the adjective is relativized, as shown
in (5.82). In elicitation, speakers rejected utterances in which the noun was




















Intended reading: ‘I take the green one.’ (JAF.2006)
Adjectives may occur with other adjectives, as shown in (5.84). They
may also occur with other modifiers. For instance, they occur with quantifiers,
in which case the quantifier precedes the adjective. As shown in (5.85), the

































‘And you fill one small gourd with brains.’ (PDLMA.Giant.078)
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Adjectives may be modified by intensifiers when they are relativized
(5.86) or when they occur as non-verbal predicates, as shown in (5.87). There
are no occurrences of adjectives being modified by intensifiers when they di-
rectly modify the noun. Attempts to elicit intensified adjectives as modifiers



























‘My husband is very lazy.’ (Comal.004a)
5.3.5.2 Predicate Adjectives
When adjectives occur as the predicate, they pattern like nominal predicates.
They take absolutive proclitics to mark agreement with the S, illustrated for































‘Ah, well, my aunt was foul-tempered.’ (MAB.139a)
Predicate adjectives may precede or follow their S. The possible word orders
are illustrated in (5.91), in which the S precedes the predicate adjective, and























‘The worms are bad.’ (GU2.123)
Multiple predicate adjectives may be coordinated. Example (5.93)



















‘These worms were ugly (not good) and very striped.’ (GU2.124)
Adjectives that are borrowed from Spanish may also occur as predicate adjec-
tives. Example (5.94) shows the use of a borrowed adjective as a nonverbal












‘The worms are bad.’ (GU2.123)
Making comparisons between two objects or persons is done by jux-
taposing clauses, as shown in (5.95), an example obtained during elicitation.
The closest example of a comparison that has been observed in texts so far
is shown in (5.96), in which the speaker is explaining that her grandmother
was fair-skinned but she herself was dark-skinned. Notice, however, that the
speaker begins the comparison with the Spanish nada mas, which translates
















































































She had white skin.’ (MAB.235)
Frequently, there appear comparisons in which terms are borrowed from Span-
ish. (5.97) illustrates a case in which the speaker borrows maas ‘more’ and



















‘Don’t you see that I’m older than you.’ (AVC.014)
5.3.5.3 Modifiers of Nouns as Non-verbal Predicates
Adjectives may also modify nouns that occur as non-verbal predicates, or
statives. For example in (5.98) the adjective precedes the nominal predicate
woonyi ‘girl’. The adjective and noun form a single unit, which is evident from





‘You’re still a little girl.’ (20070713.JAF)
Nouns derived as verbs with the provisory -P1Py may also be modified.
In (5.99) (repeated from 5.96), the predicate is the noun naaka derived as a










me, well, I have brown skin.... (MAB.227)
Adjectives may also make up part of the inflected verb word. This
includes a small number of adjectives (w1H ‘good, fine’ and maluj ‘bad’) whose










‘Because we tied it up well.’ (PQH.021)
There are some verbs, however, in which adjectives occurring within the verb
word describe the state of an argument rather than modifying the event. One
such verb is tzak ‘leave’. In example (5.101), repeated from (5.72), the adjec-
tive ku+s11k1 precedes the verb. That the adjective and verb make up a single
bound unit is evident from the inflectional morphology: The verb is inflected










‘They wanted to leave him naked in the water.’ (UDR.005)
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5.4 Quantifiers






















For the most part, numeric and non-numeric quantifiers pattern simi-
larly with a few exceptions. All quantifiers precede the noun they are modify-
ing. They also generally precede all other nominal modifiers. They may occur
as nonverbal predicates and be inflected with person and plural marking. Both
types of quantifier may head the NP. Each of these topics are described in their
respective sections: Numbers (§5.4.1) and non-numeric quantifiers (§5.4.2).
The main difference, and the one that separates numerals from all other word
classes, is that numbers may take a type of numeric specifier in the form of
the proclitic ku+, which permits Set-A person markers. Finally, both numeric
and non-numeric quantifiers are often borrowed from Spanish, as shown in





















‘He had everyone.’ (referring to community support) (PDLMA.Presidente)
5.4.1 Numbers
There are three sets of Soteapanec numbers. These are listed in Table (5.1).
Table 5.1: Numbers
=teen numerals =naH numerals t1k numerals
tuum ‘one’





(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Numbers consist of a numeric root and some numeric affix. The numeric
roots may not occur independently, and the numeric affixes are thought to
be numerical classifiers historically. =teen may have been a numeral classifier
associated with people (Terrence Kaufman p.c.). Today, the distinction in use
between the sets is slightly blurred. The set of =teen numbers occurs more
frequently in naturally occurring speech, and they are observed modifying both
























‘She makes two braids.’ (VYT.013)
The naH forms are observed modifying predominantly humans (5.108), with


























































two sacks of corn.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.026)
The third numeral set consists only of the number w1st1k ‘two’. W1st1k
has been observed in a number of texts and may refer to human (5.111) and
nonhuman (5.112) entities. W1st1k occurs only with the derivational suffix ku+
and Set A person marking proclitics to indicate specific nouns being modified.
This strategy is used to specify entities, similar to partitive constructions.
Example (5.112) is interesting because the speaker uses two different ‘twos’.































































‘the two of us.’ (PDLMA.Lex.w@st@k)
Derivational ku+ also occurs with the =teen numerals. As illustrated
in example (5.114), the noun being modified may be overtly expressed. All











‘He left the three dogs tied.’ (Gutierrez and Wichmann 2004, Chichimeca183)













‘There we stayed alone.’ (Yerno.016a)
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Numbers precede the noun being modified (5.116). Numbers generally
precede the demonstrative modifying the noun (5.117), although cases in which
















































‘I requested that these two men come to work.’ (CP1.006/7)
Numbers may be anaphoric and can occur as the head of the NP. In










‘The two [men] don’t sleep.’ (Cangrejo.049)
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Numbers may function as non-verbal predicates. As such they may be
























‘There were two or three of us that didn’t endure it.’ (PDLMA.Presidente.062)
In addition, we saw in §5.3 that adjectives have been derived from other
word classes with the morpheme k1y. A morpheme of the same shape k1y is used
with numbers to indicate ‘number of times’, as shown by the list in (5.122).





(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)




















‘What are you doing there’ ” REY.012b
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5.4.1.1 Borrowing Numbers from Spanish
Today the Spanish numbers 1 (one) through 3 (three) occur almost as fre-
quently as their SP counterparts; the numbers 4 (four) and 5 (five) occur
more frequently in Spanish; 6 (six) occurs only in Spanish. Spanish numbers
are seen modifying nouns (5.124), they may head the NP (5.125), they may
occur as non-verbal predicates (5.126), and they may also be specified with



















































































“He says: ‘The three of you are going?’ ” (VVA.006)
5.4.2 Non-numeric Quantifiers
The set of known SP non-numeric quantifiers is shown in example 5.128. Lex-
ically, there are no negative quantifiers. Speakers use the derived negative










A number of quantifiers are derived from other word classes. The two
most commonly observed morphemes used to derive quantifiers are -p1y and -
Panh. The quantifiers tyuump1y ‘all, every’ and tunh+gak ‘another’ are derived
from the number tuum ‘one’. The derivational morpheme p1y derives modifiers
from other word classes (as described in §5.3.4 above). The enclitic +gak
occurs on verbs and non-verbal predicates to convey the meaning ‘again’. The
examples in (5.129) show quantifiers derived with Panh. Synchronically, the
use of p1y or Panh is not productive.
(5.129) Quantifiers derived with -Panh
y1ksPanh ‘this much’ y1P ‘deictic root: this’
waatyPanh ‘in groups’ waatyi ‘many, various’
jayPanh ‘many’ jaPy ‘be late’
jesPanh ‘this much’ jees ‘to be like this’
juPtzPanh ‘how much’ juPutz ‘how is it?’
juPchPanh
Puusanh ‘a little’ Pus ?
Puuxanh
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
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5.4.2.1 The Syntax of Non-numeric Quantifiers
Like numbers, non-numeric quantifiers (henceforth quantifiers) precede the










‘We walked all day.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.019)
Quantifiers may head the noun phrase, a property that distinguishes quan-
tifiers from adjectives. When they occur as the head of the NP, they may
precede (5.131) or follow (5.132) the verb. The example in (5.131) shows the
quantifier as S and example (5.132) shows the quantifier as O. A correlation
between word order of the quantifiers and word order of arguments is un-
likely here as word order tends to be pragmatic. For example in (5.133), the









































































that Valdomero Santiago Pascual.’ (PDLMA.CURANDERO.034)
In the absence of the noun being modified, quantifiers may be modi-
fied by demonstratives (5.136). Quantifiers may also modify a demonstrative









































‘He picks a number of them.’ (ESK.051)







‘All her children were sleeping.’ (CVS.012b)

















that don’t believe.’ (PDO.016)
Finally, quantifiers may act as non-verbal predicates and take inflection for










‘Because we were many.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.011)
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5.4.3 Derivational Processes Associated with Quanti-
fiers
Quantifers can be derived as verbs with the versive -PaH, as shown in (5.141).
Here the derived verb means ‘improving little by little’. An example with the




















‘I was given a little water.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.082)
They may not be derived with the provisory -P1Py, which affixes to nouns to
indicate ‘to provide/be provided with noun’.
5.5 Relative clauses
A relative clause (RC) “is a subordinate clause which delimits the reference
of an NP by specifying the role of the referent of that NP in the situation
described by the RC” (Andrews 2007b). In SP there are two strategies for de-
limiting the reference of an NP via relative clauses. The first strategy involves
the use of the relativizers +p1Pk (sometimes +p1k) and -PpV, both of which
attach to the predicate of the relative clause. The second strategy involves the
use of the relative pronoun tyiim1 ‘with which’.
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5.5.1 Relativizers +p1Pk and -PpV
+P1Pk is a clitic that occurs on nouns, adjectives, and other non-verbal ele-














‘They have houses that are big.’ (PDO.010)
-PpV is a suffix that occurs on fully inflected verbs. Examples (5.144)
and (5.145) show verbs inflected with the incompletive -pa and the completive
-W, respectively. There are at least two allomorphs of the suffix -PpV, which
are influenced by the shape of the inflectional suffix it follows. -PpV surfaces

































‘He tied it with axquiote vine
10Notice that the completive suffix -W surfaces as [w1] preceding -PpV. See ch. 12 for








that had thorns.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.030)
5.5.1.1 +p1Pk ‘Nonverbal Relativizer’
The relativizer +p1Pk occurs with nouns (5.146)11, adjectives (5.147), pronouns


















































“That [one] that was our candidate, was told























































a child that’s like this.’ (SoyPartera.074bjaf)
In a relative clause, the noun, adjective, or other word class marked with +p1Pk
is the predicate of the clause. As such it bears person marking that agrees





















that I am a man that’s small.’ (PDLMA.Giant.113)






































































and begins bathing in a well. (PDLMA.MRT.005)
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‘They have houses [that are big].’ (PDO.010)
There are no instances of secondary or primary objects relativized with +p1Pk
in naturally occurring speech. During elicitation, attempts to elicit rela-
tivized POs and SOs result in periphrastic or alternative constructions. One
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example, however, was noted by Elson12 and later confirmed by Kaufman
and Himes (Kaufman & Himes, in progress) in which a secondary object
is relativized. In the example, shown in (5.157), the noun j11xi ‘thought’
occurs in two noun phrases that are coordinated. The first is modified by





































or ideas that are new.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Within relative clauses formed with the relativizer +p1Pk, the relativized
noun may only be coreferential with the subject of the predicate, as shown in
(5.158). This is because the relativizer +p1Pk occurs only on nouns, adjec-
tives and other word classes functioning as nonverbal predicates, which are
intransitive.














‘The man, who is handsome, arrived.’ (GU1.034a)
5.5.1.2 -PpV ‘Verbal Relativizer’
The relativizer suffix -PpV occurs on verbs that are inflected for aspect or
mood to form relative clauses. The example in (5.159) shows the relativizer
on a verb marked with the completive suffix -W. Example (5.160) shows a
noun modified by a relative clauses that is headed by a verb inflected with the
incompletive -pa. Example (5.161) shows a relative in the desiderative mood



































































is looking for medicine.’ (20070705JAF)
Like relative clauses formed with p1Pk, relative clauses formed with -PpV
























‘I’m going to gather firewood that’s dry.’ (20070712jaf)
Relative clauses formed with -PpV may be headed by a noun (5.162
above), a demonstrative pronoun (5.164), a relative pronoun (5.165), or they




















































‘[is what] he brings to me.’ (Comal.030a)
All arguments of the verb may take a relative clause with the suffix
























the man who heals?’ ” (PDLMA.Borracho.069)
As may take relative clauses with -PpV. In example (5.168) the A p11xiny ‘man’






























in the mountains let his hair grow a lot.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann
2001:2001:327)
Os also take this kind of relative clause, as shown in example (5.169). Here
the pronominal referent jePm tuum ‘this one’ is repeated in the relative clause





































a chicken, [this one that got untied].’ (PQH.017-9)
POs and SOs take this relative clause type as well. In (5.170) the SO is
relativized. We know it is the SO because the verb t1nh ‘cut’ is marked with
the applicative PaPy ‘indirective’, which indicates that an argument has been
added. The A is a third person referent (not overtly expressed), the PO (the
recipient) is the speaker (1st person absolutive Pa+), and the SO (the theme)






























wood [that has dried].’ ” (Comal.027)
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Example (5.171) illustrates a relativized PO. Here the verb Pakkum ‘cause to
boil’ is marked with the benefactive applicative -PaPy. In this example jePm

































boil her this medicine, this culebrero.’ (MED.001-2)

















that had thorns.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.030)
Within relative clauses formed with -PpV, the relativized noun of the
matrix clause may be coreferential with the S of an intransitive verb, the A or
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O of a transitive verb, or the PO or SO of a ditransitive verb. For example
in (5.173), the relativized noun is the S of the intransitive verb kapeel=pij ‘make











































until the party begins.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.025)
The relativized noun may be coreferential with the A (5.174) or the O (5.175)












































the food that you eat.’ (Rey.019)
Nouns may be coreferential with the PO within the relative clause, as shown in
(5.176). Here the A of the matrix clause jePm yoomo ‘that woman’ is coreferen-
tial with PO of the ditransitive verb of the relative clause Panh+maPychiw1P1p




















returned it to me.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
In (5.177) the SO of the main verb is k11pi ‘wood’, which is co-referential with
















5.5.1.3 A Note on the Verb Pity ‘to be’
The verb Pity ‘to be’ is distinct from verbs with respect to relative clauses. Pity
takes the relativizer +p1Pk rather than -PpV. Examples (5.178) and (5.179)
show two instances from naturally occurring speech by two different speak-
ers from the same community. This is worth noting as Pity ‘be, exist, live’














































in this seat that’s here.’ (DV3.003/4)
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5.5.2 Relative pronoun tyiim1 ‘with which’
The relative pronoun tyiim1 is composed of the pronoun tyiH and the loca-
tive postposition m1. Both S and O have been observed in constructions in
which they take a relative clauses headed by tyiim1. For example, in (5.180)
the S of the existential Pity ‘be’ is relativized. In (5.181) the O of the verb
na+Pity ‘have’ is with tyiim1. As and other core arguments have not been


























‘She doesn’t have money with which to buy.’ (JOV.023a)
Within the relative clause, the co-referential argument is an instrumental
oblique argument.
5.5.3 The Accessibility Hierarchy
The distribution of the NPs that can be co-referenced within the relative clause
corresponds with the “Accessibility Hierarchy” (Keenan and Comrie 1977),
which reflects the accessibility of NPs within the relative clause. That is, the
NPs within the clause are subject to a hierarchy whereby if the relative clause
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“can bear a given grammatical function, it can also bear all functions that are
higher on the hierarchy,” shown in Figure 24.1.0.6.
Figure 5.1: The Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan and Comrie 1977)
Subject > Direct > Indirect > Oblique > Genitive > Object of
Object Object Comparison
In SP S, A, O, POs, SOs, and obliques occur as NPs within relative clauses
formed with the verbal relativizer -PpV. Only S appear in relative clauses
formed with the nonverbal relativizer +p1Pk. Relative clauses headed by the
relative pronoun tyiim1 consist of only instrumental oblique arguments.
5.5.4 A Note on Lexicalization and the Diachrony of
Relativizing Suffixes in Mixe-Zoque
In SP there are a number of lexicalized expressions that are formed with the
relativizer p1Pk. Those that occur most frequently in discourse are shown in
examples (5.182) through (5.184). juutyp1Pk ‘how’ (5.182) is formed with the
interrogative juuty ‘where’. jeemp1Pk ‘like this/that’ (5.183) is formed with



























































she began to look.’ (GU2.016/7)
Other lexicalized expressions are listed in (5.185).
(5.185) Lexicalized expressions with p1Pk :
Paach+p1Pk elder+rel ‘big brother’
Panh+p1Pk last+rel ‘the last [one]’
y1k.x+p1Pk this.like+rel ‘like this’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
The relativizer suffix -PpV also appears in lexicalized expressions formed
with verbs. For example, the expression for “teacher” is derived from the root






Early analysis identified +p1Pk as a “nominalizer” (Elson 1947:209),
“participle” (Kaufman 1963:108), or “participial”13 (Wichmann 1995:542) be-
cause many lexicalized nouns derived with +p1Pk do function as verbal argu-
ments. An example that shows +p1Pk as a nominalizer is shown in (5.187).
Here Paanytyek+p1Pk ‘tortilla holder’ is clearly a lexicalized noun, inflected to











in her tortilla keeper (that which holds tortilla). (ESK.013)
Suffixes of the same or similar shape serve different (related) functions
across the language family, as noted by Kaufman (1963):
“[p1] occurs in all the languages. In [Oaxaca Mixe] its only
use is to derive agentive nouns from verb stems. In [Sayula] it
occurs with nouns and attributives with or without case suffixes.
13Based on comparison within the Mixe-Zoque family, participial is the label applied to
the proto form *-p1P (Wichmann 1995).
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In [Chiapas Zoque] participles can be inflected for local case, but
in [Sierra Popoluca] they apparently cannot. ”
Kaufman reconstructs the relativizer +p1Pk (and its verbal counterpart -PpV )
as *p1, dating back to pMZ (ca. 1000 BCE) (Kaufman 1963:108-9; 1997).
Synchronically, relativizing strategies in the different languages of the
MZ family are diverse. For example, San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Oaxaca)
has two relativizers: +VPk and +p1Pk. The difference between the two rela-
tivizers is that the former occurs on words ending in vowels and the latter on
words ending in consonants (Johnson 2000:282). Like SP, Olutec, a Mixe lan-
guage (Veracruz), has two strategies to relativize nouns: gapping and relative
pronouns (Zavala 2000:60-61). In the gapping strategy, the nominalizer suffix
-[P]aP acts as relativizer suffix. In Coatlan Mixe (Oaxaca), only the relative
pronoun strategy is reported (Hoogshagen 1984:14-15).
The reconstructed *p1 form (Kaufman 1963, 1997; Wichmann 1991,
1995) comes from the comparative data on these languages (among others).
Nevertheless, additional research on languages of the Mixean and Zoquean
branches spoken throughout Oaxaca, Chiapas, and Veracruz is necessary to





SP has a number of expressions that serve to mark oblique arguments. The
principal thematic relation that is marked is locative but also includes instru-
mental, partitive, and privative. The expressions consist primarily of relational
nouns, which are nouns that express locative and related notions (Campbell
et al. 1986). There is in one clear case of a postposition in the language,
but there remain some questions with respect to the status of a few of the
case markers. The relational nouns, an areal feature of Mesoamerica, may
take nominal inflection to indicate possession (6.1), a principal characteristic
in defining locative forms as relational nouns. The expression, in this case a
locative, may attach to the noun to which it relates (6.2). It may also occur




























‘He puts it inside.’ (CP2.004b)
The expressions are listed in Table (6.1). Although most of the terms listed
in the table manifest characteristics associated with relational nouns, there
are gaps in the paradigm. The locative -m1 ‘in, at, with’ only appears as a
bound morpheme; it may not appear as a free lexical item, and as such it
may not take marking for possession. Similarly, =taay ‘part of’ appears only
as a bound formative. The expression =k1P.m1 ‘at (at, during, in)’ appears
as bound and as a free lexical item, but it may not take possessive marking.
That these terms do not take inflection for possession suggests that they are
postpositions. On the other hand, other gaps in the paradigm suggest that they
may just be gaps. For example, Panh.joo.m ‘among’, Panh.koobak ‘above, not
on top’, Panh.kuk.m1 ‘between’, and ku.s1nh.winy ‘from endpoint up’ appear
as bound formatives and may be possessed, but they do not appear as free
adverbial expressions. Throughout this chapter expressions belonging to this
class are referred to as PP/RN terms for brevity.
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Table 6.1: Postpositions
Postposition Gloss Bound Free Possessed
-m1 ‘in, at, with’ X – –
joj.m1/ ‘inside’ – X X
joo.m ‘in, within, among’ X – –
k1P.m1 ‘at (at, during, in)’ X X –
kuk.m1 ‘between, among’ X X X
yuk.m1 ‘up, upon’ X X X
nax.winy ‘under side, below’ X X X
s1nh.winy ‘upper side, end’ X X X
yuk.winy ‘top side, surface’ X X X
tyaaka ‘without, lacking’ X – –
taay ‘part of’ X – –
weenytyanh ‘beside, behind (inanimate)’ X X X
Panh.joo.m ‘among’ X – X
Panh.k1P.m1 ‘behind, outside’ X X –
Panh.koopaPk ‘above, not on top’ X – X
Panh.kuk ‘in the midst’ X X X
Panh.kuk.m1 ‘between’ X – X
Panh.naaka ‘edge, entrance’ X X X
Panh.s11k.m1 ‘outside’ – X –
Panh.winy.tyuk ‘other side’ X X X
ku.k1P.m1 ‘below, underneath’ X X X
ku.s1nh.winy ‘from endpoint up’ X – X
This chapter provides a description of the expressions that make up this
word/formative class. The morphological components of the PP/RN expres-
sions are described in §6.1. §6.2 provides description of -m1, which is likely to
be the only true postposition in SP synchronically. The syntax of the PP/RN
expressions are described in §6.3. The specific terms themselves are described
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and exemplified in §6.4.
6.1 Composition of PP/RNs
PP/RNs in SP consist of lexicalized compositions of a handful of formatives
that have been reconstructed as body part terms, locative case markers, and
lexical items. For example ku.s1nh.winy ‘from endpoint up, beyond’ (6.4) is





The grammaticalization of body part terms into expressions conveying
spatial relations is cross-linguistically common (Claudi 1986; Heine, Claudi, &
Hünnemeyer 1991a, 1991b). In Mesoamerica, the use of body parts in locative
expressions is also an areal feature (Campbell et al 1986). Body parts occur
as relational nouns, as in Mam (England 1983:71), or as adpositions, as in
Valley Zapotec (Lillehaugen 2003). In SP, terms that were historically body
parts occur as components of a number of lexicalized locative expressions.
They occur in most, if not all, the Mixe-Zoque languages. The morphemic
components of the PP/RN expressions in SP, both the historically derived
relational nouns and locative case markers, are listed in (6.5).
1The morpheme winy occurs in a number of lexicalized expressions, but does not occur in-
dependently. Other lexical items include: winy=pak (face=bone) ‘face’, ku+winy ‘portrait,
statue, drawing’, maawiny ‘dream’. Synchronically, the word for ‘face’ in SP is winy=pak.
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(6.5) Historically Derived Components of Relational Nouns:
(a) Relational Nouns:










(Kaufman 1997, Wichmann 1995)
The morpheme Panh+2 is reconstructed from the proto-Mixe-Zoque
*Paw meaning ‘mouth’ (Kaufman 1963:70; 1997). Panh+ is thought to have
grammaticalized as a locative proclitic co-occuring with body parts and other
relational nouns. It occurs in a number of lexicalized expressions in all word
classes, but it is no longer productive. In many of these lexicalized expressions
it is not possible to recover the sense of the body part term. (See ch. 10 for
discussion of Panh+ and other formatives.)
The morpheme ku+ is reconstructed as *ko+ in proto-Mixe-Zoque. It
is a derivational proclitic that also occurs in words of all word classes and is
no longer productive. It is reported as conveying different meanings: ‘else’,
‘extensive or exocentricity’ (Kaufman 1963:70) and ‘spread, extend’ (Elson
1960b:221). Like Panh+, the source meanings of ku+ are not always apparent.
2Although Panh+ and ku+ are analyzed as proclitics, I employ the notation of a period
(.) to mark the morpheme boundary of these expressions because these forms are lexicalized.
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The locative postposition -m1 is different from each of the PP/RN mem-
bers from Table 6.1 in that it is the smallest component; it has not been re-
constructed as having grammaticalized from a lexical expression; it may occur
alone; it occurs only as a bound morpheme; and it serves as a locative com-
ponent in 10 of the 22 forms listed in Table 6.1. Because of its prevalence
within the PP/RN system, as well as other areas of the grammar, the postpo-
sition is described in the following section (§6.2). The syntax of the PP/RNs
is described in §6.3, and the relational nouns are described in §6.4.
6.2 -m1 ‘at, in, on, with’
The postposition -m1 conveys the general sense of ‘at’ (6.6), ‘in’ (6.7) and ‘on’
(6.25). It occurs only as a bound postposition; it does not take inflection for
possession or occur as a free lexical term. -m1 occurs as a component of 10 of






















‘I went by foot.’ (PDLMAViaje016)
As a locative, the postposition -m1 does not convey direction. The sense of
‘to’ (allative) or ‘from’ (ablative) are provided by the verb, as illustrated by






















I will take you to my house.’ ” (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny-Pedro.020)
-m1 also occurs with pronominal roots to form the deictic locative ad-
verbs y1P1m ‘here’ (sometimes y1Pm1m) (6.11) and jePm1m ‘there’ (sometimes
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jeem or jem1m) (6.12)3. y1Pp and jePm are demonstrative pronouns meaning


























‘The mare slept there.’ (PQ2.034)
These derived locative adverbs, like relational nouns, may take nominal inflec-
tion (6.13). Because demonstrative pronouns don’t take inflection for posses-




















on her here (pointing to her skirt), like this (demonstrating). (MAB.147)
3For descriptive purposes y1P1m and jePm1m are glossed as ‘this-loc1’ and ‘that-loc1’
here, respectively; however, elsewhere throughout the grammar they are glossed as ‘here’
and ‘there’.
4Refer to §4.1.2.2 for description of demonstrative pronouns.
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‘She told me with her mouth.’ (Comal.002c)
As an instrumental postposition, -m1 occurs with the interrogative and relative



























with which you’ll cure your horse.’ (OJO.025)
6.3 Syntactic Distribution of the PP/RN Class
The PP/RN terms occur with nouns to indicate location (locative) (6.16), part







‘He served it in his plate.’ (ESK.068)
5It is not clear whether the instrumental and locative postpositions are polysemous or
homophonous. Olutec has two distinct formatives: the associative/instrumental preposition













The terms have three possible realizations: relational noun, bound post-
position, free adverbial expression. However, not all PP/RN terms have all
three realizations. As stated above, relational nouns are characterized as nouns
that express locative and related notions, typically exhibiting features of nouns
such as person marking. In SP, relational expressions take all Set-A person
markers to indicate location with respect to the possessor. The paradigm is
shown in example (6.19) with the locative =ku.k1P.m1 ‘below’.












‘It’s underneath you.’ (lit. It’s at your underneath.)
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Unlike nouns, however, relational nouns do not take Set-B person markers and
do not appear as non-verbal predicates. For example, constructions such as
(6.20) are said to have no meaning.




Relational nouns may bind to the noun, functioning as its possessor and form-


















Evidence suggesting that these are compound forms comes from inflectional
(and other) morphology, which attaches to the noun after the PP/RN. In
(6.22) the locative joo.m attaches to the noun kaama ‘field’; the plural enclitic
+yaj attaches following the locative. In (6.23) the enclitics +tyi and +Pam










































Nouns marked with postpositions may also be inflected for person as
well as number. Example (6.25) illustrates a case in which the noun k1P ‘below,











‘I tie it; I press it with my hand.’ (PAR.125)
Members of this class may appear in the absence of the noun. Compare ex-
amples (6.26) and (6.27). In (6.26) the Panh.winytyuk ‘other side’ attaches to
the noun n1P ‘water, river’. In (6.27) Panh.winy.tyuk appears independently

















‘We began to cross to the other side [of the river].’ (VVA.047)
Relational nouns may be quantified, as shown in (6.28), providing further








The locative expressions may be stacked. The example in (6.29) illus-
trates a case in which two independent postpositions, both formed with the





















his tail in between his legs.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
Postpositions differ from relational nouns in that they exhibit no nom-
inal characteristics. The locative suffix -m1 is clearly a postposition, sharing
no nominal characteristics with the other locative expressions. Two relational
nouns, on the other hand, behave more like postpositions, namely =k1P1m ‘at
(temporal and spatial)’ and =Panhk1P1m ‘behind, outside’. Neither expres-
sion may be possessed. They do occur freely, however. The distribution of
the three characteristics associated with relational nouns has gaps (as noted
above). The source of these gaps is unknown. In-depth research into spatial
relations in SP is necessary to determine if these gaps are associated with
subtle semantic distinctions or with the process of lexicalization.
6.4 Description of PP/RN Terms
This section provides descriptions and examples of each of the PP/RNs listed
in Table 6.1 (above).
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6.4.1 PP/RNs Formed with -m1
6.4.1.1 =jojm1 and =joom ‘inside, within’
The locative joj.m1 occurs frequently as a unbound expression meaning ‘inside’
or ‘deeply’, as shown in (6.30) and (6.31). It has been reconstructed as having
been formed from the postposition *-m1P and the proto-Zoque term *joj, orig-
inally a body part term meaning ‘heart’ that functioned as a relational noun


























‘As deep as the river was we couldn’t cross it.’ (VVA.043)
Characteristic of relational nouns, joj.m1 may be possessed (6.32). In this





‘Its inside is dry.’ (PDLMA.lexdatabase.joj-m@)
The term has the variant form =joom ‘in’ (6.33), which is related to


















and hurt himself [again].’ (PQ1.008)
6.4.1.2 =k1P.m1 ‘at’
The locative expression =k1P.m1 is composed of k1P, which has been recon-
structed as *k1P ‘space beneath, near’ in proto-Zoque (Kaufman 1997). =k1P.m1
attaches to the noun and translates as ‘at’ with a more general connotation






























































in the night.’ (VYT.005)























his father didn’t enter there.’ (Yerno.032)
=k1P.m1 does not occur as a possessed form.
6.4.1.3 kuk.m1 ‘middle’
The expression kuk.m1 is composed of *kuk ‘middle’ and -m1. It is observed
















































in the middle of the cooking stones.’ (Elson 1947a: 200-201)







The locative yuk.m1 ‘above’ attaches to the noun (6.42). It has been recon-
structed from the relational noun *yuk meaning ‘upper part’ (Kaufman 1997,











over [the child’s] stomach.’ (PHE.004c)













‘But then they look up above.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny-Pedro.012)







A meter is its height. (PDLMA.lexdatabase.yuk-m@)
6.4.2 PP/RNs Formed with =winy
The relational noun component *winy appears in three postpositions: =s1nh.winy ‘up-
per side, end’, =nax.winy ‘lower end, under side’, and =yuk.winy ‘top side,
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surface’. Etymologically, s1nh.winy is composed of s1nh ‘sky’ and *winy ‘face’;
nax.winy is composed of nas ‘earth, ground’ and *winy ; and yuk.winy is com-
posed of *yuk ‘upper part’ and *winy. Each of these expressions occur as
free adverbs, as shown with =s1nh.winy ‘upper side, end’ in (6.45) and with















































here down below.’ (MAB.174)
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‘The surface of the watermelon is green.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales,
p.c.)





‘surface of the melon.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
6.4.3 PP/RNs Formed with Panh+
There are a handful of locatives formed with the derivational proclitic Panh+.
Panh+ is reconstructed from the proto-Mixe-Zoque *Paw ‘mouth’ (Kaufman
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1963:70; 1997) (see ch. 10). Panh+ is thought to have grammaticalized as a
locative proclitic co-occuring with body parts and other relational nouns. This
section describes the postpositions composed of Panh+.
6.4.3.1 =Panh.joj.m1 ‘among’
The postposition =Panh.joj.m1 (also =Panh.joo.m) is composed of Panh+ and
=joj.m1 (see §6.4.1.1 above). It attaches to the noun, as shown in (6.51). It
may be possessed (6.52), but it does not appear to occur as a free adverb.




















‘among the men’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
6.4.3.2 =Panh+k1P.m1 ‘behind, outside’
=Panh.k1P.m1 occurs as a postposition meaning ‘behind’ (6.53) and as a free












































I threw it outside.’ (Comal.018)
6.4.3.3 =Panh.kuk ‘in the midst’
=Panh.kuk is composed of Panh+ and *kuk ‘middle’ to convey ‘in the midst’.
It appears as a bound postposition (6.55) and as a possessed form (6.56). It























‘Flowers are planted amidst the houses.’ (PDLMA.lex.7anh+kuk)
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6.4.3.4 =Panh.kuk.m1 ‘between, not in the middle of’
The term =Panh.kuk.m1 occurs as both a postposition (6.57) and as a possessed












‘amidst the men’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
6.4.3.5 =Panh.koopaPk ‘above, but not on top of’
The postposition =Panh.koobak is composed of Panh+ and koobak ‘head’ and
means ‘above (but not on top of’). It may be bound (6.59) and it may take















































above the mountains.’ (PDLMA.lexdatabase.7anh+koobak)
6.4.3.6 =Panh.naaka ‘side, at the edge’


































at the edge of the town where an old woman was.’ (Gutierrez and
Wichman 2001:328)







‘the side of the house.’ (PDLMA.lex.7anh+naaka)
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‘Heat rash on the side (of the body) is disgusting.’
(PDLMA.lexdatabase.7anh+naaka)
6.4.3.7 Panh.s11k.m1 ‘outside’
Panh.s11k.m1 ‘outside’ is a free locative expression (6.65). It does not occur as










‘The child is outside.’ (JOV.032)
6.4.3.8 =Panh.winy.tyuk ‘other side’
=Panh.winy.tyuk is composed of Panh+, *winy ‘face’, and tuk (of unknown
origin). In (6.66) the locative attaches to n1P ‘water’. In (6.67) it also indicates
location with relation to water, although the noun is not overtly expressed.
The example in (6.68) shows the expression following the verb. It may also















































‘The child stood on the other side of the road.’ (200902jaf)
6.4.4 PP/RNs Formed with ku+
There are a handful of PP/RNs locatives formed with the proclitic ku+, which
is reconstructed as *ko+ in proto-Mixe-Zoque. It is a derivational proclitic
that occurs on a number of word classes and is reported as conveying “else”
and “extensive or exocentricity” (Kaufman 1963:70) or ‘spread, extend’ (Elson
1960b:221). ku+ is no longer a productive derivational proclitic and therefore
its semantics in many lexicalized expressions, PP/RN as well as other word
classes, is not always apparent. The terms formed with ku+ are described
here.
6.4.4.1 ku.k1P.m1 ‘beneath’
The term ku.ku1P.m1 is composed of ku+, k1P ‘below, near’, and -m1 ‘locative’
and conveys the meaning ‘at’. It occurs as a bound form (6.70). ku.k1P.m1
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also takes morphology to indicate possession, as shown in (6.71). Based on

































‘The girl is hanging under the bridge.’ (PDLMA.lex.ku+k@7@m)
6.4.4.2 =ku.s1nh.winy ‘from end point and beyond’
The locative =ku.s1nh.winy is also composed of the proclitic ku+ and the
expression s1nh.winy (see §6.4.2 above) and conveys the meaning ‘from the end









‘from where the field ends and up.’ (PDLMA.lexdatabase.ku+s@nh=winy)








‘beyond the river’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
6.4.5 =weenytyanh ‘behind (inanimate)’


































behind the door.’ (Elson 1947a: pg. 208)
6It was recently called to my attention that =weeny.tyanh means ‘other side, in front of’
(Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.), which raises interesting questions with respect to spatial
relations in SP. Further work on spatial relations is necessary to tease apart the semantics
of this and other locative postpositions and relational nouns.
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‘the girl is standing up on the other side’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales,
p.c.)
6.4.6 =taay ‘part of’
The form =taay ‘part of’ appears only as a bound form, as shown in examples
(6.77) and (6.78). Attempts to elicit this form as a free lexical item or as a
possessed form indicate that it is strictly a bound expression. It is unclear












































‘He had brought part of his garbage [a container].’ (PDO.034)
6.4.7 =tyaaka ‘without’
The postposition =tyaaka7 (also =taaka) ‘without’ occurs in a small number
of examples that come from elicitation. Attempts to elicit =tyaaka in three
different communities have been unsuccessful. It is likely that this is not a
productive form. The lexical items known to occur with this term are shown
in (6.79).





tzaPa=tyaaka ‘rock that is split’
wonh=tyaaka ‘a shortened machete’
xoj=tyaaka ‘short sleeve’ (PDLMA.lexdatabase.=tyaaka)
It is also observed in an incorporated lexicalized expressions as totz=taaka=Panh+mat ‘to





7tyaaka comes from pMZ *takaP ‘naked’ (Kaufman, p.c.).
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6.5 Conclusion
The expressions that serve to mark oblique arguments in SP consist of postpo-
sitions and relational nouns composed of relational and locative components.
These relational and locative expressions may be possessed, a principal charac-
teristic of relational nouns, they may occur independently, or they may attach
to the nouns to which they relate. The cases encoded by these expressions
include locative, instrumental, partitive and privative cases.
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Chapter 7
Adverbs and Adverbial Particles
The adverb class is small, consisting of words and particles that modify events
and states. They differ from the other classes (verbs, nouns and adjectives)
in that they may not be inflected for person, mood, aspect, and number,
and they may not be derived as verbs. Lexical adverbs, described in §7.1,
occur as independent words and are most often used to locate events in time.
Adverbial clitics, described in §7.2, are generally clause level particles that
attach to nouns, verbs and other lexical items within the clause.
7.1 Lexical Adverbs
Adverbs make up a relatively small word class, composed of a small set of
lexical adverbs and a broader set of lexicalized expressions derived from other
word classes. The class may be divided into four adverb types: temporal,
locative, manner and perception.
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7.1.1 Time Adverbs
The largest set consists primarily of temporal adverbs. SP is a tenseless lan-
guage, and as such it does not have morphology to convey tense. It does so












yaginy ‘almost, just now, just then’
Peey+p1Pk+tyi+m ‘again, another time’
(also Peey+p1Pk)
There are three adverbs of past time PityP1k, winy1k and peka (or
peka+m). PityP1k, illustrated in (7.2), refers to a general past and may co-occur
with the distant past adverbs or refer to events of previous days. Winy1k (7.3)
and peka (7.4) both refer to distant pasts, with peka comparatively referring










































































well, more long ago.’ (GU1.001)
Adverbs indicating sequential ordering include maPkxi ‘before’, Pokm1 ‘after’
(7.7), (7.6), and jes1k ‘then’ (7.8). The sequential ordering adverbs also head



















































recited his incantation.’ (ESK.032)
Two adverbs have specific deictic reference with respect to days: joym1 ‘to-































where she saw the worm the day before.’ (GU2.055)
















‘Now? And your husband is not here?’ (He’s passed on?)
(ConvSerPartera.209)
It is lexicalized from the inflected verb s1P ‘walk’ (7.12), which has grammat-
icalized into an auxiliary verb construction (7.13) that conveys progressive




































































She should be here now.’ (MAB.184-5)
The adverb yaginy indicates ‘almost, just then/now’ with reference to utter-













‘We returned because [the water level] had just gone down.’ (VVA.050)
Peey+p1Pk (7.17) and Peey+p1Pk+tyi+m (7.18) ‘again, another time’ are lexi-
calized composites of a number of particles and clitics, including: *Peya ‘other’





























so now it stayed like that.’ (PQ1.009)
7.1.1.1 Location Adverbs
Location is expressed with relational and postpositional expressions (as de-
scribed in ch. 6), although there are a small number of lexicalized locative
adverbs, listed in (7.19). These are generally composed of a deictic root1 and
the locative suffix -m1. These deictically based expressions, which are essen-
tially composed of derived relational nouns and deictic roots, serve as roots









1See §5.2 for description of deictic roots.
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The adverb jeem ‘there’ (7.20) is composed of the deictic root jeP, which
indicates ‘there’. It also occurs as the 3rd person pronoun jeP and observed

















‘What are you doing there?’ ” (REY.011)
The adverb jem1m (7.21) is composed of the deictic root jeP, the locative -m1








‘They left him right there.’ (Cangrejo.079)
The adverb jem1k ‘over there’ is thought to be composed of jeP ‘there’, m1 ‘loc1’,










‘As far as way over there she shouted: looko looko looko.’ (Cangrejo.129)
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The adverb y1P1m ‘here’ (7.23) is composed of the deictic root y1P ‘here’. The














‘Here is its head.’ (ConvSerPartera.011)


















Noko indicates ‘nearby’. Noko is not derived with the locative m1, although
it is usually marked with clitics in discourse. In (7.25) the adverb is marked




























































I would have given him a piece of tortilla.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann
2001:318-9)
7.1.1.2 Perception Adverb ken ‘seem, appear as’
There is a single perception adverb ken (7.27), which may be loosely translated
as ‘appear as, seem’. Examples are listed in (7.27) and (7.28). Ken is not a























‘They fell. They appeared as if they had died.’ (Cangrejo.069)
7.1.1.3 Manner Adverbs
Manner is generally conveyed via adverbial clauses (ch. 25) or complex pred-
icate constructions (ch. 21). There are, however, a number of lexicalized ex-








These are predominantly composed of particles and clitics. Examples with













































































She’s crying just because.’ (MAB.016b)
7.1.1.4 Intensifier tzam ‘very, much, a lot, often’
Tzam (also tzaam) is used to convey intensity and is used to express ‘very,

















‘It bites us a lot.’ (Burro.015)
The intensifier tzam comes from the verb root tzam ‘grow, ripen’ (7.36) and














‘I too am already old.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.127)
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7.2 Adverbial Particles and Clitics
There are a handful of clause level adverbial particles and clitics that generally
attach to phrase heads. These are described here.
7.2.0.5 Pagi+ ‘intensifier’
Pagi+ is an intensifier proclitic that indicates ‘much, very’. It is synonymous

































‘He arrives at his house very happy, it is said.’ (ESK.047)
7.2.0.6 +Pam ‘already’
The enclitic +Pam can be translated roughly as “already” in the sense that the
Spanish “ya” can be translated as “already” and is thus called the “already”
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“He’s told: ‘No already.’ ” (CNC.038c)
7.2.0.7 +tyi ‘just’
The enclitic tyi attaches to phrase heads to convey ‘just’, shown in (7.45)
through (7.47).
2The use of a particle indicating ‘already’ is reportedly a phenomenon in other Meso-
American languages, as well as “ya” in the Spanish spoken throughout Meso-America (Koike
1996). For a discussion of ‘already’ particles found in the languages of the Americas, as well
as a description of Spanish ya, see Bishop (1979) and Koike (1996). Similar particles are
observed Misantla Totonaco (Mackay 1991:193, 1999), Tepehua (Kung-Smythe 2007:458),





























‘Just one napkin appears.’ (ESK.019b)
7.2.0.8 +nam ‘still, yet’
The enclitic +nam occurs on phrase heads to indicate ‘still, yet’. It is shown

























‘I wasn’t big yet.’ (Puktuuku.083)
7.2.0.9 +Pun ‘it is said; s/he says’
The enclitic +Pun is used to attribute information to a source other than the
speaker and means ‘it is said; s/he says’. Its use is optional and it does not
directly identify a source of information. It tends to be used when reporting
something that is generally known or talked about or when there is no specific
source or reference. For example, (7.51) comes from a popular story tradition-
ally told in communities where SP is spoken. The speaker has heard this story
numerous times in her childhood told by a number of different storytellers. In










‘It is said, we sleep without knowing.’ (ESK.043)
It is also used when a specific source is identified. In example (7.52) the speaker
recounts a story told by her neighbor about her witnessing a chaneque, a
mischievous, mythical creature. Here +Pun attaches itself to the third person

























she saw it when she went outside.’ (CQS.008)
+Pun is a sentence level particle that may attach itself to the head of
the phrase, including a range of different word classes and discourse markers.
It appears on pronouns (7.52), demonstratives (7.53), verbs (7.54), non-verbal

















































































‘He arrives at home very happy.’ (ESK.047)
7.2.1 +wey ‘It is true, I say’
The enclitic +wey is used to indicate certainty, although it is also observed as
having the reading ‘I say/said’. +wey occurs with much less frequency than
+Pun. It appears principally on adverbs (particularly nuuma ‘certain’) (7.59),






























































‘It is cold, I said.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
7.3 Lexical Prefixes
There are two lexical prefixes that convey adverbial information. The first is
waaga= ‘together’ (7.63). Waaga= is a stress bearing morpheme that follows
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person marking proclitics, as shown in (7.64). The prefix does not alter the
transitivity of the verb, as shown in (7.63) with the intransitive verb n1kk ‘go’.
It occurs preceding derivation proclitics, as shown in (7.65). It is not used
to indicate number as number is inflected with the suffixes -yaj ‘3rd person



























‘He and Carlos brought him together.’ (PQ2.128)
The second lexical prefix is jaaya ‘almost no’, which is a negative polar-
ity item. It attaches to the verb to indicate ‘almost no, almost never’ (7.66).






























There are four major verb classes, which can be identified as lexically transi-
tive, intransitive, ambitransitive (or labile), or ditransitive based on the num-
ber of arguments that they may take. The principal defining characteristic of
these basic verb classes is the number of core arguments the verb may take
without any morphological adjustment for valency. In addition, there are three
minor classes of verb root: positionals, affectives, and auxiliary verbs. Posi-
tionals and affectives are largely defined by their derivational morphology, as
well as their semantics. Auxiliary verbs are principally defined based on their
syntax, occurring only in complex predicate constructions.
In this chapter I describe the verb classes in SP. Because much of ver-
bal morphology plays a large part in defining the classes, I provide a brief
description of the verbal morphology implicated in defining the verb classes
here in §8.1. The remaining sections describe the four major word classes and
the three minor word classes. The relevant morphology is addressed in detail
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in the subsequent chapters relating specifically to verbs (or predicates), which
include verbal derivation (ch. 10); nonverbal predicates, which share aspects of
verbal morphology (ch. 9); alignment and number (ch. 11); aspect, mood and
modality (ch. 12); voice (ch. 13); and valency increasing operations (ch. 14).
The last chapter, which concludes Part V, deals with the verbal template with
emphasis on affix ordering (ch. 14).
8.1 Verbal Morphology
Verbs in SP are morphologically complex and do not appear as bare stems.
Minimally, the verb may consist of a verb root inflected with person prefixes
and with aspect or mood suffixes (8.1)1, the characteristic that distinguishes
verbs from other word classes. Maximally, stems may consist of a number of
verb roots (up to three have been observed), person marking, derivational and














‘We should always have it boiled for them.’ (MED.009)
1The exception is the imperative mood, in which case verbs are not inflected with subject
(S or A) agreement.
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A small set of prefixes, which are for the most part clitics, precede the
stem. Bound suffixes and enclitics follow the stem. The general shape of
the verb is shown in Figure 8.1. Verbal morphology can be roughly grouped
into six sets: Person marking proclitics, class adjusting proclitics, derivational
suffixes, class adjusting suffixes, inflectional suffixes, and adverbial enclitics.
Figure 8.1: Verbal Template
Inflectional Valency/ Derivational/ Adverbial
Proclitics Voice verb stem Class Adjusting/
Proclitics Inflectional Enclitics
Suffixes
The first set, from left to right, is the person marking proclitics. The
person markers consist of ergative, absolutive, and “local” person markers
(following Hockett 1966), only one of which may occur on the verb at a time.
The ergative proclitics mark the A of transitive verbs; the absolutive proclitics
mark the S of intransitive verbs or the O of transitive verbs. The absolutive
proclitics also mark the PO (benefactive, goal, recipient) of ditransitive verbs.
The local proclitics occur on transitive verbs and indicate relations between
1st person A and 2nd person O (1:2) or 2nd person A and 1st person O (2:1).
The proclitics are listed in (8.3).
(8.3) Person Marking Proclitics:
Ergative Absolutive Local
1st person exclusive Pan+ Pa+
1st person inclusive tan+ ta+
2nd Person Pin+ mi+




The second set consists of three class adjusting proclitics: causative
Pak+, associative na+, and reflexive/reciprocal na+ (8.4)2. I use the term
class adjusting to refer to morphology used to alter voice and valency of verbs.
The causative and associative proclitics are used to add an argument to the
verb; the reflexive/reciprocal is used to alter the status of verbal arguments,
effectively reducing the number of arguments the verb takes by one. On the





The third set of morphemes includes three derivational suffixes: affective -neP,
assumptive -neP, and depositive -w1Py (8.5). These are strictly associated with
the minor verb classes positional and affective.




2See ch. 14 for homophony of the associative and reflexive/reciprocal proclitics.
3There are two additional proclitics that immediately precede the verb root on the tem-
plate. These are the derivational lexical prefixes Panh+ and ku+. Although the proclitics
are not implicated in the definition of verb classes, they are observed on a large number of
verb stems. They are described in detail in ch. 10.
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The fourth set of morphemes includes the valency and voice adjusting suffixes
(8.6).
(8.6) Class Adjusting Suffixes in SP:
-kaP locapplic instrumental applicative
-PaPy ben benefactive applicative
-PoPy antip antipassive
-PaH pass passive
-n11m indef indefinite subject
(˜ -Vn11m)
(8.7) Inflectional Suffixes in SP:
-yaj plunonsap 3rd person plural
-taPm plusap 1st/2nd person plural










Transitive verbs take two arguments without the addition of valency changing
morphology. Transitive verbs mark their subjects (A) with ergative (Set A)
agreement markers and their objects (O) with absolutive (Set B) agreement
markers. In the event that both arguments are speech act participants (1st or
2nd person), the transitive verb may be marked with a local (Set C) marker.
It is important to note here that the alignment system in SP is hierarchi-
cally driven and that only higher ranking participants appear on the verb (see
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ch. 11). Therefore, transitive verbs may be marked with a proclitic from only
one of the three sets: ergative (Set A), absolutive (Set B), or local (Set C). For
example, in example (8.8), the verb takes two arguments: the A (P1ch ‘first
person’) and the O (jePm saapnyi ‘that banana’). Only the 1st person A is















‘I ate this banana.’ (MAB.208)
In (8.9), the A is a 3rd person referent (not lexically expressed) and the O





‘It eats us.’ (VVA.028)
In example (8.10), the verb takes two arguments: 3rd person A (not lexically







‘He grabs the minnows.’ (PDLMA.JJX.055)
Transitive verbs may take a single argument when they are adjusted for
valency. The examples shown in (8.11a) and (8.12a) illustrate the transitive
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verbs kuPt ‘eat’ and matz ‘grab’ marked with the passive and antipassive, re-
spectively. The verb in example (8.11a), marked with the passive -taH, has a
single argument, the S Paany=moPn-i ‘tamales’. The S is Ø-marked on the
verb for 3rd person absolutive, indicating that there is one argument. If the
verb were transitive, verb would be marked with the ergative 3rd person Pi+,
as shown in (8.11b). The verb matz ‘grab’ in example (8.12a) is shown detran-
sitivized with the antipassive -PoPy. Here the verb takes a single argument, the
S tajpi ‘hawk’, which is Ø-marked on the verb. If the verb were transitive in
active voice, the A would be marked on the verb with the ergative 3rd person


































‘He grabs the minnows.’ (PDLMA.JJX.055)
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8.3 Intransitive Verbs
Intransitive verbs take only one argument and appear with absolutive (Set B)
to mark the S. The examples in (8.13) and (8.14) illustrate the intransitive verb
wiPk ‘eat’. Example (8.13) shows the verb inflected with the 1st person inclu-
sive proclitic ta+ and example (8.14) with the 1st person exclusive proclitic



































‘No, no, I’m not hungry.’ ” (ESK.016)
There is question of whether intransitive verbs may be further distinguished in
terms of patientive and agentive, as is the case for Olutec (Zavala 2001b); how-
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ever, no diagnostic has been established to further subdivide the intransitive
subclass in SP.
Intransitive verbs may only be marked with ergative person markers in
two contexts. The first is when the valency is increased with valency adjusting
morphology such as the causative Pak+, the associative na+, and the bene-
factive applicative -PaPy. In example (8.16), the intransitive verb wiPk ‘eat’ is
marked with the causative prefix Pak+ and the valency is increased. This is







‘I feed him.’ (CNC.028)
In example (8.17) the same verb is marked with the associative na+ and the





‘I was eating well with them.’ (PDLMA.ROD.004)
In example (8.18), the verb n1m ‘say’ is marked with the benefactive applica-
tive and a 3rd person argument has been added to the verb. The A is marked













“He says to him, ‘You, where are you going?’ ” (PDO.023)
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The second context in which intransitive verbs are marked with Set-A
person markers is when the intransitive verb occurs as a dependent verbs in
some dependent clauses (see ch. 23 for detailed description of clause combining
and non-finite verbs.). In this context, the S of the intransitive verb is marked
with proclitics from the ergative set (Set A) of person markers. This type of
split in the alignment system is referred to as split ergativity (Dixon 1994). In
example (8.19), the intransitive verb wity ‘walk’ is the dependent verb of the
auxiliary w1PaH ‘be able’. Here the S of the intransitive verb is marked with







‘...he could walk.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.042)
8.4 Ambitransitive Verbs
Ambitransitive verbs may take one or two core arguments without the ad-
dition of valency changing morphology. That is, ambitransitive verbs have
transitive and intransitive alternations. The verb may be inflected with erga-
tive proclitics to mark As of transitive verbs and absolutive proclitics to mark
Os of transitive verbs. They may also be inflected with absolutive proclitics to
mark the Ss of verbs when they occur as intransitive. As indicated above, SP
has a hierarchical alignment system in which only higher ranking participants
are marked on the verb. While this creates ambiguities, it also provides a
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useful diagnostic for determining whether a transitive verb is also ambitransi-
tive. For example, in (8.20), the ambitransitive verb root ket ‘descend, lower’
is inflected with Pa ‘1st person exclusive absolutive’. The utterance can be
interpreted as either (a) ‘he/it/they lower me’, in which case the referenced
argument is the patient of a transitive verb, or (b) ‘I go down’, in which case
the referenced argument is the S of an intransitive verb. Similarly, the example
in (8.21) shows the ambitransitive root nePm ‘lick’ inflected with mi+ ‘2nd
person absolutive’. Reading (a) indicates that mi+ marks the S of the intran-
sitive interpretation; and reading (b) indicates that mi+ marks the O of the
transitive interpretation of the verb. If these verbs were transitive, only the
(b) reading would be available.
(8.20) Ambitransitive ket ‘descend, lower’
Pa+ket-pa
xabs+descend-inc
(a) ‘I go down.’
(b) ‘They lower me.’ (20050920erg.ket)




(b) ‘It’s licking you.’ (20051103erg.tak)
Ambitransitive verbs may be further classified into agentive (aka unerga-
tive, S=A) and patientive (aka unaccusative, S=O) ambitransitives. Examples
(8.22) through (8.25) illustrate a number of examples in which the O of the
transitive verb corresponds with the S of the intransitive verb (Reflecting an
S=O pattern).
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(8.22) hak ‘to be cut, to snap (in half), to be split (vi); to cut, to split’ (vt):
(a) Ø+jak-pa t1Ppxi
3abs+cut-inc rope
‘The rope is going to snap’ (20050928rgr.jak)
(b) Pan+jak-pa kuy
3erg+cut-inc wood
‘I’m going to cut wood’ (20050928rgr.jak)
(8.23) j1Pt ‘to be washed away (vi); ‘to wash something away (vt)’
(a) Ø+j1Pt-pa nas
3abs+wash.away-inc earth
‘The earth (ground) washes away’ (20050928rgr.jU7t)
(b) tuj Pi+j1Pt-pa nas
rain 3erg+wash.away-inc earth
‘The rain washes the earth away’ (20050928rgr.jU7t)
(8.24) kity ‘to become broken (vi); to break something(vt)
(a) Ø+kity-W Pi+puy
3abs+break-cmp 3psr+leg
‘His leg broke.’ (PQ1.002)
(b) Pan+kity-pa kuy
3erg+break-inc stick
‘I’m going to break the stick.’ (20050920erg.kity)
(8.25) muj ‘to become wet (vi); to water, to make wet (vt)’
(a) Ø+muj-pa+Pam Pam+puktuuku
3abs+wet-inc+alr 3psr+clothes
‘My clothes are wet’ (20061026erg.muj)
(b) Pi+muj-W nyiipi
3erg+wet-cmp sown.field
‘He waters the crop (sown field).’ (PDMLA.LEX.muj)
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The examples in (8.26) through (8.27) illustrate an agentive ambitran-
sitive with the verbs k11nh ‘fear smt, be scared’ and Puk ‘drink (smt)’. Here
the S of the intransitive verb corresponds with the A of the transitive verb
(reflecting an S=A pattern).




‘Now we’re scared.’ (GU1.134)
(b) Pan+k11nhpa jePm kamyoon
Pan+k11nh-pa jePm kamyoon
xerg+fear-inc that kamyoon
‘I’m scared of the truck.’ (MAB.094)




‘I had drunk alcohol.’ (PDLMA.BOR.010)
(b) P1ch p11mi Pa+Pukpa
P1ch p11mi Pa+Puk-pa
1pro strength xabs+drink-inc
‘I drink a lot.’ (PDLMA.BOR.080)
There are a number of crucial differences between agentive and non-
agentive ambitransitive verbs. One has to do with noun incorporation. Non-
agentive ambitransitive verbs may incorporate the O. For example the verb
tuk ‘pick’ in (8.28) is non-agentive ambitransitive. Compare the intransitive











































‘I leaf pick.’ (PDLMA.database.tuk)





‘I medicine drink’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
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Another difference is that non-agentive ambitransitive verbs may take
associative applicative na+ to add an associative argument, as shown in (8.30).























‘I drink with the children.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
8.5 Ditransitive Verbs
The set of verbs that make up the ditransitive subclass is small, consisting of
two known verb roots: chiP ‘give’ (8.32) and yoj ‘pay’ (8.33). Ditransitives


























‘My husband paid 300 pesos on my behalf.’ (CNC.045)
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SP is a primary object language (Dryer, 1986:815). In primary object
languages, the recipient (benefactive, addressee, goal) of a ditransitive verb is
marked on the verb. That is, the recipient shares the object properties of the O
of monotransitive verbs, and the theme assumes SO status. This differs from
direct/indirect object languages in that it is the theme that shares the object
properties of the O of monotransitive verbs, the recipient is often marked as
dative. An example with primary and secondary objects is shown in (8.34).
In this example, the A is a 3rd person referent, and the PO is a 1st person
referent, marked on the verb with the absolutive Pa+ ‘1st exclusive’. The SO











‘[My grandmother] gave me this egg.’ (MAB.054b)
For a detailed description of the alignment system, see ch. (11).
8.6 Positional Verbs
An additional class is attested in the Mixe-Zoque language family. Positional
verbs are also morphosyntactically and semantically recognizable in SP. Po-
sitionals as a class are reported in Mayan languages (England 1983:78) and
Mixe-Zoquean languages such as Olutec (Zavala 2001:16-17) and San Miguel
Chimalapa Zoque (Johnson 2000:54). In SP positionals are a verb root class
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‘Well, you lie [yourself] down [now].’ (SoyPartera.095a)
Positional verbs describe the position of an entity. They are marked
with either the assumptive suffix -neP, which indicates that an entity has
assumed a position or the depositive suffix -w1Py, which indicates that an entity
has been placed in a position or has been affected by the action indicated by
the verb. A list of positional verbs in SP is shown in (8.37) (not exhaustive).
(8.37) Positionals with assumptive -neP and depositive -w1Py:
Transitive Inransitive
Peety-w1Py ‘lean smt Peety-neP ‘be leaning
against smt else’ against smt’
jap-w1Py ‘turn smt upside down’ jap-neP ‘be flipped over’
nej-w1Py ‘tip it over’ nej-neP ‘to lie on side’
taPtz-w1Py ‘stack’ taPtz-neP ‘get stacked’
teeny-w1Py ‘leave standing’ teeny-neP ‘to stand’
toPk-w1Py ‘leave something hung’ toPk-neP ‘be hung’
tuPy-w1Py ‘leave smt stretched’ tuPy-nyeP ‘be stretched out’
tun-w1Py ‘set smt face up’ tun-neP ‘be face up’
tzen-w1Py ‘leave tied up’
woPt-w1Py ‘place smt folded’ woPt-neP ‘be folded, twisted’
woH-w1Py ‘lie someone down’ woH-neP ‘be lying down’
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Positional roots may be transitive or intransitive. The assumptive and
depositive suffixes may alter the transitivity of the verb. If a positional root
is transitive, the assumptive suffix may be used; if the root is intransitive the
depositive may be used. However, positional roots may take both suffixes
regardless of their transitivity, as illustrated by the verb nej ‘put on side’
in (8.38).












‘He puts it on its side.’ (20070712JAF)
The assumptive may easily be confused with the perfect neP4. The pair
of examples (8.39) and (8.40), however, illustrates the contrast between the
uses of the assumptive -neP and the perfect -neP. Peety ‘lean’ is a transitive
verb. It cannot occur as an intransitive verb unless derived as such with
valency altering morphology. In example (8.39) the verb is Ø inflected for
third person absolutive. The S of the verb is jePm Pi+kooso ‘his knee’5, which
4The perfect suffix -neP is described in detail in Chapter 12.
5This example comes from a story about a man who can remove his body parts.
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is described as being in a leaning position in the corner if his house. Here
the suffix -neP is the assumptive. In example (8.40), from the same story, the
verb Peety ‘lean’ is inflected with the third person ergative Pi+. Therefore, the
suffix cannot be the assumptive. The man is the A, and Pi+kooso ‘his knee’ is
the O. Here -neP is used to indicate that the man had previously placed the




































in one corner he’s leaned it.’ (ESK.106)
In narrative text, positionals inflected with the assumptive frequently
occur. The depositive -w1Py, however, has not been observed in texts. During
elicitation speakers easily provide examples, although speakers tend to demon-
strate rather than translate the examples. For instance, in (8.41), the speaker
is using a magic marker to demonstrate the difference between Pan+Peety-pa ‘I
lean it’ and Pan+Peetyw1Pypa ‘I lean it.’ The difference seems to be that the
use of w1Py conveys a deliberate intention to place the object (in this case
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the marker) in a reclining position against another object (a stack of books)
and not standing straight up; whereas the utterance without w1Py indicates
placing the object against another object without intention. The example in
(8.41) is the sentence she utters upon completion to express: ‘See. I stood it




‘[I don’t stand it up straight; I put it like so. See.] I leaned it.’
(20070712JAF)
The suffixes are not used to derive positionals from non-positional root.
They only occur on verbs that are positionals. For example the verb kiPm ‘as-
cend, raise’ (8.42), frequently occurs in serial verb constructions to indicate
trajectory (8.43). The verb, however, cannot be marked with the depositive





















Intended reading: ‘I put it up.’ (20070712JAFs7)
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8.7 Affective Verbs
Affective verbs make up a potentially open class of verbs that are recruited
from three different sources. These include sound symbolic expressions (8.45),
reduplicated roots and stems (8.46), or reduplicated sound symbolic expres-
sions (21.81). Affectives are common in Mesoamerica as a verb (or root) class




































‘Until he shouts there.’ (CAN.129)
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Affective words are formed by reduplicated syllables, usually the entire
root, often followed by the suffix -neP (8.48). Reduplication of verb roots
occurs in a number of different contexts and is not limited to derivation of
new words. For example in (8.49) reduplication is used to indicate intensity
or frequency. Many of the affective words in their non-reduplicated forms are
observed as verb roots 8.50. In SP, affective verb roots are fully inflected verbs.
Observe in (8.49) that the affective verb is inflected with the first person Pa+,





































‘The woman laughed a lot.’ (GU1.016)
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Sound symbolic expressions, also referred to in the literature as “ex-
pressive vocabulary”, “affective speech” or “ideophones” (see Mithun 1982 for
discussion of literature), may be derived as affective verbs with the suffix -neP.
Affectives derived from sound symbolic expressions tend to encode manner or
sound. They may be distinguished from other word classes by their phonol-
ogy. A characteristic of affectives is that “the inventory of sounds found in
expressive vocabulary differs from that found in the rest of the lexicon, but it
differs in systematic ways” (Mithun 1982:51). Recall from chapter 2, that in
SP palatal consonants occur only adjacent to the high front vowel [i] and other
palatal segments [ty, dy, ny, x, ch, y] with few exceptions, ideophones being
one such exception. In sound symbolic expressions, and derived affectives, it
is common to see the palatal segments in unexpected environments, as shown





‘he goes along squelching; he/it squelches as he walks along, he













‘The chicken goes “shoko shoko” as it scratches’ (PDLMA.LEXdatabase.NGH)
Similarly, words in which alveolar consonants [n, t, d, s, tz] occur adjacent to



















go tsss, don’t laugh.’ (GU1.139/140)
Other phonemes found in sound symbolic expressions include :[r] (represented

















‘My throat is sore.’ (PDLMA.LEXdatabase.JAF04)
It’s not clear whether the suffix -neP in this role is the assumptive -
neP suffix described in §8.6, polysemous with the suffix, or homophonous. No
diagnostic has been established to make this determination. Based on compar-




There is a small set of verbs that serve as auxiliary verbs. These are listed in
Table 8.56. Syntactically, they are identifiable because they occur in multi-verb
constructions and they take non-finite, dependent verbs (see ch. 23 for detailed
description of dependent verb constructions and non-finite verbs). There are
three subclasses, Type I, Type II and s1P6. Type I auxiliaries are distinguished
from type II and s1P auxiliaries by the person marking patterns associated
with them: Type I shows ergative alignment; Type II and s1P show accusative
alignment (described below). All auxiliary types, with the exception of s1P
precede the main verb.
(8.56) Type I Auxiliary Verbs:
n1kk ‘go’
miny ‘come’
Poy ‘go and return’
moj ‘begin’
yaj ‘finish’
kus ‘have enough of’
jaPy ‘be late at’
6Elson (1960a, b), Himes (1997), and Kaufman (1997) identify two subclasses, treating
s1P as a type II auxiliary construction because of the morphosyntactic properties associated
with it. I treat s1P as an third type of auxiliary because it is further distinguishable from
type II auxiliary verbs based on its syntactic properties. For a detailed treatment of the
auxiliary types, refer to ch. 22.
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Type II Auxiliary Verbs:
w1PaH ‘be able’
jaPy ‘be such that’
PanhjagoPy ‘be first to’
S1P ‘progressive’ Auxiliary Verb:
s1P ‘walk’
All auxiliary types occur in first position (V1) of the multi-verb con-
structions. Auxiliary verbs are inflected for mood (8.57) and aspect (8.60).














































































‘Our lady got sufficiently angry.’ (ESK.083)
Type I auxiliaries are optionally inflected for person as shown in (8.64). How-

















‘Aren’t we going to see grandmother?’ ” (VVA.012a)
The Type II auxiliary verbs are illustrated in examples (8.65) through
(8.68). W1H-PaH (8.65) and jutz-PaH (8.66) are derived verbs that have un-
dergone lexicalization. W1H-PaH is derived from the adjective w1H ‘good’
derived with the versive suffix -PaH. Jutz-PaH is derived from juPutz ‘how’
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and with the versive -PaH. The verb Panh+jak-PoPy ‘be first to’ (8.67) is the
most recently observed auxiliary and has not been reported in the literature.








































‘...and he’ll die first.’ (Yerno.016b)
S1P auxiliaries (8.68) are further distinguished from Type II auxiliaries because










‘That is why she is crying.’ (MAB.019)








‘They are playing a lot.’ (CVS.013b)
Type II auxiliary verbs are distinguished from Type I auxiliary verbs
because of the behavior of the verbs that occur with them. Specifically, the
alignment system of the dependent verb is non-ergative with Type II auxiliaries
but not with Type I. (See ch. 11 for a detailed description of the alignment
system.) For example, note in (8.65) that the S jePm tz11xi ‘the child’ of
the intransitive verb nay ‘be born’ is marked on the verb with the ergative
proclitic Pi+. As shown in (8.68) above, the alignment system of the V2 in s1P
constructions is also non-ergative.
Auxiliary verb constructions are interesting for a number of reasons and
are treated in this grammar from a variety of linguistic perspectives. First,
they comprise one of a number of multi-verb construction types, which are
discussed in chapter 22. They take “aspectless” verbs inflected with dependent
verb morphology. They are implicated in split ergativity, which is described in
detail with respect to alignment in chapter 11. They are also used to convey





Nonverbal predicates function as statives. While nonverbal predicates take
inflection for person (absolutive) and number (9.1), they do not take inflection










‘AAAAY! You’re all disgraces! You’re all devils!’ (VVA.039)
Nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and quantifiers may all occur as non-verbal
predicates. The noun p11xiny ‘man’ is shown acting as the predicate of the
clause kumu mi+p11xiny ‘since you’re a man’ in example (9.2). Here p11xiny is


















you are able to work.’ (GNT.109)
The third person pronoun jeP in the role of non-verbal predicate is shown in








‘It’s not me.’ (PDLMA.LEX.he7)
Adjectives occur as non-verbal predicates. As shown in example (9.4), the





‘You’re very small.’ (PDLMA.GNT.074)
Quantifiers also occur as non-verbal predicates. In (9.5) the number siinhkuj ‘five’
(borrowed from the Spanish cinco) is inflected with the first person exclusive







‘There were five of us who were feeling old.’ (PRS.086)
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Adverbs may also appear as non-verbal predicates, as shown in (9.6a). Here,
however, the adverb Panhs11km11 ‘outside’ is the predicate in the clause tz11xi
Panhs11km1 ‘the child is outside’. This use of adverbs is rare; adverbs generally
occur with the locative verb Pity. In fact, in this excerpt, in the utterances
that immediately follow its occurrence as a non-verbal predicate, the same


















































and the child is already outside.’ (JOV.029-32)
1Panhs11km1 ‘outside’ is a relational noun, although unlike other relational nouns it may
not be possessed and it does not attach to nouns. As such, it patterns as a locative adverb.
See ch. 6 for description of relational nouns.
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Nouns and adjectives may only take inflection for aspect or mood if
they have been derived as verbs with derivational morphology, as described
above. For example in (9.7), the noun k11pi ‘wood’ is derived as a verb with







‘He doesn’t collect firewood.’ (Comal.004b)
There are a handful of clitics that occur on both verbs and non-verbal
elements serving as statives. These include the plural suffixes +yaj ‘3rd person
plural’ and +tam ‘1st/2nd person plural’ and the repetitive enclitic +gak.
Non-verbal predicates also take inflection for number agreement. On
verbs, plural agreement expressed with stress bearing suffixes that precede the
aspect and mood marking. These are -yaj and -taPm. The enclitics that occur
on nouns are +yaj and +tam. Recall from Chapter 4 that the clitics occur on
nouns to indicate plurality: +yaj indicates the plurality of non-human entities,
and +tam indicates the plurality of human entities. When the noun occurs
as a non-verbal predicate, the enclitics agree with arguments of the predicates
with respect to number hierarchy: +tam ‘1st and 2nd person’ and +yaj ‘3rd
person’. In example (9.8), the noun tz11xi ‘child’ is the subject of the adjective
predicate maymay ‘happy’. Here the subject is inflected for plurality and the
predicate is marked with number agreement. The enclitic indicating plurality
on the noun is +tam, which agrees with the humanness of the noun. The
enclitic on the predicate is +yaj, which agrees with the subject with respect
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to its being 3rd person. It’s verbal counterpart is shown in the same sentence














because we were eating (well).’ (PDLMA.Rodilla.004)
The enclitic +tam is shown in a non-verbal predicate construction with the
quantifier w1steen two in (9.9). Example (9.10) illustrates its verbal counter-














‘We drink our atole (corn based beverage).’ (Atole.020)
The third affix that has verbal and nominal counterparts is +gak ‘repet-
itive, again’. The verbal suffix -gak is used to indicate repetition of an event

































now he was pecking them out also.’ (PDLMA.BirdGorrion.SIL.017)
When the clitic +gak occurs on non-verbal predicates it also conveys repeti-
tion, as shown in (9.13) with the noun p11xiny ‘man’. This example comes
from a text in which a man transforms himself into a fleshless monster; the










‘Then he’s a man again.’ (ESK.078)
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9.1 Kinship Terms
Kinship terms also function as nonverbal predicates. Like other nouns, kinship







‘I am an aunt.’ (20070719RCRs4)
They differ from other nouns, however, in that they may be inflected with
ergative and local person marking proclitics, in addition to absolutive. Re-
call that local proclitics are used with transitive verbs to mark the relations
between speech act participants. The proclitic Pan+ is used to indicate 2nd















‘We are going to pick you up.’ (7NH.042c)
The relationship between speech act participants may also be expressed on
kinship terms, as shown in example (9.17). On kinship terms, however, both
relations are marked with the proclitic man+. For example in (a), the relation
is between a 1st person A and a 2nd person O, whereas in (b) the relation is
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between a 2nd person A and a 1st person O. The two utterances are distin-
guishable by the pronouns.
(9.17) Kinship Terms Marked With Local Proclitic man+:
(a) P1ch man+Paapa
1pro 1:2+mother
‘I am your mother.’ (JAF20070713/RCR20070719)
(b) P1ch man+tz11tz1
1pro 1:2+aunt
‘I am your aunt.’ (RCR20070719)
(c) P1ch man+t11w1
1pro 1:2+brother
‘I am your brother.’ (RCR20070719)
(d) mich man+Paapa
2pro 1:2+mother
‘You are my mother.’ (JAF20070713/RCR20070719)
(e) man+jaatunh
1:2+father
‘You are my father.’ (Elson 1960b:208; 20070719RCR)
(f) man+tz1x+tyam
1:2+child+pluhum
‘You are my children.’ (Elson 1960b:208; 20070719RCR)
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The use of the person marking clitic man+ to mark nouns is observed only on
kinship terms (9.18).
(9.18) Possessed nominal predicates:
(a) mich Pan+Puutzu
2pro xpsr+monkey
‘You are my monkey.’
(b) *(mich) man+Puutzu (RCR20070721)
Transitive kinship terms are observed in languages in Mesoamerica (Amith
and Smith-Stark 1994a, Amith and Smith-Stark 1994b), including Olutec, a




There are a number of derviational processes in SP. Verbs may be derived
from other verb stems using a handful of verbalizing suffixes (§10.1). SP has
a set of lexical prefixes that occur with all word classes to derive new words
within the same class or into another class, especially verbs. Lexical prefixes
are described in 10.2. Verbs may also be derived into other word classes via
deverbalizing morphology, which is described in §10.3.
10.1 Deriving Verbs From Other Word Classes
There are two suffixes used to derive verbs from other other word classes.
These include the versive -PaH and the provisory -P1Py.
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10.1.1 PaH ‘Versive’
The versive suffix -PaH is used to derive verbs from nouns (10.1), adjectives























































































‘Who knows what is coming?’ ” (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.006)
The use of the versive has two possible connotations. The first indicates
a transition into the state described by the derived word. For example in (10.6)
the noun yuPk=tuuku ‘orphan’ is inflected with the versive to convey ‘become
an orphan’. The children, the S of the derived verb, undergo a transformation.
Example (10.7) illustrates a similar transformation with the adjective m1j ‘big’;

































‘Then he got a lot bigger.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jox@k.049)
The second connotation conveys an argument’s engaging in an event involving
the production (or gathering) of the derived noun, rather than the argument’s
undergoing a transformation. For instance (10.8) shows the noun t1k ‘house’
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derived as a verb meaning ‘building houses’. The example in (10.9) illustrates
a verb derived from soPk ‘grass’ with the versive to convey ‘grass cutting’. In
both of these examples, the subject is not undergoing a transformation, but





















‘Now it is late. We’re going to cut grass.’ (VVA.031)
Verbs derived with the versive generally produce intransitive verbs.
Only two exceptions have been observed in the texts that I have analyzed.
The example in (10.10) shows the noun tzay ‘lover’ derived as a verb meaning
‘become a lover’. In this example, however, the derived verb is inflected with
an ergative person marker. It is not clear whether the noun jePm yoomo ‘the
woman’ or jePm p11xiny is the A. In discussions with speakers, two possible
translations are offered: a) ‘The woman takes the man as a lover’; b) ‘The man
becomes the woman’s lover.’ The verb is clearly inflected with the completive
aspect and therefore we know that this is not a case of a possessed noun acting

















‘The woman, the man became her lover.’ (GUS.046)
The second case of a transitive derived verb is found in Gutiérrez-Morales
and Wichmann’s (2001:323) Hem Tzitzimat. Here the derived verb is also
transitive, evident from the ergative person marker Pi+. The derived stem is








‘He wanted the girl for his wife.’ (Guterriez-Morales and Wichmann
2001:323)
The fact that the two exceptions involve kinship relations is curious because
of the grammatical status of kinship terms in SP. There is evidence to suggest
that kinship terms are transitive, a characteristic that has been observed in
languages in Mesoamerica (Amith and Smith-Stark 1994a, Amith and Smith-
Stark 1994b, Zavala 2006b). Kinship terms differ from other nouns that func-
tion as nonverbal predicates in that nouns are inflected with absolutive person
proclitics to mark the S. When kinship terms function as nonverbal predicates,
they may be inflected with absolutive proclitics to mark the S or with local
proclitics to express kinship relations. The local set of proclitics refer to 1st
and 2nd person referents: man+ indicates 1st person S and 2nd person O;
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Pan+ indicates 2nd person S and 1st person O. On kinship terms the proclitic
man+ conveys both 2:1 and 1:2 relations (10.12).
(10.12) Kinship Terms Marked With Local Proclitic man+:
(a) P1ch man+Paapa
1pro 1:2+mother
‘I am your mother.’ (JAF20070713/RCR20070719)
(b) mich man+Paapa
2pro 1:2+mother
‘You are my mother.’ (JAF20070713/RCR20070719)
(c) man+jaatunh
1:2+father
‘You are my father.’ (PDLMA.jaatunh)
(d) man+tz1x+tyam
1:2+child+pluhum
‘You are my children.’ (PDLMA.tz@@xi.NGH)
In the case of reciprocal kinship relations, such as ‘you and I are sisters’, the




‘You and I are sisters.’ (20070713JAF)
The transitivity of kinship terms is likely to be the reason for the exceptions
in transitivity of the derived verbs.
Finally, the versive may be used with Spanish borrowings to derive
verbs, as shown with the noun mayordomo ‘steward’ in example (10.14)1.
1Notice the use of Pity in this sentence. Here the use is a calque of the Spanish expression


































‘If you are in agreement you are already the steward.’ ” (PDLMA.Fiesta.004)
10.1.2 Provisory -P1Py
The provisory suffix -P1Py derives verbs from nouns and essentially indicates ‘to
provide with noun’ or ‘to be provided with noun’. For example in (10.15)2,

















(their babies) won’t have heads.’ (Partera.031)
2This example comes from a text in which the speaker, a midwife, is explaining fears
that first time mothers have about childbirth.
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The derived predicate is usually intransitive, although transitive expres-
sions are observed. The example in (10.16) shows the derived verb marked with





























‘...that I [wanted] to have a wife.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.016)
Only nouns take the provisory to derive verbs.
10.2 Lexical Prefixes
SP has a set of lexical prefixes that are used to derive new words from verb
roots. These have grammaticalized from body part terms and expressions
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indicating parts of wholes. In SP, many word stems are composed of noun
and verb roots combined with lexical prefixes. These prefixes are Panh+, ku+,
winy=, and kuk, which are listed in (10.19).
(10.19) Lexical Prefixes:




Panh+ (10.20), ku+ (10.21), winy= (10.22), and kuk (10.23) appear only in
complex expressions with other verb and noun roots whose meaning vaguely
reflects their reconstructed lexical source. Synchronically, the use of these pre-



























































































































‘We eat and after we’ll get [more].’ (Cangrejo.011)
Lexical prefixes, and proclitics in the case of Panh+ and ku+, have combined
with nouns and verbs to form nominal/adjectival (10.24) and verbal (10.25)
compounds.
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(10.24) Nouns (and Adjectives) With Lexical Prefixes:
(a) Panh+: ‘mouth’
Panh+kiiny ‘tip, point’ kiinyi ‘nose’
Panh+maaty.i ‘word’ *mat ‘speak’
Panh+n1P ‘saliva’ n1P ‘water’
Panh+naaka ‘side, edge’ naaka ‘skin’
Panh+tzay ‘row’ tzay ‘vine’
Panh+wiix.i ‘beard’ wis.i ‘rip-out.nom’
Panh+s1nh ‘season’ s1nh ‘sky, soul,
party’
(b) ku+: ‘other, else’
ku+P11xi ‘slow, crazy’ *P1s.i ‘back.nom’
ku+jaam=s1nh ‘dry season’ jaama=s1nh ‘day=sky’
ku+jos ‘depression in jos ‘hole’
flat land’
species’
(c) winy=: ‘face, first,
front’
winy=ty1tz ‘front teeth, t1tz ‘teeth’
milk teeth’
winy=pak ‘forehead’ pak ‘bone’
winy+ty1k ‘first house built’ ty1k ‘house’
(d) kuk=k1P ‘middle finger’ k1P ‘hand’
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(10.25) Verbs With Lexical Prefixes:
(a) Panh+: ‘mouth’
Panh+tun ‘cover’ tun ‘put’
Panh+tz1m ‘test weight of load’ tz1m ‘load’
(b) ku+: ‘else, other’
ku+juy ‘buy something juy ‘buy’
for someone else’
ku+kak ‘exchange, change kak ‘lend, borrow’
(i.e. moon cycle)’
(c) winy=: ‘face, front, first’
winy=jetz ‘brush first’ jetz ‘brush’
winy=kej ‘appear face kej ‘appear’
to face’
(d) kuk=: ‘middle’
kuk=jak ‘cut in half’ jak ‘cut’
kuk=poP ‘split in half’ poP ‘split’
The prefixes Panh+, ku+, winy= and kuk= do not occur as independent
lexical items, and the meanings encoded by the prefixes are generally more
abstract than those encoded by the their source lexical terms.
10.2.1 Lexicalization of Panh+ Verbs
There are a number of lexicalized forms composed of a verb root with the
proclitic Panh+. Out of some 400 verb roots, approximately 180 appear in a
lexicalized complex predicate formed with Panh+. The proclitic has been re-
constructed to proto-Mixe-Zoquean from the noun *Paw= ‘mouth’ (Kaufman
1997). The noun is thought to have grammaticalized as a proclitic meaning
‘endocentric, inside’ (Kaufman 1963:70) or ‘pertaining to the mouth or other
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opening’ (Wichmann 1991:535) in proto-Mixe-Zoquean. Kaufman has assigned
the meaning ‘intensive’ or more aptly ‘endocentricity’ (1963:70). Panh+ has
had a long and productive evolution, forming nouns (10.26), verbs (10.27),
and postpositions (10.28).
(10.26) Compound Nouns with Panh+:
Panh+n1P ‘saliva’ n1P ‘water’
Panh+naaka ‘side, edge’ naaka ‘skin’
(10.27) Complex predicates with Panh+:
Panh+jak ‘govern’ jak ‘cut, cross’
Panh+wej ‘shout’ wej ‘cry’
Panh+toPks ‘patch up’ toPks ‘hold/affix face down’
(10.28) Postpositions Composed of Body Part Components:
Panh.joo.m ‘among’
Panh.k1P.m1 ‘behind, outside’
Panh.koopaPk ‘above, not on top’





(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
With respect to compositionality, while the meaning of many of these
forms may be transparent, the derived association with ‘mouth’ or ‘opening’ is
vague in many cases. Observe the examples in (10.29), in which the association
with ‘mouth’ or ‘opening’ is subtle: Panh+ and naPm ‘die down’ with respect
to fire or ‘quiet down’ with respect to speech or actions on the part of a
person; teeny stand, stop’ becomes ‘block passage’, or block an opening; and
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kej ‘appear’ becomes ‘reveal’ as in removing a cover from an opening to permit
viewing.
(10.29) Panh+ Forms:
Panh+naPm ‘keep quiet naPm ‘go out (i.e. fire)’
calm down’
Panh+teeny ‘wait in the street, teeny ‘stand, stop’
block passage’
Panh+kej ‘uncover, show, reveal’ kej ‘appear’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Frequently, the meaning of the combined parts is entirely unpredictable (10.30),
and often there is no discernible distinction between the root and the derived
stem (10.31).
(10.30) Panh+ Forms:
Panh+tokPoy ‘fail, not arrive’ tokPoy ‘lose’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(10.31) Panh+ Forms:
Panh+jiPty ‘wash’ jiPty ‘wash’
Panh+jiPp ‘smash, crush’ jiPp ‘smash, crush’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
In some cases, the root no longer exists independently (10.32a), although the
root may appear in other lexicalized expressions, as is the case for xich (b),
which does not occur independently.
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(10.32) Panh+ Forms:
(a) Panh+xich ‘wrap’ xich doesn’t occur
independently
Panh+koj ‘bar passage’ koj doesn’t occur
independently
(b) xiich=Panh+ponh ‘wrap copal
(incense)’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
10.2.2 Lexicalization of ku+ Verbs
Lexicalized verbs formed with the proclitic ku+ occur as frequently as Panh+
verbs. ku+ has been reconstructed to proto-Mixe-Zoquean from *ko-, gram-
maticalizing into a derivational prefix meaning ‘self, other’ or ‘endocentricity’
(Kaufman 1963:70, 1995). It is no longer a productive derivational item, but
it occurs in a number of lexicalized expressions. With respect to verbs, it was
used to derive new verb stems from verb roots without affecting the transitivity
of the verb (10.33).
(10.33) Verbs Composed of ku+:
ku+P1Pp ‘dig, look underground’ P1Pp ‘root up’
ku+P1Ptz ‘vomit onto smt’ P1Ptz ‘vomit’
ku+P1ks ‘remove kernels’ P1ks ‘remove corn kernels’
ku+Poy ‘go/return looking for smt’ Poy ‘go/return’
ku+chij ‘to cover with smt else’ chij ‘pound’
ku+jaPp ‘grind in smo else’s house’ jaPp ‘grind’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Nouns (10.34), adjectives (10.35) and postpositions (10.36) have been derived
with ku+.
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(10.34) Nouns Composed of ku+:
ku+jaam=s1nh ‘dry season’ jaama=s1nh ‘day=sky’
ku+jos ‘depression in jos ‘hole’
flat land’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(10.35) Adjectives derived with ku+:
ku+PoPoxiPoPoxi ‘snarled, knotted’ Po Pos ‘piled up, garbage’
ku+tyiny ‘lazy’ tyiny ‘excrement’
ku+P11xi ‘slow, stupid’ P11xi unknown
ku+s11k1 ‘naked’ s11k1 unknown
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(10.36) Postpositions composed of ku+:
ku.k1P.m1 ‘below, underneath’
ku.s1nh.winy ‘from endpoint up’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
ku+ also occurs with numerals as a specifier. Its use as a numeral speci-
fier is illustrated in examples (10.37) and (10.38) with the numbers w1st1k ‘two’
and tuukuteen ‘three’. The number tuum ‘one’ also occurs with the specifier
















































‘There we stayed alone.’ (Yerno.016a)
In terms of compositionality, verbs were derived with ku+ to convey
that the action denoted by the verb is realized in association with the concept
of ‘other’ or ‘else’. For example, the meaning of the verb PaPm ‘look’ is
altered to express the notion of looking ‘elsewhere’ and Pix ‘see’ becomes ‘spy
on someone else’, as shown in (10.40).
(10.40) ku+verb:
ku+PaPm ‘look around’ PaPm ‘look’
ku+Pix ‘spy on someone’ Pix ‘see’
ku+Puk ‘drink at smo else’s expense’ Puk ‘drink’
ku+woot ‘wrap smt around smt else’ woot ‘roll up’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
10.2.3 Lexicalization of Verbs With winy= ‘face’
The body part *winy does not have the productive history enjoyed by Panh+
and ku+, although it does occur in a handful of lexicalized expressions includ-


















































‘We crossed to the other side of the river. (VVA.014)
winy= also occurs with k1P and attaches to nouns to form agentive
nouns from verb stems (Kaufman & Himes, in progress) (also labeled ‘plural
actor’ by Elson 1999:95).
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(10.44) Plural Actors:
PaPam=k1P1=winy ‘tourists (those PaPm ‘look’
who look around)’
Pak+ku+yuuj=k1P1=winy ‘those who study’ ku+yuuj ‘learn’
Panh+maaty=k1P1=winy ‘those who count’ mat ‘count’
moPony=k1P1=winy ‘those who make moPn ‘make
tamales’ tamales’
tuuj=k1P1=winy ‘those who hunt tuuj ‘shoot’
with gun’
wiity=k1P1=winy ‘those who walk wity ‘walk’
a lot’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
10.2.4 kuk ‘middle’
The morpheme kuk ‘middle’ is reconstructed as a relational term. It has been
used to derive a number of lexicalized stems, including verbs (10.45), nouns
(10.46), postpositions (10.47), and complex expressions (10.48).
(10.45) Verbs Derived with kuk :
kuk-PaH (middle-vers) ‘become middle’
kuk=jak (middle=cut) ‘cut in half’
kuk=pij (middle=heat) ‘shine high in the
sky’
kuk=poP (middle=split) ‘split down middle’
kuk=wePk (middle=divide) ‘divide in equal
parts’
kuk=wen=jak (middle=cut.into.pieces=cut) ‘tear in half’
(10.46) Nouns Derived/Modified with kuk :
kuk=k1P (middle=hand) ‘middle finger’
kuk=kaay a (middle=street) ‘middle of the street’
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(10.47) Postpositions/Relational Nouns Composed of kuk :
kuk-m1 ‘in the middle’
kuk=joj.m1 ‘in the middle’
(10.48) Lexicalized expressions:
kuk=winy=joo.m (middle=face=loc2.loc1) ‘in the middle
of the people’
kuk-PaH-pa=tzuP (middle-vers-inc=night) ‘midnight’
kuk-PaH-pa=jaama (middle-vers-inc=day) ‘midday, noon’
10.3 Deriving Other Word Classes From Verbs
Verbs are frequently derived into nouns, adjectives, and other word classes
with deverbalizing morphology, which include the nominalizer suffix -i and in-
strumentive nominalizer -kuy. The strategies used to derive adjectives involve
the suffixes -puy and -k1y. Each of these strategies is described in this section.
10.3.1 Nominalizer -i
The most productive strategy for deverbalizing verbs is with the nominalizer
suffix -i, which occurs on intransitive, transitive and ambitransitive verbs.
With some intransitive verbs, the derived nominal may refer to the would-
be subject of the verb. For instance, in example (10.49a) the verb kaP ‘die’
derived with -i yields kaPi ‘dead person’. With some intransitive verbs the
derived noun refers to the product of the action, as shown in (10.50).
(10.49) Derived intransitives (i):
kaPi ‘dead person’ kaP ‘die’
m11chi ‘player’ m11ch ‘play’
weeji ‘crier’ wej ‘cry’
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(10.50) Derived intransitives (ii):
j11yi ‘voice, word’ j1y ‘speak’
pePni ‘nest’ pePn ‘build nest’
suPkxi ‘a cough’ suPks ‘cough’
wiPki ‘food’ wiPk ‘eat’
The distribution observed here suggests that there may be a subdivision within
the intransitive subclass of verbs3. Transitive verbs derived with -i tend to
result in non-agentive nominals, as shown in (10.51) with the verbs such as
k11nh ‘to fear’ and wan ‘to sing’ yield k11nhi ‘fear’ and waanyi ‘song’, respec-
tively.
(10.51) Derived Transitives:
k11nhi ‘fear’ k11nh ‘fear x’
waanyi ‘song’ wan ‘sing’
ku+piiji ‘sweat’ ku+pij ‘sweat’
P1kxi ‘corn kernel’ P1ks ‘dekernel corn’
poPotyi ‘dust, powder’ poPt ‘grind’
j11xi ‘thought, idea’ j11s ‘think’
PaanymoPonyi ‘tamale’ PaanymoPony ‘make tamale’
Verbs defined as ambitransitive, or labile (Nichols 1982, 1984; Haspel-
math 1993), such as juk ‘smoke’ which have transitive and intransitive uses
also produce non-agentive nominals. Examples are listed in (10.52).
(10.52) Nouns derived from transitive verbs with -i :
juuk i ‘cigarette, cigar’ juk ‘smoke’
joPyi ‘anger’ joPy ‘be angry (at x)’
Puuki ‘person who drinks’ Puk ‘drink’
kiPpxi ‘measurement’ kiPps ‘measure’
3Requires further study.
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There are a few examples of nouns derived with the antipassive -PoPy
and the nominalizer -i (10.53). Antipassive -PoPy and the nominalizer -i derive
agent nouns from transitive verbs (Kaufman, p.c.). These expressions are
highly lexicalized; use of the antipassive with the nominalizer to form nouns
is non-productive.










10.3.2 Instrument Nominalizer -kuy
Applying the affix -kuy to intransitive verbs derives a nominal that can be
characterized as ‘noun that one verbs with/on/of’. For example m11chkuy
‘what one plays with, toy’; wiPkkuy ‘what one eats’; monhkuy ‘where one
sleeps, bed’; and kaPakuy ‘what one may potentially die of, sickness’.
(10.54) -kuy with Intransitive Verbs:
m11chkuy ‘toy, doll’ m11ch ‘play’
wiPkkuy ‘food’ wiPk ‘eat’
monhkuy ‘where one sleeps’ monh ‘sleep’
kaPakuy ‘sickness’ kaP ‘die’
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Applying -kuy to transitive verbs derives a noun encoding an instrument used
to perform the task expressed by the verb, as shown in (10.55).
(10.55) -kuy with Transitive Verbs:
Pix-kuy ‘eye’ Pix ‘see’
jay-kuy ‘pencil’ jay ‘write’
yem-kuy ‘fan’ yem ‘blow’
jak-kuy ‘thinking about going’ jak ‘cut’
jetz-kuy ‘brush’ jetz ‘comb hair’
ku+tyiPch-kuy ‘stick to prop up’ ku+tyiPch ‘prop up’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
According to Kaufman (p.c.), based on research on SP and the Zoques
of Oaxaca, the use of kuy is productive with respect to intransitive verbs,
however, it is non-productive on transitive verbs. That is, transitive verbs
marked with -kuy are lexicalized expressions.
There is overlap in the case of some verbs as to whether they are nom-
inalized with -i and -kuy. In some cases the semantic distinction is clear.
For example, the transitive verb nyip ‘plant’ derived with the nominalizer -
i yields nyiipi ‘the sowing, sown plants’, yet derived with the instrumentive
nominalizer -kuy yields nyipkuy ‘dibble, planting stick’. The intransitive verb
kaP ‘die’ may be derived with -i to yield kaPi ‘dead person’, and it may be
derived with -kuy to yield kaPkuy ‘illness’. Nevertheless, the distinction be-
tween verbs derived with the nominalizer and the instrumentive is not always
clear. For example, wiPk ‘eat (intransitive)’ may be derived as wiPiki ‘food’
or wiPkkuy ‘food’. There is no apparent semantic distinction between the
two “foods”, although wiPkkuy occurs more frequently in texts and naturally
occurring discourse.
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Some transitive verbs derive nouns with a combination of the instru-
mental kuy and the antipassive -PoPy, which reduces the valency of transitive
verbs by “demoting” the patient. Examples are listed in (10.56).
(10.56) kuy with Transitive Verbs and the Antipassive PoPy :
(a) jukun ‘stir, bat’
jukun-PoPy-kuy ‘mixer, blender’
(b) kum ‘bury (dead)’
kum-PoPy-kuy ‘burial’
(c) ku+jaam ‘cover’
ku+j11m-PoPy-kuy ‘thing to cover’
(d) ku+tyiPch ‘prop up’
ku+tyiPch-PoPy-kuy ‘stick used as prop’
(e) mak ‘fish with net’
mak-PoPy-kuy ‘shrimp net’
(f) k1nh ‘paint, stain’
k1nh-PoPy-kuy ‘inst. for painting’
(g) yan ‘spread seed’
yanPoPy-kuy ‘gable cross-bar’
(h) Panh+j1nh ‘bar, clog, stop up’
Panh+j1nhPoPy-kuy ‘plug, cork’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
There are transitive verbs that derive the instrumental both ways, de-
riving nouns with clear semantic differences. For example, (10.57) shows the
verb kiPps ‘measure’. When derived with -kuy, the stem encodes “measure-
ment”. When derived with the antipassive -PoPy and the instrumental -kuy it
encodes the instrument with which the measurement is taken “balance, ruler”.
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Again, the semantic distinction is not always clear, as illustrated by the verbs
listed in (10.58).
(10.58) Instrumental and antipassive - no semantic difference:
(a) jepskuy ‘large spoon’ jeps ‘serve
jepsPoPykuy ‘spoon’ (with spoon)’
(b) jetzkuy ‘brush’ jetz ‘brush’
jetzPoPykuy ‘brush’
(c) tajkuy ‘tool for digging taj ‘dig,
small hole’ excavate’
tajPoPykuy ‘tool for digging
hole (not pick)’
(d) ku+tyiPchkuy ‘stick to prop’ ku+tyiPch ‘prop up’
ku+tyiPchPoPykuy ‘stick to prop’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
10.3.3 Deriving Adjectives from Verbs
Adjectives may be derived from verbs with the affixes ku+ (10.60), -p1y (10.60),
and -k1y (10.61), or formed by reduplication of the root; however, use of these
affixes to derive adjectives is non-productive. The forms shown here are for
the most part lexicalized, and in many cases, the meaning of the derived root
is unknown.
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(10.59) Adjectives derived with ku+:
ku+PoPoxiPoPoxi ‘snarled, knotted’ PoPos ‘piled up, garbage’
ku+tyiny ‘lazy’ tyiny ‘excrement’
ku+P11xi ‘slow, stupid’ P11xi unknown
ku+s11k1 ‘naked’ s11k1 unknown
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(10.60) Adjectives derived with -p1y :
jaPpp1y ‘grindable’ jaPp ‘grind’
jakp1y ‘crossable’ jak ‘cut, cross’
jayp1y ‘writable’ jay ‘write’
jesp1y ‘same, equal’ jes ‘be like so’
paPap1y ‘strainable’ paP ‘strain, filter’
koonyp1y ‘sittable’ koony ‘sit’
k1yp1y ‘supportable, can carry
weight’
k1y unknown
jemp1y ‘possible/not possible’ ? unknown
juPtzp1y ‘how much’ juPtz ‘how’
peeyp1y ‘low bassinet for baby so
it doesn’t fall out’
peey ‘to brandish, wave, waggle’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(10.61) Adjectives derived with -k1y :
p1s-k1y ‘soft, for eating’ p1s ‘heal, spill over’
s1j-k1y ‘densely vegetated’ s1j ‘walk (insect)’
t1j-k1y ‘worker, active’ t1j unknown
wes-k1y ‘which doesn’t stick well’ wes unknown
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
The set of words that make up the adjective class is relatively small.
Nevertheless, SP exhibits a broad range of nominal modification strategies.




SP is an ergative/absolutive, head-marking language with a hierarchical sys-
tem, evident in both its alignment and number systems. It manifests split
ergativity motivated by aspect, modality, and voice in contexts of subordina-
tion. Ditransitive verb constructions show a primary object alignment pattern.
It has two types of external possession, one of which involves the possessors
on the verb. This chapter describes the alignment system in SP, the primary
object pattern, the verbal number system, as well as the hierarchical system
that permeates each of these systems.
11.1 The Alignment System
The alignment system in SP is predominantly ergative-absolutive. Person is
inflected on the verb with a set of clitics preceding the verb stem. The person
marking proclitics are shown in Table 11.1.
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Table 11.1: Person Agreement Proclitics
SET A SET B SET C
Ergative (erg)/ Absolutive (abs) “Local”
Possessor (psr)
Exclusive First Person: Pan+ Pa+
Inclusive First Person: tan+ ta+
Second Person: Pin+ mi+
Third Person: Pi+ Ø+
2:1: Pan+
1:2: man+
There are three sets of person markers. Ergative (Set A) proclitics mark:
• A of transitive verbs;
• possessors of nouns;
• possessors of relational nouns; and
• S of dependent verbs in some multi-verb constructions (see
ch. 22).
Absolutive (Set B) proclitics are used to mark:
• S of intransitive verbs;
• O of transitive verbs;
• PO of ditransitive verbs;
• S of nonverbal predicates.
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Proclitics from the “local” (Set C) set are used to mark:
• both A and O on transitive verbs when they are both speech
act participants;
• possessor-possessum relation on kinship nouns.
Only one proclitic may be marked on the verb, and the distribution is deter-
mined by a hierarchical system (Silverstein 1976). The person marking prefixes
are proclitics. As described in Chapter 8, the person marking proclitics occur
preceding derivational proclitics that occur on the stem. The proclitics in re-
lation to the derivational and class adjusting prefixes are shown in Table 11.2
(repeated from Table 15.1).
Table 11.2: Verbal Proclitic Template




11.1.1 The Person Marking Paradigm
The distribution of each of these sets is described here.
11.1.1.1 Ergative (Set A) Distribution
Proclitics from the ergative set of person proclitics mark A of transitive verbs.







































‘Afterwards my father charged him.’ (CNC.043)
Set A proclitics also mark the possessor of nouns. Examples (11.5) through (11.8)
















































‘Its head, I grabbed its head. (CSP.021)
















‘The child stood on the other side of the road.’ (200902jaf)
Set A proclitics are also used to mark the S of intransitive dependent verbs
in some multi-verb constructions. Examples (11.10) and (11.11) illustrate a


















‘We can’t arrive.’ (PDO.004a)
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11.1.1.2 Absolutive (Set B) Distribution
Proclitics from the absolutive set (Set B) mark the Ss of intransitive verbs
and nonverbal predicates. Examples (11.12) through (11.15) illustrate intran-
sitive verbs marked with the absolutive set of person marking proclitics. The
example in (11.12) shows the intransitive verb seet ‘return’ inflected with the
1st person exclusive Pa+. In (11.13) the 1st person inclusive S is expressed on
the same intransitive verb with ta+. In example (11.14), the 2nd person S is
expressed on the intransitive verb n1kk ‘go’ with the proclitic mi+. Finally, in































‘The woman sleeps.’ (ESK.031b)
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11.1.1.3 Local (Set C) Distribution
Proclitics from the “local”1 set are used to express the relation between speech
act participants. In (11.16) the A is a 1st person referent and the O is a 2nd
person referent. In (11.17) the reverse relation is expressed: the A is the 2nd

















‘There you see me.’ (GU2.051)
The proclitic man+ also appears on kinship terms to indicate relations between
speech act participants, as shown in (11.18). Notice that the same proclitic is
used to express both the 1:2 and the 2:1 relationship. Transitive kinship terms
have been observed in other Mixe-Zoque languages, such as Olutec (Zavala
2006), as well as in Nahuatl, Huichol, and Cora (Amith and Smith-Stark







‘You are my brother.’
1The term “local”, attributed to Hockett (1966), is commonly used by Algonquianists to
describe marking the relations between speech act participants. This grammatical feature








‘I am your brother.’ (20070719rcr)
11.1.2 Hierarchical Systems
The person marking distribution in SP corresponds with systems observed in
inverse languages. In an inverse language, participants are ranked according
to a “deictically based hierarchy” (Zavala 1994, 2000, 2007). This hierarchy
ranks speech act participants and third person referents with relation to one
another. Thus, an event in which a speech act participant acts on a third
person referent is expressed with one configuration, known as a “direct” con-
figuration. When a third person referent is acting on a speech act participant,
an “inverse” configuration is used to express this. A “local” configuration cap-
tures the relation between speech act participants in an event. This distinction
is illustrated in Table 11.3 (the colon (:) indicates “acts on”).
Table 11.3: Person Marking Configurations in Transitive Clause (adapted from
Zavala 1994:35)
AGT OBJ
Direct SAP : 3
Inverse 3 : SAP
Local SAP : SAP
Dir/Inv (language specific) 3 : 3
The different configurations may be realized in different ways. Some
languages that emphasize a hierarchical ranking may do so by using morphol-
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ogy that indicates whether a higher ranking participant is acting on a lower
ranking participant or vise versa. For example, Plains Cree (Delancey 1981b,
Klaiman 1993:347) uses a “directive” marker to indicate the direct configu-
ration (11.19); or an “inverse” marker, as shown in (11.20), to indicate the
inverse.
(11.19) Plains Cree: Direct (1:3):
ni-waapam-aa-naan-ik
1-see-direct-1plural-3plural
‘We see them.’ (Klaiman 1993:347)
(11.20) Plains Cree: Inverse (3:1):
ni-waapam-iko-naan-ik
1-see-inverse-1plural-3plural
‘They see us.’ (Klaiman 1993:347)
Some languages, such as Huastec (Zavala 1994:4), employ a case mark-
ing system as well as exhibiting overt morphology to indicate direct and inverse
relations. For example, in the direct configuration, shown in (11.21), the A of
the transitive verb is overtly expressed with the ergative 1st person pronoun.
The example in (11.22) illustrates an inverse configuration where a third per-
son referent is acting on a first person. Here, it is the O, the 1st person, that
is overtly expressed with the absolutive 1st person morpheme. Observe also in
example (11.22) that Huastec also marks inverse constructions with the inverse
marker ti. Therefore, in addition to a person marking strategy, the language
also employs a morphological strategy.
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‘Here, I brought my hoe.’ (Zavala 2004:4)


















to feed me.’ (Zavala 2004:4)
In addition, languages that have inverse systems may further distinguish be-
tween proximate and obviative participants (Andrews 2007, Klaiman 1989).
In obviative systems, there is a distinction between a proximate, the topic of
the discourse, and the obviative, another participant that is less topical. When
third-person participants interact the proximate participant outranks the ob-
viative participant; when the obviative participant is the A, a special marker
is used. This is illustrated with the commonly cited examples from Plains
Cree (Andrews 2007:147 citing Bloomfield 1934:98 and Dahlstrom 1991:62) in
(11.23) and (11.24). In (11.23) the less topical argument is marked with the
obviative; the A, which ranks higher, is unmarked. In (11.24) The less topical
argument, marked with obviative, is the A and therefore the verb is marked
























‘for this father too much cherished this young man’ (Bloomfield
1934:58, cited in Dahlstrom 1991:63)
Languages that have explicit morphology to mark a direct and/or an
inverse relation have what is called “Inverse Alignment”. Languages that
incorporate both a person marking system and a morphological system, such
as Huastec, are also identified as having “Inverse Alignment”. A third type of
language is one that relies on its person marking system to indicate whether
constructions are direct or inverse. These languages mark only the higher
ranking participant and have what is called a “Hierarchical System.” SP is
one such language.
Finally, languages have two possible strategies for marking local config-
urations. According to DeLancey (1981b), how languages capture the SAP-
acting-on-SAP relation is unpredictable, and different strategies are employed.
One strategy is to use the direct/inverse marking system. That is, some lan-
guages treat constructions in which 1st person acts on 2nd person and 2nd
person acts on 1st person as direct configurations, while others treat the two
relations as inverse. Some languages treat the 1st-acting-on-2nd relation as
direct and the 2nd-acting-on-1st relation as inverse; while for others the re-
verse is observed. The second strategy is to treat the local configuration as a
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separate subsystem altogether. In the literature this is known as the “local”
configuration (Hockett 1966; Zavala 1994:38). SP takes this approach.
The hierarchical system in SP is described in the following section.
11.1.3 The Hierarchical System in SP
Transitive verbs are inflected with a person marking prefix from either the
absolutive set or the ergative set. Verbal inflection for person is hierarchically
motivated. 1st and 2nd person arguments rank higher than 3rd person argu-
ments according to the saliency hierarchy2, which is shown in Figure 11.1. If
the A ranks higher, the ergative prefix appears on the verb. If the O ranks
higher, the absolutive prefix appears on the verb.
Figure 11.1: SP Saliency Hierarchy
1st/2nd person > 3rd person
Examples (11.25) through (11.27) illustrate transitive verbs with 1st (inclu-
sive and exclusive) and 2nd As. In (11.25) the A is the exclusive 1st person
of the transitive verb wat ‘do, make’; the O is karreeraj ‘race’ (borrowed
from Spanish). Example (11.26) shows the inclusive 1st person A of the verb
kuPt ‘eat’; the O in this example is y1Pp kaPnpu ‘this egg’. In example (11.27)
the 2nd person A is marked on the transitive verb P1nh ‘to duck’; the O is
2This saliency hierarchy corresponds with the Animacy Hierarchy (Comrie 1989, Silver-
stein 1976):
1st > 2nd > 3rd > proper > humans > non-humans > inanimates
person person person names > animates
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tuum y1P1m ‘(this) one here’. In each of these examples the A ranks higher
than the O according to the animacy hierarchy.


















‘This egg, we eat.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.036)













‘You, this one here, you duck (below) it.’ (JJX.196)
When the arguments consist of a O that is higher ranked than the A,
the verb is inflected with a proclitic from the absolutive set. Examples (11.28)
through (11.30) illustrate transitive verbs that are inflected with the absolutive
set. Here the person markers that are expressed on the verb agree with the O.
In example (11.28) the A is the 3rd person referent maachuj ‘male’ (referring
to the male of two horses) and the O is the 1st person. In example (11.29)
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the O is the 1st person inclusive, referenced on the verb with the inclusive
absolutive proclitic ta+. The A, a 3rd person referent, is a shark, which is
not overtly expressed. The speaker is describing a game she played as a child
with her siblings in the sea. In example (11.30), the A is the 3rd person
Pak+ku+yuj-PoPoy ‘teacher’ and the 2nd person is expressed on the verb with
the absolutive proclitic mi+.













‘The male [horse] didn’t throw me.’ (VVA.017)




‘ It eats us.’ (VVA.028)













‘Now the teacher is looking at you.’ (AVC.010)
When both participants are third person referents, the third person
ergative proclitic Pi+ is marked on the verb, as shown in (11.31). SP does
not have an obviative system and therefore does not mark proximate/obviate
distinctions.
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‘But it (the horse) threw my brother.’ (VVA.017)
When speech act participants (SAPs) interact with one another, one
of two morphemes, labeled Set C “local” (Hockett 1966; Zavala 1994) are
expressed on the verb. The proclitic Pan+ indicates interaction between a 2nd
person A and 1st person O (2:1). The proclitic man+ indicates interaction
between a 1st person A and a 2nd person O (1:2). Example (11.32) illustrates
a 2nd person A acting on a 1st person O; the verb is marked with Pan+.
Example (11.33) shows a 1st person A acting on 2nd person O; the verb is
marked with man+.







‘Why did you do this to me?’ (ESK.129)










‘I don’t make you suffer.’ (ESK.132)
Although attempts to describe the person marking paradigm morpho-
phonemically have been made, the “local” set cannot be accounted for as
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anything but a third set of affixes. Because of morphophonological processes
associated with clitics, observations about the person marking system in SP are
somewhat obscure. Recall from chapter 2, that in SP, clitics do not participate
in stress assignment patterns and that clitics are subject to morphophonolog-
ical process not observed elsewhere in the language. When proclitics occur
adjacent to one another the result is a contracted form. This can be observed
with a number of derivational proclitics, including: the causative Pak+; the
associative na+; the clitic Panh+, which derives new verbs from verb roots;
and the person marking clitics. When a CV clitic precedes a clitic that begins
with a glottal stop-vowel (PV), the onset and nucleus of the second syllable in
the sequence is deleted. The contraction is expressed with the rule in (11.34).
(11.34) PV → Ø / CV+ (C)+
Examples (11.35) and (11.36) illustrate the contracted forms that surface when
the proclitic na+ precedes Panh+ and Pak+, respectively.







‘He was scolded very well.’ (PDLMA.Muerto.011)







‘She asked herself, then.’ (ESK.095)
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Examples (11.37) and (11.38) show the contracted forms involving person
marking proclitics. In (11.37), the third person ergative proclitic precedes
the derivational proclitic Panh+ and results in the contracted form Pinh+. In
(11.38) the third person exclusive ergative proclitic precedes the derivational
proclitic Pak+ and results in the contracted form Pik+.
















‘But all the people meet together.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.033)













’(She says) the arrows didn’t kill him.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.172)
This contraction only occurs with proclitics, and it does not occur when
a verb or noun root with a word initial PV sequence is inflected with the
clitics. This is illustrated with examples (11.39) and (11.40) with the verbs
PaPm ‘look’ and Paapa ‘mother’, respectively. These examples show that this
process applies only to clitics.














‘Then their mother looked out.’ (CVS.011a)
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‘She looked out to see them.’ (CVS.011b)
The resulting contracted proclitics for 1:2 and 2:1 have been treated
as either portmanteau forms or the result of phonological processes (Elson
1960b:30; Kaufman, p.c.). The resulting forms cannot be accounted for in
terms of phonological processes as described above. Observe examples (11.41)
and (11.42). The proclitics Pa+ (xabs) and Pin+ (2erg) are contracted to
form Pan+ in (11.41); and the combination of the proclitics mi+ (2abs) and
Pan+ (xerg) results in the contracted form man+ in (11.42a), not *min+ (b)
as we would predict based on the morphophonemics of clitics in SP.










Looking at other proclitic combinations where the 3rd person ergative Pi+ pre-
cedes the derivational proclitics Panh+, as shown in (11.43), the result is the
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predicted contraction Pim+pim. In (11.44), when the 3rd person ergative pro-
clitic precedes the causative proclitic Pak+, we get Pik+tzaPminy. Therefore,

















‘They raise their chickens.’ (JOV.022)
The person marking distribution described here was first observed by
Elson (1960a:317; 1960b:29-31; 1961:421), who described it as follows:
When the participant [A] or the associate [O] are indicated syn-
tactically, either of the two may be signaled by the person prefixes.
The first or the second persons, in whichever category, has priority
over the third. Such a situation prevails with intransitive verbs
(1960b:31)3.
Elson (1960b:30) suggests the possibility of reconstructing the morphemes as
mi- + Pan- > man- and Pa- + Pin- > Pan-. He dismisses this option, how-
ever, and opts to accept a three set analysis, believing that little is gained
analytically in light of the obvious [pattern].
3Translated from: “Cuando el participante y el asociado se indican sintácticament
cualquiera de los dos puede ser señalado por los prefijos de persona. La primera o la se-
gunda personas (sic), en cualquier categoriá tienen prioridad sobre la tercera. Tal situación
prevalece con los verbos intransitivos”.
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The following section describes similar distributions observed through-
out the Mixe-Zoque language family.
11.1.4 Hierarchy in the Mixe-Zoque family
Hierarchical systems have been observed in other Zoque languages, including
Texistepec, San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque, and Ocotepec Zoque. This is effec-
tively exemplified if we compare each of the four Zoquean languages. Each of
these languages treats the SAP-acting-on-SAP uniquely.
The system in Texistepec4, as with SP, appears to employ a third set
of person markers, as shown in Table 11.4.








Like SP, the morphemes appear to be contracted forms of the ergative and
absolutive morphemes in these constructions. Reilly (2004a:7-8) shows that
there is no phonological explanation for the 1:2 (/kN/) and 2:1 (/kN j/) forms.
Like SP, he finds that /kN j/ can be observed as being a combination of the
/k-/ (1abs) and /N/ (2erg). Yet the predicted /-kN j/ form from /kj/ (2ABS)
4Reilly (2002, 2004a) uses IPA: y = j; . I preserve his convention here.
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and /N/ (1erg) does not occur. The form that surfaces is /kN/. A sonority-
based explanation for why the 1:2 form *kjN may have mutated and lost
its /j/ is inadequate considering that “this change is not part of the regular
synchronic phonology, since the inflectional /N/ has become a non-segmental
nasal feature [realized as [˜ ] in the phonetic transcription (following Reilly
2004a:8)]. For example, sequence[s] with /kjN/ are possible synchronically”
(Reilly 2004a:7-8), as shown in example (11.45). Example (11.46) shows the
/kN j/ ‘2:1’ proclitic.




‘I kill you.’ (Reilly 2004:8)





(b) Pu g nÃih. nÃih.dEP
Pu+kN j-Ùih.Ùih.dEP
imperf+2:1-punch-redup-ppl
‘You’re punching me.’ (Reilly 2004:11)
As with SP, Reilly (2004a) shows that there is no phonological explanation for
the unpredicted form.
Ocotepec Zoque5 and Chimalapa Zoque6 mark both the 1:2 and 2:1
5Faarlund (2004) uses an unspecified orthography, likely to be a local one. I preserve his
convention here.
6Johnson (2000) uses Americanist orthography. Her convention is preserved here.
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configurations using the same morphemes. For example, in its “local” con-
figuration, Ocotepec Zoque uses the morpheme m-, the 2nd person ergative
marker, in both the 1:2 (11.47) and 2:1 (11.48) configurations, appearing to se-
lect the 2nd person as outranking the 1st person in these constructions (Zavala
2004c, 2004d:6).





‘I will bring you there.’ (Faarlund 2004; Zavala 2004d:6)





’since you helped me’ (Faarlund 2004; Zavala 2004d:6)
The person paradigm is shown in Table 11.5. The choice of this morpheme to
mark both the 1:2 and 2:1 relation cannot be explained phonologically.









In San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque, a completely distinct morpheme is
used to capture the “local” relation. Chimalapa Zoque introduces a new mor-
pheme mǐs, to mark this relation and indicate that 1st person is acting on 2nd
person (11.49) or that 2nd person is acting on 1st person (11.50).

















we can’t give you tortillas anymore.’ (Johnson 2000;6.11v)

















go bury me.’ (Johnson 2000:6.11vi)
The San Miguel Chimalapa person markers are shown in Table 11.6.
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Although each of these languages employs a slightly different approach
to indicate the “local” relation, they all capture the SAP-acting-on-SAP re-
lations with a different person marking system than that which is used to
represent the other configurations. That is, each of these languages has a
“local” configuration.
11.1.5 Split Ergativity in SP
In a number of multi-verb constructions7, when the dependent verb is intran-
sitive, the S is marked with Set-A person markers. The pair of examples in
(11.51) and (11.52) illustrates the intransitive verb put ‘exit’ in finite and non-
finite contexts, respectively. Example (11.51) shows the same verb inflected
with a Set-B person marker in the completive aspect. (11.52) shows the same
verb in V2 position-inflected with a Set-A person marker-in a dependent rela-
tion to the V1.


















’I wasn’t angry when I left.’ (20060722ERG061)
This alignment pattern corresponds to a Split-S system conditioned by sub-
ordination (Dixon 1994:71 & 101-4). That is, in a simple clause verbs are
marked with Set-A person markers to co-reference the A. Set B person mark-
ers are used to co-reference either the S in an intransitive clause or the O in
a transitive clause. In contexts in which the verb is dependent, the S of the
intransitive verb is co-referenced with a Set-A person marker. This pattern
essentially corresponds to nominative/accusative alignment patterns in which
As of transitive verbs and subjects of intransitive verbs are co-referenced one
way, and Os of transitive verbs are co-referenced another way. This distinction
is illustrated in Figure 11.2.
Figure 11.2: Ergative/absolutive and nominative/accusative alignment sys-
tems
There are a handful of multi-verb constructions that trigger the split
in the alignment system in SP. These include the temporal coordinated multi-
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clause constructions (11.53), the auxiliary verb constructions w1PaH ‘be able’
(11.54) and Panh+jagoPy ‘be first to’ (11.55), the progressive auxiliary s1P
(11.1.5), and auxiliary verb constructions involving passive voice (11.57). In
each of the constructions listed in (11.53) through (11.57) the dependent verb





































































































she went to be tied up. (VYT.097)
These constructions are described in greater detail in Ch. 22.
11.2 Primary and Secondary Objects
SP is a primary object language (Dryer 1986:815), meaning essentially that in
monotransitive clauses person marking agrees with the theme, and in ditran-
sitive clauses person marking agrees with the recipient. The expression “pri-
mary object language” is used to distinguish from “direct object languages”,
in which verbs mark agreement with a patient argument in monotransitive
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clauses and the theme in ditransitive clauses. Another way to say this: “ab-
solutive [marking] represents the subject of an intransitive verb, the object of
a monotransitive verb, and the ‘indirect’ object of a ditransitive verb” (Dryer
1986:818). This distinction is illustrated in Figure 11.3 (P = patient of mon-
transitive clause, R = recipient of ditransitive clause, T = theme of ditransitive
clause).
Figure 11.3: Direct/Indirect versus Primary/Secodnary Object Alignment
(Dryer 1986, 2007:256)
in SP, recipients8 are marked as primary objects (PO) with the absolutive9. For
instance, in example (11.58) the S of the ditransitive verb chiP ‘give’ is the 3rd
person (not overtly expressed); the PO is the 1st person, marked on the verb
with the absolutive 1st person exclusive marker Pa+; and the secondary object
(SO) is jePm kaPnpu ‘the egg’. Here the PO, the benefactive, is expressed on
the verb.
8Other semantic roles that are marked with the absolutive on ditransitive verbs include
benefactives, goals, and addressees.
9Also see Marlett (1986) for an analysis of “direct object” advancement, possessor as-
cension, passive and reflexive constructions, and split ergativity in terms of syntactic levels











‘[My grandmother] gave me this egg.’ (MAB.054b)
This is shown again in example (11.59) with the local person marker 1:2. In
this example the A is the 1st person exclusive, the PO is the 2nd person










‘I’m not going to give you (pl) a horse.’ (VVA.055)
This PO/SO alignment may be the result of the hierarchical system,
which places human referents higher on the continuum than nonhuman refer-
ents. That is, the recipient (or beneficiary), which tend to be human, ranks
higher than the theme, which tend to be nonhuman, of a transitive verb. As
we saw above (§11.1), hierarchy is pervasive in the SP alignment system. In
the next section on number, the pervasiveness of hierarchy is further apparent.
11.2.1 External Possessors as Primary Objects
External possession (Payne and Barshi 1999), or possessor ascension (Aissen
1987), refers to constructions in which the possessor of a possessed noun is
treated as core argument of the verb. SP has two types of external possession:
ascension with the applicative -PaPy and noun incorporation10. In SP agree-
10The second type of external possession involves noun incorporation, which is described
in detail in ch. 20.
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ment with the possessor of the theme may be marked on the verb. This is done
with the applicative suffix -PaPy ‘applicative’, which increases the valency of
intransitive and transitive verbs. The applicative serves in three capacities
involving objects (primary and secondary) of the verb11. The applicative is
used to add a O to intransitive verbs or a PO to transitive verbs (§14.1.1);
to advance SO to PO status (§14.1.2); and to advance the possessor of the O
to PO status (§14.1.3). For instance, when the O is possessed, the applica-
tive suffix may be marked on the verb, adding a participant and assigning the
possessor as PO and the O as SO. The possessor is then co-referenced on the
verb. In example (14.14) the verb is the transitive Puk ‘drink’ marked with
the applicative -PaPy. Observe that the first person inclusive absolutive pro-
clitic ta+ marked on the verb agrees in person with the 1st person inclusive
possessor tan+ of the 3rd person O n1P1piny ‘blood’. The possessor is the PO,
in this case the malefactive, which is marked on the verb with the absolutive
inclusive proclitic ta+.










‘They drink (from us) our blood.’ (PDO.042a)
This type of external possession involving applicatives is common through-
out Meso-America and has been reported for Huehuetla Tepehua (Totonacan,
11The applicative suffix -PaPy and each of its functions are described in detail in Chap-
ter 14. The discussion here is limited to alignment and possessor agreement.
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Smythe Kung 2004), Papantla Totonac (Levy 2002), Oluta Popoluca (Zavala
1999), and Tzotzil (Mayan, Aissen 1987), as well as other Zoque languages such
as San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Johnson 2000:139) and Texistepec (Reilly
2002).
11.3 The Number System
SP has both a plural marking system that indicates the plurality of a noun
with nominal morphology and number agreement with verbal morphology.
Ch. 4 describes the system of plurality in SP. This section describes the verbal
agreement system. The number system in SP distinguishes between singular
and plural, and plurality in SP refers to more than one entity. Singular agree-
ment is Ø-marked; plural agreement is inflected with one of two suffixes: +tam














‘They arrived late.’ (Cangrejo.005)
Number agreement is facultative. Observe in example (11.63) that the
plural A does not require inflection for agreement on the verb. Here the
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A, expressed anaphorically with the number w1steen ‘two’, is clearly plural;










‘You two will not find me.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.046)
Number does not have to be marked on the verb, nor does the argument
require marking for plurality. For example, in (11.64), the plurality of the S











‘The worms were locked up.’ (GUS.122)
The number system in SP is referred to as a singular/general versus
plural system (Corbett 2000:), meaning that while the default reading of an
unmarked noun is singular, an unmarked noun may be used to refer to “gen-
eral” interpreted as consisting of one or more. For instance, compare examples
(11.66) and (11.65), which come from the same explanation describing a pile
of rocks in the speaker’s back yard. In (11.65) the patient tzaP ‘rock’ is in-
flected with plural morphology, and the verb is inflected with morphology also
indicating number agreement with the noun. In (11.66) the subject tzaP ‘rock’
is not inflected with plural morphology, although it is clear from context that




























in the fields.’ (CP1.013)
11.3.1 Number Morphology and Saliency Hierarchies
Number agreement is inflected on the verb. We saw in Ch. 4 that the nom-
inal plural system in SP distinguishes between human and non-human when
referring to third persons, and the pronominal system distinguishes between
speech act participants (SAP) and non-speech act participants (nonSAP). The
verb number system also distinguishes between SAP and nonSAP. There are
two suffixes that indicate number agreement: -taPm and -yaj. -taPm ‘-plusap’
indicates the plurality of arguments that are SAPs (1st and 2nd person). In
example (11.67) the S of the intransitive verb Poy ‘go and return’ is a plural
1st person, and the plural agreement marker is -taPm. In example (11.68), the
speaker provides an impromptu public announcement to the youth, advising
young men of their responsibilities to their children and their communities.
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The subject of the derived verb is the second person plural (boys), and the

















‘If you’re going to marry, then marry.’ (JOV.008)
The suffix -yaj ‘-plunonsap’ indicates plurality of arguments that are
nonSAPs (3rd person referents). In example (21.60) another speaker explains
that her neighbor’s grandchildren play outside too often at dusk and that it
is dangerous to do so. Here the S is the plural of Pook=maan1k ‘grandchild‘,











play too much.’ (CQS.009)
11.3.2 Agreement and Multiple Arguments
Plural marking may agree with either the A or the O of transitive verbs.
Examples (11.70) through (11.72) illustrate plural agreement with the A of
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transitive verbs. For example, in (11.70) the A is a 3rd person referent and
the O a 1st person referent. The plural suffix -taPm agrees with the SAP.
In example (11.71) the speaker concludes a mock interview by addressing his
audience, which is the plural 2nd person A of the matrix verb ku+matonh ‘lis-
ten’. The plural suffix here agrees with the plural 2nd person A. Finally, in
example (11.72), the speaker recounts the time her grandmother reassured her
at a young age when they saw large trucks driving by their farm. Here the
plural A is a 3rd person referent (the trucks); the O is a 2nd person referent.
The plural suffix -yaj on the verb wat ‘do’ agrees with the 3rd person referent.







‘We fed my grandfather.’ (MAB.038b)

















[what] these men said.’ (CP5.002)







‘[The trucks] are going to do nothing to you.’ (MAB.113b)
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Examples (11.73) through (11.75) illustrate plural agreement with the
patient of the transitive verb. In example (11.73), the speaker explains that
when she was married her father ran her and her husband out of town. The
A of the verb Pak+poy ‘chase (lit. make run)’ is Pan+jaatunh ‘my father’,
a 3rd person referent. The O is the 1st person plural, indicated on the verb
with Pa+ ‘xabs’. The plural suffix marked on the verb agrees with the SAP,
indicating that the O, the 1st person referent, is plural. In example (11.74),
the speaker tells two men that she will lead them to her dwelling. In this
example the plurality of the O is expressed with the SAP plural marker -taPm.
In example (11.75), the A is a priest, the O is his people, and the verb is the
intransitive verb n1m ‘say’, transitivized with the indirective suffix -PaPy12. In
this excerpt, the speaker explains that the priest is telling his people (plural
referent) that it is wrong to look at the worms. Here the plural agreement
suffix -yaj agrees with the O.




















he ran us off.’ (CNC.008a)
12The clause in (11.75) is not ditransitive.
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‘If you’re going, I’ll take you.’ (CAN.035)















When the A and the O of a clause are both plural, verbs may not be
double marked for number agreement. However, when both the A and the O
(or the PO) are plural, number marking may agree with either the A or the O.
In (11.76), both the A and the O are plural. The A is the 3rd person referent
chaneques ‘mischievous spiritual beings’; the O is the 1st person inclusive















they see us.’ (PDO.009a)
In example (11.77), the A is the 1st person plural inclusive, shown on the verb
with the proclitic +tan; the O is 3rd person. The plural marking agrees with










‘We’ll grab these two.’ (Cangrejo.120)
In example (11.78) the O is 1st person plural exclusive and the A a 3rd person











so that I would come to bury her (my mother).’ (7JH.051)
When the third person referent is non-human, however, number marking agrees













‘We had horses.’ (VVA.001)
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When both the A and the O are plural and both the A and the O are
either SAP or nonSAP ambiguity may arise. In example (11.80), both the A











‘Because the chaneques play with them [the children].’ (CSV.006)
Pragmatically, the plurality of both referents may be indicated; how-
ever, this comes as a result of the inclusive nature of the inclusive 1st person.
The inclusive 1st person is implicitly plural, referring to at least two people:
the speaker and the hearer. This is illustrated with the examples in (11.81)
and (11.82), which show a plural inclusive A and O, respectively. In both
of these examples, the plurality of the referents expressed with the inclusive











‘They laugh at us.’ (SobrePopoluca.041jaf)
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11.3.2.1 Primary and Secondary Object
Recall from §11.2 that SP is a primary object language. Verbs are inflected to
agree in number with primary objects. Examples (11.83) through (11.85) show
inflection for number agreement with the primary object of ditransitive clauses.
In example (11.83), the verb is Panh+mat ‘tell’. In this example, the speaker
is explaining that her mother told her this story. The applicative suffix -
PaPy ‘indirective’ indicates that a participant has been added (see ch. 14).
The A in this sentence is Pan+Paapa ‘my mother’. The secondary object is
the story, indicated by the demonstrative pronoun jePm ‘that’13. The PO is
the 1st person (exclusive) plural: the speaker and her siblings. The plural
suffix agrees with the SAP. In example (11.84), the indirective suffix is used to
indicate an added participant. Here the A is the 1st person, the speaker who
is explaining construction on his property. The secondary object (theme) is an
unspecified 3rd person (the process of building a fence). The PO (recipient) is
the audience, the 2nd person plural referent. The plural marking on the verb
agrees with the 2nd person argument. Example (11.85) shows a verb marked
with -yaj to agree with the 3rd person primary object.
13Recall from chapter 5 that demonstratives may be anaphoric.
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‘That (story), my mother told us.’ (GU1.128)







‘I’m going to explain it to you.’ (CP1.001a)


























I tell my children.’ (MAB.191)
Verbs may take inflection to mark number agreement with SOs. In
(11.86), the A is 1st person, the PO is 2nd person, and the SO is a 3rd
person plural referent. The number agreement suffix -yaj agrees with the SO.
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Number agreement is facultative, however, as shown in (11.87). Here there is





















‘I sent the children to you.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
11.3.3 Number and Non-Verbal Predicates
The plural marking verbal suffixes are thought to be mutually exclusive with
the plural marking clitics +tam ‘human plural’ and +yaj ‘nonSAP plural’
found on nouns, pronouns and nominal modifiers (Himes 1997:6), although di-
achronically linked (Kaufman 1997:11). However, the enclitics +tam and +yaj,
described in chapter 4, manifest a split in their agreement pattern. The clitics
follow a human/non-human agreement pattern when referring to the posses-
sum, and they follow a SAP/non-SAP agreement pattern when referring to the
possessor. When +tam and +yaj indicate number agreement on non-verbal
predicates, they follow the SAP/non-SAP pattern; the enclitic +tam agrees
with SAPs and the enclitic +yaj agrees with non-SAPs. In example (11.88)14,
14This example was originally translated as “We were five, we were old.”
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the non-verbal predicate is the quantifier siinhkuj ‘five’ (borrowed from Span-
ish). The S is the 1st person (exclusive). Observe that the plural marking is







‘There were five of us who were feeling it.’ (PDLMA.Presidente.086)
The SAP/nonSAP pattern is also evident in (11.89) in which the non-verbal
predicate is the adjective maymay ‘happy’. The S of the predicate is Pan+tz11xi+tam
‘my children’. Notice that on the predicate the inflectional suffix is +yaj, which
agrees with the S in terms of its non-SAP status. If the plural marking pattern















because we were eating (well).’ (ROD.004)
11.3.4 A Brief Note on Event Plurality
It is useful in considering plurality and number in a language to be aware of
the potential for a language to indicate plurality of an event (following Corbett
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2000). Thus far, there is no indication that -yaj and -taPm refer to any non-
arguments. That is, these suffixes do not appear to indicate plurality of the
event encoded by the verb. However, as we will see in the next chapter, SP
uses a number of methods to indicate frequency of action. These are discussed
in the following chapter on aspect.
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Chapter 12
Aspect, Mood, and Modality
This chapter is concerned with the interrelated categories of aspect, mood, and
modality. Aspect and modality in SP are expressed both morphologically and
lexically; mood is expressed morphologically only. There are seven aspect and
mood formatives. The aspectual system consists of the incompletive, comple-
tive, perfect, motion progressive, and frequentative (or iterative) aspects. The
mood marking system includes imperative, optative, desiderative, and frustra-
tive. Verbs are obligatorily marked with one of four suffixes: the completive,
incompletive, imperative or the optative. The remaining suffixes, the perfect,
the motion progressive, the frustrative, and the desiderative, occur along with
the obligatory suffixes but are not obligatory themselves. In addition, the
iterative is realized by reduplicating the verb root and occurs with a combina-
tion of aspect or derivation morphemes. SP is essentially a tenseless language;
time is expressed contextually or adverbially, not morphologically. Therefore,
inflection for aspect and mood are independent of tense. Events conveyed by
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verbs inflected with suffixes that encode aspect and mood may occur in the
present, the future, or the past (recent or remote).
In addition, SP has a paradigm of dependent morphology, which is
independent of aspect marking. This is significant because the dependent
morphology in other Mixe-Zoquean languages corresponds to its own aspect
marking system.
Beyond the morphology, SP has lexical mechanisms for conveying as-
pect and modality. Progressive aspect is expressed with the auxiliary verb
s1P. With respect to modality, the auxiliary verb w1H.PaH is used to express
possibility in terms of event modality. Conditional sentences distinguish be-
tween counterfactuals and hypothetical conditions. And finally, SP has a set
of enclitics that exhibit a type of evidential system, albeit not obligatorily.
This chapter is divided into three main sections: §12.1 Aspect, §12.2
Mood, and §12.3 Modality. The section on aspect addresses the overall aspec-
tual system describing the aspect suffixes, as well the progressive aspect with
the auxiliary verb s1P. The section on mood deals specifically with the inflec-
tion of mood and how it interacts with aspect. The third section deals with
the modal system beyond mood, describing the more complex expressions of
modality.
12.1 Aspect
The aspectual system in SP consists of the completive, incompletive, perfect,
motion progressive, iterative, and progressive aspects. The completive, incom-
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pletive, perfect, and motion progressive are marked with verbal morphology.
The frequentative is marked by reduplicating the verb root. These are listed






motion progressive -i (prog)
iterative -reduplicated verb root (redup)
The completive and incompletive constitute the two basic aspects; verbs must
be inflected with either the completive or the incompletive aspect, unless the
verb is marked with one of two mood suffixes, the imperative and the optative.
All other aspect and mood marking is dependent on either of the two basic
aspects1. The verbal template with respect to aspect and mood is shown in
Table 12.1. The obligatory suffixes occupy the right most “slot” for verbal
suffixes, preceding enclitics.
Table 12.1: Aspect and Mood Suffix Template
Position 1 Position 2
optional obligatory
-neP (perf) -pa (inc)
VERB -i (prog) -W (cmp) +ENCLITICS
-toP (desid) -1 (imp)
-t1Pp (frus) -Piny (opt)
1There is a single exception to this statement. The motion progressive, described in
§12.1.5, may appear independently of completive or incompletive aspect when it occurs on
motion verbs. However, it occurs rarely and requires further research.
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The perfect suffix -neP and the motion progressive suffix -i, as well as the
two additional mood suffixes, occur closer to the stem. Aspect and mood
suffixes occupy two positions with respect to one another. However, no slot
corresponds directly with a grammatical category.
Semantically, aspect is concerned with the “internal temporal constituency
of the one situation” as opposed to tense, which locates an event in “situation-
external time” (Comrie 1976:5). Smith (1991:91) describes aspectual view-
point as functioning:
“like the lens of a camera, making objects visible to the receiver.
Situations are the objects on which viewpoint lenses are trained.
And just as the camera lens is necessary to make the object avail-
able for a picture, so viewpoints are necessary to make visible the
situation talked about in a sentence.”
In the description of SP aspect presented here, I adopt the notions of viewpoint
and situation as viewed by Smith (1991). According to Smith (1991:93) lan-
guages may encode perfective, imperfective and neutral viewpoints, whereby
“Perfective viewpoints include both endpoints of a situation;
imperfective viewpoints focus on stages that are neither initial nor
final, excluding endpoints; neutral viewpoints include the initial
point and at least one stage of a situation” (Smith 1991:93).
SP has two major formatives that are used to express aspect obligatorily,
except in imperative and optative sentences. These are the completive and
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incompletive. The completive in SP can be understood as the perfective in
terms of viewpoint. The incompletive can be understood to encode the senses
of both the imperfective and the neutral viewpoint, as will be shown below.
12.1.1 Completive -W
The suffix -W (and its phonological variants, discussed in §12.1.1.1 below)
indicates a type of perfective aspect in that the event encoded by the verb is
viewed as a single, bound event with a final endpoint2. This is in keeping with
Comrie’s description of perfectivity as indicating “the view of a situation as
a single whole, without distinction of the various separate phases that make
up that situation” (1976:16). The use of the term “completive” follows in
the Mayanist tradition and the established conventions of documentary work
throughout Meso-America. There is no formal distinction between a perfective
and completive as found in other languages such as Hup (Epps 2005) and
Mandarin (Smith 1997). Use of the term “completive” refers to the notion of
“complete” rather than “completed” as observed by Comrie, who notes the
crucial semantic distinction:
The perfective does indeed denote a complete situation, with be-
ginning, middle, and end. The use of ‘completed’, however, puts
2Semantic properties with respect to situation types (also known as ‘internal event struc-
ture’ or ‘Aktionsart’), which consist of the four verb types states, activities, achievements,
semelfactives, and accomplishments, of verbs with respect to aspect requires further re-
search (Smith 1997, Vendler 1957). While verbs denoting stative and activity are relatively
straightforward to identify, tests to distinguish between verbs denoting achievement and
accomplishment are less transparent in SP. This is a subject of ongoing research.
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too much emphasis on the termination of the situation, whereas
the use of the perfective puts no more emphasis necessarily, on the
end of a situation than on any other part of the situation, rather
all parts of the situation are presented as a single whole (1976:18).
While the terminology “completive” may imply an emphasis on the endpoint,
it is important to note that its use here denotes all parts of the situation as a
single, bound event3. Examples (12.4) through (12.4) illustrate four distinct
verbs in a number of contexts in the completive aspect: jak ‘cross’ (12.2),
























I cut him leaves of the custard apple plant
3By necessity, the examples shown here illustrate the Ø realization of the completive
suffix -W. The use of examples with other allomorphs of the suffix introduce co-occurring
inflectional and derivational suffixes that alter the meaning of the sentence. See 12.1.1.1 for


















‘He had a donkey.’ (Burro.001b)
The completive is often used to refer to events that have occurred in
the past. However, it is strictly aspectual (the temporal reference is internal
to the situation, rather than external) and does not convey external temporal
information. Therefore, the completive denotes a bound event regardless of
whether the event occurs in the past, present, future or in hypothetical scenar-
ios. Example (12.5) illustrates the use of the completive within the external
temporal frame of the present. Here the speaker is explaining the sound that
a particular worm produces. She says “you hear them going ‘tsss’ ”. The verb
siit ‘make tsss sound’ describes an unbounded event in progress (which will be
described in more detail below) and is marked with the incompletive. The act
of hearing this sound, expressed with the verb matonh ‘hear’, is a punctual












going ‘tsss’ ” (GU1.139)
In example (12.6) the speaker, a midwife, is explaining how she treated a
woman whose menstrual flow would not stop by prescribing an herbal remedy.
She explains that she told the woman to drink the remedy “from now until
tomorrow” at which time she would awaken and be “dry”. Here the two
verbs ku+kej ‘awaken’ and t1tz ‘be dry’ are inflected with the completive.
The speaker is describing events that will take place the following day (if all
goes well); events that are “internally temporally bound”. Note that in this
utterance she is using reported speech and is addressing the woman directly
(evident from her use of the second person marking on both verbs), rather




























stop taking it already.’ (SA2.059/60)
The same can be observed of hypothetical scenarios in the present and
future. Example (12.7) illustrates two verbs inflected with the completive in a
hypothetical present. This example is taken from a commentary in which the
speaker describes the roles of young men and woman in the community and
their responsibilities to one another. Here she explains that we need not go too
far to be satisfied. We, the audience, have chickens and when we’re hungry,
we need only grab one and kill it. Although the event has not occurred, and
the event described is a hypothetical one, the acts of grabbing a chicken and




















‘One grabs it and kills it.’ (JOV.023c/d)
Finally, in example (12.8), the speaker is describing the process of planting,
growing, and harvesting corn from beginning to end. At this point in her
explanation, she asserts that “when there is corn” in a hypothetical future
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“[she is] going to harvest it.” Here again there is a contrast between events in
completive and incompletive. The verb in the completive is Pity ‘be, exist’ and
the scenario described is one in which the corn comes into existence or being;
use of the completive indicates the specific punctual instance in which the corn
comes into mature existence and is ready for the taking. It is this situation,
that of readiness, that will prompt the harvesting, which can’t happen until




















I’m going to harvest it.’ (SMZ.002)
12.1.1.1 The Allomorphic Variants of -W
As indicated above, the formative -W has a number of phonological variants4.
The five allomorphs are [w1], [1] [u], [o] and Ø (zero), and they occur in three
different environments. The rules are listed in (12.9).
4These are described in detail with the orthography in IPA in ch. 2
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(12.9) Allophonic Variation of -W :
(a) /-W/ → [u] (also [1] & [o]) / C [m]
(b) /-W/ → Ø / #
(c) /-W/ → [w1] / V: [m]
P1p
The [u] alternation occurs frequently. It appears following closed sylla-

























his little brother.’ (AVC.012)
On occasion, the segment surfaces as [1] (12.12) or as [o] (12.13). The reasons
for this may be related to stress or due to influence from surrounding vow-
els and consonants; however, this variability is not predictable (for example,












‘It began to hurt.’ (GUS.095)
The allomorph [w1] appears in the most limited of contexts, occur-
ring only following open syllables with long vowels, preceding the enclitic
+Pam (12.14). This environment exists only following stems or affixes that
end in the underlying phoneme /H/ (for discussion of segment /H/ see ch. 2).
These include the derivational affixes -PaH ‘versive’ and -taH ‘passive’ and a
hand full of roots (discussed in Chapter 2). The [w1] allomorph is also observed




















‘You don’t cut me wood [that has dried].’ (Comal.021)
The Ø (zero) alternation appears as frequently as the [u, 1, o] alterna-
tions, occurring in all contexts where the morpheme is word final. Evidence for
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the existence of the unexpressed, underlying morpheme comes from stress pat-
terns. Primary stress in SP falls on the penultimate syllable. This is illustrated
with the paradigm in (12.16). Observe that stress falls on the penultimate syl-
lable.
(12.16) Stress paradigm; penultimate syllable:
Pa+ch́ınhpa (Pa+chinh-pa) ‘I bathe.’
Pa+ch́ınhu+m (Pa+chinh-W+Pam) ‘I bathed already.’
Pa+chinhnéPeba (Pa+chinh-neP-pa) ‘I’ve been bathing.’
Pa+chinhnéPu+m (Pa+chinh-neP-W+Pam) ‘I’ve bathed already.’
(20050416PDS)
The Ø alternation occurs on verbs in completive aspect when the segment
occurs word finally, as shown in (12.17).
(12.17) Stress paradigm; Final syllable:
Pa+ch́ınh (Pa+chinh-W) ‘I bathed [yesterday]’
Pa+chinhnéP (Pa+chinh-neP-W) ‘I had bathed.’
(20050416PDS)
Motivation for designating this morpheme as an underlying, unspeci-
fied segment of the shape -W comes from historical data. Kaufman (1997:7,
unpublished ms) has reconstructed *w1 as the proto-MZ “independent com-
pletive” based on the occurrence of an independent completive suffix in Santa
Maŕıa (-w1) and San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (-w1), Eastern Zoque (-w1),
and Sayula (-w). Although the morpheme is reconstructed as -w1 in proto-
Mixe-Zoque, its shape is unspecified in SP. As such, Kaufman has adopted the
convention of marking the completive -W. Because of the allomorphy, I follow
Kaufman (Kaufman & Himes, in progress) in labeling the suffix -W.
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12.1.2 Incompletive -pa
The incompletive5 suffix -pa (and its phonological variants, see §12.1.2.1) con-
veys imperfective aspect and indicates that an event has not terminated or
been completed. In contrast to the completive, whose viewpoint includes “both
endpoints of a situation” (Smith 1991:93), the incompletive focuses on “stages
[of the situation] that are neither initial nor final” (Smith 1991:93). Smith
describes imperfectives as open “in the sense that they present situations as
incomplete, with neither endpoint” (1991:100). Like the completive, it may
be used to express an event that may take place in the present (hypothetical
or actual), the past, or the future. Unlike the completive, the incompletive
has a broader range of aspectual reference. For instance, it may be used to
indicate habitual or progressive aspect; it is often used to indicate events that
will take place in the immediate future; and it is used largely to indicate a
“narrative present” (Comrie 1976:73). Its broad range of usage owes largely
to its characteristic of lacking reference to an initial or final endpoint. These
usages are described in this section.
SP does not distinguish between habitual or continuous in a formal
sense; the incompletive suffix may be used to convey either aspect. Exam-
ples (12.18) and (12.19) illustrate habitual and continuous aspect using the
incompletive suffix, respectively. In example (12.18) the verb p1k, which lit-
erally means ‘take’, is inflected with -pa and indicates the habitual use of a
particular object for medicine6. In example (12.19) the use of -pa on the verb
5As with the term “completive”, terminology is adopted from the Mayanist tradition.
6p1k ‘take, grab’ in this example refers to the application of medicine, rather than the
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sun ‘want’ refers to a situation that is continuous. Example (12.19) is taken
from a text describing a woman who has become ill. Her wanting of medicine























‘She wants a medicine.’ (SA2.025)
The incompletive aspect may be used to describe habitual and contin-
uous events that take place in the past, present, or future. Examples (12.20)
and (12.21) illustrate habitual situations in the present and the past. In exam-
ple (12.20), the speaker describes informing a family member that he drinks
too much, a habitually occurring event. In example (12.21), the speaker ex-
plains that in her youth she rode horses, an event that occured habitually in








‘You drink a lot. (YER.020)











‘I rode horses.’ (Lit. I walked with horses) (VVA.003b)
Examples (12.22) and (12.23) illustrate the use of the incompletive in contexts
in which it is understood to have a continuous connotation. Example (12.22)
describes an unbound event, which includes no initial or final endpoint, a one







‘Her belly hurts a lot.’ (SA2.019a)
In example (12.23), the speaker describes the time her neighbor saw a chaneque
(a mischevious, mythical creature). She explains that at the time her children
were sleeping. When she looked outside she saw children playing naked outside.
Then she realized that her children were in bed sleeping, and she concludes








‘Everyone was sleeping.’ (CVS.012b)
In example (12.24), another speaker describes when she and her late husband
were married. The aspect marked on the verb tuj ‘shoot’ is incompletive,
although she uses the Pidy1k ‘past’ to establish the temporal context. The

















‘My husband often went hunting.’ (CNC.053)
The incompletive suffix may also be used to indicate that an event has
not yet occurred, indicating a type of future. As shown in example (12.25),
the event described by the verb marked with the incompletive refers to a
future event. In this case (from a narrative text), a girl tells her father she is
going to visit her grandmother. The father asks if the three of them (she and
her siblings are going). She responds that the three of them will go. What








‘The three of us will go.’ (VVA.007)
This also seems to hold for assertions made about a future in the past
tense. For instance, in example (12.26), the speaker is describing what hap-
pened when she eloped and how angry her father had become. She states that
at the time he was going to kill her and her husband. The father was not
actively engaged in the act of killing; rather, it was an action he was poised
to take (figuratively, of course). Notice that the past tense is established with































He was going to kill us.’ (CNC.008)
Finally, the incompletive tends to be used in the sense of a “narrative
present” (Comrie 1976:73). For example, note in (12.27) that the speaker
uses the incompletive in the phrase Pi+ny1PmaPypa+Pun ‘he says to his wife’.
Although the event of telling the wife is a single, bound event, which is com-
pleted, the speaker uses the incompletive aspect. It is possible to use the


























that he returned from his farm, the man.’ (ESK.014a/b)
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12.1.2.1 The Allomorphic Variants of -pa
The incompletive suffix -pa has three allomorphs, [-pa], [-p], and [-ba], that
occur in predictable environments. [pa] occurs following closed syllables, as
shown in example (12.28). [p] occurs following open syllables, as shown in ex-
ample (12.29). [ba] occurs following closed syllables with glottal stop in coda
position (in which the nucleus has undergone lengthening and laryngealiza-



























‘She would give me that egg.’ (MAB.054b)
12.1.3 Perfect -neP
The suffix -neP conveys perfect aspect, which “relates some state to a preceding
situation” (Comrie 1976:52). In Soteapanec, the perfect relates one event or
situation to some other event or situation. An example of this is shown in
(12.31). This example comes from the narrative in which the speaker explains
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how as a young girl she ran off to marry her boyfriend, angering her father.
This example comes from the point in the story when the father realizes that
she is back in town. The two events related in this example are the father’s







‘He saw that we had returned again.’ (CNC.038)
A narrower definition, following Smith (1997:107) specifies that “perfect sen-
tences locate a situation prior to the [reference time] of a sentence”, reference
time referring to the “temporal standpoint of a sentence” or functioning as a
“secondary situation time” (emphasis mine). The example in (12.32c) illus-
trates another instance of the use of the perfect. In this case the preceding
situation is not explicitly established by the speaker in discourse. Here the
speaker explains a day in which she went to visit her grandmother. After
spending most of the morning riding on horseback, she and her brothers come
to a good place to stop and rest. The perfect, which is marked on the root
soPps ‘tire, exhaust’ relates the event of “tiring” to the time of the utterance




























The horses have tired.’ (VVA.021-2)
The perfect -neP occurs with both the completive suffix -W and the
incompletive suffix -pa. When -neP occurs with the completive marker -W,
it conveys a perfective meaning. When -neP occurs with the incompletive
marker -pa, it conveys a durative reading. We saw above, that the completive
and incompletive encode bound and unbound events (respectively) irrespective
of tense. Similarly, the perfect can be used to relate events to speech utter-
ance time, whether it is in the past or the present (hypothetical or actual)7.
Example (12.33) illustrates the completive perfect occurring in the present.
In this example, the speaker recounts a story her neighbor told her about the
neighbor’s husband who always brought her damp wood with which to cook.
The woman tells her husband that he never brings wood that has dried prior













‘You don’t cut me wood that has dried.’ (Comal.021)
7I also expect to be able to establish this relation in the future, although no examples
have occurred in texts yet
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Example (12.34) illustrates the completive perfect occurring in the past. Here
the speaker uses an innovative way to explain how a man died in his sleep
by essentially saying that at the hour when the man would have woken up
(say at sunrise), he didn’t because he was dead. To convey this, the verb
ku+kej ‘wake up’ is inflected with the frustrative and the completive, indi-
cating an unrealized desire to do something (see §12.2.4 in this chapter for
discussion of frustrative), in this case wake up. Prior to the moment of his

















he had already died.’ (ESK.144)
The use of the perfect with the incompletive indicates that some event
relates to a previously realized, unbound event. This relation may occur in the
past or present. The example in (12.35) illustrate the use of the incompletive
with the perfect in the present. Here a midwife explains that a particular
remedy needs to be ready and available at all times in case a client finds herself
ill. The remedy is made by boiling herbs and roots. Here the speaker relates
the event of boiling to the hypothetical instance of a client coming to call on
her. The verb yum ‘boil’ is inflected with the perfect and the incompletive,
indicating that at any moment the medicine should have been boiled up and
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ready for use. The act of boiling up the medicine, or its general preparation,







‘We should always have it already prepared (boiled) for them.’ (MED.009)
A similar scenario is described in example (12.36), which illustrates the use of
the perfect with the incompletive in the past. Here the speaker is explaining
that whenever she went to visit her grandmother, her grandmother always had
sweet plantain roasting for her. The event, roasting in coals, had begun prior












‘[Whenever I arrived] she always had lots of plantain already roasting
in coals.’ (MAB.203)
12.1.4 Reduplication and frequency
When -neP occurs with reduplicated roots it indicates the perfect aspect with
relation to a frequentive event. For instance, observe example (12.37). In this
example the verb (or the V1 of the compound) is reduplicated, conveying a
frequentive meaning. The stem is inflected with the perfect and the completive,
indicating that the action, which had been frequent, occurred up the point of









‘I have been watching you.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny .047)
Reduplicated roots also occur with the ambulative suffix -PoPy8. This
verb formation expresses the sense of walking or going around repeating the

















There he goes around sleeping from place to place in the forest.
(Yerno.004c)
Reduplicated verb roots generally convey emphasis. When paired with
suffixes such as the perfect, the motion progressive, or compounded with the
ambulative PoPy, the reduplicated roots express frequency of action with subtle
semantic variations between each of the forms. Reduplication, which consti-
tutes a type of sound symbolic expressiveness, is a subject of ongoing research.
12.1.5 Motion verb progressive -i
There is a progressive marker -i that occurs rarely and typically in contexts
in which motion is implied. It is most frequently observed on verbs of motion,
8See §21.3.2.3 for etymology of the suffix.
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‘We were on our way back.’ (UDR.011)
Other roots that convey motion which have appeared with the progressive
suffix -i are listed in (12.40).
































‘The machine is coming in a little while.’ (CP2.003)
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The motion progressive may occur independently of inflection for completive
and incompletive, which is evident by stress marking on the verb. For example
in (12.43) the vowel of the verb roots is stressed and lengthened, indicating it
































She’s coming from far away; [you hear her] plak plak plak.’ (Cangrejo.017)
12.1.6 The Progressive Auxiliary s1P
SP has a progressive aspect, although it is lexically expressed, rather than
morphologically marked on the verb. The auxiliary verb s1P9 occurs with
another verb root to indicate progressive aspect, as shown in example (12.44).

















“He says: ‘The teacher is looking at you.’ ” (AVC.015)
The auxiliary verb may occur in two positions, as illustrated by examples
(12.45) and (12.46). In example (12.45), s1P occurs in first position and it
is inflected with the incompletive suffix -pa. The semantic main verb occurs,
in second position, is the transitive verb j́ıps ‘burn’, which is inflected with
dependent verb morphology. In example (12.46), s1P occurs in second position.
Here s1P takes the morphology for person and dependent status. The main




















‘That’s why she’s crying.’ (MAB.019)
In both examples (12.45) and (12.46), the use of s1P as an auxiliary conveys
the sense that an action is in progress, usually at the time of utterance or
with respect to reference time. In this sense the progressive is similar to the
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incompletive described above in that it views a situation without reference to
an initial or final endpoint. This is in keeping with the definition of progressive
viewpoint as presented by Smith (1997:174) in which “the viewpoint presents
an interval of an event that includes neither its initial nor final endpoint, and
that precedes the final endpoint.” A crucial difference, however, is that the
incompletive may be used to convey habitual action, whereas the progressive
cannot (following Palmer 1976:33). Compare the use of the verb put ‘exit’
in examples (12.47) and (12.48). In (12.47) the use of the progressive clearly
expresses an ongoing event without reference to an initial or final endpoint
that takes place. In (12.48) on the other hand, the same verb inflected with




































































He always did this.’ (ESK.082-3)
The verb s1P also occurs as an independent verb meaning ‘to walk’, as




















where I was walking.’ (PDLMA.VIA.038)
The inflected form of the auxiliary verb s1P (s1P-pa ‘walk-inc) has lex-
icalized as the adverb s1P1p meaning ‘now’ as shown in (12.50). Therefore it
is often difficult to tell when the occurrence of s1P1p is that of the adverb or
that of the verb inflected with the incompletive, which depending on prosody














‘Now my aunt has died also.’ (MAB.138)
We know, however, that s1P in these constructions is a verb, and not the lex-
icalized adverb because of examples such as that in (12.51). As noted above,
the auxiliary s1P may occur in either first or second position; in first position
it is inflected with aspect, in second position it is inflected with dependent
morphology. In (12.51) the main verb in second position is marked with de-
pendent verb morphology and person is marked with ergative person markers,
rather than absolutive. Here the main verb [k1P1ba] /k11pi-PaH/ ‘be chopping
firewood’ is dependent and inflected as such. If this were a verb in an indepen-
dent clause, it would be marked with absolutive person marking, not ergative,








‘He’s cutting firewood.’ (VYT.056)
12.1.7 Aspectless Verbs
SP has a number of dependent verb constructions10, which include auxiliary
verb constructions (12.52) and temporal subordinator constructions (12.53).
10Dependent verb constructions are defined as such based on a number of interrelated
properties, which take into consideration syntax, morphosyntax, and morphophonemics.
For a detailed description of dependent verb constructions and a thorough treatment of




























‘I go rolling along (playing).’ (MAB.097)
The dependent verbs in these contexts are dependent on another for their
aspect/mood information and are marked with one of three suffixes. These
suffixes are listed in 12.54.
(12.54) Dependent Verb Morphology:
-i ‘dependent intransitive-a’ (on aux I constructions)
-W2 ‘dependent transitive’ (all constructions)
-W3 ‘dependent intransitive-b’ (aux I passives, aux II, s1P,
and subordinator constructions)
Dependent verbs are marked with one of these suffixes based on two factors:
(1) the type of auxiliary verb or subordinator morpheme and (2) the transitiv-
ity of the semantic main verb. In type I auxiliary constructions in which the
main verb is intransitive, the main verb is marked with the suffix -i ‘dependent
intransitive-a’ (12.55). When the main verb is transitive regardless of which
auxiliary or subordinator it occurs with, it is marked with the marker W2
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‘dependent transitive’ (12.56). When the main verb is intransitive and occurs
with type II auxiliaries, the s1P auxiliary, or either the Ø or the mo subor-
dinator, it is marked with morpheme -W3 ‘dependent intransitive-b’, and its



























‘The house is burning.’ (GU2.108)
The main characteristics that distinguish the dependent verbs in the
multi-verb constructions described here from verbs in independent clauses is
that the dependent verbs are inflected with person but not aspect/mood11
In dependent verb constructions, inflection for aspect/mood and dependent
marking are independent of one another. The dependent morphology of the
dependent verb is determined by the type of subordination and the transi-
tivity of the verb. The following examples illustrate constructions with the
11In the Mayanist descriptive tradition such clauses are identified as “aspectless”. England
(1983b), Craig (1977), Mateo-Toledo (2008:82), Zavala (1992), among others, adopt the term
“aspectless”.
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V1 in completive aspect (22.34), incompletive aspect (12.59), and optative
mood (22.36). (12.58a) shows an intransitive dependent verb marked with
-i, (12.58b) shows a transitive dependent verb Ø-marked but bearing person
marking, which is shared with the V1, and (22.34c) shows an intransitive de-
pendent verb Ø-marked as dependent but whose S is marked with a Set A
person marker. Illustrating incompletive aspect, (12.59a) shows an intransi-
tive dependent verb inflected with -i, (12.59b) shows a transitive dependent
verb Ø-marked as dependent, and (12.59c) shows an intransitive dependent
verb Ø-marked as dependent but whose subject is referenced with a Set A
person marker. Finally, to illustrate inflection for mood, (22.36a) shows an
intransitive dependent verb with -i and (22.36b) shows a transitive depen-
dent verb that is Ø-marked and bearing person marking co-referencing the
subject shared by the V1 and V2. (There are no combinations of optative







































































































that I go help them give birth.’ (Partera.029/30)
This differs from aspectual inflection in Olutec, which has two aspect
paradigms, one which occurs in independent clauses and one that occurs only in
dependent clauses (Zavala 2000:148). That is, in Olutec, dependent clauses do
mark aspect. In San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque the dependent verb also carries
aspectual information. Like SP, auxiliary verbs in San Miguel Chimalapa
Zoque take dependent verbs; however, dependent morphology does distinguish
between completive -E and incompletive aspect -w@. Dependent marking of
NFVs in V2 agrees in terms of aspect with the V1: -E if V1 is completive
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your mothers-in-law.’ (Johnson 2000:209)
12.2 Mood






They are shown in bold in Table 12.2 (repeated from above). The
imperative -1 and the optative -Piny are two of the four suffixes that mark verbs
obligatorily, and occur independently of aspect morphology. The desiderative
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and frustrative do not appear independently and must co-occur with either
the completive or the incompletive suffixes.
Table 12.2: Aspect and Mood Suffix Template
Position 1 Position 2
(optional) (obligatory)
-neP (perf) -pa (inc)
verb -i (prog) -W (cmp) +enclitics
-toP (desid) -1 (imp)
-t1Pp (frus) -Piny (opt)
12.2.1 Imperative
The imperative -1 is used to express commands and occurs only in the second













‘Here, sit in this seat.’ (D3V.003)








‘Take me too.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.035)
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12.2.2 Optative







‘She should raise her chickens.’ (JOV.022)
The optative may occur with all persons, including 2nd. Example (12.68) illus-
trates the optative occurring with a 1st person A; example (12.69) illustrates






























that we should listen to them.’ (PDO.017)


















‘So that I don’t get sick with fear.’
(Lit. ‘So that fear doesn’t stay with me’.) (AVC.017)
Example (12.70) illustrates the optative occurring with a second person. Here




















‘You asked that you quit alcohol.’ ” (PDLMA.Borracho.111)
In example (12.71)13 the A is a 3rd person referent and the O is a second
















‘and that you don’t get diabetes.’
(lit. ‘that illness doesn’t grab you.’) (AVS.020b)
12.2.3 Negation of Imperative and Optative Moods
The negator PotPoy is used to negate both the imperative (12.72) and the
optative (12.73) moods. PotPoy occurs only with these two moods.
13A note on health and healing: Notice that the verb matz ‘grab’ is transitive. In this
case, the second person absolutive marking on the verb indicates that the 2nd person is the





















‘Our children should not play (there).’ (CVS.004)
12.2.4 Desiderative -toP and Frustrative -t1Pp
























but it would not light.’










‘The woman still tried to recite her incantation.’ (ESK.140a)
They differ from the imperative and optative forms in that they must
occur with the completive or incompletive aspect. The desiderative suffix is
14The desiderative is also referred to as the “volitive” (Palmer 2001:31).
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used to express the desire to do the action expressed by the verb and occurs




















we can raise them.’ (JOV.021)
The frustrative -t1Pp is used to convey a desire was not realized or that an





‘I wanted to tie it (but it got away).’ (PQH.005)
12.3 Modality
Modality is concerned with a speaker’s attitude or opinion (Palmer 1986:2,
citing Lyons 1977:452), or with the “status of a proposition” (Palmer 2001:01)
irrespective of internal or external temporal reference. This notion of status
may be broken down into epistemic (involving speaker judgements), deontic
(relating to externally exerted conditions such as obligation or permission), or
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dynamic (relating to internal forces such as willingness or ability). Tradition-
ally evidentiality was analyzed as a type of epistemic modality, but has recently
been teased apart from epistemic modality (Aikhenvald 2005, de Haan 2008).
While the study of modality continues to evolve, a number of observations can
be made about constructions relating to modality in SP. This section aims to
highlight forms that are associated with modality.
12.3.1 Auxliary verb w1H-PaH ‘be able’
The auxiliary verb w1H-PaH ‘be able’ is used to indicate ability, as illustrated
with the declarative in (12.78) and the negative (12.79). In both examples
the speaker refers to instances in which speakers have abilities. In (12.78) the
speaker expresses a knowledge of curing; in (12.79) the speaker refers to a




















‘He can’t see.’ (OJO.021b)
In terms of event modality, which refers to events that are not actualized
and considered potential, this usage may be described as dynamic modality,
which “relates to ability or willingness” of a participant (Palmer 2001:76-77).
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Dynamic modality refers to ability that may be internal to the participant
or to events that are subject to circumstances beyond the participants’ actual
physical ability. Dynamic modality differs from deontic modality in that deon-
tic modality refers to events that are external to the participant with respect
to permission or obligation (Palmer 2001:70)15. Examples (12.80) and (12.81)

















































that they can’t have too many [children]. (CSPartera.327)
15Both dynamic and deontic modality differ from epistemic modality in that epistemic
modality involves that “speakers express judgments about the factual status of [a] proposi-
tion” (Palmer 2001:8)
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12.3.2 Real and Unreal Conditionals
Conditional sentences in SP are formed with one of three particles: si, mePiga+,
and si+Piga+. Examples are shown in (12.82), (12.83), and (12.90). si ‘if’,
which is borrowed from Spanish, is occasionally used. Although it appears pre-
dominantly with Piga+, it is observed independently serving the same function
as si+Piga+, as shown in (12.82). siPiga+ is formed with the si+, borrowed
from the Spanish si meaning ‘if’, and Piga+, a complementizer borrowed from
Nahuatl. (The complementizer Piga+ is discussed in detail in ch. 23.1.) mePiga
is thought to be composed of the complementizer as well, however, the ety-




























‘If I didn’t save you,
16Kaufman (p.c.) notes that similar forms are found in other languages, as in Tzeltal

































my grandmother would call me.’ (MAB.199)
Conditionals essentially indicate “the dependence of the truth of one
proposition upon the truth of another” (Palmer 1986:189). Typologically,
conditionals are associated with real and unreal conditions. Following Palmer
(1986): “most real conditions refer to future events, and predict that if one
takes place, some other will follow” (190); unreal conditions may be “used to
refer to events about which the speaker expresses some belief” (189)17.
SP distinguishes between real and unreal conditions. mePiga+ appears
in conditional sentences in which speakers express a counterfactual condition
and a judgment or belief; whereas siPiga+ appears in conditional sentences
that make a prediction or assertion, following from the proposition. For in-
stance in (12.85) the speaker presents a counterfactual claim and offers a judg-
ment based on that claim.




























he could not work and eat.’ (Yerno.059)
In example (12.86), the speaker presents a scenario based on a past event, and
speculates as to the possible outcome of that event. This is a judgment on the

















she would not have died.’ (MAB.179)
In contrast, conditional sentences with siPig+a tend to correspond with facts
or predictions about real world events. In example (12.90) the speaker presents
a hypothetical scenario and offers a prediction based on that scenario. In this
























the woman could die.’ (MED.005)
In example (12.88) the speaker presents a hypothetical scenario and offers a











I just drink my pozole [corn broth].’ (Pozole.046)
Similarly in (12.89), the speaker presents a scenario ‘if I walk’ and the result

















if I walk.’ (ConvSerPartera.268)
siPiga+ appears in the context of the future (12.90), as well as with imper-






















‘Sell it, if you’re going to sell it.’ (VVA.057)
Simple conditions (If it rains, I get wet) pattern like real conditions and







‘If it rains, I get wet.’
12.3.3 Enclitics That Identify Source Of Information
SP has two enclitics that express evidential-like information. They are not
formally classed as evidentials (following Aikhenvald 2005) as they are not
completely grammaticalized and they are not obligatory. The enclitics are
+Pun ‘it is said; s/he says’ and +wey ‘it is true; I say’. These enclitics are
described here.
12.3.3.1 Enclitic Pun ‘it is said; s/he says’
SP has the enclitic +Pun ‘it is said; s/he says’, which is implicated in attribut-
ing information to a source other than the speaker.
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+Pun is optionally marked. It does not directly identify a source of
information; often it suggests that the source of information is not obtained
from first hand observation or experience. That is, it tends to be used when
reporting something that is generally known or talked about or when there
is no specific source or reference. For example, (12.93) comes from a popular
story traditionally told in communities where SP is spoken. The speaker has
heard this story numerous times in her childhood by a number of different
storytellers. In this example +Pun appears on the verb and translates simply










‘It’s said, we sleep without knowing.’ (ESK.043)
Nevertheless, it may be used when a specific source is identified. In example
(12.94) the speaker recounts a story told by her neighbor about her witnessing
a chaneque, a mischievous creature (considered to be a “guardian of nature”).
Here +Pun attaches itself to the third person pronoun jeP, which references























she saw it when she went outside.’ (CQS.008)
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+Pun is a sentence level particle that tends to attach itself to the head
of a phrase, including a range of different word classes and discourse markers.














‘And, it is said, she finds him in the road. (PDO.022)











‘There were many worms, it is said.’ (GU1.110)




















I’m not hungry.’ ” (MAB.081)











‘The woman woke up, it is said.’ (ESK.084)















It also occurs on adverbs, as shown in (12.100) with the time adverb Pokm1,














was very scared. (GU1.113)
12.3.4 Enclitic +wey ‘it is true; I say’
The enclitic +wey is used principally to indicate certainty, although it is also
observed as having the reading ‘I say/said’. +wey occurs with much less
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frequency than +Pun. It appears principally on adverbs, including the negative





















































‘Ay father, it’s true it is standing.‘ ” (SerPartera.060)


























SP has a number of constructions that deal with the relationship between the
action expressed by a verb and the role of its arguments. Two constructions
that affect the valency of the verb are the passive and antipassive. The two
marked voice constructions operate in contrast to the unmarked active voice
in which a transitive verb co-references its A with an ergative person marker
and its O with an absolutive person marker. The third construction, which
affects intransitive verbs, does not affect the valency of the verb, but rather
it serves to suppress the specificity of the subject. This process is referred to
as indefinite subject. This chapter deals with voice in SP, which includes the
passive and antipassive. It also includes description of indefinite subjects, as
well as reflexive and reciprocal constructions.
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13.1 Passive -taH
Passive constructions are used for foregrounding the patient and as such serve
to indicate the topic1 of a sentence, disambiguate its arguments, or emphasize
the action expressed by the verb. In SP passive constructions, the transitive
verb is marked with suffix -taH, its valency is reduced, and its O is marked
as the S. The example in (13.1) shows the transitive verb suy ‘lasso’, which is
inflected with the third person ergative proclitic Pi+. In this example the 3rd
person ergative proclitic co-references the NP ‘husband’, the A of the verb.
In example (13.2), the same verb suy ‘lasso’ is marked with the passive -taH.
Here jePm yoomo ‘the woman’ is marked as S of the verb. Agreement with




















‘The woman was lassoed.’ (VYT.079)
Because SP is an ergative language, person marking does not change. That is,
in an active, transitive sentence the agent (A) is marked on the verb as ergative
and the patient (O) is marked as absolutive. In a passive construction, the
patient is marked as S of the detransitivized verb with the absolutive.
1Topic and focus in SP are described in further detail in Chapter 19.
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Recall from Chapter 11 that the alignment system in SP is hierarchical
and that only higher-ranking participants are co-referenced on the verb. For
example, if the O of a transitive verb is 1st or 2nd person and the A is 3rd
person, the O is marked with an absolutive proclitic, and the A is not marked.
This distribution is shown in examples (13.3) through (13.5). In (13.3) the A
of the transitive verb is the 1st person referent, marked on the verb with the
ergative Pan+. In (13.4) the O, the higher ranking participant, is marked on
the verb with the absolutive proclitic Pa+. In (13.5) the patient is marked as
S with the absolutive Pa+. The only difference in morphology between the








































to come bury [my mother].’ (7NH.051)
Active voice sentences in which the patient is a higher ranking partic-
ipant differ from passive voice sentences in that the active sentences have an
A, whether overtly realized or not, while the passive sentences do not. For in-
stance, example (13.6b) shows two verbs in active voice. Here the 3rd person
A, referenced with the pronoun jeP, is the topic of the sentence; the 1st person
O, which is higher ranking, is marked on the verb with the absolutive ta+.
Example (13.7b) shows a verb marked with the passive. Here the speaker is




































We were given dinner.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.005-7)
In passive constructions in SP, there are no instances of agent phrases
(or “by” phrases, i.e. ‘John was hit by Mary ’). In SP, if the agent associated
with the passive is expressed at all, it will be in an adjacent clause. The
sentences in example (13.8) illustrate this point. In (13.8a) a woman grabs an
ax; in (13.8b) a man’s neck is chopped off. Implied here is that the woman in


























The man’s neck was chopped off.’ (PDLMA.BirdGorrion.030a)
The agent may be established early in the discourse or through context. For
instance, in the excerpt shown in (13.9) the speaker describes preparations for
a festival in the town where he lives. From context it is clear that the town’s
































There is food.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.031-2)
Often no agent is specified at all, as is the case in the excerpt in (13.10). This
example comes from a description about a piece of land that is thought to be
possessed by supernatural entities. Although no reference is made to these
entities explicitly, there is an implication that the death described here was at









































This young man was killed.’ (Duenyo.030-2)
In addition to having a hierarchical system, SP is a primary object
language2, which means that in a ditransitive sentence the recipient shares the
same properties of the O of monotransitive clauses (Dryer 1986). In SP when
a ditransitive verb is in passive voice, only the recipient is marked on the verb.
These properties are illustrated with examples (13.11), (13.12), and (13.13).
In (13.11) the A of the ditransitive verb chiP ‘give’ is the 1st person inclusive,
marked with tan+; the PO (the recipient) is a 3rd person referent, which is










‘We’ll give him a little corn.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.022)
Example (13.12) illustrates a case in active voice in which the A is 2nd person
and the PO is 1st person, a grammatical relation that is marked with the













‘You’re going to give me alcohol.’ (AVC.017b)
2For a detailed description of the SP alignment system, including discussion of the hier-
archical and primary/secondary object marking systems refer to Chapter 11.
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In (13.13) the A is a 3rd person referent and the PO is 1st person. Corre-
sponding to the hierarchy, only 1st person (the higher ranking participant) is
marked on the verb; here the PO is marked with Pa+ ‘xabs+’. Again, the










‘She gave me the egg.’ (MAB.054b)
In constructions in which a ditransitive verb is passivized, the recipient
is marked as S with the absolutive (Set-A) proclitics, supporting evidence for
the PO status of recipients. The theme is not marked on the verb. Exam-
ple (13.14) shows the same ditransitive verb. Here the A (agent) has been
suppressed; the 1st person PO (the recipient) is marked on the verb with the













‘I was given three pesos.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.014)
13.1.1 Pragmatics of the Passive
Pragmatically, the use of passive serves to foreground or topicalize3 non-
agentive participants (Keenan and Dryer 2007). The passive is used to in-
dicate the topic of discourse, either to introduce a new referent (switch) or
3Topic and focus in SP are described in further detail in Chapter 19.
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to re-establish a referent already mentioned in the discourse (tracking). The
example in (13.15) illustrates a case of switching. For seven clauses, lines
(a) through (f), the speaker describes a man. In line (g), the woman (last
mentioned 10 clauses earlier) is co-referenced again as patient of an active
clause, although she is not overtly expressed; the man remains the topic of the















































































‘The woman was spoken to.’ (GU1.030-5)
Example (13.16a-e) illustrates a case of topic tracking. In (13.16a-e) the topic
is the man (mentioned 6 clauses earlier). In (a) through (c), the man is
preserved as topic with the use of the passive. In (d) the man remains the
topic of the clause, which consists of an intransitive verb. The man is again
preserved as topic in (e) where the verb is the transitive na+n1kk ‘bring, carry’








































[and] was taken to his house.” (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny-Pedro.020-2)
In addition, it is thought that the passive voice is used to disambiguate
potentially confusing clauses (Elson 1984). Because SP is an ergative, head-
marking language and word order may be pragmatically determined, ambigu-
ities often arise as to which participant is agent and which is patient. Passive
voice may be used to clarify. Occasionally during elicitation a speaker may
provide an utterance consisting of a transitive clause and two overtly expressed
lexical nouns. In these cases when asked to elaborate, the speaker may use
the passive to highlight the patient. Elson (1984) provides an example in
which a native speaker shouts that ‘x hit y’, and another speaker asks ‘who
hit who?’. However, I would argue that the speakers are using topicalization
to disambiguate. For instance, if we refer to example (13.15). After (7) lines of
describing the man, in line (g) the speaker states “agent spoke to patient”.
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It is not clear from this statement, however, who the patient is and who the
agent is. In the clause immediately following (h), the woman is topicalized
using the passive. Elson argues that the passive is used to topicalize and to
disambiguate. I argue, however, that the passive is used to topicalize, in turn
topicalization is used to disambiguate.
Finally, Elson identifies a fourth function of the passive, which is to
emphasize an event. Example (13.17) illustrates a case in which the events
w1H=tzak ‘leave well’ (e) and toPp ‘mend’ (f) are emphasized. In this ex-
ample the topic has switched repeatedly: in (a) it is puy ‘leg’; in (b) it is
kaawa ‘horse’; in (c) it is the man that the story is about; in (d) the agent
is the man’s family, which is implied, but the topic is the overtly expressed
weseeruj ‘bone doctor’. In (e) and (f) the topic switches to the man with
the broken leg, although he is not overtly expressed. This is understood from





















































‘He was mended.’ (PQ1.002-6)
While the passive may be used in this context, SP can accomplish this
goal with active voice constructions as well. For instance, in example (13.18)
the topic in (b) through (d) is puuki ‘cotton’; what is emphasized in (c) and
(d) are the events: nyip ‘plant’ and ku.w1H=wat ‘clean’. Here the verbs are in









































He cleaned it.’ (Puktuuku.003-006)
In (13.19) the events are emphasized in (b) through (d) with the verbs in active




































































That [is what] we give her to drink. (SA1.003-7)
13.1.2 The Passive in Dependent Clauses
In simple clauses, the subjects of verbs in passive voice are marked with abso-
lutive (Set-B) proclitics. The alignment pattern changes in complex predicate
constructions, however, and the subject of the passive verb is co-referenced
with ergative (Set-A) proclitics.
Auxiliary verb constructions make up three of five complex predicate
constructions involving dependent verbs. They are composed of an auxil-
iary verb, which is inflected with aspect, and the dependent verb, which is
inflected with person and dependent morphology. There are three types of
auxiliary verb constructions: Type I, type II, and s1P auxiliaries. The split in
alignment is most readily identifiable in auxiliary type I verb constructions4.
The auxiliary verbs are listed in (13.20).
4Each of these auxiliary verb construction types are described in detail in ch. 22.
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(13.20) Type I Auxiliary Verbs:
n1kk ‘go’
miny ‘come’
Poy ‘go and return’
moj ‘begin’
yaj ‘finish’
kus ‘have enough of’
jaPy ‘be late at’
Type II Auxiliary Verbs:
w1PaH ‘be able’
jaPy ‘be such that’
PanhjagoPy ‘be first to’
S1P ‘progressive’ Auxiliary Verb:
s1P ‘walk’
There are three dependent suffixes, which are listed in (13.21).




Two factors determine which suffix appears on the dependent verb: the type of
auxiliary verb or subordinator morpheme and the transitivity of the semantic
main verb. When the auxiliary verb is type I and the dependent (or the
semantic main) verb is intransitive, the dependent is marked with the suffix
-i ‘dependent intransitive-a’ (13.22). When the dependent verb is transitive
(regardless of which auxiliary or subordinator it occurs with), it is marked
with the marker W2
5 ‘dependent transitive’ (13.23). When the main verb
5For description of morphophonemic properties of the dependent suffixes, refer to ch. 22.
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is intransitive and occurs with type II auxiliaries (as well as in a number of
other dependent verb constructions, see ch. 22), it is marked with the suffix
-W3 ‘dependent intransitive-b’, and its subject is co-referenced with Set-A








































‘The baby could still be born.’ (PAR.039)
When the auxiliary verb construction is in passive voice, the subject is marked
on the verb with the ergative proclitic Pi+. As such passive verbs condition a


















to be tied.’ (VYT.097)
13.2 Antipassive -PoPy
SP has an antipassive construction in which a transitive verb is marked with
the suffix -PoPy. In antipassive sentences, transitivity is reduced and the pa-
tient is suppressed. Compare examples (13.26) and (13.27). In (13.26) the
transitive verb is w11t ‘massage’. The verb is inflected with the ergative pro-
clitic Pi+, marking the A. In (13.27) the same verb is marked with the an-


















‘She massaged a lot.’ (MAB.169)
This is further illustrated with the 1st person absolutive in example (13.28),
in which the transitive verb jaam ‘feel, sense’ is marked with the antipassive
suffix -PoPy. The 1st person argument is referenced on the verb with the
absolutive proclitic Pa+ ‘1st person exclusive absolutive’. Example (13.29)
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shows the same verb jaama as transitive, complement taking verb; here it is





































that his blood came out.’ (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.090)
Unlike auxiliary verb constructions in which the dependent verb is pas-
sive and marks its S with ergative proclitics, dependent verbs marked with the
antipassive suffix take absolutive proclitics to mark the S. That is, antipas-
sive dependent verbs exhibit ergative-absolutive alignment, whereas passive










‘She’s going to massage at a house. (MAB.068)
6Alignment with respect to dependent verb constructions is described in detail in ch. 22
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13.2.1 Pragmatics of the Antipassive
The antipassive suffix appears in two contexts. Antipassive voice is used to
foreground the agent or background the patient. This is illustrated in example
(13.31) in which the donkey (jePm burroj ) is described as a biter (c). The
implication is that the donkey bites indiscriminately, making anyone its target.



























But the donkey bites a lot.
This is also illustrated in (13.32c) with the verb j11s ‘think’. In the example
the speaker is describing an illness brought about by worry. Here emphasis is
placed on the concern itself, rather than the source of concern. The transitive































that the father is preoccupied (lit. thinking).’ (PHE.001)
13.2.2 Incorporation as Antipassivization
Incorporation is generally considered a type of antipassive construction in
which the O of a transitive verb is incorporated into the verb, effectively reduc-
ing the valency of the verb (Foley and Van Valin 1985:338-47, Givón 1991:626,
among others). As such the A of the verb is marked as absolutive. This
strategy requires no additional morphology. The example in (13.33) shows the
transitive verb pij ‘heat up’ with two arguments: the A (1st person) is marked
on the verb with the ergative Pan+; the O Puunu ‘atole’ follows the verb. The
sentence in (13.34) illustrates the same verb with the same O incorporated.
















‘I’m going to make atole (corn beverage).’ (Atole.001)
Incorporation is productive in SP. A description of SP noun incorporation is
found in ch. 20.
13.3 Indefinite (or defocused) Subject -n11m
The morpheme -n11m7 is used to defocus the subject of intransitive verbs, a
process that can be likened to that of the passive -taH with transitive verbs
to indicate an indefinite or unspecified subject8. For instance, in (13.35) the
speaker describes the scene during a festival in his town. Here the speaker
describes the general activities throughout the day, with no specific reference
to people, and indicates that there was eating, drinking, dancing, etc.
7The suffix is of the shape -Vn11m, where V represents an unspecified vowel; it af-
fects the length of the root to which it attaches, as shown in (i) (Kaufman, p.c.).
(i) kiPimn11mpa kiPm-Vn11m-pa
naasn11mpa nas-Vn11m-pa
8Keenan and Dryer (2007:345-8) discuss “impersonal passives (passives of intransitives)”,
noting that languages such as Dutch, German, Latin, Classical Greek, North Russian di-
alects, Shona (Bantu), Turkish, and Tarahumara (Uto-Aztecan), use the syntax and mor-











‘[They] ate into already the afternoon.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.041)
Because the third person absolutive is Ø-marked, there is a question
as to the subject status of the unspecified participants. Evidence that the
unspecified subject is a third person participant comes from dependent verb
constructions. Complex predicate constructions, consisting of auxiliary verbs
and subordinators, are composed of two (or more) lexically independent verbs
that share arguments and aspect/mood. Auxiliary verb constructions include
type I, type II and s1P auxiliaries. In each of these constructions, illustrated in
(13.36) through (13.38) respectively, the auxiliary verbs (in 1st position) take
inflection to indicate aspect and the semantic main verb (in 2nd position) take













































‘The house is burning.’ (GU2.108)
Type I and s1P auxiliary verb constructions differ from type I auxiliary con-
structions in that dependent verbs that are intransitive co-reference their sub-
jects with ergative proclitics. This is illustrated above in (13.37) and (13.38)
with the intransitive verbs nunda=j1y ‘Popoluca=speak’ and jips ‘burn’, which
both co-reference their subjects with the ergative 3rd person Pi+. That is, type
II and s1P auxiliary (among other dependent verb9) constructions condition
split ergativity.
Additionally, s1P auxiliaries may occur in 1st position (as in 13.38 above)
or in 2nd position (13.39). Regardless of whether the auxiliary verb occurs in
1st position or 2nd position, it is the verb that takes inflection for aspect.











‘That’s why she’s crying.’ (MAB.019)
When an intransitive verb occurs in a dependent verb construction that
conditions split ergativity, the third person referent is co-referenced overtly
with the 3rd person ergative Pi+. Example (13.40) shows the derived intransi-
tive verb s1nh-PaH ‘party-vers’ in the s1P auxiliary construction. In this case,
the derived verb occurs in 1st position and both verbs are marked with the
indefinite suffix n11m. The verb in 1st position takes inflection for aspect and
the auxiliary verb in 2nd position takes inflection for person, which is marked








































This young man was killed.’ (Duenyo.030-2)
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Indefinite subject marking is common throughout North and Meso-
America. Mithun (1999:71) reports that in Caddo (spoken in Oklahoma)
indefinite pronouns, expressed with pronouns meaning ‘someone’ or with the
indefinite marker di-, are used with inclusives. Achumawi has two 3rd persons,
a basic and an indefinite ‘one’ (Mithun 1999:71). Tepehua, spoken in Mexico,
has a indefinite subject marking suffix -kan, which occurs on transitive verbs
to indicate an indefinite subject (Smythe Kung 2007:186). All the Zoquean
languages have a cognate suffix (Kaufman, unpublished ms). Keenan and
Dryer (2007:354-6) describe the same phenomena (and its surrounding con-
troversy) occurring in Kutenai, Oneida, Plains Cree (Dahlstrom 1991, Wolfart
1973), Ojibwa (Bloomfield 1958, Hockett 1958, Dryer 1997), Tlingit (Boas
1917, Naish 1979, Story 1979), Misantla Totonac (Mackay 1999).
In SP the indefinite subject suffix -n11m occurs only with intransitive
verb roots and verbs derived with the versive, as shown with the derived verb














they build houses.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.064)
Transitive verb roots that have been detransitivized may not take -n11m. At-
tempts to elicit such forms result in judgments that the forms are ungram-
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matical (13.42). This restriction is expected considering that detransitivizing
strategies such as passivization and antipassivization serve to foreground par-














Intended reading: ‘[They] see.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
13.4 Reflexives and Reciprocals
The formation of reflexive and reciprocal constructions utilizes a number of
morphological resources: the proclitic na+ ‘rr’, the passive suffix -taH, and
the plural suffixes -yaj and -taPm. The proclitic na+ co-occurs on the verb
with the passive -taH 10 to indicate that the action is either reflexive (13.43)
or reciprocal (13.44).
10There is evidence to suggest that the suffix -taH is underlyingly of the shape -VtaH,
where V represents an unspecified vowel (Kaufman, p.c.). The analysis presented here is







































‘My husband and I married each other.’ (CNC.001)
Reflexive and reciprocal constructions, logically, occur only with tran-
sitive verbs. Intransitive verbs whose valency has been increased with other
valency changing operations may also occur in reflexive/reciprocal relations.
For example in (13.45) the intransitive verb poy ‘run’ occurs as transitive







‘We chased each other.’ (VVA.026b)
The correlation between passive, reflexive and reciprocal constructions
is typologically common. Shibatani (1985:40) observes a shared semantic prop-
erty in which the subjects are all affected, noting that “in the passive, the sub-
ject is affected by an external agent; in the reflexive, by itself; in the reciprocal,
by the partner.” A paradigm illustrating this point for SP is shown in (13.46).
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Example (13.46a) shows the transitive verb Pix ‘see’; the agent is marked on
the verb with the ergative proclitic Pi+. In (b) the same verb is shown in
the passive, with xiwan as the subject of the detransitivized verb Ø-marked as
absolutive 3rd person; here the subject is affected by an unexpressed entity. In
(c) Pix ‘see’ occurs in a reflexive construction with a 1st person subject; here
the subject is affected by itself. (d) shows Pix ‘see’ in a reciprocal construction




























‘They saw each other.’ (20050706brn)
13.4.1 Reflexive
Reflexive constructions are formed by marking the verb with both the reflex-















so she supports herself.’ (Yerno.060)
In the reflexive construction the valency of a transitive verb is reduced,
as illustrated with the transitive verb Pix ‘see’ in examples (13.48) and (13.49).
In (13.48) Pix ‘see’ is inflected with Pan+, indicating a 2nd person A and a
1st person O. In (13.49) the valency of the verb is reduced, and the verb is














‘I saw myself.’ (20050706BRNn74)
Ambiguities may arise, however, when a construction is formed with the
associative na+ and the passive -taH. As noted elsewhere, the suffixes na+ ‘as-
sociative’ and na+ ‘reflexive/reciprocal’ are homophonous11 (Kaufman 1997),
11The proclitic na+ is homophonous with the associative proclitic na+ (ch. 14). The
reflexive-reciprocal proclitic is reconstructed as *na:y+ in proto-MZ; the associative, on the
other hand is reconstructed from *n1- in proto-Zoque (and *m1- in proto-Mixe) (Kaufman
1997).
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and therefore there are cases in which the use of na+ and -taH indicate a
passivized associative construction, rather than a reflexive or reciprocal con-
struction. For example in (13.50) the intransitive verb n1kk ‘go’ is marked with
the associative na+ to form the transitive verb stem na+n1kk ‘take’ and occurs
in the passive voice, indicated by -taH. In this example a man is taken by an
unexpressed agent (a cow) to where the wife is being held. In this example







‘And he was taken.’ (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.023)
Additional ambiguities arise with respect to plural morphology, which is fac-
ultative. Reflexive constructions may also involve plural participants. For
example in (13.51) the subject12 is plural, a brother and sister who are getting







‘You are fattening yourselves up.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001:320-1)
12In this construction, the subject is marked with an ergative proclitic. This example
illustrates a case of split ergativity conditioned by subordination (refer to ch. 22). It is the




To indicate reciprocal relations, the verb is marked with the proclitic na+
‘reflexive/reciprocal’, the passive suffix -taH and number morphology. In the
case of 3rd person referents, the verb is marked with the 3rd person plural
suffix -yaj (13.52). In the case of 1st and 2nd person referents, the verb is




























we haven’t left each other. (Yerno.014/20060717JAF)
As with reflexive constructions, the valency of the verb is reduced. This
is illustrated with the transitive verb yoox=paPt ‘help’, shown marked with the
ergative proclitic in (13.54). In (13.55) the verb is marked with the absolutive
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‘We help each other out.’ (20050706BRNn63)
As previously noted, the inclusive proclitics ta+ and tan+ imply plu-
rality because they refer to the addressee as well as the speaker. As such,
reciprocal constructions that refer to the speaker and addressee do not require
the plural suffix. For example in (13.56), the proclitic is inclusive of 1st and
2nd person. Although the verb is not marked with number morphology, a








SP has a number of strategies for reducing or increasing the number of ar-
guments a verb takes. In addition to the valency reducing functions of the
passive and the antipassive described in ch. 13, the strategies for increasing
valency or adjusting argument relations include three applicatives–benefactive,
associative, and locative– and the causative operations.
14.1 Applicative -PaPy
The applicative suffix -PaPy serves in four capacities that are associated specif-
ically with the object of the verb. The applicative is used to add an O to
intransitive verbs or a PO to transitive verbs. It is used to advance the pos-
sessor of the O to PO status. The applicative also occurs in a reduplicated
form to indicate a malefactive argument. These are listed in (14.1) for ease of
reference.
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(14.1) Functions of -PaPy ‘Applicative’:
i. adds an O to intransitive verbs;
ii. adds a PO (benefactive, addressee, recipient, goal)
to transitive verbs;
iii. advances possessor of an O to PO status;
iv. in reduplicated form, adds malefactive argument.
Each of these functions are described throughout this section.
14.1.1 -PaPy as Transitivizer
When affixed to an intransitive verb, the applicative suffix -PaPy adds an O.
For example in (14.2) the intransitive verb wan ‘sing’ is marked with the suffix
-PaPy increasing the transitivity of the verb, adding a 2nd person O, in this case
an addressee. In (14.3) the valency of the intransitive verb winy=kej ‘appear’
































our mother Mary.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001:320-1)
In (14.4) the intransitive verb poy ‘run’ is marked with -PaPy, increasing its










And they didn’t flee [from them]. (PDLMA.Presidente.080)
The example in (14.5) illustrates the intransitive verb tzokPoy ‘lose’ marked
with the applicative. In this example the malefactive argument is the 1st

















in the kitchen.’ (JOV.018)
14.1.2 -PaPy Adds Primary Object
SP is a primary object language (Dryer 1986:815). In primary object lan-
guages, the recipient of ditransitive verbs shares the O properties of the O
of monotransitive verbs, whereas the theme assumes SO status. This differs
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from direct/indirect object languages (such as English) in that the direct ob-
ject (DO) of ditransitive verbs shares properties with the Ø of monotransitive
verbs. That is, the theme is treated as DO, and the recipient as indirect object
(IO), often marked as dative. An example with PO and SO is shown in (14.6).
In this example, the A is a 3rd person referent, the PO (the recipient) is a
1st person referent, and the SO (the theme) is the 3rd person referent jePm
Pan+Paanyi ‘my tortilla’. Recall that SP has a hierarchical alignment system
(see ch. 11), and therefore only the higher ranking participant is marked on










‘She gave me my tortilla.’ (MAB.086b)
In example (14.7) the A and the PO are both marked on the verb with the













‘You’re going to give me alcohol.’ (AVC.017b)
When the verb is transitive, the applicative suffix -PaPy adds a PO, and the
O assumes SO status. Example (14.8) shows a transitive compound verb
maanyxuj=wat ‘to break in, make tame’. In this example the speaker quotes
her brother telling their father that he is not going to break in a horse; the 1st








‘I’m not going to break it in.’ (VVA.060)
In (14.9) the same verb is marked with the applicative. Here the boy is quoted
as telling his father that he is not going to break the horse in for him. The
A is 1st person, and the PO is 2nd person (the father, the recipient); the 1:2








‘I’m not going to break it in for you.’ (VVA.058)
The semantic roles that appear in primary object status are addressees






































‘I filled the pot with water.’ (Atole.005)
14.1.3 -PaPy Advancer of Possessor to Primary Object
When the O is a possessed noun, the applicative -PaPy reassigns the possessor
as PO and the O (the possessum) assumes SO status. Possessor ascension
(Aissen 1987), a type of external possession (Payne and Barshi 1999), refers
to constructions in which the possessor of a possessed noun is treated as core
argument of the verb. Possessor ascension is typologically common and found
in many languages spoken throughout Mesoamerica, including Huehuetla Te-
pehua (Smythe Kung 2004), Papantla Totonac (Levy 2002), Oluta Popoluca
(Zavala 1999), and Tzotzil (Aissen 1987), as well as other Zoque languages such
as San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Johnson 2000:139) and Texistepec (Reilly
2002).
This type of external possession is illustrated in example (14.14). Here
the noun n1P1piny ‘blood’ is marked for possession with the inclusive Set-A
proclitic tan+. The verb is inflected with the inclusive absolutive ta+, which
agrees with the possessor of the NP. In this example, the possessor is marked










‘They drink (from us) our blood.’ (PDO.042a)
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In example (14.15), the verb wat ‘do’ is inflected with the imperative suffix -1.
Observe that the secondary object s1k=kaama ‘bean field’ is marked for pos-
session with the exclusive Set-A proclitic Pan+, which agrees with absolutive
proclitic Pa+ marked on the verb. Here the possessor is marked as PO, the
















‘Just make me my beanfield.’ (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.068)
14.1.4 Malefactive -PaPy.PaPy
The applicative suffix -PaPy also appears in reduplicated form to indicate that
the added argument is malefactive. Compare the examples in (14.16), (14.17),
and (14.18). The transitive verb top ‘extract’ is shown in (14.16). The speaker
is describing how her grandparents harvested and prepared corn. The A is her
grandmother and the O is cotton, neither of which are lexically expressed. The













‘Then she took it out into the sun.’ (Puktuuku.014a)
In (14.17) the same verb is shown with the suffix -PaPy and an additional argu-
ment. The A is Panimat+yaj ‘animals’; the PO (the external possessor) is 1st






















to take my wife back for me.’ (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.068)
In (14.18), the same verb is shown with the double suffix PaPy.PaPy. In this
example the A is jigaantej ‘giant’, and the SO is Panh+w1choomo ‘my wife’.
Notice, however, that the 1st person PO is a malefactive argument, having























the giant took my wife away from me.’ ” (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.017)
The reduplicated applicative suffix is illustrated again in (14.19) with jaPp ‘grind’.
Here the A (1st person) performs the action encoded by the verb on behalf of





‘I’m going to grind all your leached corn from you (on your behalf).’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
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Ditransitive verbs also take the reduplicated applicative, which increases
the number of arguments to four. In (14.20) the verb chiP ‘give’ is marked
with the imperative. Here the PO is the 1st person referent (the malefactive
argument), marked on the verb with the absolutive Pa+. There are two SOs:




‘Give it to him from me (on my behalf).’ (20050706BRN193)
14.2 Causatives
Causation expresses a situation in which an external “causer” prompts a
“causee” to realize an action or state encoded by a verb, transitive or in-
transitive. SP has two morphological strategies for expressing causation. One
strategy consists of forming a verb compound with the verb tz1k ‘touch’, shown




















‘I got air, I got air.’ ” (Comer.007)
The second strategy, which occurs more frequently, uses the causative proclitic
Pak+ to introduce a causer into the clause. This is shown in (14.23) and (14.24)
with the intransitive verb kaP ‘die’. In (14.23) the verb root is shown as
intransitive with jePm p11xiny ‘the man’ as its subject. In (14.24) it is marked
with the proclitic Pak+. The causer is the 1st person A, marked on the verb




















‘And we killed the two [chickens].’ (PQH.023)
There are two main differences between the two causativizing strategies.
The first is that tz1k only forms compounds with intransitive verbs, whereas
the causative proclitic Pak+ occurs with all verb classes. The second difference
is that tz1k is used to indicate indirect causation and Pak+ is used to indicate
direct causation. Compare the examples in (14.25). (14.25a) illustrates the
intransitive verb yus ‘awaken’. (14.25b) shows the same verb root marked
with Pak+ to introduce a causer who actively wakes the causee up by touching
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or shaking. (14.25c) also introduces a causer, however in this case the causee
wakes up as a result of the causer talking in the same room.












‘She woke up (because of the talking).’ (20060712erg)
The two strategies are described here.
14.2.1 Indirect Causative with tz1k=
Indirect causative constructions in SP describe a situation in which an agent’s
actions (event A) lead to a patient’s realizing an unrelated action or state
(event B) (see Shibatani and Pardeshi 2002 for discussion). For instance, in
(14.26) the speaker explains how the stories she tells (event A) causes her






























Indirect causative expressions are formed by compounding the verb
tz1k ‘touch, move’1 with an intransitive verb. The verb tz1k ‘touch, move’










‘The next day, I touched [her belly].’ (SoyPartera.097a)
Complex verb words are formed by combining two or more roots with no
morphological subordination. The verbal complex, also referred to as a serial
verb construction2, make up the same phonological and grammatical word,
1tz1k+ is cognate with Zoque tz1k ‘to do/make’ (Kaufman, p.c.).
2See ch. 21 for description of serial verb constructions.
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constituting a formal unit. Verbs in the complex share aspect/mood marking
and core argument referencing. In complex causative constructions formed
with tz1k, the verbal complex is formed with the verb tz1k in first position and
the intransitive verb in second position. Example (14.28) shows the verbal
complex with an intransitive verb tokPoy ‘lose’. The compound is bracketed
by the person marking proclitic Pi+ on the left and the plural and aspectual
suffixes -yaj and -W on the right. The intransitive verb tzokPoy ‘lose’ is shown




































‘His tooth got lost.’ (200707jaf)
Causative constructions formed with tz1k indicate indirect causation in
which the causee undergoes an event or change of state as an indirect result of
some other event realized by the causer. That is, the causer’s actions result in
the change of state of the causee. For instance, in example (14.28 above) the
children’s games result in their losing a rat’s tail. In (14.30) the mothers’ fear


















won’t have a head.’ (PAR.031)














‘but they made the chicken really tired.’ (PQH.014)
In (14.32) the speaker describes going through labor and how when they made














They made me push it [in labor].’ (SoyPartera.015)
Indirect causative constructions with tz1k occur only with intransitive





Intended reading: ‘It made him look.’ (Context: The noise caused him
to look.) (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
14.2.2 Causative Pak+
The proclitic Pak+ ‘causative’ occurs with intransitive and transitive verbs and
increases the number of arguments that a verb takes by one, adding a “causer”.
The proclitic occurs with all verb types: intransitive, transitive, agentive and
non-agentive ambitransitive verbs, ditransitive, and derived statives (nouns
and adjectives). Generally, the use of the causative Pak+ indicates direct
causation, although the semantics vary subtly with respect to the different
verb subtypes.
14.2.2.1 Causative Pak+ with Intransitive Verbs
In the pair of examples in (14.34) and (14.35), the causative derives a transitive
from an intransitive. In (14.34) the intransitive verb is poy ‘run’ with jePm
piiyuj ‘the chicken’ as its S. In (14.35) a causer is introduced with the proclitic



















‘They began to chase them (the chickens).’ (PQH.010)
In causativized constructions with intransitive verbs, the causer is marked
as A, and the would-be S of the intransitive verb is marked as O of the
causativized verb. For example, compare the constructions in (14.36) and
(14.37). Example (14.36) shows the intransitive verb wiPk ‘eat’ with the 1st
person S marked with Pa+. Example (14.37) shows the same verb inflected














‘We fed my grandfather.’ (MAB.038b)
14.2.2.2 Causative Pak+ with Transitive Verbs
The causative Pak+ forms causative expressions with transitive verbs3. The
pair of examples in (14.38) and (14.39) illustrates the transitive verb kuPt ‘eat’.
Example (14.38) shows the verb in its underived form. Example (14.39) shows
3Transitive verbs are those verbs that appear intransitive only when derived with va-
lency reducing morphology, as opposed to ambitransitive verbs, which have transitive and
intransitive uses (see ch. 8 for definition of verb classes in SP).
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the verb marked with Pak+ to indicate ‘feed’; the mother ‘caused her children




















































I could feed it to my children.’ (PQH.017-8)
The causative also occurs in constructions in which the valency of the verb is
altered. For instance, examples (14.40) shows the transitive verb kuPt marked
with both the causative and the passive. Here the causer is suppressed; the










14.2.2.3 Causative Pak+ with Ambitransitive Verbs
Ambitransitive verbs, which have intransitive and transitive uses, may take
one or two core arguments without the addition of valency changing morphol-
ogy. Ambitransitive verbs fall into two categories: agentive and non-agentive.
Agentive intransitive verbs (or the intransitive use of ambitransitives) are also
referred to as unergative verbs; the S of the intransitive use corresponds to the
A of the transitive use (S=A). Non-agentive intransitive verbs (or the intransi-
tive use of ambitransitives) are also known as unaccusative or inchoative; the S
of the intransitive use corresponds to the O of the transitive use (S=O). Both
of these subtypes occur in causative constructions with the proclitic Pak+.
In an agentive ambitransitive verb construction the S of the intransitive
use corresponds to the A of the transitive use. This use is illustrated with the
agentive ambitransitive verb Puk ‘drink’ in examples (14.41) and (14.42). In
(14.41) the verb is shown in its intransitive use, indicating ‘S drinks’. In (14.42)






















and oh how he drinks his broth.’ (ESK.070)
In an agentive, ambitransitive, causative construction, a causer is introduced
into the clause, resulting in the reading ‘Acauser causes POcausee to drink SO’.
The same verb Puk ‘drink’ is shown in (14.43). This example describes a case







‘That [the medicine] we give her to drink.’ (SA1.007)
A similar example (from elicitation) is shown in (14.44), in which the PO

















‘I’m going to make the woman drink the medicine.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez
Morales, p.c.)
On the other hand, non-agentive ambitransitive verbs are inherently
causative (Haspelmath 1993:103). In non-agentive ambitransitive clauses the
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S of the intransitive use corresponds with the O of the transitive use (S=O).
This essentially means that in the intransitive use the S undergoes a change of
state, location or condition (‘S breaks’) as shown in (14.45). In the transitive
use the A causes the O to undergo a change of state, location or condition (‘A







































‘She broke [her wrist] here’ (pointing to wrist). (MAB.155)
This use is further illustrated with the verb kiPm ‘ascend’ and a 1st person
referent in examples (14.47) and (14.48). In (14.47) Pa+ co-references the S of
the intransitive use of kiPm ‘ascend, climb’. In (14.48) Pa+ co-references the


















‘They raised me into the bed.’ (CSerPartera.059)
In non-agentive ambitransitive constructions both the intransitive and tran-
sitive uses may undergo causativization. The causative constructions express
events that result in the change of state, location, or condition of the patient.
This is shown with the non-agentive ambitransitive verb kaPm ‘affix’, which



























‘That man, as we say, stuck it on.’ (ESK.102)
The same verb kaPm is marked with the causative proclitic Pak+ in (14.51).
Here the intransitive use is causativized, the O is the would-be S (story), which








‘They are writing it.’
(lit. ‘They are causing it to stick’ [by writing it down].)
(PDLMA.Borracho.137)
The transitive use of the verb may also be causativized. This is shown
with the verb pij ‘heat up’. The verb pij ‘heat’ is a non-agentive ambitransi-
























‘I heat up corn broth.’ (Atole.002)
The same verb pij is marked with the causative proclitic Pak+ in (14.54). Here



















makes her child heat up the tortillas.’ (Elson 1999,
PDLMA.database.7ak+pij)
Example (14.54) illustrates another point. Non-agentive ambitransitive causative
constructions permit SO. Here the primary object is Pi+maan1k ‘her child’ and
the SO is Paanyi ‘tortilla’.
14.2.2.4 Causative Pak+ with Ditransitive Verbs
The causative proclitic occurs with ditransitive verbs, as shown in (14.55) with
the verb chiP ‘give’. The ditransitive clause, which has three arguments, has a
causer added, raising the number of participants to four. In this example, jePm
p11xiny ‘the man’ (the causee) is PO; there are two SOs: piirmaj ‘signature’




















his signature to the paper.’ (Elson 1999, PDLMA.database)
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14.2.2.5 Causative Pak+ with Statives
The causative proclitic also occurs with nouns and adjectives that are de-
rived as stative verbs. For example in (14.56) the noun jootoPnh ‘knowledge’,
which frequently occurs as a non-verbal predicate meaning ‘know’, occurs in a
causative construction. Here the speaker quotes a town official stating that he
has come to inform the town’s people. In order to form the causative, however,














I will cook corn.’ ” (PDLMA.Fiesta.020)
In example (14.57) the adjective m1j ‘big’ is also derived as a verb with the







‘It’s better if we make him bigger.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.048)
14.3 Associative na+
The associative proclitic na+ increases the valency of the verb by adding an
O. The S/A realizes the action encoded by the verb accompanied by some-
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one/something. This is shown with an animate associative participant in
the pair of examples in (14.58) and (14.59). In (14.58) the verb is shown
as an intransitive verb whose S is marked with the absolutive 1st person
Pa+. In (14.59)4 the verb, marked with the associative na+, is now inflected
with the ergative proclitic Pan+ marking the A. The associative argument
























‘I played with my grandmother so much.’ (MAB.215)
The associative occurs with intransitive, transitive, non-agentive ambitransi-
tive, and ditransitive verbs. The intransitive verb nuPk ‘arrive’ is shown in





4The associative proclitic na+ is implicated in a stylistic alternation in which it surfaces
as R when it occurs adjacent to a handful of other proclitics. A description of this alternation








‘I arrived at my house with it (the chicken).’ (PQH.004)
The pair in (14.62) and (14.63) illustrate the transitive verb kuPt ‘eat’. (14.62)
shows the underived verb. (14.63) shows kuPt ‘eat’ marked with the associative





















‘My grandmother didn’t eat it with them.’ (MAB.046)














‘I took your wife out for you.’ (lit. ‘I got your wife out with you.’)
(PDLMA.Giant.SIL.106)










‘She made a child with him.’ (GU1.068)
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An example of a non-agentive ambitransitive verb marked with the associative
proclitic is shown in (14.66). Here the verb kiPm ‘ascend’ is marked with the
associative. An affected O is added to the intransitive verb, and the reading
























‘They climbed to the top the tree.’ (Cangrejo.013)










‘I drink with the children.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
The usage of the proclitic is somewhat more broad than just having
an associative or comitative connotation. In most cases the role of the added
participant is understood to be of an associative (14.63 above) or comitative




























‘She tied it down with another cloth.’ (200707erg.CSP196)
When the verb is a verb of motion, the associative adds an affected
O to the intransitive verb, resulting in a causative reading. The examples
in (14.71) and (14.72) illustrate a case with the intransitive verb n1kk ‘go’
and an affected O argument. Example (14.71) shows the verb in its underived
intransitive form with its subject marked with the absolutive Pa+. In (14.72b)






















































[so] that it holds it.’ (CP1.008/9)
The causative semantics is illustrated with the pair of examples in (14.73) and
(14.74). The intranstive, motion verb miny ‘come’ is shown in (14.73). In



























‘He is bringing that rock.’
The same distribution is observed in Olutec (Zavala 2002).
14.4 Applicative -kaP
The applicative suffix -kaP occurs with intransitive stems to form transitive
ones, adding peripheral participants as core arguments. It patterns to some
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extent as an instrumental applicative, albeit non-canonical. It adds a O ar-
gument and conveys that an action is realized “with”, “on”, “about”, “at” or
“by” the added participant. The intransitive verb m11ch ‘play’ (14.75) is made
transitive with the affix -kaP to yield the transitive ‘play with’ (14.76), in this




















‘Some just play with them.’ (JOV.005a)
The pair of examples in (14.77) and (14.78) illustrate the verb nas ‘pass’:
(14.77) shows the verb in its underived form; (14.78) illustrates the verb




















‘They happened upon many things/situations.’ (PDLMA.Presidente.082)
The pair of examples in (14.79) and (14.80) illustrate the verb joPy ‘be angry’:


























that I didn’t get angry at him.’ (CNC.049b)
The pair of examples in (14.81) and (14.82) illustrate the derived verb Panh+mat ‘speak’,
























for us to say about it.’ (JOV.001)
Non-agentive ambitransitive verbs may also take instrumental -kaP,
however, only the intransitive alternation is available with -kaP. Example (14.83)






























‘They raised me into the bed.’ (CSP.059)
Example (14.85) shows the same verb marked with the suffix -kaP to express
‘climb on’. In this example, the only reading available is one with two par-









‘Why did you get on [the horse]?’
*‘Why did you put him on [the horse]?’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales,
p.c.)




The Verbal Template and Affix
Ordering
The verbal morphology in SP—which as described in the previous chapters
serves to mark person, number, and aspect/mood, derive new words from
other word classes, as well as manipulate the status of verbal arguments—is
complex. Minimally, verbs cannot appear bare, and may consist of a verb








‘It cuts it immediately.’ (SA1.008)
1Person marking is not obligatory when the verb is inflected with the imperative, the
only exception.
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Maximally, stems may consist of a number of verb roots (up to three have been
observed), person marking, derivational, valency adjusting and inflectional

























the I take it and wash it again.’ (Pozole.024-5)
The general shape of the verb is shown in Figure 15.1.
Figure 15.1: Schema Reflecting the Shape of Inflected Verb Stem
Inflectional Derivational & verb Derivational, Adverbial
Class adjusting stem Class adjusting, & Enclitics
Proclitics Proclitics Inflectional Suffixes
The morphology consists of a handful of inflectional, derivational and
class adjusting suffixes. Inflectional suffxies refer to morphology that indicates
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person, number, aspect/mood and in some cases the type of event (i.e. repeti-
tive, motion, etc.). Derivational suffixes refer to those that alter the word class
(i.e. nouns to verbs, verbs to nouns, etc.) I use the term class adjusting here, to
refer to morphology that manipulates the valency of the verb and manipluates
the states of its arguments through voice and valency adjusting operations.
To some extent the derivational and class adjusting morphology is determined
by verb class, whereas inflectional morphology is not generally restricted by
word or verb class. The enclitics that attach following inflectional morphology
convey information that is largely adverbial. This section describes prefixes,
suffixes, and enclitics with respect to their ordering. Detailed description of
the grammatical functions of the individual formatives can be found in their
corresponding chapters on aspect, mood, alignment, etc.
This chapter serves to contextualize the verbal morphology that has
thus far been described with respect to grammatical function, and to situate
it on the verbal template.
15.1 Verbal Prefixes and Proclitics
The formatives that occur before the verb include person markers, valency
changing prefixes, and a pair of non-productive derivational morphemes. The
formatives are for the most part clitics, although classifying them as clitics
or bound prefixes is complex. Person markers, which occur at the left-most
edge, satisfy the criteria for classification as clitics2 (following Klavans 1982;
2see chs. 2 and 3 for definition of clitics.
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Zwicky and Pullum 1983; Zwicky 1977, 1985): they occur on different word
classes; they do not participate in stress assignment patterns; and as such
they are subject to morphophonological processes unique to clitics. The set
of valency changing morphemes—the reflexive/reciprocal, the associative, and
the causative—that follow the person marking morphemes are clitics. These
morphemes do not participate in stress and are subject to morphophonological
processes associated with clitics. The set of derivational morphemes Panh+
and ku+, which appear immediately adjacent to the verb, are classified as
clitics based on three criteria: they do not participate in stress assignment
patterns, they are subject to morphophonological alternations only associated
with clitics, and they occur on a number of word classes, including nouns and
adjectives. The proclitic template is shown in Table 15.1.
Table 15.1: Verbal Proclitic Template




The person markers consist of ergative, absolutive, and local person
markers (Hockett 1966), only one of which may occur on the verb at a time.
The ergative proclitics mark the A of transitive verbs; the absolutive proclitics
mark the S of intransitive verbs or the O of transitive verbs. The local proclitics
occur on transitive verbs and indicate relations between 1st person A and 2nd
person O (1:2) or 2nd person A and 1st person O (2:1). The person markers
are listed in Table (15.2).
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Table 15.2: Person Marking Proclitics:
Ergative: Absolutive: Local:
First person exclusive Pan+ Pa+
First person inclusive tan+ ta+
Second Person Pin+ mi+
Third person Pi+ Ø
2:1 Pan+
1:2 man+
The applicative and valence adjusting proclitics na+ ‘associative (15.3),
na+ ‘reflexive/reciprocal’ (15.4), Pak+ ‘causative’ (15.5) immediately follow






































‘You made me lose here.’ (ESK.136)
The reflexive/reciprocal proclitic na+ is homophonous3 with the associative
proclitic na+. It co-occurs with the passive suffix -taH to convey a reflexive






























‘Now, what’s eating my tortilla?’ ” (ESK.095/6)
The associative na+ and the causative Pak+ do not co-occur. The reflex-







‘We chased each other around.’ (VVA.026a)
Finally, there is a closed class of nominal and verbal proclitics that are
grammaticalized from body-part terms. These are Panh+ and ku+. These pro-
clitics are referred to in the literature as “lexical affixes” (Mithun 1997; Gertz
3Kaufman (1997, unpublished) has reconstructed the two prefixes na+ ‘associative and
na+ ‘reflexive/reciprocal’ as originating from two distinct diachronic sources. The reflexive
reciprocal originates from *na:y, thought to have been a pronoun meaning ‘self’ in proto-
Mixe-Zoquean. The associative is reconstructed from *n1 in proto-Zoquean.
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1998). Such sets are observed in Middle-American languages such as Taras-
can, Totonac, Nahuatl, Tlapanec, and all Mixe-Zoquean languages (Campbell
et al 1986:551; Zavala 2000:604). Although they are no longer productive,
and they occur only as part of lexicalized stems, most of the verbs with which
they appear continue to occur independently. These proclitics are discussed
in detail in ch. 10.
Examples (15.8) and (15.9) illustrate the ordering of proclitics from
the three sets described here. Example (15.8) shows the verb marked with
Panh to its immediate left, with the causative Pak+ preceding Panh+, with



































The suffix ordering itself is somewhat complex, and the assortment of suffixes
somewhat heterogeneous. There are 28 derivational, class changing and inflec-
tional suffixes4. Overall, with relation to one another, the suffixes can occupy
12 possible postverbal “slots” (not including enclitics). The suffixes are shown
in Table 15.2, listed according to their relative ordering.
There are pragmatic restrictions with respect to which suffixes may co-
occur. an obvious restriction is that the antipassive and passive suffixes do not
co-occur. To some extent, the verb root (or stem) determines which deriva-
tional or class changing suffix may occur on the verb. For example, passive
and antipassive suffixes may not occur on an intransitive verb root. Neverthe-
less, if the valency of the intransitive root is altered with an applicative or a
causative, the verb may take a passive suffix. As such, there are few limita-
4Three of the 28 suffixes are dependent suffixes, which are addressed in ch. 22.
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Table 15.3: Suffixes in SP
* -i nom nominalizer
............................................................................................................







2 -PoPy antip antipassive
3 -kaP locapplic instrumental applicative
4 -PaPy ben benefactive applicative
5 -i prog motion progressive
6 -neP perf perfect
7 -yaj plunonsap 3rd person plural
-taPm plusap 1st/2nd person plural
8 -taH pass passive
-n11m indef indefinite subject
9 -gak rep repetitive
10 -toP desid desiderative
-t1Pp frus frustrative
............................................................................................................





11b† -i depia dependent intransitive-a
-W3 depib dependent intransitive-b
-W2 dept dependent transitive
............................................................................................................
12 -PVp rel relativizer (verbs)
-m1 subord subordinator
*Exhibits greatest variability of order with respect to other suffixes.
**Independent verbs are obligatorily inflected with one suffix from this set.
†Dependent verbs are obligatorily inflected with one suffix from this set.
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tions as to which suffixes can co-occur, and inflected verbs can become quite
complex.
15.2.1 Derivational Suffixes
It is widely observed that derivational morphology occurs close to the verb
and inflectional morphology occurs peripherally with respect to derivation, an
observation that is reflected in Greenberg’s (1963) Universals. This pattern
generally holds for SP. Although derivational suffixes do occur closer to the
root than most other morphology, there is some level of variability with class
altering suffixes. The set of derivational suffixes consists of -PaH ‘versive’
(verbalizer), -P1Py ‘provisory’ (deverbalizer), and -i ‘nominalizer’ (deverbal-
izer)5. Derivational suffixes interact with class adjusting suffixes, such as the
antipassive -PoPy (“demotes” the O of transitive verbs, see §13.2). For ex-
ample, in (15.10) the nominalizer follows the antipassive; in (15.11) both the




















‘I want to govern.’ (PDLMA.Presidente.012)
5I include the nominalizer suffix in the verbal template because it does occur in complex
derived verb stems (see example 15.12).
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The examples in (15.10) and (15.11) illustrates a process in which the verb
stem is built up step by step from the verb root or derived stem. In this
respect, there is some variability in morpheme ordering, although to a limited
extent. The variability tends to involve derivational morphology, a tendency
that is observed cross-linguistically (Harris 2008, Scalise 1986). For example,
the pair in (15.12) illustrate the suffixes -i ‘nominalizer’ and -PaH ‘versive’
in different positions with relation to one another. In (15.12a) the verb Puk
is marked with -i to derive a noun, which is then derived as a verb with
the versive. In (15.12b) the reverse takes place: the noun n1P1piny ‘blood’ is
derived as a verb with the versive to mean ‘bleed’ and then derived with -i to
mean ‘hemorrhage’.
(15.12) Derivation of verb and noun with nominalizer -i and
versive -PaH :




‘he became drunk’ ‘hemorrhage’
This variability is also observed in the co-occurrence of derivational suffixes
and the class adjusting suffix -PoPy, described in detail below. The example in
(15.13) shows the two derivational suffixes -i and -PaH preceding the antipas-
sive -PoPy. Compare (15.13) with example (15.11) in which the antipassive



























who could cut hair.’ (Gutierrez-Morales and Wichmann 2001:331)
The third derivational suffix is the provisory -P1Py, which is used to de-
rive verbs from nouns and conveys the meaning ‘to have noun’. The provisory
also co-occurs with the nominalizer -i. An example is shown in (15.14) with











‘He is really intelligent.’ (lit. ‘He has lots of ideas.’)
(PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.054)
Some morphology is not easily categorized as purely derivational or
purely inflectional. Reduplication of the root, which is largely considered a
phonological process, is observed in a number of contexts: derivational, class














‘The chicken goes “shoko shoko” as it scratches’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
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Reduplication is also associated with inflectional morphology to convey fre-
quency of action and to convey a sense of wandering around repeating an
action, referred to as “ambulative” (Kaufman 1963). These contexts are dis-
cussed in the next section.
15.2.2 Class Adjusting Suffixes
The class altering suffixes that are involved in valency and voice consist of the
assumptive -neP, depositive -w1Py, antipassive -PoPy, passive -taH, instrumen-
tal -kaP, applicative -PaPy, and the indefinitizer -n11m. With the exception of
the passive and the indefinitizer, the class adjusting suffixes occur closest to
the verb stem.
The assumptive -neP and depositive -w1Py suffixes occur closest to the
verb root, but are restricted in that they occur only on positional verb roots.










‘I lean it carefully (deliberately) [against the wall].’ (20070712JAF)
The ambulative is formed with the ambulative suffix -PoPy6 and a redu-
6The antipassive PoPy and the ambulative PoPy are likely to be diachronically related,
although evidence is inconclusive at this point.
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[now] he goes around sleeping in the woods.’ (Yerno.004c)
The valency adjusting suffixes -PaPy ‘applicative’ and -kaP ‘instrumen-

















“He tells him: ‘Okay.’ ” (AVC.018)
The suffixes -kaP and -PaPy may co-occur. The example in (15.21) illustrates











‘Pee on his knee.’ (ESK.109)
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There are three voice adjusting suffixes: passive -taH, antipassive -PoPy,
and indefinitizer -n11m. The distribution of the antipassive and passive suffixes
shows that there is no single “slot” associated with grammatical category. The
antipassive7 suffix occurs close to the verb with relation to both the instrumen-
tive and the applicative and the inflectional suffixes. The example in (15.22)







‘He cuts with scissors.’ (PDLMA.LEX.jU7n)









us that were old. (lit. that were feeling it)’ (PDLMA.Presidente.086)
The passive occurs further out, following the perfect and number agreement
suffixes, as shown in (15.24).
7With respect to the antipassive morpheme, the ordering I present here differs from that
presented by Himes (1997:6-7). In her thesis she shows the antipassive occurring in the same
“slot” as the passive -taH and the indefinite -n11m, however she does not provide examples
to support the template. Thle ordering of the three suffixes (antipassive, instrumental,



















in the clinic, the boys and girls.’ (Jovenes.007)
The function of the indefinitizer -n11m is to demote the subject of intransitive
verbs, and it conveys that an event takes place without reference to a specific
argument, generally referring to a large number of people and always a third










‘They ate until late.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.041)
That the verb marked with the indefinitizer is inflected for person is evident
when it occurs in dependent clauses. As shown in (15.26), the verb in the






























are now partying.’ (PDO.031/2)
The relative order of the indefinitizer to other suffixes places the suffix
in the same slot as the passive, following the perfect neP (15.27a) and the








‘People are eating.’ (Elson 1956:75)
15.2.3 Inflectional Suffixes
The inflectional suffixes include markers of aspect, number, mood, and subor-

















For the most part, these suffixes exhibit fewer restrictions with respect to
their occurring together and manifest no variability in terms of their ordering.
Although there are no instances in which a suffix from each “slot” occurs, the
relative order of the suffixes can be established by transitivity (i.e. A precedes
B, B precedes C, therefore A precedes C). The order of the perfect suffix -neP










‘Her rope had already been made [for her].’ (VYT.106)











‘He saw that we had returned again.’ (CNC.038)
Example (15.31, extracted from 15.24 above) shows that the third person
plural agreement suffix -yaj occupies the same position as the first and second




‘...they’re told so much...’ (JOV.007)
The example in (15.32) illustrates the passive suffix -taH in relation to the plu-
ral suffix -taPm. The order of taH with relation to the plural -yaj is established
in (15.24) above. Verbs only mark number agreement with one argument (A




‘They locked us up.’ (CNC.019b)








‘And he was also grabbed.’ (PDLMA.GiantSIL.061)
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The motion progressive -i, which encodes progressive motion, attaches
itself immediately to the verb root and precedes number and other aspect
markers. The suffix is shown in (15.34) with number agreement morphology





































as if it were nothing he did it. (Carne.016)
The two mood suffixes, -toP ‘desiderative’ and -t1Pp ‘frustrative’ pre-
cede the aspect suffixes -W ‘completive’ and -pa‘incompletive’. These mood
suffixes obligatorily occur with the incompletive or the completive. In fact, the
desiderative occurs with the incompletive; the frustrative generally only occurs
with the completive. Examples of the desiderative preceding the incompletive
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‘They tried to go to the forest.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.037)
The suffixes occurring at the periphery of the inflected verb consist
of aspect, mood, subordinator or dependent suffixes. The aspect and mood
suffixes include -W ‘completive’, -pa ‘incompletive’, -1 ‘imperative’, and -Piny
‘optative’. These suffixes are distinguished from the other suffixes because
they are obligatory. That is, an inflected independent verb must minimally be
marked with one of these four suffixes. Examples (15.38) and (15.39) illustrate










‘We returned to the river again.’ (UDR.013)





‘We’re going to eat again.’ (MAB.118)
The following examples illustrate the imperative -1 and the optative -Piny suf-
fixes. In (15.40), -1 ‘imperative’ is the outermost suffix on the verb; in (15.41),
-Piny ‘optative’ is the outermost suffix. In both examples, the suffixes are














‘We should listen.’ (PDO.017b)
The aspect and mood suffixes may be followed by the relativizer -PpV
or the subordinator mo, as well as a small set of enclitics (described in §15.3























the food that you eat.’ (Rey.019)
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Examples with -mo occurring as an attached suffix are rare. The only
examples that I am aware of are described by Elson (1967:286). He includes
two distinct examples, which are also included in Himes (1997). An example
is shown in (15.43). Attempts to elicit these constructions result in alternative
construction types, including mo subordinator constructions (see ch. 22 for













‘As I was going along, I saw a deer.’ (Elson 1967:286)
15.3 Enclitics
There are a handful of enclitics that occur on verbs. These formatives are
classified as clitics for three reasons: They do not participate in stress assign-
ment patterns, they are subject to phonological processes unique to non-stress
bearing segments, and they attach to a number of word classes, as well as on
verbs. It’s rare for more than two enclitics to occur on a word, yet the order
of the enclitics relative to one another may be established by way of transitiv-
ity. As such, there are three possible positions that enclitics can occupy with
relation to one another. The enclitics are listed in Table 15.4.
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Table 15.4: Enclitic Template
1: +tam (plusap) 12 plural
+yaj (plunonsap) 3 plural
+gak (rep) again/another/also (repetitive)
+p1Pk (rel) relativizer*
2: +Pam (alr) already
+nam (still) still/yet
+tyi (just) just
3: +Pun (djo) he says, it is said
+wey (true) true
*The relativizer p1Pk exhibits some variability with re-
spect to the plural suffixes.
The first position enclitics +tam, +yaj, +gak and +p1Pk differ from the
second and third position enclitics in that they have verbal counterparts. That
is, each of the first position enclitics has a corresponding suffix that occurs on
verb stems. The correspondences are listed in Table 15.5. The enclitics appear
only with non-verbal elements, such as nouns, adjectives, quantifiers, and in
some contexts with dependent verbs; the suffixes appear with verbs. The
semantics of each pair are essentially the same. The second and third position
enclitics occur on both verbal and non-verbal elements.
Table 15.5: Suffix-Enclitic Pairs
Non-verbal Verbal
+tam -taPm 12 plural (plusap)
+yaj -yaj 3 plural (plunonsap)
+gak -gak again/another/also (repetitive) (rep)
+p1Pk -PpV relativizer* (rel)
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The number enclitics +tam and +yaj occur on nouns, pronouns, ad-
jectives, and quantifiers that function as non-verbal predicates (and in some
contexts on verbs) to mark number agreement with the arguments. These
number enclitics also occur on nouns to indicate the plurality of the noun
(see ch. 4 for detailed description of nominal morphology). +tam agrees with


















‘They are soldiers in the truck.’
The enclitic +gak, which also has a verbal suffix counterpart, occurs
on non-verbal elements. When it occurs on nouns it may convey the meaning
‘another’. When it occurs on nouns and other word classes that serve as non-
verbal predicates, the semantics of the enclitic +gak are essentially the same
as the verbal suffix -gak, conveying ‘also, again’. Example (15.46) shows +gak
on the noun p11xiny ‘man’ functioning as a non-verbal predicate. +gak may
























‘Then he speaks to his flesh again.’ (ESK.073b)
The plural clitics +tam, +yaj and +gak are first position enclitics.
The enclitic +p1Pk is a relativizer. Like the other first position enclitics
it has a verbal suffix counterpart (-PpV), and therefore it occurs only on non-




















a thread that was red.’ (GU2.041/2)
Establishing the relative order of the relativizer +p1Pk is problematic because
it exhibits some variability with respect to the other first position enclitics.
Compare examples (15.49) and (15.50), and observe that the relativizer may













‘...these men who aren’t from here.’ (CP1.014)





















there were those who had knowledge.’ (VYT.003)
The second position enclitics include +Pam, +tyim, and +nam. Ad-
verbial in nature, the three enclitics occur as clitics on all word classes. The
enclitic +Pam conveys the meaning ‘already’. Its semantics are comparable to
the Spanish ya, which also means ‘already’. Example (15.51)10 illustrates the
use of +Pam to indicate a sense of ‘hurry up’. Example (15.52) shows +Pam






























He finally slept.’ (ComerDemasiado.018)
10The enclitic +Pam has three allomorphs: [Pam], [am], and [m]. The allomorphy of Pam
is described in detail in ch. 3.
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his sister was a big girl (all grown up).’ (Gutiérrez Morales and
Wichmann 2001:323)
The enclitic +tyim conveys the meaning ‘just, only, simply’. It occurs

















































this isn’t alcohol this is just a soft drink.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.002)
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Diachronically, the enclitic +tyim is composed of two enclitics +tyi and +Pam
(Kaufman 1997). Synchronically, it appears to be a single item +tyim, as tyi
does not appear independently. The template here places the enclitic tyi in
the the same “slot” as +Pam and +nam.
The enclitic +nam is also adverbial in natural and conveys ‘still, yet’,
as illustrated by the example in (15.57). +Nam also occurs on non-verb words,








































of her face is still woman.’ (VYT.112)
Contexts through which we can determine the relative order of the first
and second position enclitics are limited. Because the plural and repetitive
enclitics have suffix counterparts that occur on verbs, the first and second
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position enclitics do no co-occur on verbs. Observe in (15.57 above) that the
plural suffix -taPm occurs within the inflected verb complex preceding the
incompletive suffix -pa, whereas the second position enclitic +nam follows -pa.
The co-occurrence of the first position enclitics with second position enclitics
is limited to non-verb lexical items. For example in (15.59) the plural enclitic

















they still had special skills.’ (GU1.002)











‘These children were sad.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.058)

















‘He arrives, and three days [later] he’s already drunk again.’ (Yerno.073)
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The third position enclitics are +Pun and +wey. +Pun means ‘it is said,
he says’, as shown in (15.62). It frequently occurs on non-verb words such as








































‘It’s said the woman woke up.’ (ESK.084)
The enclitic +wey occurs predominantly on adverbs and the negator dya,
appearing only to a limited extent on verbs. It has two reported meanings:
‘it’s true’ and ‘I say’. An example is shown in (15.65). In this example, the
speaker has translated it as ‘it’s true.’ The example in (15.66) provides an









‘I’m going, I said.’ (PDLMA.lexdatabase.WEY)
Both enclitics follow the second position enclitics +Pam, +tyim, and +nam.































SP is a polysynthetic, head marking language. As a head-marking language
(Nichols 1986), the head of the phrase takes inflectional and derivational
morphology. For example in (16.1) the clause consists of a transitive verb
tzePk ‘charge, collect’ and its A argument. The verb takes person inflection to
mark the A, marked on the verb with Pi+ ‘3rd person ergative’. In addition,
the A consists of a possessed noun. The possessum, the head of the NP, is










‘Afterward my father charged him.’ (CNC.043)
Minimally, the basic clause may consist of as little as a predicate, as shown in
(16.2) with the intransitive verb seet ‘return, turn into’. The verb is inflected
for 1st person with the proclitic Pa+ and for aspect with the incompletive
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suffix -pa. Example (16.3) shows this with a transitive complex predicate,








‘I empty [the batter] [into the water].’ (Atole.010)
Maximally the clause may include an inflected complex predicate, up to three
arguments (albeit rare), their modifiers, and as extension of the clause, more
than one adverbial adjunct. Example (16.4) illustrates a case consisting of the
ditransitive compound predicate maPy=chiP ‘sell=give’ with three arguments:
Pan+jaatunh ‘my father’ (A), tunh+gak p11xiny ‘another man’ (PO), jePm























SP is a verb initial language whose word order is largely pragmatically deter-
mined. In monotransitive clauses, when arguments are expressed overtly (via






































































































‘Ours loves us.’ (MAB.193)
Pragmatically motivated word order in naturally occurring speech poses a
problem for determining basic word order(s) in SP. Some word orders might
be explained syntactically in terms of topic or focus. To establish a basic
word order, however, I evaluated word order based on relative word order,
statistical frequency, ambiguity tests (Mithun 1992). These diagnostics are
discussed here.
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16.1.1 Relative word order
With respect to word order correlations, SP exhibits four (4) structural fea-
tures commonly found in verb final (OV) languages (Campbell et al. 1986;
Comrie 1989; Dryer 1992, 1997, 2007; Greenberg 1963; Zavala 2000:15-32).
First, possessors in SP precede possessums (16.6).













‘He went around saying that I should go to hell.’ (lit. ‘...enter the
devil’s hole’) (CNC.012)








‘He comes in their houses.’ (ESK.060)
Third, dependent nouns precede head nouns (16.8).
(16.8) Dependent noun precedes head noun:





Fourth, incorporated nouns precede verb roots (16.9).








SP exhibits three (3) structural features typically associated with verb initial
(VO) languages. In auxiliary verb constructions, the auxiliary verb precedes
the main clause (16.10).










‘The man began to cry.’ (ESK.126)
In complement clauses, the complementizer (Piga+) occurs at the beginning














that I wasn’t angry.’ (CNC.049b)
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In subordinate clause constructions, the subordinate clause follows the main
clause (16.12).














for me to go to deliver (babies).’ (PAR.029)
In addition, SP shows variablity with respect to two features that cor-
relate with word order cross-linguistically. These include the position of ad-
verbial phrases with relation to the verb and the position of relative clauses
with relation to their head nouns. Adpositional phrases may precede (16.13)

















‘I put [my pot] in the fire.’ (Atole.004)
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‘I’m going to gather firewood that’s dry.’ (20070712jaf)
Manner adverbs as lexical expressions are rare as SP uses adverbial clauses
and other conventions to convey adverbial information. Thus manner adverbs
do not serve as a criterion for word order correlation in SP.
In sum, in terms of word order correlations, out of 9 possible word order
correlations, SP showed 4 structural features that correspond with OV order,
3 that correspond with VO features, and 2 that are inconclusive.
16.1.2 Statistical frequency
In order to establish word order based on statistical frequency 4049 clauses
from 40 texts were evaluated1. Of the 4049, 849 were transitive. 149 (24%)
1The measures of statistical frequency of constituent word order were calculated in 2006.
At the time of completion of this grammar, the corpus consists of 54 texts, approximately
5500 clauses
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showed both arguments and 472 (76%) showed either the A or the O. In the
case of intransitive verbs, 513 had overtly expressed Ss.
Table 16.1: Transitive and Intransitive Clauses with Overt Nominals
Transitive Intransitive
2 overt arguments: 149 24% —
1 overt argument: 472 76% 513
Total 621 513 100.00%
16.1.2.1 Monotransitive Clauses
In clauses in which both arguments appeared, the most common word order
was AVO (73.15%). This is illustrated in Table 16.2.
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Table 16.2: Transitive Clause with Two Arguments Expressed
Nouns Pronouns Total
AVO 55 72.37% 54 73.97% 109 73.15%
VAO 4 5.26% 1 1.36% 5 3.36%
VOA 6 7.89% 0 0% 6 4.03%
OVA 5 6.58% 5 6.84% 10 6.71%
OAV 2 2.63% 8 14.81% 10 6.71%
AOV 4 5.26% 5 6.84% 9 6.04%
Total 76 73 149
In monotransitive clauses in which only the A was overtly expressed with a
lexical noun, AV and VA orders were almost equal. In clauses in which the
argument was expressed with a pronoun, however, AV was the preferred order
(66.09%). This is shown in Table 16.3.
Table 16.3: Transitive Clauses with One Argument Expressed: Agents
Nouns Pronouns Total
AV 40 51.28% 36 97.30% 76 66.09 %
VA 38 48.72% 1 2.70% 39 33.91%
Total 78 37 115
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In monotransitive clauses in which only the O was overtly expressed and the
argument was expressed with a lexical noun VO order was preferred (89.28%).
There were only 12 constructions in which the O was expressed with a pronoun;
the majority were OV word order (75%). This is shown in Table 16.4.
Table 16.4: Transitive Clauses with One Argument Expressed: Os
Nouns Pronouns Total
OV 37 10.72% 9 75% 46 12.89%
VO 308 89.28% 3 25% 311 87.11%
Total 345 12 357
16.1.2.2 Intransitive Clauses





























She looks around.’ (Cangrejo.081)
Of intransitive verb clauses2, 513 had a S overtly expressed with a lexical noun
or a pronoun. The preferred word order in the case of lexical nouns was VS
(65.14%), whereas the preferred word order clauses with pronouns was SV
(84.71%). The distribution is shown in Table 16.5.
Table 16.5: SV Word Order in Intransitive Clauses
Nouns Pronouns Total
SV 152 34.86% 66 85.71% 218
VS 284 65.14% 11 14.29% 295
Total 436 77 513
16.1.2.3 Non-Verbal Predicate Clauses
Nonverbal predicate clauses with overt lexical nouns are somewhat rare. An







‘My children were happy
2The existential/locative verb Pity ‘be’ is included here because it shows the same word








because we were eating (well).’ (ROD.004)
Only 25 out of 4049 sentences consisted of nonverbal predicates with overtly
expressed nouns. Of those 25, 15 had SV word order (SV 60% and VS 40%),
shown in Table 16.1.2.3.
Table 16.6: Word Order in Non-verbal Predicate Clauses
Nouns Pronouns Total
SV 15 60% 6 85.71% 21 65.63%
VS 10 40% 1 14.29% 11 34.37%
Total 25 7 32
16.1.2.4 Summary of Frequency Distributions
The distribution of As, Os and Ss to verbs shows a number of tendencies. The
preferred position for nominal As is preverbal (77.27%); the preferred position
of nominal Os is postverbal (89.28%). The word order tendencies are shown
in Table 16.7. Similarly, in intransitive clauses, the tendency is for Ss to occur
postverbally (65.14%).
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Table 16.7: Word Order Preferences for Noun and Pronoun A, O, & S
Preverbal Postverbal Total
Agents: 204 77.27% 60 22.73% 264
Objects:
nouns 37 10.72% 308 89.28%
pronouns 9 75% 3 25%
Subjects:
nouns 152 34.86% 284 65.14% 436
pronouns 66 85.71% 11 14.29% 77
16.1.3 Ambiguity Tests
While frequency distributions were useful to establish word order relations be-
tween verbs and their arguments, ambiguity texts were useful in establishing
word order relations between A and Os. Ambiguity tests highlighted the pref-
erence for the A to precede the O, regardless of its position with respect to
the verb.
In order to establish word order preference, speakers were presented
with example sets. Four different example sets were used; two originated from






















































‘Jose calls Rigoberto.’ (20090227RGA)
The judgments for each of the four sets were relatively consistent. In all
cases, when speakers were presented with SVO and VSO word order, the ut-
terances were unmarked and speakers confirmed the intended readings. When
presented with SOV word order, speakers hesitated, but judged the sentences
as grammatical. In all cases the arguments were interpreted as having the
intended role; the intended A was interpreted as A. When speakers were pre-
sented with OSV, OVS and VOS orders, judgments were mixed. Initially,
speakers judged the sentences as either ungrammatical or nonsensical. On fur-
ther discussion, speakers indicated that alternate readings were possible. The
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alternate readings consistently interpreted the first argument in the clause
as A. When asked to “correct” the sentences, speakers changed intonation,
inserted pauses or offered paraphrased variations.
16.1.4 Summary of Constituent Order
Word order in SP is influenced to a great extent by pragmatics. SP has features
of both OV and VO word order. Based on frequency distributions, which show
tendencies for AV, VP, and VS order, the predominant word order is VO. The
verb final characteristics are thought to be traces of the verb final word order
reconstructed for Proto-Mixe-Zoquean (Kaufman and Justeson 2000; Zavala
2000:32). The VO word order is thought to be an innovation resulting from
contact with Mayan and other verb initial languages in the region (Campbell
et al 1986, Zavala 2000:32). Ambiguity tests show that, barring effects of
intonation, when both arguments in a transitive clause are overtly expressed
the first is interpreted as A, regardless of the position of the verb.
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16.1.5 Ditransitive Clause
Example (16.21) illustrates a case with a ditransitive compound verb, two




















his plate at his child.’ (Yerno.083a)





SP has two negative particles: dya (17.1) and PotPoy (17.2). PotPoy is used to















‘Don’t look back.’ (GU1.141)
17.1 Negative Particle dya
Negation may take scope over a predicate, in which case it takes scope over
the clause, or the verbal constituents within the clause. When negation takes
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scope over the clauses, the negative particle dya precedes the predicate, verbal

















‘It’s not hard.’ (GUS.080)
17.1.1 Clausal Negation
When the negative particle precedes the verb, lexically expressed arguments
occur in three possible positions. The first observed position is following the
verb. The following examples show an A (17.5), S (17.6) and O (17.7) following
the verb in negated clauses. There are no examples in which both arguments








































‘She did not eat the egg.’ (MAB.062)
The second observed position for lexically expressed arguments (in naturally
occurring speech) is preceding the negative particle. This is shown with the
S of an intransitive verb in (17.8) and the O of a transitive verb in (17.9). In
(17.8), the clause initial NPs are followed by a pause, indicating the argument
has been topicalized. In the case of (17.9), the pause following the NP is
almost inaudible, but the clause initial noun is emphasized, an indication that




























‘We don’t sell women.’ (CNC.032c)
The third position observed is following the negator and preceding the verb, as
shown in (17.10) through (17.11). These examples come from elicitation, and















































‘The child doesn’t make coffee.’ (20090227JAF)



























because my child is not healthy.’ (ConvSerPartera.225)
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In negated non-verbal predicate constructions, pronouns may follow the nega-























‘This, this is no child.’ (GUS.079)
17.1.2 Negation in Subordinate Clauses
In multiverb constructions, when the subordinate clause is negated, the nega-
tor follows the complementizer. As shown in (17.16) the subordinate clause is
































‘that I’m not angry at him.’
The matrix verb may be negated independently of the subordinate clause.










‘I didn’t see that they arrived.’ (20070705JAF)
This is shown with multi-verb constructions involving nonverbal predi-
cates in the following pair of examples. In (17.19) the non-verbal predicate in
the matrix clause is negated, the scope of negation is restricted to the matrix
clause. In (17.20) the non-verbal predicate in the subordinate clause is negated























‘We sleep not knowing.’ (ESK.043)
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17.1.3 Constituent Negation
There are two strategies for negating constituents. The first strategy is to
bring the constituent to focus position, in which case it is realized as a non-
verbal predicate. The example in (17.21) illustrates a case in which the O of
the main clause has been negated. In this example the argument has been
advanced to precede the verb, and the pronoun jeP ‘3pro’ is the S of the
nonverbal predicate p11xiny ‘man’. Although there is no overtly expressed trace
of the argument, the verb is transitive (marked with the ergative proclitic Pi+)























she went to see.’ (GU2.064)
Example (17.22) shows the A of the transitive verb in focus position. In this
case, the predicate of the main clause is marked as a relative clause. Again, the
verb is transitive, marked with the absolutive Pa+ co-indexing the 1st person










‘It is not he who defended me!’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001:328-9)
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This is observed in nonverbal predicate constructions, as well. Example (17.23)
shows a nonverbal predicate. The S is co-indexed in focus position with the
demonstrative pePm preceding the negator; the nonverbal predicate in the
















‘That (woman), she is not a good woman. (Cangrejo.057)
The second strategy is for the constituent to stand in isolation, not as an
argument of a predicate. For example in (17.24) the negator takes scope over











































‘Not her. She feeds the farm workers.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.030)
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The only constituent that may be negated directly without the use of














‘No, not everyone arrives [there].’ (PDO.013)
17.1.4 Alternations Triggered by Negator dya
The pronouns P1ch ‘1pro’ and mich ‘2pro’ undergo a morphophonemic al-
ternation when they occur with the negative particle dya. The alternation
is described by the rule in (17.27). This alternation occurs only with these
pronouns, illustrated in (17.28) and (17.29).
(17.27) Pronoun+dya Alternation:































of the food.’ (Rey.019)
17.1.5 Negative Pronouns
The negative particle dya occurs with the interrogative pronouns tyiH ‘what’
and PiH ‘who’ to form dya+tyiH ‘nothing’ and dya+PiH ‘no one’. The pair in
(17.30) and (17.31) shows the negated pronominal forms dya+tyiH ‘nothing’




















‘The bull, no one caught up to.’ (VYT.080a)
The negative particle and the pronouns cliticize to one another as a re-











‘It won’t do anything to you, it’s true.’ (MAB.104)
The pronouns always follow the negator and precedes the predicate. The
negative pronouns do not follow the verb.
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17.2 Imperative and Optative Negator PotPoy































so that it wouldn’t burn.’ (Atole.012-3)
PotPoy is used only to negate predicates; it does not negate statives or verbal
arguments.
In imperative constructions the particle always precedes the predicate
(17.35). The word order in negated imperative constructions generally follows
that of affirmative imperative clauses with the O following the predicate. No


















‘Don’t mistreat your women.’ (JOV.015B)
Word order in negated optative sentences follows that of the order for






















































Cook him two [fish]; feed him.’ ” (Elson 1947a:197-8)
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As with the particle dya, arguments may precede the negator, as shown in






























our children shouldn’t play.’ (CVS.004)
17.3 Negative Polarity Items
Two terms are observed in SP that can be described as negative polarity
items, terms that may only occur in negative contexts. These are the prefix
jaaya ‘almost no, never’ and keemam ‘never’. These are described here.
17.3.1 jaaya ‘almost never’
The term jaaya attaches to the verb to indicate ‘almost no, almost never’

























‘She almost never eats eggs.’ (MAB.059)
17.3.2 Keeman ‘never’
The term keeman ‘never’ is restricted to negative clauses. The example in
(17.43) shows the adverb keeman ‘never’ following the negative particle. kee-
man is a negative polarity item that is observed only with the negative particle
dya and Podoy (17.44). It is not in and of itself a negator. That is, it does not






















17.4 Negator ni ‘neither, not even’
Occasionally appearing in texts is the negative particle ni. The particle ni,
shown in (17.46) and (17.46) tends to occur with topicalized (and possibly
postposed) phrases. It does not serve as a negator of the clause, but only the




































stopped by to visit.’ (MAB.271)
Wichmann (1995:288) has reconstructed the particle back to proto-Mixe and
proto-Zoquean. Kaufman (p.c.) claims that the particle is borrowed from the
Spanish ni ‘neither, not even’, arguing that based on the phonology of the




SP has two types of interrogatives: content (information) questions (18.1) and
polarity (yes-no) questions (18.2). Content questions are formed with question
words. They may also be marked with rising intonation, although this is not
always the case. Polar questions have no morphological marking, and they are














‘Have you rested?’ (20050404RCRn064)
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18.1 Content Questions
Information interrogatives incorporate constituent or “question words” to so-
licit specific information. Question words consist of pronouns, adjectives, and
adverbs. The question words found in SP are listed in (18.3). There are no
interrogative words, although the auxiliary verb jutz-PaH ‘be such that, how
is it that’ is frequently used to elicit questions (see §18.1.1 below).








The interrogative words occur clause initially in questions1. This is illustrated
with the pronouns tyiH ‘what’ and tyiH+Piga ‘why’ in examples (18.4) and
(18.5), respectively.
1Elson (1989:185) notes that occasionally a question word follows the verb, and provides
the examples shown in (1).
(i) n1kpa xiwan juuty
Ø+n1k-pa xiwan juuty
3abs+go-inc John where





















‘Why is she crying.’ (MAB.015b)
The interrogative pronoun tyiH ‘what’ is used as a non-human referent











































‘What is she making for me?’ (20090228RGA)
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SP has a hierarchical system, which places human referents higher on the con-
tinuum than nonhuman referents. That is, a benefactive referent (PO) ranks
higher than the theme (SO) of a ditransitive verb. No examples are available
in which tyiH ‘what’ refers to a primary object. We do know, however, that
primary objects may be questioned, with the interrogative pronoun PiH ‘who’
(see ex. 18.18 below).
tyiH also indexes Ss of nonverbal predicates, in the case of (18.10) the










‘What is it now?’ (ESK.099)
Oblique arguments may also be questioned, as shown in (18.11) for an instru-








































































‘Now what do we tie it with?’ (ConvSerPartera.170)





‘What is it?’ (Cangrejo.019)
The interrogative pronoun PiH ‘who’ serves as a human referent and
may index Ss (18.15), As (18.16), Os (18.17), and POs (18.18). POs tend
to be recipient (benefactive, addressee) arguments and are therefore human,
whereas SOs tend to be nonhuman arguments, therefore while it is likely that
PiH can question SOs, no examples are available at this time. tyiH ‘what’,
















































‘For whom are making it?’ (20090227RGA)










‘Whose dog is this?’ (Gutierrez & Wichmann 2001:330-1)
PiH may be inflected with person when it occurs as the predicate in non-verbal








‘Who are you?’ (GU2.028)
Like tyiH, PiH may be derived with the versive -PaH and the relativizer -PpV.



























whoever it is that is eating his shrimp tails.’ (PDLMA.JUUNYCHU7TZ.011)
Multiple arguments may not be questioned in a single clause (i.e. ‘Who ate
what?’). That is, multiple interrogative pronouns do not occur in the same
clause. Such constructions have not been observed in naturally occurring
speech. In elicitation such constructions are subject to mixed interpretations.
Speakers seek to correct the offending utterance or paraphrase using multiple
independent clauses.
The adverb juuty ‘where’ is used to question location (18.22). The






























The manner adverb juuty+p1Pk is a lexicalized expression composed of ju-
uty ‘where’ and the relativizer +p1Pk, and functions as an interrogative mean-





















‘There I’m going to see how I’m going to eat.’ (7NH.038)
The interrogative pronoun juus1nh is used to question ‘when’ (18.26). It has







‘When do we go?’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
The pronoun juPtzanh is a lexical expression composed of the terms juPtz ‘how’










“I say: ‘How much did you drink?’ ” (SA2.045c)
The pronoun juPp ‘which’—composed of ju ‘which’ and the relativizer p1Pk—modifies
the referent being questioned. The arguments modified by juPp include As

























































‘Which place do you live in?’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress.ju7p)










‘I’m going to see what [wood] has dried.’ (Comal.029)
Finally, the term tyiH+Piga ‘why’ is a lexicalized expression composed
of tyiH ‘what’ and the complementizer Piga+, a particle borrowed from Nahu-
atl. tyi+Piga, composed of the interrogative pronoun tyiH ‘what’ and the



























because it had been done to him.’ (UDR.029)
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In reported speech, the structure of content question is the same as direct










‘He said to me: ‘What do you use for medicine.’ ” (Ojos.003b)
18.1.1 ‘How is it that’ Auxiliary Construction
The auxiliary verb jutzaaH is frequently used to ask ‘how something is done’






















‘How is it you saw it? (CSP.020a)
2For a detailed description of auxiliary verb construction, refer to ch. 22.
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18.2 Polar interrogatives
Polar interrogatives solicit yes/no answers. Polar questions have the same
structure as declarative clauses, requiring no special morphology or changes in































‘Does everyone speak Popoluca there?’ (CSPopoluca.008erg)
Negative polar questions begin with the negator dya. Examples are

























































As stated above, word order is pragmatically determined. Cases in which ar-
guments occur in clause initial position may be accounted for in terms of topic
or focus. I distinguish between topic and focus on simplistic grounds. Topic
is essentially what the sentence is about (Aissen 1992:50, citing Norman 1977;
Lambrecht 1994:118). Focus, on the other hand, serves to present an assertion
that differs from a presupposition established either from the narrative or from
context (Aissen 1992:50, Lambrecht 1994:207).
Topic is established in three ways: explicitly stating the argument lex-
ically, using a passive construction, or placing the argument in clause initial
(or topic) position. Establishing topic serves to either re-establish a refer-
ent already mentioned in the discourse (track) or to introduce a new referent
(switch). There is no formal marking of topic; when it occurs in clause initial
position it is distinguishable because of a pause following the topicalized ele-
ment. Focus is established in two ways: Dislocation, often with a resumptive
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pronoun, and clefting with relativization.
19.0.1 Topic
Topic refers to what the sentence is about. Placing an argument in topic posi-
tion serves to either track a referent or to switch referents. Topic is established
in three ways in SP. First, and quite significantly, SP is an ergative, head-
marking language, which means that arguments do not need to be expressed
overtly or pronominally. Therefore, the overt expression of an argument at all
is an explicit statement of the topic of the clause. Second, the topic occurs
in clause initial position1. Third, the clause may occur in passive voice2, in
which the patient takes the role of S of the passivized verb.
The three strategies are illustrated in the excerpt shown in (19.1). The
excerpt comes from a narrative in which a woman and a man transform them-
selves into a cow and a bull, respectively, in order to engage in extramarital
activities. The excerpt begins with reference to a woman who is explicitly
stated with an overt lexical item seven clauses earlier in the narrative. In
(19.1c) a new topic jePm Pi+ty1Ppxi ‘her rope’ is introduced with the passive
voice. In (d) the same topic is elaborated on further, also with the passive3.
1This strategy is slightly problematic because the same strategy may be used to focus
arguments. Focus is discussed in §19.1.
2This is in keeping with Elson’s (1984) observation that passives in discourse are used
(among other purposes) to keep in focus the principal participant in the discourse; to put
into prominence a participant that has hitherto been playing a subordinate role in the
discourse, or that has not been mentioned at all; or to emphasize a result of action, rather
than the doer of the action.
3In (c) through (d), the verbs are marked with the benefactive applicative -PaPy, as well
as the passive suffix -taH. In the three clauses it is the possessor of the that is advanced to
S (via external position, see ch. 14). While the theme is topicalized, the woman is still a
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Notice that in (c) and (d) the topic is the S of a passive verb. The topic
switches again in (e) in which a new topic is introduced jePm Pi+Purasyuunh
‘her incantation’; here the topic is the S of a passive verb. In (f) the topic
switches back to jePm yoomo ‘the woman’, which occurs clause initially. She is
S of (g), although she is not overtly expressed. In (h) a new topic is introduced
jePm la jentej ‘the people’, which is overtly expressed post-verbally. But the
topic switched back to jePm yoomo ‘the woman’ immediately in the following

































































































































she cried a lot.’ VYT.101-11
19.1 Focus
Focus is used for contrastive emphasis, essentially presenting an assertion that
differs from a presupposition established either in the narrative or from context
(Aissen 1992:50, Lambrecht 1994:207). SP has two strategies to focus an
argument: Dislocation and clefting.
19.1.1 Dislocation: Left and Right
In a dislocated construction, the focused argument generally occurs in clause
initial position and is co-referential with a pronoun in the main clause. An


































he just drinks too.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.043)
Demonstratives and pronouns also occur anaphorically in focus position. The
examples in (19.3) and (19.4) illustrate the demonstratives y1Pp ‘this’ and pePm
‘that one yonder’ in focus position in a verbal predicate construction. The
resumptive pronoun occurs following the negative particle dya. Example (19.5)














































‘Him, he was no man.’ (GU2.024b)
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Focused arguments that are post-posed are also observed, although to
a lesser extent. In (19.6) the argument, the emphatic ‘not one of her children’























not one of her children.’ (MAB.260)
19.1.2 Cleft Constructions
In a cleft construction, the argument in focus occurs in clause initial position
and either the clefted phrase or the main clause may be relativized. For
example in (19.7), the clefted argument, the S of the non-verbal predicate
tan+t11w1+tam ‘our brothers’ in the main clause is relativized. In (19.8) the














































now I’m telling her this.’ (PQH.025)
Alternatively in SP, the main clause may consist of the relativized predicate.
For instance in (19.9) the argument occurs in focus position, which is followed































Complex verb words are formed by combining two or more roots with no mor-
phological subordination. There are three types of complex predicate expres-
sions: noun incorporation (NI), which combines noun and verb roots; serial
verb constructions (SVC), which combines two or more verb roots; and com-
pounds formed with adverbs and other modifiers. This chapter describes the
process of noun incorporation. The description of verb serialization is given
in ch. 21. Discussion of incorporated modifiers can be found in the chapter on
adverbs (ch. 7).
Noun incorporation describes a process that forms complex predicates
by compounding a noun and a verb (Mithun 1984; Sapir 1911:257). For in-
stance in (20.1), the noun kapeel ‘coffee’ and jaPp ‘grind’ combine to form
the compound ‘coffee=grind’. Examples of the noun and verb occurring as
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the corn [kernels from cob] and grind it. (PQ2.010)
Noun incorporation, considered a major criterion in defining polysyn-
thetic languages (Baker 1996), is highly productive in SP, a polysynthetic
language. It is generally used to narrow the scope of the denotation of the
verb, i.e. chopping → wood-chopping.
This chapter describes the features of NI, including its morphosyntax,
phonology and semantics (§20.1); the two types of noun incorporation observed
in SP (§20.2); and body part prefixes, which have grammaticalized from body
part terms (§10.2).
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20.1 Features of Noun Incorporation
In complex predicates in which a noun is incorporated, the noun stem and
verb stem together form a phonological, morphosyntactic, and semantic unit.
20.1.1 Morphosyntactic Slot of Incorporated Noun
The basic incorporated noun construction will consist of a noun root and a
verb root, with the noun preceding the verb. Person markers attach to the left
of the verbal complex, aspect/mood marking to the right, as shown in (20.4).
(20.4) person+noun=verb-asp/mood
An example with an inflected NI verb complex is shown in (20.5). The absolu-
tive person marker Pa+ precedes the noun, and the incompletive aspect suffix







‘I heat up atole (corn beverage).’ (Atole.001)
In constructions in which the noun occurs as a free lexical item, person
and aspect/mood inflection flank the verb. Compare examples (20.6) and
(20.7). Example (20.6) illustrates a case in which the verb and the noun are
both independent lexical items. The verb is inflected with an ergative person
marker, indicating that the verb is transitive, and the incompletive suffix -
pa. The Ø P1kxi ‘corn’ follows the inflected verb. Example (20.7) shows an
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incoporated noun. Here the noun precedes the verb and follows the person




























‘We didn’t buy corn.’ (7NH.032)
A complex verb word consisting of an incorporated noun may occur in
constructions that are further adjusted with valency adjusting morphology,
including applicatives, causatives and associatives. As we saw in ch. 14,
causative and associative morphology consist of proclitics that attach at the



















‘Then they didn’t take me.’ (MAB.042b)
When the noun is incorporated in this context, the derivational morphology
occurs to the left of the noun, resulting in the shape shown in (20.10).
(20.10) person+deriv+noun=verb-asp/mood
Example (20.11) illustrates a case in which tzoy ‘medicine’ has been incorpo-
rated into the verbal complex that occurs with the causative proclitic Pak+.










‘I’m going to make the woman drink the medicine.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez
Morales, p.c.)
The example in (20.12) shows the incorporated noun maan1k ‘child’ preceded










‘Afterwards, he got her pregnant.’ (GU1.068)
It is possible, however, for the noun to precede derivational prefixes
within the complex verb word, in which case the shape of the NI complex
appears as in (20.13).
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(20.13) person+noun=deriv+verb-asp/mood
In cases in which the noun precedes the derivational proclitics, the verbs are in
fact lexicalized verb stems. For example in (20.14), the noun jukt1 ‘fire, hearth’
is incorporated by the verb Pak+nuPk ‘assemble, gather smt together’, a lexi-
calized verb formed with the causative Pak+ and the verb root nuPk ‘arrive’.
Similarly in (20.15) the verb na+s1P ‘ride smt’ formed with the associative na+
and s1P ‘walk’, incorporates the noun kawaj ‘horse’. These are clear cases of
incorporation because the absolutive person markers attach to the left of the











‘I horse rode.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
20.1.1.1 Nominalized NI Compounds
In addition, derived nouns may be incorporated into the verbal complex. For
example in (20.16) the noun P1kx.i ‘corn kernels’, derived from the verb root
P1ks ‘dekernel corn’ with the nominalizer suffix -i, is incorporated by the verb
juy ‘buy’. In (20.17) the noun monh.kuy ‘sheets’, derived from the verb



















‘The man goes to bed. (lit. takes sheets)’ (ESK.026)
20.1.2 Prosody and Complex NI Verbs
The noun=verb complex comprises a single phonological word, which is
evident from the stress1. SP has three degrees of stress, assigned from right to
left. Primary stress falls on the penultimate or ultimate syllable (depending on
syllable weight or the presence of underlying segments); secondary stress falls
on the leftmost syllable following proclitics, which are non-stress bearing; and
tertiary stress falls on the heaviest syllable preceding primary stress. Clitics
are extrametrical and do not bear stress. This distribution is illustrated by
the paradigm shown in (20.18), repeated from table 2.130.
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































The stress patterns that occur on complex predicates composed of a verb
and an incorporated noun exhibit the same distribution, showing that these
forms make up a single phonological word. The examples in (20.19) illustrate
stress associated with noun=verb compounds. (a) and (b) show primary
and secondary stress on stems of 3 and 4; (c) shows primary, secondary and
tertiary stress on a 5 syllable stem.














‘I clear the fields.’ (20070710jaf)
20.2 Types of Noun Incorporation
There are four types of noun incorporation (following Mithun 1984): Lexical
compounding (I), manipulation of case (II), manipulation of discourse struc-
ture (III), and classificatory noun incorporation (IV). Each of these are gen-
erally distinguishable based on their discourse functions, although they have
unique formal properties that distinguish them syntactically. SP has types I
and II. Types III and IV have not been observed in SP, although they occur
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in other Mixe-Zoque languages (Zavala 2001).
20.2.1 Type I: Compounding
Type I compounding is the most basic and commonly observed example of
noun incorporation. In fact, Mithun (1984:874) recognizes an “implicational
hierarchy” for the four NI structures such that, if a language has type II, it
will have type I, and if a language has type III, it will have types I and II, etc.
If a language incorporates at all, it will have type I incorporation.
In type I incorporated noun constructions, the noun loses its syntac-
tic status as an argument (Mithun 1984:849, Rosen 1989:309). For instance,
compare examples (20.20) and (20.21). The verb pinh ‘pick, gather’ is a tran-
sitive verb that takes an A and a O, as shown in (20.20). This is indicated
by the ergative person marker Pan+. When the noun is incorporated into the
verbal complex, the transitivity of the verb is reduced. In (20.21) the same
verb pinh is compounded with the noun tz11xi ‘child’ to convey a ‘delivering
babies’. Here there is a single participant, the midwife (not overtly expressed)































for delivering babies.’ (MAB.274)
Noun incorporation is productive in SP, and both As and Os may be in-
corporated. The most commonly incorporated participant is the O argument,
























‘We work and we fell trees.’ (7NH.006)




















‘She cooks it in water.’ (MAB.071)
The A may be incorporated, as shown in (20.26); although this is rare. (The
example shown here comes from elicitation, no examples are available from
the corpus of naturally occurring speech.) Agent incorporation is observed
throughout North and Central America, having been described in the Tanoan
languages (Allen et al 1984), Athapaskan languages, as well as other Mixe-




‘I was bitten by a snake.’ (‘I was snake-bit.’) (200707jaf)
Non-core arguments may also be incorporated, in which case the va-
lency of the verb is unchanged. In (20.27) the transitive verb ku+woot ‘wrap
around’ forms a compound with the noun Paanyi ‘tortilla’, with which she
wraps an egg. The transitivity of the verb is not affected; the verbal complex
is inflected with the ergative person marker Pi+ ‘3erg’. The O in this clause












and tortilla wraps it.’ (MAB.047)
Incorporated nouns must be non-specific, generic nouns (20.28). Proper nouns
may not be incorporated (20.29), a characteristic widely observed in noun





(20.29) Proper Nouns are Ungrammatical:
*Pa+jwan=metzpa intended reading: ‘I’m looking for Juan.’
*Pa+jwan=k11nhpa intended reading: ‘I fear Juan.’
(Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
The incorporated nouns may not be modified. Nouns may be modified in
a number of ways, one of which is via compounding, as shown in (20.30).
Another method for modifying nouns is via relativization (20.31). Modified






























Intended reading: ‘I’m gathering dry wood.’
20.2.1.1 Verbs That Incorporate
Verb types that incorporate nouns include transitive and ambitransitive verbs.










‘The same, I’m looking for maize.’ (Sammons.KDK.049)
Non-agentive ambitransitive verbs incorporate nouns. For instance,
compare examples (20.35) and (20.36). The ambitransitive verb pij, which
as an intransitive alternation ‘be hot’ (20.35a) and a transitive alternation
‘heat, heat up’ (b), incorporates nouns (20.36).
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‘I heat up atole (corn beverage).’ (Atole.001)
Agentive ambitransitive verbs also incorporate. Recall from ch. 8 that
Puk ‘drink’ is an agentive ambitransitive verb, as shown in (20.37), having
both transitive (a) and intransitive (b) alternations. The verb Puk ‘drink’ also
permits incorporation of nouns (20.38).






















‘I still will have coffee.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
The verb k11nh ‘fear’, also an agentive ambitransitive (20.39) permits noun
incorporation, as shown in (20.40).





















‘I fear snakes.’ (20070710JAF)
Salomé Gutiérrez Morales (p.c.) notes that while these forms are grammat-
ically correct, they are not generally used. Instances of incorporated nouns
with agentive ambitransitive verbs are rare in the text corpus.
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Intransitive verbs have not been observed incorporating nouns in natu-
rally occurring speech, although NIs with intransitives are reported in Olutec
(Zavala 2000).
20.2.1.2 Compositionality of the NI Compound
Semantically, compounds made up of noun=verb pairs denote unitary con-
cepts or institutionalized activities or states that are culturally relevant (Mithun
1984:856). The repetoir of noun=verb combinations in SP is extensive and
productive. Some examples are listed in (20.41).



















man1k=kom ‘be with child’ (child=fill)







s1k=naks ‘beat bean [plants]’
s1k=nyip ‘plant beans’
saantuj=PoPm ‘burn incense for saint’






toot=jay ‘write (on paper)’
toot=noP ‘stamp, burn paper’
toot=woot ‘roll up paper’
In most cases the meaning of the noun=verb compound may be in-
ferred by the meaning of its parts. For example with verbs such as P1kx=poPt ‘grind
corn’ and kapel=poPt ‘grind coffee’ the meaning of the compound is clear. How-
ever, in some cases the meaning is not completely transparent. For example
expressions such as saaw=matz ‘be bloated, have gas’, composed of saawa ‘air’
and matz ‘grab’, and pooy=Pix ‘menstruate’, composed of pooya ‘moon’ and
Pix ‘see’, may not necessarily be inferred by the meaning of its parts.
20.2.1.3 Noun Incorporation as Antipassivization Strategy
Because these constructions are formally intransitive (Hopper and Thompson
1980:257-259) type I NIs are considered a type of antipassive (Foley and Van
Valin 1985:338-347; Givón 1991:626, among others). In antipassive construc-
tions, the transitivity of the verb is reduced and the O argument is suppressed.
SP has two antipassive strategies. The first is morphological, employing the
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suffix -PoPy, illustrated with the transitive verb Pix ‘see’ in (20.42) and (20.43).
In (20.42) the verb is shown as a transitive verb inflected with the ergative
proclitic Pi+ ‘3erg’ which marks the A; the O is also a third person referent.



























One does not see.’ (MAB.266)
The second strategy is syntactic, incorporating the O into the verbal
complex, thus reducing the transitivity of the verb. This is shown with the
transitive verb p1k ‘take’ in (20.44) and (20.45). Example (20.44) shows p1k as
a transitive verb inflected with Pi+ ‘3erg’. In (20.45) the same verb is shown
with the O kuy ‘stick’ incorporated; here the verbal complex is intransitive,




































‘Because this, my grandmother uses a [walking] stick.’ (MAB.141)
As such the object is suppressed and the valency of the verb is reduced.
20.2.1.4 Summary
SP has type I noun incorporation. Type I noun refers to a “lexical compound-
ing” whereby nouns incorporated into the verbal complex lose their syntactic
status as an argument and the valency of the verb is reduced. Compounds
formed of incorporated nouns encode unitary concepts or institutionalized ac-
tivity. In most the meaning of the compound may be inferred by the meaning
of its parts (i.e. P1kx=poPt ‘grind corn’), although this is not always the
case as some expressions may not be completely transparent (i.e. pooy=Pix
(moon=see) ‘menstruate’). In SP As and Os may both be incorporated. In-
corporated nouns consist of non-specific, non-modified, generic terms. The
verbs that may incorporate nouns include transitive and agentive and nona-
gentive ambitransitive verbs in their transitive function.
20.2.2 Type II: External Possession
SP also exhibits type II noun incorporation, although NIs are restricted to ex-
ternal possessor constructions. Type II noun incorporation, characterized as a
manipulation of case, “advances an oblique argument into the case position va-
cated by the [incorporated noun]” (Mithun 1984:856). In these constructions,
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the A or O is incorporated into the verb and an oblique argument takes its
place as core argument. The transitivity of the verb is left unchanged, the key
difference between type I and type II noun=verb constructions. The reshuf-
fling of arguments is referred to as a “manipulation of case”, and according to
Mithun (1984), instrument, location and possessors are brought into the role
of object status.
SP permits the incorporation of possessums, typically bodyparts, in
which case the possessor is marked as a core argument on the verbal complex.
The discussion on the possessor of a core argument being co-referenced as a
core argument (instead of its possessum), whereby the possessum loses its sta-
tus as argument (or whose status is demoted), is a topic of special consideration
in the literature on noun incorporation. This type of manipulation of case has
been referred to as “possessor ascension”, “possessor raising”, “possessor pro-
motion” or “external possession” (Aissen 1987; Allen et al 1984, 1990; Mithun
1984; Velázquez-Castillo 1995, 1996; Payne and Barshi 1999).
SP has two types of external possession (following Payne and Barshi
1999): noun incorporation and possessor ascension with the applicative -PaPy2.
In NI external possession constructions, the semantic possessum is incorpo-
rated into the verbal complex and the possessor occurs as a core argument.
As type II constructions, the valency of the verb does not change. Com-
pare the sentences in (20.46) and (21.91). In (20.46) the verb is intransitive
ku+wiPks ‘twist’. The verb has one core argument, the subject puy ‘foot’,
2Possessor ascension with the applicative -PaPy is described in chapters 11 and 14.
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which is possessed and marked as such with the proclitic Pan+ ‘xpsr’. Here
the possessed noun is the subject of the intransitive verb. Example (21.91)
illustrates a case of external possession. Here the possessum is incorporated,
the verbal complex remains intransitive, and the subject (the possessor) is











‘You twisted your foot.’ (20090227JAF)
There are restrictions as to which nouns may be incorporated. Body
parts occur most frequently. Terms denoting the excretion of bodily fluids also
























‘His belly is constipated.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Kinship terms (and words that function as kinship terms) may also be
incorporated, although also to a limited extent. The only examples that have
been observed in the corpus are maan1k ‘child3, son, daughter’ (20.51) and

















‘If you’re going to be married, then get married.’ (lit. ‘be with a
woman’; talking to a man) (JOV.008)
Parts of wholes occur to the least extent. neeja ‘side’ has been observed
in this function, as shown in (20.53). neeja ‘side’ is inalienably possessed when
referring to a human. Example (20.54) shows part of a plant Papity ‘thorn’













‘Not this. No. This stays to the side.’ (CP2.007a)











‘The cactus thorn-pricked me.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
20.2.2.1 Summary of Type II NIs
SP has type II incorporation, however, it is limited to external possessor con-
structions. That is, only body parts, excretions, kinship terms, and to a limited
extent parts of wholes may be incorporated by the verb. Both transitive and
intransitive verbs incorporate these nouns. The valency of the verbs in these
constructions is left unaltered.
20.2.3 Types III and IV in Mixe-Zoque
Type III noun incorporation, as described by Mithun (1984:859), is used to
“background known or incidental information within portions of discourse.”
Mithun notes that types I, II, and III all background information, but that
the functions are subtly different: “Type I serves to reduce its salience within
the V, Type II within the clause, and Type III within a particular portion
of the discourse” (1984:862). Type IV noun incorporation is similar to type
III incorporation in that the scope of the V is narrowed with an incorporated
noun, however, a more specific argument accompanies the verbal complex.
The incorporated noun essentially acts as a classifier (Mithun 1984:864).
There are no examples of type III and IV noun incorporation in the SP
corpus of naturally occurring speech, however, as noted by Mithun (1986:33)
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“incorporation as a stylistic device is notoriously fragile–in unpredictable ways–
under elicitation”. Attempts at eliciting these forms in SP have been unsuc-
cessful, although both types are observed in Olutec (Zavala 2000:590-7). It is
not unusual for different languages within a family to have different NI types.
In addressing the implicational hierarchy of NI constructions types found cross-
linguistically, Mithun (1984:874) notes a lack of congruity in the NI repertoire
with single language families, of which she states:
...a comparison of NI types across related languages indicates
that this hierarchy is not simply a static structural universal. Many
families contain languages with different repertoires of NI. Thus
Mayan includes languages with no NI, e.g. Ixil and Aguacatec
(Robertson 1980); with only Type I, e.g. Kanjobal, Mam, and
Chuj (Dayley 1981); and at least one language with both Types I
and II, Yucatec (Bricker 1978).
Research based on a larger corpus may provide more information on type III
and IV NIs in SP.
20.3 Summary of Noun Incorporation
Noun incorporation refers to the process by which nominal arguments are
incorporated into the verb to form complex predicates. In SP NI predicates
are distinguishable on morphosyntactic and phonological grounds. All four
NI types are observed in SP. Type I incorporation consists of incorporating
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a core argument of the verb, reducing the transitivity of the verb. Type II
incorporation consists of incorporating a core argument and allowing the slot to
be filled by a new argument, thus leaving the transitivity of the verb unaltered.
The type II incorporation found in SP illustrates a type of external possession
whereby possessed body parts are incorporated by the verb, and the possessor
is marked as a core argument of the verb. Type III and IV incorporation are





Verb compounding is highly productive in SP. Broadly speaking, there are
two types of compound verbs in SP. The first, described in ch. 20, consist of
noun=verb compounds. The second type, and the topic of this chapter,
consist of verb=verb compounds. These complex verb words are formed by
combining two or more stems with no morphological subordination. Verbal
complexes make up the same phonological and grammatical word, constitut-
ing a formal unit that encode a unitary event. Verbs in the complex share as-
pect/mood marking, as well as core arguments. These complex predicates are
referred to in the literature as serial verb constructions (Aikhenvald and Dixon
2006, Foley and Olson 1985, Li and Thompson 1981, and Zavala 2000, 2006).
Those found in SP are of the type referred to as “nuclear serial verbs” by Foley
and Olson (1985). In Meso-America, complex predicates of this type have been
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described for Olutec (Mixe-Zoque, Zavala 2000, 2006) and Q’anjob’al (Mayan,
Mateo Toledo 2008). The formal criteria for defining serial verb constructions
(SVCs) are listed in (21.1) Aikhenvald (Aikhenvald and Dixon 2006:338-344).
(21.1) Formal Criteria of Serial Verb Constructions:
• Composed of two or more verbs denoting a single event;
• Each of the verbs comprising the verbal complex may occur
independently;
• There is no marking for subordination;
• At least one argument must be shared by the verbs of the complex;
• Inflection for tense, aspect, and mood are marked once in the
complex;
Serial verb constructions in SP are distinguishable from other multi-
verb constructions in the language based on these criteria. For instance, ex-
ample (21.2) illustrates a complex predicate composed of the transitive verbs
jetz ‘brush’ and t11m ‘stretch out’. The compound verb encodes a single action
‘brushing out by extending’. The verbal complex shares the A, an unspeci-
fied 3rd person referent, and the O, the 3rd person referent way ‘hair’. The
verbs comprise a single phonological and morphological word. Phonologically,
stress falls on the penultimate syllable1. Morphologically, the verbal complex
is flanked by inflectional morphology, person marking to the left and aspect
marking to the right. The 3rd person ergative marker occurs preceding the V1
1See ch. 2 for a detailed description of stress in SP.
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jetz ‘brush’ and the inflection for aspect occurs following the V2 t11m ‘stretch











‘She untangles her hair. (VYT.135)
Serial verb constructions are composed of verbs that occur independently. As
shown in examples (21.3) and (21.4), the verbs jetz ‘brush’ and t11m ‘stretch




























He’s going to make his fence.’ (20051102erg)
2A number of multi-verb constructions in SP do show marking to indicate some level
of subordination. Refer to chapters 23 and 22 for detailed description of clause combining,
complementation, auxiliary verb constructions and subordination.
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21.1 Properties of Serial Verbs in SP
Serial verb constructions, especially nuclear serial verbs, make up a unique
type of multi-verb construction in that, as stated above, more than one verb
forms a complex, tightly bound unit requiring no special linking morphology
that denotes a single event such that they share arguments, aspect, tense and
mood. Each of these properties are described here.
21.1.1 Prosody
Soteapanec has three degrees of stress, which are assigned from right to left.
Primary stress may fall on the penultimate or ultimate syllable, depending on
syllable weight. Secondary stress is assigned to the leftmost syllable following
proclitics, which are extrametrical. Tertiary stress falls on the heaviest syllable
(i.e. containing long vowel or a closed syllable) preceding primary stress.
Clitics are extrametrical and do not bear stress. This distribution is illustrated
by the paradigm shown in (21.5)3, repeated from tables 2.130 and 20.18.










































































































































































































































































































































































































The stress patterns that occur on complex predicates formed with two

















‘I let it go again.’
21.1.2 Subordination
Serial verbs in SP are composed of multiple verbs without the use of sub-
ordinating morphology, a characteristic that distinguishes them from other
multi-verb constructions in SP. Compound verbs and multi-verb constructions
involving subordination differ syntactically and semantically. Compare the ex-
amples in (21.7) and (21.8). Example (21.7) shows a serial verb construction
composed of the transitive verb PaPm ‘look’ and the intransitive directional
verb n1kk ‘go’. The verb complex is marked for 1st person with Pa+ ‘xabs’
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and is inflected with the incompletive suffix -pa following the V2. The example
in (21.8) shows a multi-verb construction composed of the same verbs. Here,
however, the two verbs are syntactically and phonologically independent. The
first verb in the sequence PaPm ‘look’ is inflected with aspect morphology,
and the second verb in the sequence n1kk ‘go’ is inflected with person mor-
phology. Second, the verbs are phonologically independent; stress falls on the
penultimate syllable of the inflected verb PaPmpa ‘look-inc’ and on the root
syllable of the dependent verb n1kk ‘go’ immediately following person marker
Pi+ ‘3erg’. Third, the second verb in the sequence is doubly marked to in-
dicate subordination: (a) it is Ø-marked as dependent, and (b) the S of the











‘He looks (around) as he goes.’ (20070704jafs09)
A third type of multi-verb construction formed with the same verbs PaPm ‘look’
and n1kk ‘go’, functioning as an auxiliary verb, is shown in (21.9). Here
n1kk ‘goaux’ occurs as the first verb in the sequence. The auxiliary verb
takes inflection for completive aspect. The second verb in the sequence is

















‘This woman went to see the worm.’ (GU2.026)
The construction types, formed with the same verbs, also differ seman-
tically. Example (21.7) encodes a single event ‘looking ahead’; example (21.8)
describes two independent actions that occur simultaneously ‘going and look-
ing’; and (21.9) conveys motion to realize an event encoded by a second verb
‘go to look’.
21.1.3 Argument sharing
Serial verbs share one or more core arguments. Based on the independent
properties of the components, however, a number of serial verb types are ob-
served. For instance, in (21.10) the verbal complex is composed of the two












‘My poor grandmother suffered dying/died suffering.’ (MAB.264a)
In (21.11) both the A and the O of the transitive V1 tuk ‘to pick, pluck’ and
the A and the O of the transitive V2 matz ‘grab’ are co-referential. The A and






‘She snatches up [the chicken].’ (JOV.023d)
In (21.12a) the V1 is intransitive and the V2 is transitive. Here the S of the































to cure the sick.’ (PDLMA.CURANDERO.031)
There are no cases consisting of a transitive V1 and an intransitive V2
in which the A of the V1 co-references the A of the V2.
Cases in which the V1 is transitive and the V2 is intransitive and in
which the the O of the V1 co-references the S of the V2 are observed. These


















‘Now we play tossing it around.’ (Elson 1947a:211)
21.1.3.1 Switch Function Serial Verbs
Complex verb constructions, in which the O (or the A) of a transitive verb
co-references the S of an intransitive verb, may also be referred to as “cause
effect” or “serial causative verb” (Durie 1988:331), “switch-subject” serials
(Crowely 1987:39), or “switch-function” (Aikhenvald 2006:14-17). In SP only










‘She ate up the whole egg.’ (MAB.077)
There are two types of switch function serial verb constructions, both
of which are formed with a transitive V1 and an intransitive V2. The first
type is referred to as cause-effect; the second type is a causative construction.
In cause-effect SVCs “the V2 describes the result, or the effect, of the V1”
(Aikhenvald 2006:16). Example (21.15) illustrates a case in which the V1 is














‘The cart squashed and killed the dog.’ (PDLMA.BDG.SIL.009)
The second type of switch-function serial verb construction describes
an indirect causative relationship between events. Indirect causative construc-
tions in SP describe a situation in which one participant’s (A) actions (event
A) lead to another participant’s (O) realizing an unrelated action or state
(event B) (see Shibatani and Pardeshi 2002 for discussion). Switch-function
causative constructions are formed with one verb, tz1k ‘touch’ in V1 position;
the V2 is always intransitive. In (21.16) the speaker explains how the stories






























While indirect causative expressions are formed by compounding the
transitive verb tz1k ‘touch, move’ and an intransitive verb, the verb tz1k ‘touch,










‘The next day, I touched [her belly].’ (SoyPartera.097a)
21.1.3.2 Trivalent Serial Verbs
The ditransitive verb chiP ‘give’ also appears in serial verb constructions. The
verb maPy ‘sell’ is a bivalent verb that takes two arguments (21.18); the verb
chiP ‘give’ is a trivalent verb that takes three arguments (21.19). A serial verb
composed of the two verbs shares two arguments. This is shown in example
(21.20) in which the A of the V1 and the V2 are co-referential; the O of the

































‘The woman gave it to me sold.’ (PQH.003)
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A second example with the ditransitive verb is shown in (21.21). Here the V1










‘He gave him a donkey as a gift.’ jaf
21.1.4 Compositionality
Serial verb constructions denote events that are conceptualized as unitary
events on the part of native speakers. There are degrees of compositionality,
however. At one end of the scale the meaning of the serial verb is generally
predictable from the meaning of its part. At the opposite end of the scale,
there may be no transparency as to the meaning of the serial verb based on
its parts.
At their most transparent, the meaning of the SVC may be predictable
from the meaning of its parts (21.22). Generally, these forms are iconic,
in which case the order of the verbs “follows the temporal sequence of the































‘We were given dinner.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.006)
Some serial verbs are composed of subevents that occur simultaneously
(21.24). In some cases the V1 describes the manner or position in which the
V2 is carried out, as shown in (21.26) and (21.25), respectively. In some cases









































‘She looked up ahead again.’ (GU2.056)
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A lesser degree of transparency is an event where the meaning of the
SVC is not discernible from the meaning of its parts, as shown in (21.28)




































how can we maintain ourselves.’ (JOV.028)
SVCs are often lexicalized, which may result in one of the verbs no
longer occurring independently. Verbs that occur in SVCs frequently are likely
to grammaticalize as inflectional or derivational suffixes. The distinction be-
tween the types of SVCs that are likely to lexicalize and the SVC components
that are likely to grammaticalize are addressed in §21.3 below. Lexicalized and
grammaticalized components of SVCs are associated with symmetrical and as-
symetrical SVCs. See §21.3 for description of symmetrical and asymmetrical
SVCs in SP.
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21.2 Serial Verb Types in SP
Serial verb types are determined by the properties of the verbal components
that make up the SVCs and the relationship between the arguments to the
events. Based on the possible combinations of verb types there are 11 serial
verb types in SP4. These are distinguished based on a number of character-
istics. The first is the transitivity of the components; there are four possi-
ble configurations: V1intrans=V2intrans, V1intrans=V2trans, V1trans=V2trans,
and V1trans=V2intrans. The second characteristic is based on which argu-
ments are shared. In serial verb constructions the predicates share the same
arguments. That is, if both predicates are transitive, both predicates share the
A and the O. In cause-effect serials the argument of the V1 differs from that
of the V2. For example if the V1 is transitive and the V2 is intransitive, the
patient of the V1 may be the S of the V2. Finally, the third characteristic is
whether the SVC is symmetrical or asymetrical. Symmetrical SVCs are com-
posed of two (or more) predicates from open classes. Symmetrical complex
predicates have no head, all components have equal status; and the order of
components tends to be iconic. Asymmetrical serial verbs are composed of one
verb from an open class and one verb from a closed class, and they denote a
single event described by the verb from the open class. The serial verb types
in SP are listed in table 21.2.
4There are 12 possible combinations if we include serial verb constructions composed
of non-verbal predicates in which the V2 is transitive, in which case the S of the V1 co-
references the O of the V2 (S=P). SVCs composed of non-verbal predicates are described
in §21.5 below.
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Table 21.1: Serial Verb Types
Transitivity Semantics/ Verb Type Examples
of components Class V1 = V2 (see)
V1intrans=V2intrans Serial Verb open=open 21.30
(symmetric)
openpositional=open 21.32
Serial Verb open=motion 21.31
(asymmetric)
............................................................................................................




V1trans=V2trans Serial Verb open=open 21.35
(symmetric)
............................................................................................................
V1trans=V2intrans Serial Verb open=open 21.36
(symmetric)












SVCs composed of V1intrans=V2intrans pairs consist of three types:

























‘I sleep face down.’ (20070707JAF)
SVCs composed of V1intrans=V2trans pairs consist of two types: open=open



































‘They raise him to sitting. (Cangrejo.076a)










‘...he left them hanging there in the water.’
SVCs formed of V1trans=V2intrans pairs consist of both straightforward SVCs
and Cause-effect serial verbs. Serial verbs consist of open=open (21.36) sym-
metric and open=motion (21.37) asymmetric combinations. Cause-effect serial
include the direct causation combinations of open=open (21.2) and open=motion





































































‘but they made the chicken really tired [by chasing it].’ (PQH.014)
21.2.1 SVCs with Motion Verbs
Complex predicates composed of a verb and a motion verb can be characterized
as asymmetrical serial verbs (Aikhenvald 2006:21). The motion verb that occur
in serial verb constructions are listed in (21.41).
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(21.41) Motion (or lack of) verbs:
n1kk ‘go’








Serial verb constructions composed of a motion verb (or lack of motion, in the
case of tz1Py ‘stay’) convey the event expressed by the V1 and its corresponding
trajectory, expressed by the motion verb in V2. For example in (21.42) the
complex predicate is formed with patz ‘throw’ and n1kk ‘go’ to indicate throw
ahead. Compare this example with (21.43) also formed with patz ‘throw’.
Here the V2 is ket ‘descend’; the complex predicate denotes ‘throw down’.
In (21.44) the predicate combines the verb Panh+jaPas ‘roast’ with the motion
verb nas ‘pass’ to indicate ‘roast by passing over’. Similar SVCs are shown








































































‘The woman didn’t even wake up.’ (ESK.031a)
Transitivity of verbs occurring in V1 position with the motion verbs
listed in (21.41) is generally preserved, with some exceptions. The trajectory
of the motion or direction applies to the S in the case of an intransitive verb
or the O in the case of a transitive verb. When the complex is intransitive,
the directional describes the trajectory of the S, as shown by example (21.47).
When the complex is transitive the directional describes the trajectory of the





















‘He pulled off his belt.’ (PDLMA.VJE.086)
When the V1 is intransitive the S co-references the S of the V2. This is shown
with the intransitive verbs jips ‘burn’ and ket ‘descend’ in (21.49). jePm













‘There the grandmother is burnt down.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.203)
When the V1 is transitive, and the transitivity of the complex is preserved, the
O of the V1 is co-referential with the S of the V2, as shown in (21.50). Here
the O of the V1 is the S of the V2, an example of switch function serial verb,
also known as a cause-effect serial verb construction. The A realize the event
denoted by the V1 causing the S to undergo the event denoted by the V2, in













“The priest says: ‘Now let’s burn her up/Finish her off by burning
her.’ ” (GU2.102)
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Transitivity of the verb is not always altered, however, an exception
that appears to be associated with the V1. For instance, the verb PaPm ‘look’
is a transitive verb (not ambitransitive), but when it occurs in a serial verb
construction with motion verbs, its valency is reduced. Observe examples
(21.51) through (21.53). In each of these examples, the V1 is PaPm ‘look’, and
the V2 is a verb of motion kiPm ‘ascend’, n1kk ‘go’, and put ‘exit’.
Some verbs are exceptions to the rule, however, it seems that proper-
ties of the V1 determine whether transitivity is preserved. Perhaps this is a
characteristic of verbs of perception. In fact, for the verbal complex to take
a O argument in these constructions, the valency must be increased with an






























































her children weren’t there.’ (CSV.011-2)
Compare with examples (21.54) and (21.55), both repeated from above, which
show the same motion verbs (respectively) in SVCs with transitive verbs.
Example (21.54) shows the transitive verb tun ‘put, place’ in a SVC with
kiPm ‘ascend’; the verbal complex is transitive. In (21.55) the transitive verb














‘He pulled off his belt.’ (PDLMA.VJE.086)
In SVCs with other verb types, the transitivity of PaPm ‘look’ is unaffected.
For example in (21.56) the verb occurs in a serial verb with pak ‘knock’ down;
















you’ve come again.’ ” (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.047)
21.3 Symmetrical and Asymmetrical SVCs
Based on the components of serial verb constructions, there are two cate-
gories: Symmetrical and asymmetrical SVCs (Aikhenvald 2006). As described
in §21.2, asymmetrical serial verbs are composed of one verb from an open
class and one verb from a closed class. Asymmetrical complex predicates de-
note a single event described by the verb from the open class, and the verbs
may be distinguished as “major” and “minor” (Durie 1997). Components of
asymmetrical SVCs tend to become grammaticalized over time. Symmetrical
SVCs are composed of two (or more) verbs from open classes. In symmetrical
verb constructions the order of components tends to be iconic following “tem-
poral sequence of subevents”. Symmetrical complex predicates have no head




There are a number of lexicalized expressions formed from serial verb construc-
tions. In each case the compounds are composed of verbs from open classes.
For example a compound formed with Pix ‘see’ and p1k ‘grab’ lexicalized into
the expression ‘recognize’ (21.57). The SVC in (21.58) shows the same verb
p1k ‘grab’ in V2 position with the verb juy ‘speak’, which means ‘command’.
A third compound formed with the verbs yoox ‘work’ and paPt ‘find’ meaning


































‘We also help our husbands. (JOV.026)
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21.3.2 Grammaticalization of Serial Verbs
A number of studies have shown that verbal roots that occur frequently in se-
rial verb constructions tend to be grammaticalized into morphemes (DeLancey
1991; Foley and Olson 1985; Durie 1997; Givón 1991). The Mixe-Zoquean lan-
guages are all verb serializing languages. Throughout the family, there are a
number of suffixes that have grammaticalized from verb roots that occur fre-
quently in serial verb constructions. One such suffix is the third person plural
-yaj, which has grammaticalized from the verb yaj ‘finish’.
21.3.2.1 Third person plural -yaj
In SP the verbal suffix -yaj ‘3PL’ indicates number agreement with 3rd person
referents. In (21.60) the S is the plural of Pook=maan1k ‘grandchild‘, with










‘Her grandchildren play too much.’ (CQS.009)
The plural marking suffix has been reconstructed as having grammaticalized
from the verb yaj ‘finish’. Grammaticalization of plural markers from verbs
meaning ‘finish’ is common throughout the MZ family, and according to Kauf-
man (1997) this process has occurred in all the Mixe-Zoquean languages. In
Oaxaca Zoque the verb suk ‘finish’ has grammaticalized as a plural marker;
and in Gulf Zoque and Chiapas Zoque, the verb is yaj. In Olutec the the 3rd
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person plural suffix is -k1x. To account for the grammaticalization of the plural
suffix in Olutec, Zavala (2006:296) has hypothesized a three step process in
which:
(1) serial verb constructions were formed with V=‘finish’ to
produce sequences ‘die-finish’ or ‘break-finish’ implying
that the entity involved is completely affected (i.e. ‘fin-
ish off by VERB’);
(2) the semantics were extended to convey a reading of abso-
lutive arguments (i.e. ‘all of X was finished by VERB’);
(3) the semantic reading extended to all core arguments.
The serialized verb küx was extended to serve as a third-
person plural marker for all core arguments of the clause.
According to Kaufman this process is analogous to one occurring in some
Mayan languages (particularly Tzeltal in Chiapas), suggesting that it is an
areal feature (1997).
In SP, the verb yaj appears as an independent verb (21.61) and a V2






































‘Right now I’ll destroy it by striking.’ (PDLMA.GiantSIL.039)
The grammaticalization process5 begins with the verb yaj ‘finish’ (21.61),
which occurs in V2 position of serial verb constructions. In these construc-
tions, the verb root indicates that the object of the verb is completely affected.
For example in (21.62), use of yaj indicates ‘to finish X off by striking, or beat-
ing’. The semantics of the verb extends to indicate the plurality of the object.
Over time the meaning of the suffix extends to indicate plurality of all core




‘They’re scared of it.’ (GU2.115)
Only in Texistepec does =yaj occur as a postverbal element indicating
‘to finish’, as well as a plural agreement marker (Kaufman 1997; Reilly et al,
in prep.).
5I follow Zavala (2006) in the analysis presented here.
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21.3.2.2 Causative Proclitic Pak+
The causative proclitic Pak+ has been reconstructed as the proto-Mixe-Zoquean
*yak- (Kaufman 1963:70; Wichmann 1995:533). The causative proclitic in-
creases the valency of both intransitive and transitive verbs by one, the causer.
For example the intranstive verb tzam ‘grow, ripen’ (21.64) becomes the tran-

































he should raise his chickens.’ (JOV.022)
6For a detailed description of causative constructions, refer to ch. 14.
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Zavala (2006:270) posits:
Morphological causatives, which are very productive, are rean-
alyzed nuclear serial verb constructions. The first verb of the serial
construction in yak, glossed as ‘caus1’. the construction yak+V
developed in the context of “cause-effect” serialization also known
as “different subject realization”. The O of the causative verb yak
is coreferential with the S of the second verb. The two sequential
verbs are ordered according to the direction of causation, i.e. the
sequence follows iconic principles since the causative event occurs
first and the end-result of the action follows.
21.3.2.3 Ambulative -PoPy
The ambulative suffix -PoPy occurs on reduplicated verb roots to convey that
the S goes around performing the event expressed by the reduplicated verb
root, as illustrated in (21.66) and (21.67). In (21.66) the root of the derived
verb in Panh+wej ‘shout’ is reduplicated and the suffix PoPy attaches to the
right. The compound indicates that the Ss were ‘going around shouting’.
Similarly, in (21.67) the root of the predicate ku+monh ‘sleep elsewhere’ is







































There he goes around sleeping in different places in the mountains.
(Yerno.004c)
The suffix is thought to have been grammaticalized from a verb root
such as jooy ‘walk, go along’ Kaufman (Kaufman & Himes, in progress). Simi-
lar forms appear in San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque as -Poy and Texistepec -joPy
(Kaufman, unpublished ms), also occurring with reduplicated verb roots. The
ambulative is likely to have grammaticalized from the motion verb in V2 po-
sition of serial verb constructions.
21.4 SVCs With Complex Components
Serial verb constructions in SP are formed by combining multiple verb stems,
which are often complex derived predicates, verbal and nonverbal. These com-
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plex predicates include combinations with reduplicated verb roots, lexicalized
verb stems derived with lexical prefixes, verbs derived from other verb classes,
derived affective and positional verb roots, and non-verbal predicates.
21.4.1 Complex and Discontinuous V2 Predicates
SVCs may be formed with complex verbs composed of lexicalized noun=verb
complex stems, as described in ch. 20. A number of complex predicates formed
with lexical prefixes appear as productive serializing V2 verbs, specifically those
composed of Panh+ and ku+.
A number of verb roots are derived as new verbs with the derivational
proclitic Panh+. The proclitic, reconstructed to proto-Mixe-Zoquean from the
lexical term *Paw= ‘mouth’ (Kaufman 1997), grammaticalized into a proclitic
meaning ‘pertaining to the mouth or other opening’ (Wichmann 1991:535) in
proto-Mixe-Zoquean. A handful of the expressions derived with Panh+ occur
productively with other verb roots in serial verb constructions. These are
listed in (21.68). An example with =Panh+jak is shown in (21.69).
(21.68) Complex Verbs formed with =Panh+verb:
verb=Panh+jak ‘keep verbing; verb a lot so effects last’
verb=Panh+nas ‘over verb’
verb=Panh+wePk ‘verb a little’
verb=Panh+taay.PaH ‘appear to be verbing’




























The air lowered also.’ (CMD.018)
A handful of verb stems are formed with the proclitic ku+, which has
been reconstructed to proto-Mixe-Zoquean as *ko- (Kaufman 1963:70, 1995).
The proclitic is believed to have grammaticalized into a derivational prefix
meaning ‘self, other’ and used to derive new verb stems from verb roots. It
occurs in a number of lexicalized expressions. Some of these lexicalized verbs
productively occur in serial verb constructions. The serial ku+ verbs are listed
in (21.70). An example with =ku+kej is shown in (21.71).
(21.70) Examples with =ku+verb:
verb=ku+kej ‘verb at dawn’
verb=ku+mek ‘to think about verbing’
verb=ku+rruut ‘verb poorly, carelessly’
verb=ku+t1Ptz ‘try verbing’













Furthermore, a handful of complex predicates formed with lexical pre-
fixes Panh+ and ku+ productively integrates verbs such that the lexical prefix
precedes the V1. These verbs are listed in (21.72) and (21.73).
(21.72) Complex Verbs with Panh+v1=v2:
Panh+verb=jak ‘to verb too much’
Panh+verb=kuPm ‘to verb inside/inward’
Panh+verb=mok ‘to verb facing toward someone’
Panh+verb=nuPk ‘to close of by verbing’
Panh+verb=pak ‘to close/block by verbing’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(21.73) Complex Verbs formed with ku+v1=v2:
ku+verb.P1Py ‘come across while one is verbing’
ku+verb=ket ‘cover with something underneath
/upsidedown by verbing’
ku+verb=t1k ‘to verb next to’
ku+verb=taPtz generally ’be unable to verb
because of spoilage’ (vaguely)
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Examples of complex serial verbs formed with Panh+ verbs are shown in
(21.74). Examples of complex serial verbs formed with ku+ verbs are shown
in (21.75).
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(21.74) Complex Verbs with Panh+v1=v2:
Panh+j11s=jak ‘think where he’s going’ j11s ‘think’
Panh+PaPm=kuPm ‘look inside at smo’ PaPm ‘look’
Panh+jotz=mok ‘dance face to face’
Panh+chij=nyuPk ‘close by covering with dirt’
Panh+j1Pt=pak ‘cut off running water’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
(21.75) Complex Verbs with ku+v1=v2:
ku+tzaj=ket ‘stick smt. on tzaj ‘stick smt.
smt. else’ together’
ku+P1Pp=P1Py ‘find while digging’ P1Pp ‘dig’
ku+p1Pn=t1k ‘get flooded’ p1Pn ‘float’
ku+chinh=taPtz ‘unbathably dirty’ chinh ‘bathe’
(Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
21.4.2 SVCs With Positional and Affective Verbs
Positional and affective verbs frequently occur in serial verb constructions.
Positional verbs are a morphosyntactically and semantically recognizable root
class7 in SP. Positionals as a class have been reported in languages in Mesoamer-
ica, including Mayan languages (England 1983:78) as well as Mixe-Zoquean
languages such as Olutec (Zavala 2001:16-17) and San Miguel Chimalapa
Zoque (2000:54). Positional roots in SP, which describe the position of an
entity, must be derived as verbs with either the assumptive -neP suffix (which
indicates that an entity has assumed a position) or the depositive -w1Py suf-
fix (which indicates that an entity has been placed in a position or has been
7Some positionals appear as verb stems, and some positional roots appear as verbs stems
only with -w1Py or -neP, or both.
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affected by the action indicated by the verb). Some positionals are listed in
(21.76). Positional roots may be transitive or intransitive, and the assumptive
and depositive suffixes may alter the transitivity of the verb.
(21.76) Positional Verbs with -neP ‘assum’ and -w1Py ‘depos’:
Peety-w1Py ‘lean smt Peety-neP ‘be leaning
against smt else’ against smt’
jap-w1Py ‘turn smt upside down’ jap-neP ‘be flipped over’
nej-w1Py ‘tip it over’ nej-neP ‘lie on side’
taPtz-w1Py ‘stack’ taPtz-neP ‘to get stacked’
teeny-w1Py ‘leave standing’
In SP, positional verbs marked with the assumptive suffix -neP appear







‘The old woman falls to a squat.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001:322-3)
Serial verbs formed with positional verbs are highly productive. A paradigm
showing a number of positional verbs with the intransitive verb monh ‘sleep’





















‘I sleep sitting.’ (20070702JAF)
Affective verbs make up a potentially open class of verbs that are dis-
tinguishable because they are made of up sound symbolic expressions (21.79),
reduplicated roots and stems (21.80), or reduplicated sound symbolic expres-
sions (21.81). Affectives may be derived with the suffix -neP8. Affectives are
common in Mesoamerica as a verb (or root) class (England 1983:84-86), and



















‘He goes to where his meat has slid off.’ (ESK.074)






















‘Until he shouts there.’ (CAN.129)
Serial verb constructions may also be composed of affective verb stems,





















and returns spinning.’ (SoyPartera.065)
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21.4.3 SVCs with Reduplicated Components
In SP independent components of the SVC may also be reduplicated. This is
shown with the SVCs in (21.84) and (21.85). The repetition of action applies
specifically to the reduplicated verb. The predicate in (21.84) denotes ‘cutting
something (1 time) by biting on it repeatedly’. In (21.85) the predicate denotes


















Drink it all down yourself.’ (AVC.019)
21.4.4 Serialization with Derived Components
Serial verbs may be formed with derived verb forms. For instance (21.86)
shows a compound in which the V1 is a predicate derived from the noun
yoomo ‘woman’ with the versive suffix -PaH. In (21.87) the predicate in the V2
is the transitive Pak+seet ‘return smt’, composed of the causative Pak+ and















‘There they returned the beating.’ (PDLMA.XUU.028)
21.5 SVCs With Non-Verbal Predicates
Nouns and adjectives acting as non-verbal predicates may occur in compounds
with verbs in serial verb constructions, as shown in (21.88) and (21.89). In
(21.88) the S of the nominal predicate yuP ‘hunger’ is the S of the intransitive
verb monh ‘sleep’. In (21.89) the S of the adjectival predicate ku+s11k1P ‘naked’
is the O of the transitive verb tzak ‘leave’ in second position. In terms of




















‘He wanted to leave him naked in the water.’ (UDR.005)
In these constructions, the incorporated noun is not co-referential with an
argument, a key definition of noun incorporation (see ch. 20). In noun incor-
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poration, incorporated elements essentially consist of core arguments. In type
I NI sentences, the verb incorporates an argument. In the case of (21.90) the
object is incorporated, reducing the transitivity of the verb. Here the noun
k11pi ‘firewood’ is incorporated into the verb poP ‘split, hatch’. In external
possession constructions (a subtype of II NI constructions), an argument is
incorporated into the verb allowing a role for a new core argument and the
transitivity of the sentence is unaffected. Example (21.91) illustrates a case in
which the possessum is incorporated, the verbal complex remains intransitive,











‘You twisted your foot.’ (20090227jaf)
In constructions in which the compounded element acts as a non-verbal
predicate, the nominal or adjectival component is interpreted as predicate
rather than argument. In (21.92), the noun tzoy ‘medicine’ (the would-be O)
is incorporated by the transitive verb wat ‘do, make’; the valency of the verb
is unaltered. The A is a second person referent and the interrogative pronoun












‘He says: What do you use as medicine?’ (OJO.003b)
In early work on noun incorporation, Sapir (1911:258) distinguished these
constructions from that of the incorporated arguments, identifying them as
“predicate subjective” and “predicate objective”. Sapir states:
Examples occur in which the incorporated noun does not di-
rectly function as the subject of the verb but stands logically in
a predicative relation to the subject or object. That is, such sen-
tences as ‘he travels as spy’ and ‘I call him an enemy’ may be con-
verted into the noun-incorporating verbs ‘he spy-travels’ or ‘spy-
travels’ ([he spies and he travels] not equivalent in this case to ‘the
spy travels’) and ‘I-enemy-call-him’ or ‘I-enemy-call’ (not equiv-
alent to ‘I call the enemy’). Such uses of an incorporated noun
may be termed predicate subjective and predicate objective. (Sapir
1911:258)
These constructions are semantically akin to secondary predication,
however, they do not meet syntactic and morphosyntactic criteria to be con-
sidered secondary predicates. A depictive secondary predicate construction is
a clause-level construction that, following Schultze-Berndt and Himmelmann
(2004:77-78), meets the following seven criteria:
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i. It contains two separate predicative elements, the main
predicate and the depictive, that hold within the time
frame;
ii. the depictive is obligatorily controlled, and the con-
troller is not expressed separately as an argument of the
depictive;
iii. the depictive makes a predication about its controller
independent of the predication conveyed by the main
predicate;
iv. the depictive is not an argument of the main predicate;
v. the depictive does not form a low-level constituent with
the controller;
vi. the depictive is non-finite (not marked for tense or mood
categories); and
vii. the depictive is part of the same prosodic unit as the
main predicate.
SP serial verb constructions composed of non-verbal predicates satisfy
criteria (i) through (v) and (vii). That is, they contain two separate predicative
elements (i); the depictive is obligatorily controlled (ii); the depictive makes
a predication about its controller independent of the main predicate (iii); the
depictive is not an argument of the main predicate (iv); it does not modify
the controller (v); and the depictive, morphysyntactically bound to the main
predicate, forms a single prosodic unit with the main predicate in the complex
predicate (vii). However, it does not meet criteria (vi) in that the nonverbal
predicate, which is morphysyntactically bound to the main predicate, is finite.
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As such, constructions such as those shown in (21.93) and (21.94) are












‘I‘m not going to break it in (make it tame).’ (VVA.060)
21.6 Summary of Serial Verb Constructions
Serial verb constructions are formed by combining two or more roots with no
morphological subordination. Verbal complexes make up the same phonolog-
ical and grammatical word, constituting a formal unit that encode a unitary
event. Verbs in the complex share aspect/mood marking, as well as core
arguments. SP has 11 serial verb construction types distinguishable by the
transitivity of the verbal components, the verb class of each component, and
by which arguments are shared. Of these, five consist of serial verb construc-
tions composed of verbs from open classes, which are referred to as symmetric
SVCs. Six consist of one verb from an open class and one verb from a closed
class, usually a motion or position verb, and are referred to as assymetric
SVCs. Three of the SVCs are cause-effect, or switch-reference, because the O
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of one verb co-references the S of the other.
Symmetrical serial verbs are often sources of lexicalized compound ex-
pressions. SP has a number of such lexicalized compounds. Verbs from closed
classes that appear frequently in asymmetrical SVCs are known to grammat-
icalize over time. SP has three such grammaticalized elements: the causative
proclitic Pak+, the third person plural suffix -yaj, and the ambulative suffix
-PoPy.
In addition to verb roots, a number of predicate types can form serial
verb constructions, including verbs derived from other verbs (positionals, af-
fectives, reduplicated roots, and lexicalized with body part prefixes) and other





SP has five multi-verb constructions in which two verbs co-occur as inde-
pendent lexical items and share information about person, aspect/mood, and
number. In each of these constructions, one verb is dependent on another
for its aspect/mood. The construction types include three auxiliary verb con-
structions, type I (22.1), type II (22.2), and s1P constructions (22.3); and
two constructions used to convey aspectual relation between two events, Ø-













































































and he ran off mooing (lit. shouting).’ (VYT.081)
Dependent verb constructions are composed of two syntactically integrated
verbs that share inflectional information: one takes inflection for aspect/mood
and the other takes inflection for person. In mo and Ø subordinator construc-
tions, both verbs take person. They are not, however, phonologically bound.
A sixth construction involves the subordinator suffix -mu (22.6). In
these constructions, the subordinated verb is not dependent on another verb
for aspect/mood, although it does share other characteristics with dependent
verb constructions. Specifically, -mu constructions condition split ergativity.
For this reason they are described in this chapter.













‘As I was going along, I saw a deer.’ (Elson 1967:286; Himes 1997:32)
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This chapter is divided into three main sections. §22.1 describes the
independent verbal components of multi-verb constructions with dependent
verbs, focusing on the properties of the V1 and the V21, dependent morphol-
ogy and its phonology, the distribution of aspect/mood, and the alignment
system. §22.2 describes each of the five dependent clause construction types,
highlighting the properties that distinguish each of the types from one another.
One section provides description of the -mu subordinator suffix constructions,
and shows how they differ from all other multi-verb constructions described
previously. In addition, a final, section describes dependent verb constructions
composed of 3 verbs in which multiple dependent verb constructions co-occur.
§22.3 looks at the characteristics of the multi-verb constructions with depen-
dent clauses, with attention to their structure and syntactic distribution, and
distinguishes them from other multi-verb constructions such as serial verb con-
structions and multi-verb constructions that don’t take dependent verbs, such
as coordinated clauses.
22.1 Properties of Verbs in Dependent Verb
Constructions
Finiteness tends to be defined in terms of tense [aspect, mood] and person
agreement (Nikolaeva 2007), whereas nonfiniteness is frequently defined in
terms of its opposition to finiteness for a given language (Givón 2001:25). In
1I adopt the convention of labeling first position verbs V1 and second position verbs V2,
following Aissen (1994).
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SP, finite verbs in simple clauses take inflection for aspect/mood and person.
SP is a polysynthetic, head-marking language and therefore a complete, well-
formed finite clause may consist of a verb root inflected for aspect and person
(22.7). Word order is pragmatically determined (22.8 & 22.9). In addition,






























‘The man works in the fields.’ (GU1.056)
The main characteristics that distinguish the dependent verbs in the multi-
verb constructions described here from finite verbs in basic, or independent,
clauses are that the dependent verbs are inflected with person but not as-
pect/mood2. Nevertheless, dependent clauses are best described as “aspect-
less”. The alignment system in most (4.5 out of 5) of the construction types
is nominative-accusative. Additional properties of dependent verbs include
2Mateo Toledo (2008:82), following in the Mayanist descriptive tradition (citing England
1983b, Craig 1977, and Zavala 1992, among others), adopts the term “aspectless”. He iden-
tifies three clause types Q’anjob’al with respect to finiteness: finite, aspectless and infinitive.
Verbs in dependent contexts in SP are also most adequately described as “aspectless”.
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shared arguments and different number marking strategies. The characteris-
tics of dependent verbs are listed in (22.10).
(22.10) Characteristics of Dependent Verbs:
(a) Predicates share arguments;
(b) they share aspect/mood inflection;
(c) the dependent verbs take dependent verb morphology;
(d) they manifest nominative-accusative alignment in most contexts
(conditioned by external factors in specific cases); and
(e) they share negation.
22.1.1 Properties of the V1
There are five types of multi-verb constructions in which one verb is depen-
dent. These include: (i) auxiliary type I, (ii) auxiliary type II, (iii) progressive
auxiliary s1P constructions, (iv) temporal subordination, and (v) subordinator
mo constructions. Lexically and structurally the properties of the V1 depend
on the construction type, as shown in Table 22.1.
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Table 22.1: Properties of the V1
Verb Position Marks Person
Class (Occurs as V1) Aspect
auxiliary type I closed fixed X optional
auxiliary type II closed fixed X optional
s1P ‘progressive aux’ closed flexible X optional
.....................................................................................................................
temporal Ø subordination open flexible X obligatory
subordinator mo open flexible X obligatory
.....................................................................................................................
subordinator +mu open flexible N/A obligatory
The V1 takes inflection for aspect or mood. Example (22.11) shows the V1
inflected with the incompletive -pa. The example in (22.12) shows the V1
inflected with the perfect -neP and the completive -W. The example in (22.13)
shows the V1 inflected with the optative mood -Piny. Example (22.14) shows
the V1 inflected for frustrative mood -t1Pp and completive aspect -W. The
distribution of the imperative mood (with respect to differing analyses) is


























































‘He wanted to go to see her.’ (PDLMA.Muerto.010)
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The V1 may also take number agreement marking optionally (22.16). Number
marking on the V1 is extremely rare, however, as number agreement occurs
principally on the semantic main verb (V2). In cases in which the V1 is












Like number agreement morphology, the suffix/enclitic gak may appear on
either the V1 or the V2, although it is most frequently observed on the V2.
3One possibility for the optionality of person marking on the auxiliary verb may be that
there are two constructions–one in which the verb has grammaticalized as an auxiliary verb
construction, and the other its source construction–that synchronically co-occur (Zavala
p.c.). Additional research is necessary.
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When the morpheme appears on the V1, it is realized as the stress bearing
suffix -gak (22.17). When it appears on the V2, it is realized as the enclitic



































‘He says that his dog began to bark again.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny-Pedro.040)
Finally, adverbial clitics also occur on the V1. Adverbial clitics include +Pam(22.19),

























‘And we stayed late drinking.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.053)
Each of the construction types is principally defined by an auxiliary verb
or subordinator, as well as its associated properties. Aux I constructions are
composed of an auxiliary verb from a closed set of verbs and its dependent verb,
which is the semantic main verb. Aux II auxiliary constructions consist of one
of three auxiliary verbs and its main verb. Both Aux I and Aux II constructions
have fixed positions in the clause. s1P auxiliary verb constructions include s1P
and its dependent verb; the positions are not fixed. And Ø subordinator and
mo subordinator constructions both consist of verbs from open sets and have
no fixed position; the constructions are distinguishable by the subordinator
(or lack of one).
22.1.2 Properties of the V2
The main properties of V2 in the dependent verb constructions are listed in
Table 22.2. Minimally, the dependent verb is defined by its taking person
marking and dependent verb morphology, as well as its alignment and posi-
tion with relation to an auxiliary or subordinator. The V2 does not receive
inflection for aspect or mood, is dependent on another verb for aspect/mood,
and shares S with the V1. The position of the semantic main verb is depen-
dent on the construction type. In type I and II auxiliary constructions, the
auxiliary verb always occur in V1 position, therefore the semantic main verb
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is always in the V2 position. In s1P auxiliary constructions, the auxiliary may
occur in V1 or V2 position, and therefore the main verb may be the V1 or the
V2. In the subordinator constructions, both verbs are semantically significant
to the utterance. Clauses subordinated with the suffix -mu may occur in iso-
lation and are not in a dependency relation with another verb. As such, verbs
marked with -mu are the main verb.
Table 22.2: Properties of V2 in Different Construction Types
Construction Type Position Marks Dep Alignment Person
in V2
Auxiliary I: Active fixed X ergative oblig.
Passive fixed X nominative oblig.
Auxiliary II fixed X nominative oblig.
S1P ‘progressive aux’ flexible X nominative oblig.
Ø subordinator flexible X nominative oblig.
Subordinator mo flexible X nominative oblig.
Subordinator -mu N/A * nominative oblig.
22.1.2.1 Dependent Morphology
There are three suffixes that occur on dependent verbs in non-finite, multi-verb
constructions. The dependent verb suffixes are listed in 22.22.
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(22.22) Dependent Verb Morphology:
-i ‘dependent intransitive-a’ (on aux I constructions)
-W2 ‘dependent transitive’ (all constructions)
-W3 ‘dependent intransitive-b’ (aux I passives, aux II, s1P,
and subordinator constructions)
Two factors determine which suffix appears on the dependent verb: the type of
auxiliary verb or subordinator morpheme and the transitivity of the semantic
main verb. When the V1 consists of a type I auxiliary and the main verb
is intransitive, the V2 is marked with the suffix -i ‘dependent intransitive-
a’ (22.23). When the main verb is transitive regardless of which auxiliary
or subordinator it occurs with, it is marked with the marker W2 ‘dependent
transitive’ (22.24). When the main verb is intransitive and occurs with type
II auxiliaries, the s1P auxiliary, or either the Ø or the mo subordinator, it
is marked with morpheme -W3 ‘dependent intransitive-b’, and its subject is



































‘It was crying as it came.’ (XUU.004)
In addition, dependent marking on the dependent verb is determined
by the transitivity of the verb in the clause rather than the verb class. That
is, with respect to ambitransitive verbs in Aux I, if the verb is realized as its
intransitive alternation, it is marked with the intransitive dependent suffix -i
(22.26a); if the verb is realized as its transitive alternation, it is marked with

































I began to drink beer.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.001)
22.1.2.2 Phonology of the Dependent Suffixes -W2 and -W3
Dependent verb morphology in SP has received contradictory treatment through-
out its descriptive history. Himes (1997), Elson (1967:286), and Foster and
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Foster (1948:31) identify the dependent suffix for intransitive “main” verbs
(V1) as -i, however they analyze the marking for the transitive and intransi-
tive ergative split differently. Elson states that there is no dependent suffix for
transitive verbs or intransitive verbs inflected with Set-A proclitics. Foster and
Foster identify the transitive dependent suffix as Ø (zero) in both contexts.
Himes (1997:14) considers the distribution of stress patterns and identifies an
underlying segment that affects stress. Stress in SP is assigned from right
to left: (1) Primary stress falls on the penultimate or ultimate syllable, de-
pending on syllable weight; (2) secondary stress is assigned to the leftmost
syllable after clitics; and (3) tertiary stress falls on the heaviest syllable (i.e.
that contains a long vowel or a closed syllable) preceding primary stress. This
distribution is shown in examples (22.27) through (22.29) for verbs inflected
with incompletive aspect suffix -pa.
(22.27) Primary Stress
(a) ń1mpa (b) n1myájpa
Ø+n1m-pa Ø+n1myájpa
xabs+say-inc xabs+say-plunonsapinc
‘He says.’ ‘They say.’
(c) n1mnéPeba (d) Pa+n1mPáPypa
Ø+n1m-nEP-pa Pa+n1m-PaPy-pa
3abs+say-perf-inc xerg+say-ben-inc























Himes uses the symbol /wü/ as an “orthographic symbol for an inaudible con-
sonant that creates a heavy syllable and thus draws stress to itself” (1997:14).
I have adopted the symbol -W (following Himes and Kaufman, in progress) to
represented this unspecified segment. I follow Himes in assuming there is an
underlying segment that is affecting stress in the surface form. The primary
and secondary stress patterns corresponding to the completive segment are
observed in examples (22.30) and (22.31). Example (22.30) shows the stress
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paradigm for the completive with the ‘already’ enclitic +Pam. Here the com-
pletive segment surfaces as the [u] alternation. Notice in (a, b, c, and d) that
primary stress falls on the penultimate syllable. Example (22.31) shows the
stress paradigm for words inflected with the completive without +Pam. Here
the Ø alternation of the completive segment is illustrated; the primary stress
falls on the ultimate syllable.
















‘He had told him already.’
(20070710JAFs18)
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(22.31) Stress Paradigm for Completive -W, Ø alternation:
(a) n1m (b) n1myáj
Ø+n1m-W n1m-yaj-W
3abs+say-cmp say-plunonsap-cmp
‘He said.’ ‘They said.’
(c) Piny1PmáPy (d) Pi+ǹ1PmaPyyáj
Pi+n1m-PaPy-W Pi+n1m-PaPy-yaj-W
3erg+say-ben-cmp 3erg+say-ben-plunonsap-cmp
‘He told him.’ ‘He tells them.’
(20070710JAFs18)



































‘You all can’t peak out.’ (20070704jafS4)
Comparison with other Mixe-Zoque languages further supports an un-
derlying segment. For San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Oaxaca Zoque), John-
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son (2000:201) reports [@] & [i] & [e] for ‘dependent completive’ (which she
represents as underlying segment /E/) and [w@] & [y@] & [@] for ‘dependent
incompletive/non-declarative’ (which she represents as /w@/ underlyingly).
For Francisco Leon Zoque (Eastern Zoque, Chiapas), Engel and Engel (1987:384-
90) report a number of distinct suffixes for verbs in dependent clauses. The
alternations, which are conditioned by auxiliary verbs, modality, and aspect
(among other criteria), include [e & i], [a & ö], and [u] (c.f. table in Engel
and Engel (1987:390) for contexts in which different alternations occur). For
Copainlá Zoque (Eastern Zoque, Chiapas), Harrison et al. (1981:442) report
that the main verb, which follows the auxiliary, is inflected with the suffix
-u, which they call “suffix without semantic content”. Kaufman (1963) has
reconstructed this segment in proto-Mixe-Zoque as *w1. Therefore, there is
historical and comparative reason to assume some dependent morphology is
influencing the stress of verbs in V2 position. Nevertheless, the analysis is
somewhat problematic because, unlike the completive suffix, there is only one
environment in which an overt allomorph surfaces, and it is rare. The en-
vironment is in mo subordinator constructions (22.33), in which the enclitic






















that he will eat his father.’ (PDLMA.JUU.022)
In all other contexts there is no trace of the morpheme. I identify that
segment as -W for the same reason I adopt the underlying segment /W/ for
the completive suffix. I also follow Himes (1997:14) in distinguishing between
transitive verbs and intransitive verbs that manifest split ergativity in the
glossing convention. -W2 is used to refer to dependent morphology of tran-
sitive verbs, and -W3 represents dependent morphology on intransitive verbs
exhibiting nominative alignment. Note that this is strictly a convention to
account for the transitivity or intransitivity of the verb, and does not imply
polysemy.
22.1.2.3 Aspect and Dependent Morphology
In dependent verb constructions, inflection for aspect/mood and dependent
marking are independent of one another. The dependent morphology of the
dependent verb is determined by the type of subordination and the transi-
tivity of the verb. The following examples illustrate constructions with the
V1 in completive aspect (22.34), incompletive aspect (22.35), and optative
mood (22.36). (22.34a) shows an intransitive dependent verb marked with
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-i, (22.34b) shows a transitive dependent verb Ø-marked but bearing person
marking, which is shared with the V1, and (22.34c) shows an intransitive de-
pendent verb Ø-marked as dependent but whose subject is referenced with
a Set A person marker. Illustrating incompletive aspect, (22.35a) shows an
intransitive dependent verb inflected with -i, (22.35b) shows a transitive de-
pendent verb Ø-marked as dependent, and (22.35c) shows an intransitive de-
pendent verb Ø-marked as dependent but whose subject is referenced with
a Set A person marker. Finally, to illustrate inflection for mood, (22.36a)
shows an intransitive dependent verb with -i and (22.36b) shows a transitive
dependent verb that is Ø-marked and bearing person marking co-referencing
the subject shared by the V1 and V2. (There are no combinations of optative







































































































that I go help them give birth.’ (Partera.029/30)
This differs from aspectual inflection in Olutec, which has two aspect
paradigms, one which occurs in independent clauses and one that occurs only in
dependent clauses (Zavala 2000:148). That is, in Olutec, dependent clauses do
mark aspect. In San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque the dependent verb also carries
aspectual information. Like SP, auxiliary verbs in San Miguel Chimalapa
Zoque take dependent verbs; however, dependent morphology does distinguish
between completive -E and incompletive aspect -w@. Dependent marking of
NFVs in V2 agrees in terms of aspect with the V1: -E if V1 is completive
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your mothers-in-law.’ (Johnson 2000:209)
22.1.2.4 A Note on Auxiliary Verb Constructions in the Imperative
Mood and its Treatment in the SP Literature
There is some confusion in the literature with respect to auxiliary verb con-
structions in the imperative mood. Elson (1960) claims that in imperative
auxiliary constructions both verbs are inflected with the imperative suffix -
1, differing from other aspect/moods in which only the V1 is inflected for
aspect/mood. While it is the case that two verbs, the first of which is an
auxiliary verb, may be marked with the imperative suffix, there appears to
be a distinction, albeit subtle, between independent (or coordinated) imper-
ative clauses (22.40) and imperative auxiliary constructions (22.41) (i.e. the
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‘You come eat.’ (CNC.056c)
One reason for the confusion may be related to the close phonetic qualities of
the two suffixes, [i] ‘dependent-ia’ and [-1] ‘imperative’. Non-native speaking
linguists may perceive the high vowels as slightly fronted (in the case of the
dependent) or backed (in that of the imperative).
A distinction in the two types of constructions is supported by the
person marking distribution. In the imperative mood in simple clauses, the
addressee is not inflected on the verb (22.42). In coordinated imperative con-
structions, neither verb takes person marking (22.43). In imperative auxiliary
verb constructions, with respect to intransitive verbs, when the suffix -i ap-
pears, the verb following the auxiliary is inflected for person (22.44 & 22.45).
The person marker is always second person mi+, predictable because the im-













































if you’re going [to work].’ (Comal.011)
Auxiliary verb constructions with transitive verbs show a similar distribu-
tion. In imperative coordinated constructions both verbs are marked with the
imperative suffix, as shown in (22.46). In imperative auxiliary verb construc-
tions, only the auxiliary verb is inflected with the imperative suffix, as shown
in (22.47). Person marking differs, however, in that the dependent verb is not





















‘Go leave it in my house.’ (PQ2.053)
Semantically, the distinction may be moot. In fact, speakers do not
distinguish between the two forms in their translations. The two possible forms
appear regularly in the SP corpus. The examples in (22.48) and (22.49) come
from the same text, HePm tzitzimat ‘La Chichimeca’ (recorded and transcribed
by Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001). Despite the two distinct forms, Gutiérrez































these children in the forest!’ (sp. Vete a tirar al monte estos niños! ’)
(Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001:317)
Himes (1997:57) treats constructions such as the one shown in (22.504)
as an auxiliary verb construction following Elson (1960:211).








‘Go and bring it!’ (citing Elson 1960:211)
Elson (1967:286) recognizes a distinction between coordinated and auxiliary
forms in the imperative, however, he distinguishes between intransitive and
transitive verbs. He states that when auxiliaries occur with intransitive im-
peratives the auxiliary takes -1 and the main verb takes -i and the verb is
inflected with person. With respect to transitive verbs, however, he states
both verbs are inflected with -1, and the verb may or may not be inflected
for person. Based on examples such as (22.47) and (22.49) above, and data
culled from work by Elson, Himes, Foster and Foster as well as mine and
the PDLMA corpus, there appears to be a distinction between coordinated
imperative clauses and imperative auxiliary constructions, regardless of the
transitivity of the verb.
Himes (1997:25-6) notes two exceptions in the literature with respect

















The first exception (22.51) is not imperative. There is no evidence to suggest
that the construction is imperative. For one, the construction is in the third
person, a clear indication that it is not imperative. Second, the auxiliary is
inflected with incompletive aspect, another clear indication that this is not an
imperative construction. The criterion Elson uses to classify this construction
is the phrase final [1]. It is not clear why the utterance ends in [1]. One
possibility is that a final segment may have been devoiced, typical of word
final glides and nasals. Elson (1967:211) claims that “in certain verb complexes
when the main verb is a transitive stem, the derivational prefix ku- and the
imperative suffix -2 [1] occur with the transitive stem”. There is no evidence
elsewhere in the data or the literature to support this claim, and constructions
such as the one shown in (22.51) cannot be reproduced with speakers.
The second exception (22.52) is also not an exception. Himes (1997:26)
claims “this example is an exception because there is no imperative suffix
on the transitive main verb [V2]. Instead, there appears to be a transitive
dependent suffix”. If we accept that there are two independent construc-
tions—(1) two independent juxtaposed imperative clauses (verb-imp [coord]
verb-imp) and (2) an imperative auxiliary verb construction (verbaux-imp
verbdependent)—then example (22.52) is not an exception. It should be ana-
lyzed as verbaux-imp verbdependent.
Regardless of the pragmatics of these constructions, the point is that
both forms are possible. Pragmatically, both forms convey the same imper-
ative message, and both forms are consistently translated as auxiliary verb
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constructions.
22.1.2.5 Alignment and Split Ergativity
In the majority of the six constructions, when the V2 is intransitive, the S is
marked on the verb with ergative person markers as well as the verb being
Ø-marked as a dependent. This alignment pattern corresponds to a Split-S
system conditioned by subordination (Dixon 1994:71 & 101-4). That is, in
simple clauses verbs are marked with ergative person markers to signal As
and absolutive person markers to signal Ss and Os (an ergative/absolutive
pattern). V2 in most contexts, however, is marked with ergative (Set A)
person markers to indicate As and Ss and absolutive (Set B) to indicate Os (a
nominative/accusative pattern). This distinction is illustrated in Figure 22.1
(repeated from 11.2).
Figure 22.1: Ergative-Absolutive and Nominative-Accusative Alignment
The paradigm is illustrated for SP in examples (22.53) and (22.54) with the
intransitive verb put ‘exit’ in the 1st person. Example (22.53) shows a simple
clause in which the verb is inflected with an absolutive person marker in the
completive aspect. The subject is marked with the absolutive proclitic Pa+.
Example (22.54) shows the same verb in V2 position, inflected with an ergative
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‘I wasn’t angry when I left.’ (060722ERG061)
The split appears in a subset of the multi-verb constructions, which are
listed in (22.55).
(22.55) Constructions with Split Ergativity:





+mu subordinator enclitic constructions
The only multi-verb construction that does not condition ergative split
is the type I auxiliary verb construction in active voice. Example (22.56)
illustrates an auxiliary verb construction in which the subject is co-referenced


















in the water.’ (MAB.027)
22.1.2.6 Number Agreement in Dependent Clauses
The distribution for inflection of number agreement differs with respect to the
dependent morphology of the different construction types. In constructions in
which the dependent suffix is -W2 or -W3, number agreement is marked with
the plural suffixes -taPm and -yaj preceding dependent morphology. In type
I active auxiliary constructions, number agreement is marked with the plural
enclitics +tam and +yaj. The templates are shown in (22.57).
(22.57) Distribution of Dependent and Number Morphology:
(a) Dependent Suffixes -W2 and -W3:
V2 -plusap dept
-plunonsap depib
(b) Dependent Suffix -i :
V2 depia +plusap
+plunonsap
The example in (22.58) shows a transitive V2 inflected with the plural suffix
-taPm; here the plural suffix takes the primary stress. The example in (22.59)
shows an intransitive verb inflected with the plural suffix -yaj, in which primary


















‘They can’t arrive.’ (GU2.082)
As shown by the examples in (22.60) and (22.61), the plural enclitics
follow the dependent intransitive suffix -i. Again, we know these are enclitics
because they don’t participate in stress assignment patterns (see §22.1.2.2).















‘They finished eating.’ (Cangrejo.012)
22.1.2.7 Predicates That Occur in V1/V2
Derived and complex verbs occur in dependent verb constructions. Nonverbal
predicates are not permitted in these constructions. Nouns and adjectives
must be derived as verbs with the versive suffix -PaH or the provisory suffix
-P1Py. This holds for all construction types. For example in (22.62) and (22.63)





























how to go build houses.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.066)


















how it is that we joke.’ (AVC.016b)
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In the case of s1P auxiliary and subordinate constructions, the derived verbs
may occur in either V1 or V2 position5. As noted earlier, the V2 in each of
the constructions may include derived verbs (22.65). In these constructions,
derived verbs may also occur in V1 position. For example in (22.66), auxiliary
s1P occurs in V2, therefore the main verb occurs in V1. As such it is possible




































‘She says he’s getting better (little by little).’ (PQ2.228)
Example (22.67) shows a Ø subordinator construction in which both the
V1 and the V2 are derived with the versive suffix -PaH. Example (22.68)
shows the verb in the mo clause also derived with the versive -PaH.
5Proto-Mixe-Zoque is reconstructed as having OV word order. Residual traits of this
word order appear synchronically. The variable order observed synchronically represents
both the old order and the new order (Zavala p.c.). The example in (22.65) represents the









































he is going to eat his father.’ (PDLMA.JUUNYCHU7TZ.022)

































I was twelve years old.’ (PDLMA.Viaje.001)
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‘I am coffee picking.’
22.1.2.8 Valency and Voice Adjusting in V2
The position of the semantic main verbs is dependent on the construction type.
In the case of type I and II auxiliary constructions, the dependent verb is the
semantic main verb. As such the dependent verb is subject to all valency and
voice adjusting operations. Main verbs may be marked with causative (22.72),
























































‘She finished urinating on it.’ (ESK.117)
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‘He went to go rock himself back and forth [in his hammock].’
(PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.073)
Complex predicates consisting of reduplicated roots (22.77) also occur as V2.
















‘As we say, the woman goes to wash.’ (GU1.020)

















to get myself cured.’ ” (PDLMA.Borracho.061)
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This holds for type II auxiliary constructions. The main verb in (22.79)
shows an incorporated noun and associative marking. Example (22.80) illus-
trates a case in which the main verb is marked with the applicative -PaPy as
well as in the reflexive.
















































you can’t wash yourself (take care of yourself).’ (JOV.012a)
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In s1P auxiliary constructions, which show flexibility in the position in
which the auxiliary may occur, the main verb may either occur in V1 and
take inflection for aspect or in V2 position and be marked as dependent. The
valency and voice of the main verb may also be adjusted. The following verbs
illustrate a main verb in antipassive voice (22.81) and a serial verb with a
















































[the bird] was pecking out the horse‘s eyes.’ (PDLMA.BirdGorrion(SIL).017)




























‘Because she’s bleeding a lot.’ (SA2.002)
In the subordinator constructions, consisting of either mo or a Ø sub-
ordinator, both verbs are semantically significant to the utterance and either















as he brought her.’ (PQ2.057)
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‘The snake drags itself as it walks.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Clauses subordinated with the suffix -mu may occur in isolation and
are not in a dependency relation with another verb. As such, verbs marked
with -mu are the main verb within the clause.
22.2 Dependent Construction Types
The characteristics described in §22.1 apply to all the multi-verb constructions.
As stated above, there are six different multi-verb construction types, which are
generally distinguishable by the auxiliary verb type, subordinator, dependent
morphology and/or alignment. This section describes each of these multi-verb
construction types and the specific properties associated with them.
22.2.1 Type I Auxiliary Verb Constructions
Auxiliary verbs are broadly defined as belonging to a set of elements that are
minimally a constituent and that (at least in part) mark tense (taken to mean
TAM) and modality (Steele 1981:21). Auxiliary verbs in SP are verbs that
belong to a small, fixed set of verbs. There are seven type I auxiliary verbs,
listed in example (22.87).
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kus ‘have enough of verb’
jaPy ‘be late to verb’
The auxiliary verbs n1kk ‘go’ (22.88), miny ‘come’ (22.89), and Poy ‘go and
return’ (22.90) convey motion; moj ‘begin’ (22.91) and yaj ‘finish’ (22.92)
convey aspectual information; and kus ‘be enough’ (22.93) and jaPy ‘delay’






























































‘And we stayed late drinking.’ (BOR.053)
Each of these verbs occurs independently. The verbs of motion n1kk ‘go’,
miny ‘come’, and Poy ‘go and return’ occur independently as intransitive verbs,


















































she went and returned a lot.’ (MAB.169)






































that the bird finished the wheat.’ (PDLMA.BirdGorrion(SIL).022)
The auxiliary verb moj appears as an intransitive verb, as well as an auxiliary.












































until the party begins.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.025)
The modal auxiliaries kus ‘be enough’ and jaPy ‘delay at’ occur only as in-














‘We didn’t delay.’ (UDR.015)
22.2.1.1 Aux I Morphosyntax: Alignment, Aspect and Number
In terms of dependent morphology, when auxiliary I verbs occur with intran-
sitive verbs, as in (22.103), the V2 is marked with the suffix -i and person
is marked with absolutive person marker to co-reference the S. When the V2
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is transitive, the final syllable is stressed, indicating there is an underlying


























‘Tomorrow we’ll come see you.’ (Cangrejo.038)
Recall from chapter 11 that SP has a hierarchical system in which higher
ranked participants are co-referenced on the verb. This hierarchical system
is preserved in auxiliary verb constructions. Examples (22.105) and (22.106)
illustrate the direct and inverse configurations, respectively. In (22.105) the
A is 1st person and O is 3rd person. The A is the higher ranking participant
and is therefore marked on the verb with an ergative proclitic. In (22.106)
the A is 3rd person and the O is 1st person, the higher ranking participant;































‘Afterward they went to see me.’ (Partera.004)
Dependent verbs take inflection for person and number; however, the
distribution differs with respect to the suffixes. Verbs are inflected to indicate
number with their arguments using the plural suffixes -taPm ‘1st and 2nd




















‘But boy did they tire out that chicken.’ (PQH.014)
Intransitive V2s marked with -i mark number agreement with enclitics. In
(22.109) the enclitic +tam agrees with the 2nd person S, and in (22.110) +yaj















‘They finished eating.’ (Cangrejo 012)
Transitive V2s marked with -W2 mark number agreement with stress bearing

















‘They finished roasting it.’ (Cangrejo.010)
22.2.1.2 Aux I Transitivity, Argument Sharing, and Word Order
In auxiliary I verb constructions the auxiliary verb always occurs preceding the
main semantic verb and receives inflection for aspect/mood. Each of the verbs
that function as type I auxiliary verbs are intransitive, with the exception of
yaj ‘finish’. In auxiliary type I constructions, the V1 is always intransitive.
The V2, on the other hand, may be intransitive, transitive or ditransitive.






































‘...and she begins to give [the rock] a turn.’ (VYT.027a)
The transitivity of the V2 determines the transitivity of the construction. In
intransitive auxiliary I constructions, the auxiliary and the V2 share the S.
For instance in (22.114) the S of the auxiliary verb kus ‘be enough’ co-indexes
the S of the intransitive verb wiPk ‘eat’. Person may optionally be marked on
the V1; when person is marked, it always agrees with the marking on the V2
(22.115). Constructions in which the S of the V1 does not agree with the S of























































‘I was satisfied he ate.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
Similarly, when the V2 is transitive, the S and the A are the same. For
example in (22.117) the S of the auxiliary verb yaj ‘finish’ co-indexes the A
of the dependent transitive verb jePy ‘stir’. Again, when person is marked
on the auxiliary verb, as in (22.118), it agrees with the inflection on the V2.
Constructions in which the S of the V1 does not agree with the A of the V2
are judged as ungrammatical (22.119)6.














































Intended reading: ‘I came for him to drink the atole (corn beverage).’
(Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
In terms of word order, intransitive constructions, the S NP may precede



























‘The woman began to cry.’ (VYT.098)
In transitive verb constructions in which only the O is expressed, the O may























‘She begins to take out her thread.’ (Puktuuku.025)
In transitive verb constructions in which both the A and O are overtly ex-





































‘The chaneque went and got the copal.’ (PDLMA.Chaneco(SIL).032)
While word order is pragmatically determined and core arguments tend
to occur preceding or following the V1 V2 verbal complex, examples are ob-
served in which the arguments intercede between the V1 and the V27. Exam-
ples illustrating the A following the V1 and the O following the V2 are shown
in (22.126) and (22.127). Example (22.128) shows an intransitive construction

















the snake’s throat.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.095)
7There appear to be two types of auxiliary I constructions: (i) ones in which auxiliary is
inflected for person, and (ii) ones in which they are not. Examples such as the one shown in
(22.126) with the A following the auxiliary verb support this hypothesis and indicate that
constructions in which person is marked on the auxiliary verbs (i) are less integrated than














































‘After a child came to get it.’ (SA2.037)
In the constructions the V2 is transitive. Because of the homophony of the
completive suffix and the dependent transitive suffix, two possible interpreta-
tions arise. It is likely that the V2 phrase is an independent clause. In fact,
Salomé Gutiérrez Morales (p.c.) suggests that these constructions may also
be translated as: ‘the green bat comes and cuts the snake’s throat’ (22.126)
and ‘...the child arrived and killed his grandfather’ (22.127). Constructions in
which the V2 is intransitive provide some indication. In elicitation, speakers
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permit the S/A to intercede between the V1 and V2, but judgments indicate
that this word order is dispreferred. When presented with the example in
(22.129a), the utterance was judged acceptable. But speakers did not repro-
duce these utterances, opting to provided “better” alternatives, as shown in
(b) and (c).
(22.129) V1 S V2 order dispreferred:
(a) ? miny jePm p11xiny wiPiki
miny-W jePm p11xiny Ø+wiPk-i
comeaux-cmp that man 3abs+eat-depia
‘The man comes to eat.’
(b) miny wiPiki jePm p11xiny
miny-W Ø+wiPk-i jePm p11xiny
comeaux-cmp 3abs+eat-depia that man
‘The man comes to eat.’
(c) jePm p11xiny miny wiPiki
jePm p11xiny miny-W wiPk-i
that man comeaux-cmp3abs+eat-depia
‘The man comes to eat.’
22.2.1.3 Negation
The negator dya (described in chapter 17) occurs in multiverb constructions.
Negation takes scope over the entire clause (22.130). The V2 can’t be negated
independent of V1 (22.131a). The example in (22.131b) shows how one speaker











‘We can’t go play.’ (PDO.004b)
(22.131) Dependent verbs not independently negated:
(a) *n1k-pa dya Pa+kaP-i
goaux-inc neg iabs+die-depia
Intended reading: ‘I came to not die.’ (20070705jaf)
(b) Pa+n1k para que dya Pa+kaPaba
Pa+n1k-W para que dya Pa+kaP-pa
xabs+go-cmp for that neg xabs+die-inc
‘I go [to the clinic] so that I won’t die.’ (20070705jaf)
22.2.1.4 Auxiliary I Constructions and Passive V2s
The V2 position may be adjusted for valency and voice (described above).
In SP, in passive constructions the O of a transitive verb or the PO of a
ditransitive verb are advanced to S. The passive suffix is -taH. Recall that
SP has three sets of person markers: ergative, which marks As of transitive
verbs (Set A); absolutive, which marks Ss of intransitive verbs and Os of
transitive verbs (Set B); and local, which indicate relations between speech act
participants (Set C). The person markers are shown in Table 22.3 (repeated
from ch. 11 for ease of reference).
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Table 22.3: Person Markers in SP
Ergative (erg)/ Absolutive (abs) Local
Possessor (psr)
(SET A) (SET B) (SET C)
Exclusive First Person: Pan+ Pa+
Inclusive First Person: tan+ ta+
Second Person: Pin+ mi+
Third Person: Pi+ Ø+
2:1: Pan+
1:2: man+
Example (22.132) shows the transitive verb suy ‘lasso’ inflected with the 3rd
person ergative (Set A) clitic to co-reference the A. In (22.133) the same verb





















‘The woman was lassoed.’ (VYT.079)
In type I auxiliary constructions in which the V2 is marked with the
passive -taH suffix, the S is marked with ergative person markers. SP is an
ergative-absolutive language (see ch. 11), and the S of intransitive verbs is
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co-referenced with absolutive person markers. Passive type I auxiliary verb
constructions are one instance in which we see split ergativity. In (22.134) the
V2 is the transitive verb yoj ‘pay’ marked with the passive suffix -taH. Yet
the S in this context is marked with an ergative (Set A) proclitic. This is the


















to deliver babies.’ (lit. ’to pick babies’) (MAB.274)
In contrast, antipassive verbs in V2 do not exhibit ergative split. In an-
tipassive constructions the valency of a transitive verb is reduced and only the
would-be A is expressed on the verb as S. For example, in (22.135), the tran-
sitive verb w11t ‘massage, rub’ is inflected with the ergative Pi+, coreferencing
the A (the midwife) and the O (the woman being massaged). The example
in (22.136) shows the same verb derived with the antipassive suffix -PoPy and
the verb Ø-marked for 3rd person S. Example (22.137) shows the same verb
as the V2 of the auxiliary Poy ‘go/return’ marked with the antipassive . Here

























































‘She went to massage.’ (MAB.123)
Number agreement morphology patterns with that of dependent suffixes
in that number is marked with suffixes rather than enclitics. In fact, number













































I will cook corn.’ ” (PDLMA.Fiesta.020)
22.2.2 Type II Auxiliary Verb Constructions
The second type of multi-verb constructions in which dependent verbs occur
are type II auxiliary verb constructions. There are three type II auxiliary
verbs (22.139).
(22.139) Type II Auxiliary Verbs:
w1PaH w1H.PaH ‘be able’
jutzaH jutz.PaH ‘be such that’
Panh+jagoPy Panh+jak-PoPy ‘be first’
The auxiliary verb w1PaH ‘be able’ is historically derived from the
w1H ‘good’ and the versive -PaH, still in use today (22.140). w1PaH ‘be able’
may occur independently as an intransitive verb and be marked with person,

























his eye is healed.’ (OJO.030)
w1PaH ‘be able’ may also occur with the complementizer Piga+. An example

















on a horse.’ (20070706jaf)
The auxiliary verb jutzaH ‘be such that’ (22.142) is historically derived
from the particle juPtz ‘how’ and the versive -PaH. jutz.PaH most commonly







‘How was it you saw it?’ (SoyPartera.020a)
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she became pregnant with a worm?’ (GUS.119)
The verb Panh+jagoPy ‘be first’ (22.155) is historically derived as a
verb stem from the derivational body part prefix Panh ‘deriv1’, the verb
root jak ‘cut, cross’, and the antipassive suffix -PoPy ‘antip’. The derived
stem Panh+jak ‘govern’ occurs as a transitive verb in the corpus (22.144).
The derived verb stem is observed as an intransitive verb meaning ‘advance’
(22.145). It is also derived with the antipassive -PoPy and the nominalizer

























































‘He doesn’t fear authority.’ (Yerno.024b)
22.2.2.1 Aux II Morphosyntax: Alignment, Aspect and Number
The key distinguishing feature between type I and type II auxiliary verb con-
structions is that type II auxiliaries condition nominative-accusative alignment
in all contexts. That is, when the the dependent verbs are intransitive, the Ss
are marked with ergative person markers. For example in (22.147) the auxil-
iary w1PaH ‘be able’ occurs with the intransitive verb wity ‘walk’, and the first
person S is marked with the 1st person ergative proclitic Pan+. In (22.148)
juPtzaH ‘be such that’ occurs with the intransitive verb nuPk ‘arrive’, which
is inflected with ergative proclitic Pan+. In (22.149) PanhjagoPy ‘be first to’


























































‘I arrived first.’ (20090227RGAs5)
In addition, the hierarchical system is preserved. When the O is a higher
ranking participant (1st & 2nd > 3rd), it is marked on the verb with absolutive











‘He can’t return it to you.’ (20070726RCR)
Type II auxiliary verbs occur in V1 position, and as such, they take
inflection for aspect/mood. Example (22.151) shows the verb PanhjagoPy ‘be
first’ inflected with perfect and completive aspects; example (22.152) shows
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the verb w1PaH ‘be able’ inflected for incompletive aspect; and (22.153) shows































‘How is it you saw it?’ (SerPartera.046)
22.2.2.2 Aux II Transitivity, Argument Sharing and Word Order
In auxiliary verb constructions, the type II auxiliary occurs in V1 position,






























‘...and he’ll die first.’ (Yerno.016b)
Like type I auxiliaries, type II auxiliaries are intransitive, and as such
transitivity of the construction is determined by the V2. The arguments are
shared. When the construction is intransitive the S of the V1 co-indexes the
S of the V2. The auxiliary verb is optionally marked for person. When the

































I could work.’ (CNC.002b)
When the construction is transitive, the V1 S co-indexes the V2 A (22.158).
When person is marked on the V1 it always agrees with the person marking
on the V2 (22.159). Constructions in which the Ss and As differ are judged



























































Intended reading: ‘You advanced before he arrived.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez
Morales, p.c.)
In terms of word order, when the constructions are intransitive, the Ss may

























‘The baby could be born.’ (PAR.039)
In transitive constructions, Os may precede (22.163) or follow (22.164) the
verbal complex. It is rare, however, to find the O preceding the auxiliary verb
in type II constructions. As we saw in ch. 19, word order is pragmatically
determined and clause initial arguments tend to be motivated by discursive
objectives. In fact, in example (22.163), note that the O precedes negation, a





























When both the A and the O are overtly expressed, in natural speech only
AVVP is observed (22.165). While in naturally occurring speech, arguments
do not intercede between the V1 and the V2, speakers judge such constructions






























‘The man couldn’t come.’ (20070705JAFs2)
Finally, the dependent clause of auxiliary II constructions may be elided,
























“She say: ‘Ana, and now how is it [how does it feel]?’ ” (SA2.046)
22.2.2.3 Negation
Negation takes scope over both predicates in the dependent verb construction
























Intended reading: ‘How is it he didn’t arrive.’ (20070705jaf)
22.2.3 ‘Progressive’ s1P
The third context in which the V2 occurs is with the auxiliary verb s1P ‘walk’.
S1P is used to indicate progressive aspect (22.171)
(22.171) Paj las dyees de la noche
Paj las dyees de la noche
at the ten of the night








we were eating dinner.’ (7NH.016)
Like the auxiliary verbs described above, s1P occurs independently as an in-











among the houses.’ (GU2.105)
These constructions differ from the auxiliary verb constructions in two
significant ways. First, unlike the auxiliary verb constructions, s1P can oc-
cur as V1 or V2. Examples are shown in (22.173) and (22.174). In example
(22.173), the sentence means “they are playing a lot.” S1P is in V1 position,
inflected with the incompletive suffix -pa, and the intransitive V2 m11ch ‘play’
is inflected with dependent morphology and the ergative proclitic Pi+. In
example (22.174), the sentence means ‘that’s why she’s crying.’ The intran-
sitive verb wej ‘cry’ is in V1 position, and s1P is in V2 position. The V1 is
inflected for aspect, the V2 is marked with dependent morphology, and the S
is marked on the V2 with the 3rd person ergative Pi+. Therefore, when s1P
occurs in either position, the V1 takes inflection for aspect/mood, and the V2


















‘That’s why she’s crying.’ (MAB.019)
The second significant difference between s1P constructions and the aux-
iliary constructions described above is that the meaning conveyed by both or-
ders is the same. In §22.2.1 we saw that constructions in which the auxiliary
verb occurs in V1 position convey motion toward a deictic center to carry out
the event expressed by the V2. Example (22.175) shows the auxiliary verb
n1kk ‘go’ in V1 position. When the same verb occurs in V2, the construction















in the river.’ (MAB.024)
8While constructions such as the one shown in (22.176) are semantically depictive, be-











‘I roll as I go along (playing).’ (MAB.097)
In s1P constructions, however, the meaning conveyed by s1P is the same regard-
less of whether s1P occurs in V1 position (22.177) or in V2 position (22.178).
Notice that in both sentences the V1 takes inflection for aspect, that the V2
takes inflection for person, and that the person marked on the intransitive














‘I am working.’ (20070706JAF2)
S1P auxiliaries are used to convey progressive aspect. In examples
(22.179) and (22.180), illustrating s1P in V1 and V2 positions respectively,
the use of s1P as an auxiliary conveys the sense that an action is in progress,
usually at the time of utterance or with respect to reference time. In this sense
the progressive is similar to incompletive aspect9 (22.181) in that it views a
situation without reference to an initial or final endpoint. This is in keeping
with the definition of progressive viewpoint as presented by Smith (1997:174)
9See ch. 12 for description of aspect.
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in which “the viewpoint presents an interval of an event that includes neither
its initial nor final endpoint, and that precedes the final endpoint.” A crucial
difference, however, is that the incompletive may be used to convey habitual

































































‘The woman laughs a lot.’ (GU1.016)
Although the progressive auxiliary construction most frequently occurs in the

















‘The Tzitzimat was frying plantain.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann
2001:320-1)
22.2.3.1 S1P Morphosyntax: Alignment, Aspect, and Number
Like type II auxiliaries, s1P auxiliaries trigger the split in alignment. Example
(22.183) illustrate s1P occurring with the intransitive verb t1tz ‘dry’. As shown
in (22.184), the hierarchical system is preserved: higher ranking participants























‘Then she’s looking for us.’ (Cangrejo.051)
The progressive aspect occurs predominantly with incompletive aspect,
and inflection for aspect within the construction is limited to the V1, regardless





























S1P constructions manifest similar properties to those described for aux-
iliary II constructions and temporal/aspectual subordination with and without
mo with respect to plural marking. Example (22.187) shows a s1P construction







‘They are playing a lot.’ (CQS.013b)
22.2.3.2 S1P Transitivity, Argument Sharing, and Word Order
As described above, one of the ways that the s1P ‘progressive’ auxiliary con-
structions differ from type I and II auxiliaries is that s1P may occur as V1
or as V2. When s1P occurs with intransitive verbs, s1P may appear in either
position (22.188).



















When the construction is transitive, the preference is for transitive verbs
















‘Well, he was digging a hole.’ (Rey.010)
In elicitation, transitive verbs do occur V1 position, however, in natu-
rally occurring speech the preference is overwhelmingly for transitive verbs to
occur in V2 position (22.189). From the corpus of naturally occurring speech,
out of 139 tokens of s1P, 52 were auxiliary uses. As shown in Table 22.4,
34 (65%) of those showed s1P in V1 position; 18 (35%) were in V2 position.
Table 22.4: Distribution of Word Order in s1P Auxiliary Constructions
V1 s1P: 18 35%
s1P V2: 34 65%
Total: 52 100%
The distribution of verbs that co-occur with s1P with respect to transitivity is
shown in Table 22.5. Of the 18 constructions in which main verbs occurred in
V1 position, 13 consisted of basic verb roots, 4 consisted of verbs derived from
nouns, and one was in antipassive voice. Of the 34 constructions in which the
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main verb followed s1P in V2 position, 16 were intransitive and 18 transitive.
Of the intransitives, 7 were verb roots, 3 were derived as verbs from nouns, and
6 were in passive voice. More interestingly, of the transitive verbs, 5 consisted
of verb roots, and 13 consisted of verb roots with overt lexical Os or complex
predicates. That is, in all cases in which verbs were transitive, the main verb
followed the auxiliary verb. In cases in which the main verb was intransitive,
the distribution of the order of auxiliary to main verb was split by nearly 50%
(main-aux 52%, aux-main 47%).
Table 22.5: Transitivity of Verbs in Relation to s1P Auxiliary
Vintrans s1P s1P Vintrans Vtrans s1P s1P Vtrans
Verb root 13 7 5
Verb root w/ overt P 7
Complex verb 6
(NI/SVC)




Subtotal 18 (53%) 16 (47%) 0 18 (100%)
Total 34 18
Although the sample is small, the distribution suggests that the preference for
the order s1P V2 may be influenced by factors involving the complexity of the








‘I’m am hitting him now.’ (Elson 1960b:211b)
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The distribution may be influenced by factors involving the complexity
of the predicates. When Os of these constructions are overtly expressed, the
semantic main verb always occurs in V2 position. If the O is not overtly
expressed, the transitive verb may appear in either V1 or V2 position.
From the elicited data, examples in which transitive verbs appears in
V1 position with an overtly expressed O immediately following it are judged
ungrammatical (22.191). However, when the O follows the V2 the construction
is acceptable (22.192).


























‘He is picking beans.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)














‘My water is boiling.’ (Atole.009b)
S1P constructions manifest similar properties to those described for the
other auxiliaries and subordinators with respect to passivization. Passivized
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main verbs co-reference their Ss with ergative proclitics. Example (22.194)
shows a progressive s1P construction in which the transitive verb pej ‘commit
























he was being cheated on.’ (VYT.096)
22.2.4 Dependent Clauses With No Subordinator
There are three temporal/aspectual contexts in which dependent verbs oc-
cur. The first is used to express two events occurring simultaneously (22.195).























whistling he came.’ (PDLMA.BirdGorrion(SIL).005)
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Ø subordinator constructions often involve a verb of motion or direc-
tion. In most cases the same verbs that occur as an auxiliary in V1 position
may occur in V2, although not as auxiliary verbs. There is a clear semantic
difference in the meaning of the verb when it occurs as an auxiliary in V1 or
as a V2. For example in (22.196) the auxiliary miny ‘come’ indicates motion
toward an event for the purpose of performing the event expressed by the V2.
The example in (22.197)10 shows the same verb miny ‘come’, however, here
























‘It comes running.’ (200707JAF)
22.2.4.1 Morphosyntax (Ø subord): Alignment, Aspect, and Num-
ber
Like the auxiliary verb constructions, the verb in V1 position takes inflection
for aspect/mood (22.198). It also takes inflection for person obligatorily.
10While constructions such as the one shown in (22.197) are semantically depictive, be-











‘I go rolling.’ (MAB.097)








‘I had been lost [where] I was.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.018)
22.2.4.2 Transitivity, Argument Sharing and Word Order (Ø sub-
ord)








‘I cried as I went.’ (MAB.021b)
In the case of Ø subordinator constructions, it is possible to have transitive
















































with his mare; he was pulling her as he brought her.’ (PQ2.056)
Transitive verbs with overt Os do not occur in V1 position (22.204).










Eliciting: I’m gathering beans as I come.’ (20070730JAF)
According to Elson (1967:286), transitive verbs are not permitted in
V1 position; Himes (1997:30) provides examples from elicitation showing that
transitive verbs are permitted in V1. The discrepancy is likely explained in








‘He is hitting it as he brings it.’ (Himes 199:30)
As with the dependent verb constructions described thus far, the aux-






























a dog is coming barking.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny-Pedro.005)
When person is marked on the V1 it always agrees with the marking on the
V2. The S of both verbs must be the same (22.208). Constructions in which


















‘You cry as I go.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
In Ø subordinator constructions, when both verbs are transitive both






















































he was pulling her as he brought her.’ (PQ2.056)
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22.2.5 Temporal subordinator mo
The fifth type of dependent verb construction utilizes the subordinator mo.
Mo constructions indicate that an event will occur ‘when, at the moment that’























He shouted when he went.’ (VYT.081)
Mo clauses exhibit a greater range of freedom than the multi-verb con-
structions described thus far. Verbs subordinated by mo may appear as the








































‘I saw that the car came vrrooming.’ (PQ2.068b)























he ran us off.’ (CNC.008a)
As such, the verbs in mo clauses are not in a direct dependency relation to an-
other verb. Rather they convey an event’s temporal relation to another event.
For example in the excerpt shown in (22.215), the mo clause (d) indicates the
temporal relation of the event with respect to a series of events expressed in






































































I’m going to look for tepejilote [herbs].’ ” (Gutiérrez & Wichmann
2001:318-9)
The subordinated clause is a punctual event with respect to the sequence of
events to which it relates.
Again, the homophony of the completive and the dependent transitive
suffix presents a puzzle. In these constructions the mo clause is always a
punctual event, a characteristic of completive aspect. Evidence that these are
in fact dependent verbs comes from the fact that neither incompletive nor
perfect aspect are permitted in these constructions.
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22.2.5.1 Mo Morphosyntax: Alignment, Aspect and Number
When the verb following this subordinator is intransitive the S is marked with






11Himes indicates that this split may be optional and lists a number of examples in which
the intransitive verb of the clause following the subordinator is not marked with an ergative
person marker. One such example is shown in (i). There the verb is the derived intransitive
m1j-PaH ‘become big’. This is another version of the story from which example (i) is taken.
In (ii) the same use of the derived adjective m1j ‘big’ follows the subordinator, and the S is
marked with an ergative proclitic. I have been unable to reproduce this example. Whether,
this is in fact option is undetermined. All other intransitive verbs mark Ss with ergative
proclitics.
(i) mo m1jaawu+m n1mpa Piga
mo Ø+m1j-PaH-W+Pam Ø+n1m-pa Piga
subord 3abs+big-vers-cmp+alr 3abs+say-inc comp




he will eat his father.’ (PDLMA.Juunychu7tz-Nicolas.023)
(ii) despwej moP Pi+m1jjawu+m n1mpa
despwej moP Pi+m1j-PaH-W+Pam Ø+n1m-pa
when subord 3erg+big-vers-depib+alr 3abs+say-inc
‘Then when he grows up he says
jeP Pi+kuPtpa jePm Pi+jaatunh
jeP Pi+kuPt-pa jePm Pi+jaatunh
3pro 3erg+eat-inc that 3psr+father






22.2.5.2 Mo Transitivity, Argument Sharing, and Word Order












‘She cried when she came.’ (MAB.021b)
















‘I saw a car came vrrooming.’ (PQ2.068b)
The S of the V1 must co-index the S or A of the V2 (22.219). When presented
with examples such as the one shown in (22.219) speakers judged them as
ungrammatical. The example in (22.220) illustrates how the speaker chose to















































when she arrived.’ (20070704JAFs9)
In mo subordinator constructions, transitive verbs may not appear in
V1 position (22.221).
























Intended reading: ‘I’m gathering beans when I come.’ (20070721RCR)
In addition, mo subordinator clauses do not permit independent nega-













Intended reading: ‘I came not singing.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales,
p.c.)
Finally, passives are also observed in subordinator mo constructions.
Example (22.223) shows the transitive verb tzam ‘raise’ derived with the pas-














when we were growing up.’ (lit. being raised) (7NH.001)
22.2.6 Temporal Subordinator Suffix -mu
The sixth construction type consists of constructions formed with the tempo-
ral subordinator suffix -mu. These constructions are extremely rare12. The
12In fact, I have not observed them in my recordings of naturally occurring speech, nor
have I been able to elicit these forms.
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construction was originally reported by Foster (1948:30) (22.224) and later


























‘As I was going along, I saw a deer.’ (Himes 1997:32, citing Elson)
Use of the subordinator suffix -mu conveys the meaning “do verb 1
when doing verb” (Kaufman & Himes, in progress). In this sense, -mu
constructions are similar to mo subordinator constructions. Unlike the mo
constructions, however, -mu clauses are not dependent on another clause for
aspect or person. They may be inflected for incompletive (22.226), completive




















‘It was already raining
13Himes lists no occurrence of -mu from her own notes and it does not occur in her texts








when I arrived.’ (Foster 1948:30)
(22.228) Pi+n1k-neP-W-1m,
3erg+go-perf-cmp-subord







these men arrived.’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress)
Another key difference is that, unlike the other multi-verb constructions,
clauses formed with -mu permit different Ss. For example in (22.229) the S
of the first verb in the sentence tokPoy ‘get lost’ is a 3rd person referent and











‘He got lost while I was fishing.’ (Elson 1960b:210)
Constructions formed with -mu are similar to the dependent clause
constructions described above in that they trigger split ergativity. When -mu









‘When he left, he was being spoken to.’ (Himes 1997:32, citing Elson)
The -mu suffix attaches directly to the verb following inflection for as-
pect. Himes (1993:32) identifies the subordinator -mu as an enclitic, although
she does not indicate her motivation. Based on the description presented by
Foster (1948) and Elson (1960a, 1960b, 1967) and the distribution of stress, it
appears that the subordinator is a stress bearing suffix. Recall that enclitics
do not participate in stress assignment patterns. Therefore, if -mu were an
enclitic, stress would fall on the penultimate syllable of the inflected stem,





































‘Then when he hit him, his hand broke.’ (Elson 1960b:210)
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No examples of negated -mu clauses appear in examples reported thus far.
22.2.7 Multiple Dependent Clauses
Instances in which more than one dependent verb constrution type co-occur
appear in the corpus: one from naturally occurring speech (22.233) and three
from elicitation (22.234 through 22.236) (Himes 1997). These examples gen-
erally share the same structure (22.232).
(22.232) Aux I + intrans-depia [subord] trans-depib:
The type 1 auxiliary, in first position, is marked with inflection. The verb
in second position is intransitive and marked with the dependent suffix -i.
The verb in the third position is intransitive, its S is marked with an ergative

































































when I went off.’ (Himes 1997:59)
Further research is necessary on multiple dependent verb constructions.
22.3 Dependent Verbs Summarized
With the exception of -mu clauses, dependent verb constructions, auxiliary
and subordinator, are complex predicate constructions that are composed of
two (or more) lexically independent verbs that denote a dynamic event, shar-
ing arguments as well as aspect/mood. The constructions described here pat-
tern like basic clauses consisting of a single predicate in that both predicates
share aspect/mood, arguments, and negation. These properties are listed in
(22.237).
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(22.237) Characteristics of Dependent Verbs:
(a) Predicates share arguments;
(b) they share aspect/mood inflection;
(c) the dependent verbs take dependent verb morphology;
(d) they exhibit nominative-accusative alignment in most contexts
(conditioned by external factors in specific cases); and
(e) they share negation.
The dependent verb constructions can be divided into three subgroups:
auxiliary, subordinator and -mu constructions. Auxiliary constructions consist
of type I, type II and s1P auxiliary verbs. Subordinator constructions consist
of either Ø or the mo subordinator. And -mu constructions are formed with
the suffix -mu.
In the auxiliary and subordinator constructions, marking for aspect/mood
and arguments is shared. With respect to negation, in auxiliary and subordi-
nator construction the negator takes scope over both predicates of the clause.
Verbs in the complex may not be independently negated.
As described in chapter 8, word order is pragmatically determined and
all word orders are attested. This holds for multi-verb constructions as well.
With respect to intransitive constructions, the S may precede or follow the
V1 V2 sequence. In transitive verb constructions the A and/or O may precede
or follow the verbal complex. It is possible for core arguments to follow the
V1 and precede the V2, however, this word order is highly dispreferred in all
the dependent verb construction types.
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The auxiliary and subordinator groups are distinguishable in that in
auxiliary verb constructions, the main verb, which is most often the V2 de-
pending on the construction type, determines the transitivity of the construc-
tion. In auxiliary I and II constructions, the main verb always occurs in
V2 position. In s1P auxiliary constructions, the main verb may occur in V1 or
V2 position.
Subordinator constructions exhibit a similar distribution with respect
to aspect/mood and person marking, argument sharing, and dependent mark-
ing, but differ with respect to semantics of the main and dependent verb.
Subordinator constructions are composed of two verbs from open classes, one
of which is marked as dependent.
Despite these commonalities, each of the constructions is defined based
on its own properties. Type I auxiliary verb constructions occur with a closed
set of verbs. Intransitive verbs in V2 position are marked with the dependent
suffix -i and plurality is most often indicated with plural marking enclitics.
Transitive verbs in V2 position are Ø-marked as dependent and plurality is in-
dicated with number agreement suffixes. Person marking is ergative-absolutive
in active and antipassive voice, but nominative-accusative in passive voice.
Type II auxiliary verb constructions also occur with a closed set of verbs.
They differ from Auxiliary I constructions with respect to dependent morphol-
ogy and alignment. Intransitive dependent verbs are inflected with dependent
suffix -W3 ‘depib’; transitive dependent verbs are inflected with dependent
suffix -W2 ‘dept’. The alignment system exhibited in these constructions is
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nominative-accusative.
S1P auxiliary verb constructions are composed of the auxiliary with a
verb. S1P auxiliary constructions differ from the auxiliary types I and II in that
s1P can occur in either V1 or V2 position. Despite this freedom, when the main
verb is transitive, the preference is for the auxiliary is to occur in V1 position
and the main verb to occur in V2 position. Dependent morphology, however,
is the same as that of auxiliary II constructions. Intransitive dependent verbs
are inflected with dependent suffix W3 ‘depib’; transitive dependent verbs are
inflected with dependent suffix W2 ‘dept’. And like auxiliary IIs, the alignment
system exhibited is nominative-accusative.
Ø subordinator constructions differ from all other constructions in that
it requires no auxiliary or subordinator. They are composed of two verbs
from open classes. They have the same dependent morphology as aux II
and s1P constructions, as well as exhibit a nominative-accusative alignment.
Like s1P constructions, in cases in which one verb is intransitive and one verb
is transitive, the preference is for the transitive main verb to appear in V2
position.
Mo subordinator constructions show the greatest freedom with respect
to the position of the dependent verb. Both verbs are from open classes. The
subordinator allows the mobility of dependent verb, which exhibits nominative-
accusative alignment.
And finally, the sixth multi-verb construction is formed with the -mu
subordinator suffix. These constructions are different from the first five in
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two significant ways. First, the verb marked with the suffix is not dependent
on another verb for aspect. Verbs inflected with the suffix -mu also take
inflection for completive, incompletive and perfect aspect. Second, the verbs
in the construction do not share arguments. -mu constructions are essentially
independent clauses. The motivation for including -mu clauses in this chapter
are that (a) the subordinated verb does exhibit a temporal relation to another
verb, and (b) the constructions exhibit split ergativity.
Based on the syntactic distribution of the auxiliary and subordinator
constructions, dependent verb constructions are complex predicates. In terms
of integration, they fall between serial verb constructions (ch. 21) and inde-
pendent clauses (ch. 23).
Figure 22.2: Levels of Clause Integration
Highly Integrated Semi Integrated No Integration
.................................................................................................................
• Serial Verb Construction • Multiverb Construction • Coordinated
• Incorporated Noun -Auxiliary Verb • Complement
-Subordinated Verb • Relative
Serial verb constructions combine two (or more) verbs to form a single lexical
unit on which their shared person and aspect/mood inflection are realized as on
basic verbs. This is illustrated in (22.238) with the serialized verbs PaPm ‘look’
and n1kk ‘go’, which is flanked by person morphology to the left and aspect
morphology to the right. There is no marking for subordination, a defining
characteristic of serial verb constructions. At the opposite extreme, in com-
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bined clauses in which verbs are independent, as in complement clauses, verbs
do not obligatorily share person or aspect/mood. In (22.239) the complement
taking verb jaam ‘feel’ in the matrix clause is followed by the complementizer
Piga+. Its complement, headed by the verb tz1k ‘touch’, is an independent
clause with distinct person and aspect than that of the matrix clause. In
contrast, multi-verb constructions are composed of independent lexical units




























SP has a number of strategies for combining independent clauses. These in-
clude complementation, reported speech, conditional expressions, relativiza-
tion, adverbial clauses, secondary predication, and coordination. Compared
with serial and dependent verb constructions, the clause combining strategies
described in this, and subsequent chapters, demonstrate a low level of inte-
gration. Two subordinating strategies are generally employed: juxtaposition
and subordinating particles (free and bound). Most of these constructions
make use of subordinating morphology, although in many cases clauses are
traditionally combined via juxtaposition. The construction types and their
subordinating strategies are shown in Table 23.
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Table 23.1: Clause Combining Construction Types and Strategies
Construction Subtypes Subordinating
Type Morphology/Strategy
Complementation object taking juxtaposition, Piga+
subject taking juxtaposition, Piga+
Reported Speech juxtaposition, Piga+
Relativization gapping +p1Pk, -PpV
pronoun tyiH-m1
Adverbials location juuty








factual siPiga, si*, jes1k
Secondary Predicates no subordinators
* Borrowed from Spanish
The combined clause constructions described henceforth differ from the
multi-verb constructions described thus far in the level of integration exhib-
ited. Serial verb constructions (described in ch. 21) represent multi-verb con-
structions in which predicates form a tightly bound unit phonologically and
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morphosyntatically. Dependent verb constructions (ch. 22), which include aux-
iliary verb constructions and aspectual subordinators, are complex predicate
constructions in which the predicates are phonologically independent but mor-
phosyntactically bound, sharing inflection for aspect and person. Predicates
in clauses combined via complementation and relativization are independent
with respect to aspect, mood, and person.
This chapter describes complement clauses, which include object and
subject complements, and quoted speech. I address the clause structures as-
sociated with matrix and subordinate clauses, or with both main clauses in
the case quoted speech, and the subordinating strategies of the construction
types. Adverbial and conditional1 clauses are described in ch. 25. Relative
clauses are described with respect clause combining in ch. 24. A preliminary
treatment of secondary predication is found in ch. 26. Finally, coordination,
which exhibits no integration, is described in ch. 272.
23.1 Complements
Complement clauses are predications that act as the argument of a predicate
(Noonan 1985:42). Complement clauses may be the subject or the object. SP
has both object taking complements (23.1) and subject taking complements
(23.2).
1Conditional clauses are also addressed with respect to modality in ch. 12.













































is very lazy.’ ” (lit. ‘It is my knowledge that my husband is lazy.’)
(Comal.003-4)
Complement clauses typically appear with the complementizer Piga+
(23.3), a particle borrowed from Nahuatl. Traditionally, however, comple-
ment clauses in SP have no complementizer. As such, complement clauses in

























‘I saw [that] my son-in-law was coming.’ (PQ2.056)
The complementizer Piga+ occurs frequently in SP speech. In addition
to optionally marking the complement clause, it follows the verb n1m ‘say’3.
n1m is an intransitive verb used to introduce reported speech that does not
take complements as arguments (see §23.2 below). Verbs like n1m are distin-
guishable from complement taking verbs because they don’t take the clause as
an argument. For example in (23.5) n1m introduces indirect reported speech.
Here the verb is intransitive; p11xiny ‘man’ is the subject. The reported speech
clause, headed by Piga+, is not an argument of the verb. (If it were an argu-
ment of the verb, the verb would be marked as transitive and take ergative
















‘The old man says that the snake returns.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.087)
3The intransitive verb n1m ‘say’ does not take complement clauses as its argument unless
derived with valency adjusting morphology. As such it patterns slightly differently from
complement taking verb described in this section. For this reason I described it in §23.2
below.
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Piga+ is used to link a number of different clause types as well. It often appears
in adverbial clauses (see §25 below). For example in (23.6) the complementizer

















because the worm jumped around.’ (GU2.011)
This section describes object and subject taking complements, the struc-
ture of the matrix clause of both subject and object complements, as well as
that of the complement clauses.
23.1.1 Object Taking Complements
Object complement clauses are predications that occur as the object argument
of a verb. This is illustrated in example (23.7), which is composed of two
predicates. The verb of the matrix clause is the object taking complement
Pix ‘see’. The matrix verb is marked with the third person ergative Pi+,
indicating that the object is a third person referent. The complement clause
has as its head the verb joPy-kaP ‘to be angry at him’ accompanied by its NP
P1ch ‘1pro’ and the negator dya. This clause, headed by the complementizer
Piga+ is the third person referent of the matrix clause. In this example, it is
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the clause that is the argument, rather than the subject of the subordinate
clause (the 1st person referent). This is evident because if the subject of the
complement were the object of the matrix, the matrix verb would be marked















that I wasn’t angry.’ (CNC.049b)
23.1.1.1 The Matrix Clause
The matrix verb precedes the complement clause (23.8). The complement
























they saw.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
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23.1.1.1.1 Clause Taking Predicates
Verbs that take clauses as object arguments are shown in Table 23.10. They
consist of verbs of perception, cognition, communication, manipulation, and
desire.

















































































































‘He wants his teacher to teach him well.’ (CP5.005)
23.1.1.1.2 Word Order in the Matrix
We saw that the complement clause, the object argument, follows the matrix
clause. Within the matrix clause, arguments may be overtly expressed. As
described above, word order is pragmatically determined and in simple clauses
verbal arguments may precede or follow the verb. The same is true of CTPs in
































































there lived a man.’ (ESK.001-3)
23.1.1.1.3 Voice and Valency of the CTP
The voice and valency of the complement taking predicate may be altered.
For example in (23.18) the matrix verb is in passive voice, and the complement


















that a man arrived.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.010)
SP permits the valency of its CTPs to be altered. The example in (23.19)
shows the verb Panh+mat ‘tell’ marked with the applicative, increasing its
valency by one. In this case the primary object is jePm tz1x+tyam ‘children’.
The secondary object is the clause Podoy n1giny m11chiP+yaj jemum ‘They























that they should now go play there.’ (Duenyo.018)
23.1.1.2 The Complement Clause
Verbs in the complement are all fully inflected for aspect, mood, number, and
adverbial information. Example (23.20) shows the verb of the complement
clause seet ‘return’ inflected with the perfect -neP, the plural -taPm, the repet-
itive -gak, and the completive -w1. Example (23.21) shows the derived verb
s1nh-PaH ‘to party’ (derived with the noun s1nh ‘party’ and the versive affix
















that we want to have a party.’ (20060713erg086)
Voice in complement clauses may vary with respect to that of the matrix
clause. Example (23.22) shows the passive and the optative in the comple-































‘I felt that it moved.’ (20070706jaf)
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23.1.1.2.1 Word Order Within the Complement
Word order is pragmatically motivated. In the complement the preference














































‘that that land has an owner.’ (PDO.002)
From the corpus, out of 78 complement constructions with the Piga+
complementizer4, only 28 had overtly expressed arguments: 22 intransitive
4Sample does not include complement constructions without subordinator.
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and 6 transitive. 15 consisted of simple intransitive verbs with overt lexi-
cal nouns (7 consisted of passived verbs, complex predicates and pronomimal
arguments): 11 had VS order and 4 SV. (The distribution is shown in Ta-
ble 23.1.1.2.1).
Table 23.2: Word Order Distribution in Piga+ Complements
Transitive Intransitive
VA AV VP PV VS SV
Simple Verb 2 - 4 - 11 4




When the verb is transitive, and when either the O or the A are overtly
expressed, the preference is for the arguments to occur in postverbal position.













































our other president.’ (PDLMA.Presidente.033)
While no instances of the A or the O are observed preceding the verb in
the corpus, speakers produced constructions with varying word orders during
elicitation. For example in (23.28) both the A and O of a transitive verb are




















was walking on his back.’ (20060714ERGs6-8)
23.1.1.2.2 Predicates of the Complement








































that I am a man that is small.’ (PDLMA.Giant(SIL).113)
23.1.1.3 Argument Sharing in Complement Sentences
The arguments of the verbs in the matrix and the complement may be shared
or they may be independent of one another. In (23.31) the A of the matrix













‘He saw that I wasn’t angry at him.’ (CNC.049b)
In (23.32) the A of the matrix and the S of the complement are co-referential.




















itself be grabbed.’ (PQH.015)
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Arguments are not obligatorily shared. For example, in (23.33) no ar-
guments are shared between the verb of the matrix and the verb of the comple-
ment. In the matrix the A is the 1st person and the subject in the complement
is 2nd person. In (23.34) the A of the matrix is 1st person and the A and O



























‘I only watched what they did.’ (Puktuuku.084)
23.1.1.4 Negation
The matrix verb can be negated and negation does not have scope over the
complement (23.35). The complement clause may also be negated indepen-




























don’t want to sleep.’ (20060719JAF)
23.1.1.5 Complex Complement Clauses
A number of clause types can be embedded in the complement. For instance,
in (23.37) the complement clause is composed of an auxiliary verb construction.
Here the auxiliary verb w1H.PaH ‘be able’ and its dependent verb make up
























now he stops hitting.’ (YER.062)





















where we were walking.’ (PDLMA.VIA.038)
23.1.1.6 Complement Ellision
The complement clause may be elided. For example in (23.39) the verb
Panh+mat marked with the applicative -PaPy is trivalent. The A is a 3rd











‘She told it to me with her mouth.’ (Comal.002c)
23.1.2 Subject Taking Complement Verbs
A small number of predicates may take subject complements. These consist
of a set of nonverbal predicates and an intransitive verb, listed in (23.40).
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(23.40) Subject Taking Predicates:
Verbal Predicate:






The verb jes.s.PaH ‘do like that’ is the only verbal predicate observed







‘That is how it went.’ (YER.089)
The term is reconstructed from the components je, a deictic root observed in
the pronoun jeP and demonstrative jePm5; the segment s, a particle thought
to mean ‘like’ (Kaufman & Himes, in progress); and the versive -PaH. The
particles je and s appear in combination in particles such as jee.x ‘like this’
and jesPanh ‘this much’. s also appears in the particle y1kx ‘like this’, formed
with the deictic root y1. jes.s.PaH ‘do like that’ is an ambitransitive verb with





‘I don’t want to do like this.’ (PDLMA.lex)
























that you did that to your child. (Yerno.118)
The three nonverbal predicates that take complements as subjects con-
sist of jodonh ‘knowledge’, an obligatorily possessed noun, Panh+jaam.PoPoy.i
‘thought, feeling’, a derived noun, and w1H ‘good’, an adjective. Nonverbal
predicates generally function as statives (refer to ch. 9). They take inflection
for person (absolutive) and number; they do not take inflection for aspect or
mood. The paradigm illustrating nonverbal predicates inflected for 1st and
2nd person, and Ø marked in the case of 3rd person, is shown in (23.44).




































‘Then he’s a man again.’ (ESK.078)
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Possessed nouns may occur as nonverbal predicates, however, predicates may
not be double inflected for person (see ch. 4). Inflection for possession trumps
inflection for the subject. For instance in (23.45) the noun Puutzu ‘monkey’
is inflected with the exclusive ergative, indicating possession. It may not be
marked with the absolutive as well. It is ungrammatical to say *mi+Pan+Puutzu.








‘You are my little monkey.’ (20070721RCRs1)
The noun joodonh ‘knowledge’ is an obligatorily possessed noun that






























that night he would be eaten.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.080)
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When the possessed noun joodonh occurs in a context in which it takes a clause
as an argument, the meaning is roughly ‘psr+knowledge is [comp+event]’.
As noted above, nouns are not double marked. That is, possessed nouns in the
role of nonverbal predicate do not take inflection to co-reference the subject.
The noun Panh+jaam-PoPy-i ‘idea, feeling’ (23.48), composed of the
complement taking verb Panh+jaam ‘feel’ derived as a noun with the antipas-















that it was in the water.’ (PDLMA.JJX.022)
w1H is an adjective meaning ‘good, pretty, fine’ (23.49). It also appears
as a predicate adjective (23.50). As shown in (23.51), it takes inflection for 1st



































‘You are good/pretty.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
As a subject taking predicate, the adjective is essentially used to convey a



























that our children play in the night.’ (CQV.014)
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23.1.2.1 Derivation and Valency of Subject Taking CTPs
Non-verbal predicates take only inflection for person. In order to take inflection
for aspect or be subject to any valency changing operations, they must be
derived as verbs. jootoPnh ‘know’ may be derived as a verb and as such is
subject to voice and valency alterations. For example in (23.54a) is subject to
a number of operations: the noun has been derived as a verb with the versive
suffix -PaH ; its transitivity has been altered with the causative Pak+; and
the argument status of its ‘causee’, jeentej ‘people’, is advanced to subject
via the passive suffix -taH 6. As a derived verb, the predicate does not take
complements. Observe the same verb in active voice in (23.54a). The verb is
transitive. Its A is 1st person and its O 2nd person; this relation is marked
on the verb with the proclitic man+. For the verb to be ditransitive, it would
need to be marked with the applicative suffix -PaPy. Therefore, the clause P1ch





























the people begin to be informed [by him] that:
6In this example the subject is co-reference with an ergative suffix because it is the
dependent of the auxiliary verb and it is in passive voice. Refer to ch. 22 for description of


















I will cook corn.’ ” (PDLMA.Fiesta.020)
The predicate Panh+jaam.PoPy.i is already derived from a verb that
takes objects as its complement (23.55). In its nominal derivation, the predi-














I was going to be chased.’ (MAB.111a)
The nonverbal predicate w1H occurs with high frequency in a number
of syntactic and pragmatic roles. As a subject taking predicate, however, it is
not observed with any derivational morphology. Similarly, the verb jessaH ‘be
like that’, which is derived as a verb from a deictic root, is not subject to
further derivational operations.
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23.1.2.2 The Structure of Subject Complement Sentences
The structure of subject complements is generally the same as that of object










‘We don’t know that he comes.’ (ESK.044)
23.1.2.3 Word Order in Matrix
Possessed nouns are typically preceded by the possessors, and as such it is
generally the case that the possessor of the possessed nonverbal predicate

















that she gets whistled at on the road.’ (GU1.021-2)
The predicates are otherwise intransitive, therefore the complement is the only
argument of the verb. All subject complement taking predicates are Ø-marked
for 3rd person.
7See ch. 14 for description of reduplicated benefactive applicative PaPy.PaPy, which serves
as a malefactive applicative.
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23.1.2.4 Word Order in the Complement
There are substantially fewer instances of subject complement sentences in
the corpus. Of the ones there are, overt arguments within in the complement
are rare. As observed for object complements, the preference with respect to
word order is for arguments to occur postverbally (23.58), although preverbal
arguments are observed (23.59). In (23.59) the predicate in the complement
clause is the non-verbal predicate ku+tyiny ‘lazy’. In this instance, how-
ever, the subject is referred to twice, as jePm p11xiny ‘this man’ and as jePm
Pan+w1dyaaya ‘my husband’, indicating that the argument has been topical-








































my husband, is very lazy.’ (Comal.003-4)
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In (23.60) the A and O of the verb in the complement clause are overtly


























had another man.’ (Elson 1984:359-361)
23.1.2.5 Complex Complements
Like object clauses, subject clauses may be composed of complex predicates,
as shown in (23.61), in which the subject complement is composed of a CTP
and its object complement. Example (23.62) shows a complement consisting



































that he would be killed and eaten.’ (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.067)
23.2 Quoted Speech with n1m ‘say’
There are two ways to quote speech in SP. The first is with the CTP Panh+mat
‘speak, tell’, described in §23.1.1. The second way is using the intransitive verb
n1m ‘say’, in which case the quoted speech is composed of two completely
independent clauses. Like complement clause constructions, the clauses may
be juxtaposed or linked with the complementizer Piga+.
Reported speech is typically framed by a main clause with the intran-
sitive verb n1m say (23.63). These constructions differ from that of the com-
plement clauses described above in that the quotative is not an argument of
the verb, a defining characteristics of complement clauses (Noonan 1985:42).
In (23.63) the verb is Ø-marked for agreement with a 3rd person S. If the
quoted utterance were an argument of the n1m, the verb would be marked as













“She says: ‘Then I’m still coming in a while.’ ” (Cangrejo.045)
The verb is not required in quoted speech. For instance, in cases in which the
speaker is reporting an exchange of rapid dialogue, as in (23.64), the speaker
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introduces the first quotee’s utterance with n1m, but all subsequent exchanges





















Speaker 1: ‘I’m going.’ (OJOS.027-8)
Quoted speech may be direct (23.65) or indirect (23.66). There is little
morphological or syntactic difference between direct and indirect speech, aside
from person marking. For instance in example (23.65) the direct speech, the
speaker quotes the man using 1st person. In (23.66) the speaker quotes a man









































with the authorities.’ ” (CNC.036)
Direct quotes are optionally headed by the complementizer Piga+, as

















“He says to me: ‘What do you use for medicine?’ ” (OJOS.003b)
In contrast to complement clauses, the main n1m clause may precede






































‘Juan hasn’t returned.’ ” (PQ2.063)
The quoted utterance exhibits the same syntax as that of independent
utterances in SP. Word order in quoted speech reflects that of the basic clause.






























“[she says:] ‘It’s true your kid is standing.’ (ConvSerPartera.045a)














































“He says: now the teacher is looking at you.’ ”
Os follow the verb (23.76). There are no instances in naturally occurring













‘The giant says: ‘I’m going to kill your brother.’ (Gutiérrez &
Wichmann 2001:322-3)
Within the n1m clause, the S may precede (23.77) or follow (23.78) the
intransitive verb. When n1m is transitivized with the applicative PaPy the A










































































‘Tomorrow you go early.’ (SoyPartera.030)
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The PO, or the addressee, is only observed following the verb when it is tran-


























































Relative clauses1 are subordinate clauses that modify nouns. SP has two
relativization strategies: relativizing subordinators and relativizing pronouns.
The relativizing subordinators mark the predicate of the relative clause with
one of two morphemes: +p1Pk in the case of nonverbal predicates (24.1) and























‘You don’t cut me
1The description of relative clause presented here provides an overview of relative clauses
with respect to clause combining. For a detailed treatment of relative clauses with respect








wood [that has dried].’ (Comal.021)
The pronoun strategy uses the relative pronoun tyiim1 ‘with which’ (composed
of the interrogative pronoun tyiH ‘what’ and the locative suffix -m1) to head










‘Already there is [money] [with which to buy (things)].’ (PQ2.158)
24.1 Relative Subordinators
Relative clauses (RC) formed with the subordinators -PpV and +p1Pk may be















































































‘I’m going to see which one [has dried].’ (Comal.029)
Relative clauses may also be headless (24.9 & 24.10). Forming clauses without
































those worms, move them with a stick.’ (GU2.105-6)
Relative clauses formed with subordinators may modify Ss (24.11), As













‘The man [who is handsome] arrived.’ (GUS.034a)
2Possessed nouns that serve as nonverbal predicates do not receive marking for person
to agree with the S. Refer to chs. 4 and 5 for description of possessed nouns.



































































































[that had thorns].’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.030)
24.1.0.6 Within the Verbal Relative Clause
Within relative clauses formed with -PpV, the relativized noun of the matrix
clause may co-reference the S of an intransitive verb, the A or O of a transitive
verb, or the PO or SO of a ditransitive verb. In (24.17), the S or the matrix












































until the party begins.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.025)










‘It is not he [who defended me].’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann 2001:328-9)























the food that you eat.’ (Rey.019)
The relativized noun may also be coreferential with the PO within the RC




































The distribution of the NPs that can occur within the RC corresponds
with the “Accessibility Hierarchy” (Keenan and Comrie 1977), which reflects
the accessibility of NPs in the RC. That is, the NPs within the clause are
subject to the hierarchy such that if the relative clause “can bear a given
grammatical function, it can also bear all functions that are higher on the
hierarchy,” shown in Figure 24.1.0.6. In SP S, A, O, POs, SOs, and obliques
occur as NPs within relative clauses formed with the verbal relativizer -PpV.
Only S appear in relative clauses formed with the nonverbal relativizer +p1Pk.
Figure 24.1: The Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan and Comrie 1977)
Subject > Direct > Indirect > Oblique > Genitive > Object of
Object Object Comparison
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24.2 Aspect/Mood in the RC
The relative clause is independent of the matrix clause with respect to aspect
and mood. For example in (24.22) the aspect in the matrix clause is completive
while in the relative clause it is incompletive. In (24.23) the verb of the
matrix clause, in this case the auxiliary of a complex predicate construction,
is inflected for optative mood and the verb of the relative clause is inflected for
incompletive aspect. And finally in (24.24) the verb of the matrix is inflected

































































about this earth [that’s over here].’ (CP2.002)
24.3 Complex Predicates within the RC
Complex predicates may occur within the relative clause, as shown in (24.25)
which illustrates a predicate composed of an incorporated noun. Example
(24.26) shows a relative clause composed of an auxiliary verb construction.
































































[that can pray the rosary].’ (PDLMA.Muerto.049)
24.4 Relative Pronoun tyiH-m1 ‘with which’
In the pronoun strategy4, the relative pronoun tyiH-m1 ‘with which’ heads the
relative clause. Within the relative clause, the argument expressed with the
pronoun is instrumental (24.27). Only subjects, agents and patients have been














‘Here there is a medicine
4The use of a relativing pronoun is thought to be an innovation in SP, “since applying
interrogative words for a relativizing function is not done natively in Mixe-Zoquean”; it is












































‘She doesn’t have money [with which to buy (things)].’ (JOV.023a)
As with the subordinator strategy, aspect within relative clauses headed by





This chapter deals with adverbial and conditional clauses in SP.
25.1 Adverbial Clauses
Adverbial clauses, or clauses that modify an event much like lexical adverbs,
express location, time, manner, condition, reason and purpose in SP. The
























where there is grass.’ (VVA.023b)
Adverbial clauses of time, used in establishing temporal sequencing, include:






























































built their fire.’ (Cangrejo.006)




























when a little girl becomes ill.’ (PHE.002-4)








































how we maintain ourselves.’ (JOV.027-8)
















































I go: ‘Grandmother, grandmother, I’m going to sing to you.’ (MAB.217-8)
The terms juuty ‘where’ and tyiH+Piga ‘why’ serve as interrogatives,
























does your belly hurt?’ ” (SA2.019b)
The complementizer Piga+ may be used to head reason clauses or
clauses indicating ‘as’ (or Spanish como) in a comparative sense (25.12). Piga+






































‘Me, I had left already because I was tired.’ (ConvSerPartera.152)
25.2 Adverbial Clause Position
Adverbial clauses may precede of follow the main clause. The examples in
(25.15) and (25.16) show jes1k ‘when’ clauses preposing the main clause and
postposing the main clause, respectfully. The semantics of the sentence do not
change with respect to the ordering of clauses. For example the order of the
clauses in (25.15) can be changed to Pan+tunketpam jes1k k1nhpam ‘We take
it down when it’s cooked.’ Similarly, the meaning of the sentence is no altered
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if the order of the clauses in (25.16) is switched: jes1k yumpa jityumpa ‘When





















‘It moves/bubbles over when it boils.’ (Atole.015)
Also compare examples (25.17) and (25.18), which show locative adverbial
































































where the plate had come.’ (Yerno.085-6)
Adverbial clauses are frequently stacked. Example (25.19) shows two
adverbial clauses, time and location, in succession preceding the main clause.
Example (25.20) shows two successive location clauses headed by juuty ‘where’

































































his wife had been taken away from him.’ (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.081-2)
25.3 Borrowed Adverbial Subordinators
There are also a number of borrowed subordinators. These are listed in (25.21).
(25.21) Borrowed Adverbial Subordinators:




pakej, parakej ‘in order to, in order for’
porkej (also purki) ‘because’
de, dejdej, dede/o (kej) ‘since’
Pasta ‘until’
kumu (also komo) ‘as, since’
si ‘if’
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if you’re going to go [to work].’ (Comal.011)
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25.4 Conditional Expressions
Conditional sentences in SP are formed with one of three particles: si (25.32),
me+Piga (25.33), and si+Piga (25.34). si+Piga is composed of si ‘if’, bor-
rowed from Spanish, and the complementizer Piga+, which is borrowed from
Nahuatl. Si occurs infrequently and is interchangeable with si+Piga. mePiga
is composed of the particle me and the complementizer Piga+, however, the
etymology of the particle me is unknown. The particles may occur as inde-













































































‘If she comes, I’ll grab her.’ (Cangrejo.052)
A fourth particle, the adverbial clause subordinator jes1k ‘when’, is also used



























when a little girl becomes ill.’ (PHE.002-4)
SP distinguishes between real and unreal conditions via the particles
me+Piga and si+Piga. mePiga+ appears in conditional sentences in which
speakers express a counterfactual condition and a judgment or belief; whereas
siPiga+ appears in conditional sentences that make a prediction or assertion
about real world events1. Compare examples (25.36) and (25.37). In ex-
ample (25.36), the speaker presents a scenario based on a past event, and
speculates as to the possible outcome of that event. This is a judgment on the
1Refer to ch. 12 for description of conditional clauses with respect to modality.
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part of the speaker. In contrast, conditional sentences with siPiga+ tend to
correspond with facts or predictions. In example (25.37) the speaker presents
a hypothetical scenario and offers a prediction based on that scenario. In this








































the woman could die.’ (MED.005)
Si ‘if’ and jes1k ‘when’, like si+Piga, are used in “real” or “factual” contexts.
Conditional sentences are composed of the if-clause (condition, proposi-
tion), headed by the conditional subordinators, and the then-clause (assertion,















you drink it all.’ (SA2.053)
The propositional clause, the if-clause, may precede the predication or asser-







‘Sell it if you’re going to sell it.’ (VVA.057)
25.4.1 Clause Components
The two clauses that comprise the conditional expression are fully inflected,
independent clauses. The verbs are inflected for aspect/mood and person. In
(25.40) both clauses have transitive verbs. The verb in the mePiga+ clause
(a) is inflected with incompletive aspect, and the verb in (b) is inflected with
completive aspect. In addition, the A in (a) is a 1st person referent and the
O is 2nd person, marked on the verb with the proclitic man+ ‘1:2’. In the



















he would have eaten you.’ (Chaneco.SIL.025)
The verbal arguments may be independent between the clauses. For instance,
in (25.41) the siPiga+ clause is composed of an intransitive verb; the subject
is a 3rd person referent. In the second clause the A is a 3rd person (different

























my grandmother would call me.’ (MAB.199)
Verbs are also subject to voice and valency alternations independently between
the clauses. In (25.42) the if-clause consists of a verb derived with the provisory
in passive voice. In (25.43) the verb in the if-clause is marked with causative
















































‘If you arrive, I’ll move my arm to block you (hitting you).’
(PDLMA.Muerto.013)
Clauses may also consist of nonverbal predicates, as shown in (25.45) with the

















‘if you are brave, he grabs you.‘ ” (PDLMA.Jacinto-Jomx@k.164)
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25.4.2 Word Order
It has been demonstrated that although word order in SP is pragmatically
motivated, the preference is for arguments to occur postverbally. The same
is true within conditional sentences. Within the if-clause, arguments tend to
follow the verb, as shown in (25.46) with the subject of an intransitive verb
































Other word orders are attested, however. For example in (25.48), which comes
from naturally occurring speech, the O, anaphorically expressed with the quan-
tifier Puxanh ‘a little’, precedes the predicate. Example (25.49) (not from nat-
urally occurring speech) illustrates constructions in which the A (a) and the

































































he’ll have a stomach ache.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
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Within the then-clause, variable word orders are observed. Examples
(25.50) and (25.51) illustrate two possible word orders for Os. In (25.50) the
O follows the verb; in (25.51) the O precedes the verb. Both examples come


































I just drink my pozole [corn broth].’ (Pozole.046)





































I would have given him a piece of tortilla.’ (Gutiérrez & Wichmann
2001:318-9)


























this baby is going to kill me. (ConvSerPartera.028)
25.4.3 Negation
With respect to negation, the if- and then-clauses may be independently
negated. In (25.54) the if clause is negated; negation does not take scope









































SP also exhibits secondary predication. Secondary, or depictive, predicates
appear infrequently in naturally occurring speech, although this might be due
to the diversity of strategies employed to modify or to describe the states
of arguments in SP. For instance, in naturally occurring discourse, adjectives
rarely modify overtly expressed nouns directly. Rather, once the noun is intro-
duced into the discourse the adjective follows in a non-verbal predicate. This
strategy is illustrated in (5.62): the noun suPunh ‘pot’ is introduced in the






















‘The pot was small.’ (ESK.064)
Another strategy is to form complex serial predicate constructions by incorpo-











‘He wanted to leave him naked in the water.’ (UDR.005)
Secondary predication differs from these strategies in a number of ways.
For one, secondary predicates are characterized as having two syntactic rela-
tionships: the first “holds between the depictive and the main predicate”, and
the second holds “between the depictive and its controller” (Schultz-Berndt
and Himmelmann 2004:74). That is, secondary predicates co-predicate over an
argument shared by a main predicate. Formally, depictive secondary predicate
constructions are clause-level constructions that, following Schultz-Berndt and
Himmelmann (2004:77-78), meet the following seven criteria:
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i. It contains two separate predicative elements, the main
predicate and the depictive, that hold within the time
frame;
ii. the depictive is obligatorily controlled, and the con-
troller is not expressed separately as an argument of the
depictive;
iii. the depictive makes a predication about its controller
independent of the predication conveyed by the main
predicate;
iv. the depictive is not an argument of the main predicate;
v. the depictive does not form a low-level constituent with
the controller;
vi. the depictive is non-finite (not marked for tense or mood
categories); and
vii. the depictive is part of the same prosodic unit as the
main predicate.
Based on the rare occurrence of secondary predication, this description is a
preliminary treatment of depictives in SP, and further study is necessary.
26.0.4 Identifying Secondary Predicates in SP



































Among the formal, defining characteristics of depictive predicates is
that the secondary predicate constructions are composed of two independent
predicates, the main predicate and the depictive (criterion i, as listed above)
and depictives are controlled by an argument of the main predicate in the
clause (criterion ii). For example in (26.5) the main predicate is t1nh ‘paint,
color’. The secondary predicate is the color term tzabatz. Both predicates
are controlled by the same argument, which is evident via the paraphrase ‘He








‘He painted it red.’ (2007242006ERGs7)
The third criterion (iii), which is closely linked to (i) and (ii), is that
the depictive predicates over its controller (criterion iii). In 26.6 the main
predicate is Puk ‘drink’. The A is a 1st person referent and the O is kapel ‘cof-
fee’, not overtly expressed. The secondary predicate is pakPak ‘cold’, which
describes the state of the O. When the clause is negated, the depictive is
negated independently of the main predicate. This example comes in response
to the question ‘Did you drink it cold?’, in which case the speaker produced
the sentence in (26.6). When prompted, the speaker paraphrased by saying ‘it










‘I didn’t drink it cold.’ (i.e. ‘It wasn’t cold when I drank it.’)
*‘I didn’t drink it’. (20060724erg)
Crucially, the depictive in not an argument of the main predicate (crite-
rion iv), nor is it a modifier of the argument of the main predicate (criterion v).
With respect to criterion iv, adjectives do not occur anaphorically, therefore
they may not appear as the argument of the verb. Therefore, in utterances
such as the one shown in (26.6) the status of the adjective must be interpreted
as a predicate.
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Criterion v requires that the depictive does not modify the argument of
the main predicate. For example in (26.7) the depictive is the noun Puuki ‘drunk’,
derived from the verb Puk and the nominalizer. For the noun in the exam-
ple to be understood as modifying the argument Pan+jaatunh ‘my father’, it
would have to be relativized. The reading here is ‘my father chased me; he
was drunk.’ According to Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c., the utterance does










‘My father chased me drunk.’
*‘My drunk father chased me.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)



















‘Ah, well, my aunt was angry (an angry person).’
The derived noun is used to convey the state of the argument as a predicate.
In (26.9) the derived noun expresses the state of the argument, however, it




















“I said: ‘My father chased me away drunk.’ ” (PDLMA.Viaje.091)
The secondary predicate is nonfinite (criterion vi). Nonverbal elements
must be derived as verbs in order to take inflection for aspect or mood. Nouns
and adjectives in the role of depictive do not take inflection for person, although
referents are permitted to control depictive noun and adjective predicates. For
instance, the depictive in example (26.10) is not inflected for person, but it is
controlled by the arguments of the main predicate. It has two possible inter-
pretations: one in which the A is drunk and one in which the O is drunk. The








Reading 1: ‘I chased you; I was drunk.’









‘I chase him drunk.’ (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.)
Depictives are not derived as verbs, and they do not take inflection for person.
Attempts to elicit depictives with inflection for person or aspect/mood result
in speakers devising alternative strategies. For example in (26.12) the speaker
formed two independent clauses, deriving a verb from the adjective maymay.
The example in (26.13) is grammatical only if the verb put ‘exit’ is followed
by a pause (Salomé Gutiérrez Morales, p.c.), in which case the two predicates































‘I’m happy where I walk.’ (20060724erg)
Finally, depictives make up part of the same prosodic unit with the
main predicate (criterion vii). With respect to the prosodic characteristics of
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sentences consisting of secondary predicates, in SP, the intonation rises over
the sentence, with the penultimate syllable of the clause taking the highest
intonational stress of the clause, with no audible pauses. In (26.15) intonation
















In the example in (26.16), on the other hand, the sentence is composed of two
independent clauses, evident from intonation. The adverbial clause jes1k pút
‘when he left’ is followed by a pause, which is followed by the main clause




















because he had been done this to.’ (UDR.029)
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26.1 Secondary Predication Versus Complex
Predicates and Multi-verb Constructions
Secondary predicate constructions are formally distinct from the other multi-
verb and complex predicate construction types described above. Depictives
are distinguishable from subordinated dependent clause constructions (26.17)
based on a number of criteria. We saw from complex predicate constructions







‘You left angry.’ (20060722erg)
In addition, for a nonverbal element to occur as a dependent verb, it must be















as we worked.’ (7NH.028)
The example in (26.19) is not a complex predicate for two reasons. First, the











‘I didn’t drink it cold.’ (i.e. ‘It wasn’t cold when I drank it.’)
*‘I didn’t drink it’. (20060724erg)
Depictives are distinguishable from relative clauses, in that relative
clauses modify nominal referents via a subordinated clause marked with one
of two possible relativizing formatives. Nonverbal predicates are marked with











‘I didn’t drink [the coffee] that’s cold.’ (20060724erg)
The terms “predicate subjective” and “predicate objective” (Sapir 1911:258)
refers to instances in which nouns are incorporated by verbs as nonverbal pred-
icates to form serial verb constructions. In SP nouns, adjectives and other
nonverbal word classes can be incorporated into the verb to form a complex
predicate, as shown in (26.21) and (26.22). Here the incorporated elements
form a complex predicate that co-predicates over the argument. The pred-
icate elements that make up serial verb constructions are defined as single
phonological and grammatical words that encode a unitary events and that























Coordination is used to combine syntactically like phrases and clauses. Neither
phrase (or clause) is dependent on the other. Coordination in SP include
conjunctions (27.1), disjunctions (27.2), and adversative coordination (27.3)
(following Haspelmath 2007:2). SP has two strategies for coordinating phrases

























































it’s ours (from now).’ (MAB.001b)
Frequently speakers use the Spanish conjunctions y ‘and’ (27.4), o ‘or’ (27.5),
pero ‘but’ (27.6), and sino ‘but, yet, rather’ (27.7) for conjunctions, disjunc-




























































































































but one level of these rocks remains.’ (CP2.007)
Pragmatically, use of the Spanish conjunctions and of juxtaposing phrases is
interchangeable, and both strategies are frequently observed.
27.1 Conjunction
Phrases and clauses are conjoined via the same strategies: juxtaposition or the
borrowed conjuction Pi. Conjoined phrase types include verbs (27.8), noun
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phrases (27.9), adverbs (27.10), locatives (27.11), relative clauses (27.12) as



















































































































what we do and how we live.’ (JOV.024)
Complete sentences may also be coordinated. The excerpt in (27.13) shows a



























































so that they don’t go play there.’ (PDO.017-8)
Within the clause, all arguments of the verb may be conjoined. Ss
of intransitive verbs may be coordinated. As shown in (27.14) and (27.15),

















































‘A boy and a girl were orphans.’ (Gutiérrez and Wichmann 2001:317)






































































my tortilla and pozole.’ (PDLMA.XUUNUJTI.030)













We buy beans, rice and soups.’ (Jovenes.020)
SP is a polysynthetic, head-marking language in which the verb is in-
flected for person. As such, the verb can stand alone as a complete sentence.
For instance, the example in (27.21) illustrates a complete, well-formed, triva-
lent clause. Arguments may be overtly expressed for pragmatic reasons, but






‘[My grandmother] extracts [the thread from the cotton plant].’
(Puktuuku.033)
Because phrases and clauses may be conjoined by juxtaposition, it is not always
clear whether clauses are conjoined or whether they simply occur in sequential











‘I (go about) washing it and I cook it (corn).’ (SA2.040)
Prosodic features maybe useful in distinguishing coordinated clauses from in-
dependent sentences. Pauses following sentences tend to be longer, whereas
conjoined clauses do not have audible pauses. However, pauses are an unreli-
able indicator as sentences of two or three are often strung together without
an audible pause.
When Os of the verbs are overtly expressed they tend to follow the
second coordinand in the sequence, which is referred to as backward ellipsis.


















and tie her braids up.’ (MAB.164)
The patient may also follow the first coordinand, as shown in (27.24) and
(27.25). Example (27.24) illustrates two conjoined clauses in which the shared
argument occurs following the first verb. The patient of the first clause co-
indexes the theme of the second clause. Example (27.25) shows a sentence
with four clauses, three of which are conjoined (b-d). The secondary object
















































and I began to make him smell them.’ (COM.014ab)
27.2 Disjunction
SP indicates disjunction by either juxtaposing the coordinands or by using the
borrowed disjunctive particle Po. As with conjunctions, there appears to be
no semantic or pragmatic difference for the use of either strategy. Two types
of disjunction are generally observed: standard and interrogative (Haspelmath
2007:25). Pragmatically, SP exhibits both, although they are not distinguish-
able on formal grounds.
In standard disjunction, as with conjunction, verb phrases and noun













































































he/she rubs their saliva on the [child’s] stomach.’ (PHE.007-9)
Arguments within subordinate or combined clauses are observed in disjunct



































they are two or four.’ (PDLMA.Fiesta.022)





























I drink for three or four days.’ (PDLMA.Borracho.132)










































there they come, there they go...’ (Carne.031)










































A: ‘It’s not like before.’ (ConvSerPartera.280-4)
SP conveys interrogative disjunction, “a question by which the ad-
dressee is asked to specify one of the alternatives” (Haspelmath 2007:26), with
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the same strategy as standard disjunction. Specifically, speakers use the dis-
junct Po. Examples are illustrated in (27.32) and (27.33). No examples have















































‘Are you going down, or aren’t you going down?’ ”
27.2.1 Negative Disjunction
Negative disjunction is conveyed with the negative particle ni. Examples are
shown in (27.34) and (27.35). In contrast to the strategies of juxtaposing
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phrases or using the borrowed disjunct Pu ‘or’, the negative particle precedes
































































at all to eat.’ (PDLMA.Tzapup@@xiny.050)
27.3 Adversative Coordination
Adversative coordination, in which speakers express opposition to a previous
assertion (ie. ‘but, although’) is also formed by juxtaposing phrases or clauses.
Typically the contrast is marked by a pause. In (27.36) a contrast is made
between tempranoj ‘early’ and tzuP+tyi+Pam ‘late, night’. This contrast is



































but his knee doesn’t stick.’ (ESK.127)
Speakers may also use the conjunct Pii with negation to convey adversative





















but it’s not possible.’ (PDLMA.Giant.SIL.027)
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Like conjoined clauses, adversative clauses exhibit a preference for “back-
ward ellipsis”. In (27.39) the O of both verbs na+n1kk ‘carry [off]’ and





































27.4 Coordination Versus Subordination
Coordinated constructions can be distinguished from subordinated clauses be-
cause subordinated clauses are inflected with dependent verb morphology. The
verb n1kk ‘go’ is an auxiliary verb that takes dependent verbs. When the de-
pendent verb is intransitive it is inflected with the dependent suffix -i. N1kk ‘go’
is shown as an auxiliary verb in example (27.40). Here the auxiliary verb is
inflected with aspect suffix -pa ‘-inc’, and the dependent verb chinh ‘bathe’ is
marked with the dependent suffix -i ‘-depia’
1. In coordinated constructions,
1Refer to chapters 8 and 22 for description for dependent verbs.
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however, both verbs are marked with aspect or mood suffixes. For example in
(27.41) the verbs n1kk ‘go’ and nuPk ‘arrive’ are coordinated with the coordi-
nator Pii, and both are inflected with the incompletive suffix -pa. Similarly in
(27.42) the verbs n1kk ‘go’ and j1y ‘speak’, coordinated by juxtaposition, are



















































Sierra Popoluca is a Mixe-Zoquean language spoken by approximately 28,000
people in the state of Veracruz, Mexico. An agglutinating, polysynthetic, head-
marking language, it has a rich and complex verbal system. SP has numerous
strategies to convey events, to manipulate syntactically the participants in-
volved in those events, to situate those events spatially and temporally, and
to express speakers’ attitudes about those events. Much of this information
is centered on the predicate nucleus of any given clause. To conclude the de-
scription presented in this grammar, I provide a brief overview of the elements
that comprise the grammatical resources available to speakers.
28.1 The Components of SP
SP has three major word classes: verbs, nouns, and adjectives. Verbs consti-
tute the prototypical head of the clause, and requiring inflection for person
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and aspect/mood, they may not appear as bare roots or stems. There are
five verb classes: transitive, intransitive, agentive ambitransitive, patientive
ambitransitive, and ditransitive. Nouns, which prototypically head phrases
and function as arguments of verbs, may appear bare or take inflection for
case and number. They may be possessed (alienably or inalienably), they may
be modified by demonstratives, adjectives, quantifiers, and relative clauses,
and they may function as (nonverbal) predicates. Adjectives modify nouns
and function as statives; they may be inflected for person when they occur as
nonverbal predicates.
SP also has five minor word classes, which include pronouns, demonstra-
tives, quantifiers (numeric and non-numeric), adverbs, and relational nouns.
Pronouns, demonstratives, and quantifiers may occur anaphorically, take in-
flection for person and number, and occur as predicates. Adverbs make up
a small word class that is composed mostly of lexicalized expressions formed
with particles, clitics, and roots from other word classes (ch. 7).
Postpositions and relational nouns, an areal feature of Mesoamerica
(Campbell et al. 1986), make up a small word class (ch. 6). They are com-
posed of relational and locative roots. Relational nouns—which may attach
to nouns, be possessed and occur as independent adverbs—express locative,
instrumental, partitive, and privative cases.
Formatives include bound morphemes and clitics that derive new words
from other word classes (or the same word class), adjust the valency of verbs,
and mark inflection of person, number, and aspect/mood. There are 28 bound
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derivational, valency adjusting and inflectional suffixes, 17 inflectional, deriva-
tional, and valency adjusting clitics, and about 10 adverbial enclitics and par-
ticles.
SP is a head-marking language (Nichols 1986), and as such, the head of
the phrase takes inflectional and derivational morphology. Essentially, infor-
mation is centralized on the predicate nucleus of any given clause. A complete
clause may consist minimally of an inflected verb or a non-verbal predicate.
In fact, in SP all word classes (major and minor) may function as statives
(non-verbal predicates) when they are not themselves serving as the argument
of a predicate. As non-verbal predicates, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, etc.
are inflected for person and number agreement. Kinship terms in SP take lo-
cal proclitics, indicating that they are transitive, a characteristic observed in
languages throughout Mesoamerica (Amith and Smith-Stark 1994a, 1994b),
including Olutec, a Mixe-Zoquean language (Zavala 2006b).
28.2 Saliency and Animacy Hierarchies in SP
SP grammar is influenced by saliency and animacy hierarchies (Comrie 1989,
Silverstein 1976). Evident in the alignment and number systems, the hierar-
chies are pervasive forces in the grammar. In a saliency hierarchy, more topical
referents outrank less topical referents. In SP, speech act participants (SAP;
1st person speaker and 2nd person hearer) outrank nonSAPs. With respect
to animacy, in SP human referents outrank non-human referents.
SP marks four persons: inclusive (includes 2nd person hearer), exclusive
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(excludes 2nd person hearer), 2nd person, and 3rd person. The alignment
system in SP is ergative-absolutive (ch. 11). This means that subjects of
transitive verbs (A) are marked as ergative, and subjects of intransitive verbs
(S) and objects of transitive verbs (O) are marked as absolutive. In the event
that both referents are SAPs, the arguments are marked as “local” with one
of two person markers. In addition, SP is a primary object (PO) language,
which means that in ditransitive clauses, POs—arguments whose semantic
roles are benefactive, recipient, addressee, or goal—are marked as absolutive
as well. Table 28.2 shows the agreement markers that correspond to S, A,
O, PO, and SO (secondary object) arguments in the three clause types. The
numbers in the table correspond to persons that may be marked on the verb:
1st (exclusive, inclusive), 2nd and 3rd. In some dependent verb constructions,
the S of intransitive verbs is marked as ergative (see below).
Table 28.1: Arguments and Corresponding Inflectional Markers
erg abs local unmarked
Vintrans S1,2
Vtrans A1,2,3 O1,2 A/O1:2,2:1





With respect to morphology, only one proclitic may be marked on the
verb. While this may be explained as a result of morphophonemic processes
associated with clitics in SP, the distribution corresponds to the hierarchically
driven system. Only the higher ranking referent is marked on the verb.
Hierarchy is also seen as a motivating force in the status of primary and
secondary objects. Benefactive, addressee, and recipient arguments tend to be
animate, significant enough to have led SP to “syntacticize” these arguments
as POs (Zavala 2000:876).
The hierarchies are also implicated in the number system, resulting in
a number system that is split in terms of both saliency and animacy (Smith-
Stark 1974, Silverstein 1976). Number morphology encodes the plurality of
nouns, and it distinguishes between human and non-human referents. It may
also encode the plurality of pronouns and nominal possessors, in which case
it distinguishes between SAPs and nonSAPs. Number morphology also dis-
tinguishes between SAPs and nonSAPs when it marks agreement with the
argument of a predicate.
The alignment system in SP also exhibits split ergativity conditioned
by subordination (Dixon 1994). In dependent verb constructions, of which
there are six types in SP, the S of intransitive verbs is marked with ergative
proclitics.
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28.3 Verb Formation Strategies
SP has some 450 verb roots and a rich system for predicate formation strate-
gies. As such, these strategies provide a vast repertoire of resources for con-
veying conceptually sophisticated events, situating those events spatially and
temporally, and syntactically manipulating the participants involved in those
events. The strategies available to SP speakers include noun incorporation,
verb serialization, and dependent verb constructions.
Noun incorporation (NI) describes a process that forms complex predi-
cates by compounding a noun and a verb (Mithun 1984, Sapir 1911). SP has
two of the four NI types (ch. 20). In type I NIs, the noun loses its syntactic
status as an argument (Mithun 1984:849, Rosen 1989:309). In terms of core
arguments, both As and Os may be incorporated. The semantic roles that
may be incorporated include goals, instruments and locative arguments. SP
also has type II noun incorporation, although this type is restricted to external
possession—aka possessor ascension, possessor raising, and possessor promo-
tion (Aissen 1987; Allen et al 1984, 1990; Mithun 1984; Velázquez-Castillo
1995, 1996; Payne and Barshi 1999). Type II NI refers to a “manipulation
of case”, in which a core argument is incorporated by the verb leaving a case
position open to be occupied by an otherwise oblique argument. In the case
of SP, it is the possessor that moves in to occupy the vacancy. Body parts,
bodily fluids, kinship terms, and parts of wholes may all be incorporated in
type II NI.
Verb serialization is a highly productive verb formation strategy in SP
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(ch. 21) (Aikhenvald and Dixon 2006, Crowely 1987, Durie 1988, Foley and
Olson 1985, Li and Thompson 1981, and Zavala 2000, 2006a). Serial verb
constructions (SVC) are complex verb words that are formed by combining
two or more stems with no morphological subordination. SVCs make up the
same phonological and grammatical word that, like NIs, share aspect/mood
marking, as well as core arguments. SP has 11 serial verb construction types,
which are determined based on the transitivity of the combined verbs1 and in
which arguments are shared by the predicates in the verbal complex. Argu-
ment sharing produces two major types: basic serials and cause-effect serials.
In basic serial verb constructions the arguments that are co-referenced by both
verbs are syntactically equivalent (i.e. S=S, A=A, S=A, or O=O). In cause-
effect serials, the O (or the A) of a transitive V1 co-references the S of the V2
intransitive verb. Put another way, “the V2 describes the result, or the effect,
of the V1” (Aikhenvald 2006:16). Diachronically, SVCs are the source of a
handful of the formatives found in SP, among them the third person plural
suffix -yaj, the causative proclitic Pak+, and the ambulative suffix -PoPy.
In SP SVCs may be formed with non-verbal predicates (typically nouns
and adjectives), as well as derived verbs. Nouns and other non-verbal elements,
which canonically participate as satellites of the verb, are also implicated in
verb formation strategies. In noun incorporation, nouns are incorporated by
the verb, generally narrowing the scope of the denotation of the verb (i.e.
chopping → wood-chopping.). In serial verb constructions, nouns and adjec-
1There are 4 possible combinations: V1intrans=V2intrans, V1intrans=V2trans,
V1trans=V2trans, and V1trans=V2intrans.
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tives appear as predicate components of the verbal complex (i.e. hunger=sleep
‘go to bed hungry’).
Complex predicates also consist of dependent verb constructions, of
which are there 6: 3 auxiliary and 3 subordinator2 (ch. 22). Five of the
dependent verb constructions are essentially “aspectless”, a characteristic that
is unique to SP within the Mixe-Zoquean family. Dependent verb constructions
are composed of two syntactically integrated verbs (one takes inflection for
person, the other for aspect/mood). They convey convey motion/purpose,
aspectual (progressive, simultaneous, inceptive, completive), and modal (‘be
able’, ‘be such that’, ‘be sufficient’) information.
28.4 Manipulating Participants in Discourse
SP has numerous strategies for manipulating the roles of arguments or the
prominence of discourse referents. At the clause level, word order is pragmati-
cally influenced. Voice and valency adjusting operations are generally marked
morphologically. Predicate formation is also implicated in the manipulation
of discourse participants.
SP is a verb initial language (ch. 16). As noted above, it is a polysyn-
thetic head-marking language. As such, a complete clause may consist min-
imally of an inflected verb; nominal referents need not be expressed overtly.
Word order, and whether lexical or pronominal arguments are expressed at
2There are actually 5 dependent verb constructions. The sixth (-mu subordinator con-
struction) is included in the description of dependent verbs because it patterns with depen-
dent verb constructions in that it conditions split ergativity.
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all, is pragmatically determined. SP’s basic, unambiguous word order is VSO.
Arguments may precede the verb or appear in a range of possible orders (SVO,
SOV, OVS, etc.); however these alternate word orders are usually the result of
arguments appearing in topic or focus position (marked by intonation, pauses,
or morphology). That is, the discursive prominence of a referent is frequently
reflected in the clause structure (ch. 19).
SP has a number of constructions that deal with voice, or the rela-
tionship between the action expressed by a verb and the role of its arguments
(ch. 13). Passive constructions are used for foregrounding the patient and serve
to indicate the topic of a sentence, disambiguate its arguments, or emphasize
the action expressed by the verb. In antipassive sentences, transitivity is re-
duced and the patient is suppressed. Antipassive voice is used to foreground
the agent or background the patient. Reflexive/reciprocal constructions in SP
are formed by combining a reflexive/reciprocal proclitic (na+) with the pas-
sive suffix -taH (and optionally with number morphology), a strategy that is
typologically common (Shibatani 1985). In addition to passive, antipassive,
and reflexive/reciprocal relations, SP has morphology to indicate indefinite
subjects, a feature that is common throughout North America (Mithun 1999).
Restricted to intransitive verbs, the indefinite subject marker does not affect
the valency of the verb; rather, it serves to suppress the specificity of the
subject.
SP has three applicatives, which add arguments or manipulate their
status (ch. 14). These include the benefactive -PaPy, the associative na+, and
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the instrumental applicative -kaP. The applicative suffix -PaPy is used to add
an O argument to an intransitive verb or a PO argument to a transitive verb.
The semantic roles of the O that are added include benefactives, recipients,
addressees, and goals (or targets). It is also used to advance the possessor of
the O to PO status, a type of external possession. It also appears in a redu-
plicated form (-PaPyPaPy) to add a malefactive argument. The associative
proclitic na+ increases the valency of the verb by adding an O. The associa-
tive (S/A) realizes the action encoded by the verb as being accompanied by
someone/something else. The associative occurs with intransitive, transitive,
non-agentive ambitransitive, and ditransitive verbs; it does not occur with
agentive ambitransitives. In addition to conveying the associative reading de-
scribed above, it also conveys a comitative sense, in which the O argument is
affected, resulting in a causative reading. The instrumental applicative suffix
-kaP occurs with intransitive stems to form transitive ones, adding peripheral
participants as core arguments. It adds an O argument and conveys that an
action is realized ‘with’, ‘on’, ‘about’, ‘at’, or ‘by’ the added participant.
SP has two morphological strategies for expressing a situation in which
an external “causer” prompts a “causee” to realize an action or state encoded
by a verb (ch. 14). One strategy employs the causative proclitic Pak+ to
introduce a causer into the clause. This strategy may be used with intransi-
tive, transitive, and ditransitive clauses. The causative proclitic occurs with
agentive ambitransitive verbs. It also occurs with non-agentive ambitransitive
verbs, which are inherently causative (Haspelmath 1993:103) in their transi-
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tive and intransitive alternations. The second causativizing strategy consists
of forming a verb compound with the verb tz1k ‘touch’. This strategy forms
indirect causative constructions, which describe a situation in which an A’s
actions lead to an O’s realizing an unrelated action or state (Shibatani and
Pardeshi 2002). The indirect causative strategy occurs only with intransitive
verbs.
As previously noted, complex predicate formation in SP is a strategy
used to manipulate the discursive prominence of referents. In type I and II
noun incorporated constructions (NIs), the syntactic status of arguments may
be lost or altered. In type I NI, the noun loses its syntactic status as an
argument and serves to narrow the denotation of the verb. Type I NIs are also
considered a type of antipassivization strategy. By incorporating the O into
the verbal complex, the transitivity of the verb is reduced, the noun loses its
status as argument, and the noun combines with the verb to express a unitary
concept. External possession (type II NI) alters the status of the possessor to
one of experiencer (typically as S of intransitive verbs).
28.5 Events in TAM, Space, and Attitude
SP has a range of morphological and syntactic resources to contextualize events
with respect to time and space and to convey speakers’ attitudes about situ-
ations.
SP is a tenseless language; that is, it does not indicate time morpho-
logically. It does however, situate events in time via adverbs (ch. 7). Aspect
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and mood, on the other hand, are morphologically marked in SP (ch. 12). SP
has five morphologically expressed aspects: completive -W, incompletive -pa,
perfect -neP, motion progressive -i, iterative (reduplicated verb root). The
completive and incompletive are the basic aspects in SP; verbs must be in-
flected with either the completive or the incompletive aspect (unless inflected
with either the imperative or the optative mood). The completive is a type of
perfective aspect in that the event encoded by the verb is viewed as a single,
bound event with a final endpoint. The incompletive conveys imperfective as-
pect and indicates that an event has not terminated or been completed. The
perfect relates one event or situation to some other event or situation. Redu-
plicated roots convey iterative or repetitive events. The motion progressive
conveys that an action is realized as an ongoing motion (i.e. jaPas-i (roast-
prog) ‘roast by continuously passing something [over fire]’).
SP also expresses mood morphologically. There are four moods: imper-
ative, optative, frustrative, and desiderative. The imperative and the optative
are two of the four suffixes (with the completive and incompletive) with which
verbs are obligatorily inflected. That is, verbs must be minimally inflected
with one of four suffixes: completive, incompletive, imperative, or optative.
Aspect may also be expressed periphrastically with complex predicates
(ch. 22). The auxiliary verb s1P, which originates from the verb s1P ‘walk’,
occurs in dependent verb constructions to indicate progressive aspect. Co-
occurring events are conveyed with three subordinator constructions, all of
which take dependent verbs. These four dependent verb constructions all con-
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dition split ergativity, as described above. Because dependent verb construc-
tions are composed of two syntactically integrated verbs—one takes inflection
for person and the other for aspect/mood—paradoxically, the dependent verb
in the constructions take no marking for aspect/mood, a characteristic that
is unique to SP within the Mixe-Zoquean family. In other Mixe-Zoquean lan-
guages, the dependent verb morphology marks agreement with aspect marked
on the auxiliary verb. Finally, inceptive and completive aspect are also ex-
pressed periphrastically with the auxiliary verbs moj ‘begin’ and yaj ‘finish’.
Adverbs and adverbial clauses situate events with respect to time, lo-
cation, manner and perception. They indicate distant past, recent past, and
immediate future (among others); they establish sequential order, location,
manner; and they stipulate conditions, reasons, and purpose. The handful
of adverbial enclitics in the language—+Pam ‘already’, +gak ‘another, also’,
+tyim ‘just’, +nam ‘still’, +wey ‘it is true, I say’, and +Pun ‘it is said’—pepper
narrative and conversation.
Complex predicates and adverbial clauses are also used to convey modal-
ity. The auxiliary verbs w1PaH and kus express ‘ability’ and ‘satisfaction’ (‘be
sufficient’), respectively. Conditionals in SP are modal in the sense that they
distinguish between real and unreal events (ch. 12). The particle me+Piga is
used in conditional sentences to express a counterfactual condition and a judg-
ment or belief. Si+Piga is used in conditional sentences that make a prediction
or assertion about real world events.
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28.6 Conclusion
To summarize, SP has numerous strategies to convey events, to manipulate
syntactically the participants involved in those events, to situate those events
spatially and temporally, and to express speakers’ attitudes about those events.
As SP is an agglutinating, polysynthentic, head-marking language, with a rich
repository of verb formation strategies, the resources at speakers’ disposal are
complex. In this grammar I have attempted to present a broad description of





The audio recordings of these texts is a available at The Archive of Indigenous
Languages of Latin America (AILLA.utexas.org).
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A.1 A Trip to Visit Grandmother
The anecdote “A Trip to Visit Grandma” as told by Juliana Alvino Franco























































































































































































































































































































a las dos de la tarde
a las dos de la tarde
at two in the afternoon

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































‘There we went to the beach.’ (VVA.070)
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A.2 The Cow and The Bull
This is one in a series of texts told by a speaker who prefers to remain anony-
mous. It is an example of a story that mothers tell their daughters to teach a
lesson. In the case of this story, girls are told not to sit brushing their hair in















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































she hasn’t seen the sun for a while.’
*maanya ‘skills, special talents’: This word is borrowed from Spanish and has
a number of meanings. Possible translations include ‘devlishly astute, devious,
manic, one with vices, one who has a bad habit’ among others. The word here
is used to describe a man with special talents that might be considered super-
natural. The speaker uses this word and describes he who “knows maanya”
or “mańıa”. Later she uses it to describe the bovine lovers and their ability to
recite incantations and engage in supernatural activities. The English trans-
lation I use to capture the meaning in some cases is “special talents”, but on
other occasions I use “supernatural skills”. Although these terms are lacking,
they serve in the context of this story.
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Appendix B
Text Corpus and Coding Guide
B.1 Texts Recorded/Transcribed in Field (2005-
2009)
Code Title/Description
AVC: Anecdote About Visit to Mountains (Anecdota):
Anecdote about a hike in the forest narrated and translated
by Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco, 2005 May 05
Burro: Donkey (Burro):
Cangrejo: The Crab Witch (Cangrejo):
Narrated and translated by Juliana Albino Franco on ...
CSV: The Chaneke that the Woman Saw (Chaneke):
Anonymous narrator 2005 May 05; translated by Braulio
Rodŕıguez Nolasco.
Comal: Griddle (Comal):
A brief anecdote about an angry neighbor told by Juliana Al-
bino Franco on 19 July 2006. Translated by Eugenia Ramı́rez
Gutiérrez on 27 July 2006.
CDM Eat Too Much (Comer Demasiado):
Juliana Alvino Franco tells a story about her grandson eating
too much bread. Story recorded on 24 June 2004. Translated
by Etiberio on 23 September 2005.
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Code Title/Description
CP1-5: Construction: Parts 1 to 5
Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco explains the construction taking
place in his backyard. The interview is divided into five parts.
The explanation was recorded and video taped on 10 Sept
2005 and translated and transcribed on 22 Sept 2005.
CNC: When We Were Married (Cuando nos casamos):
The story of Juliana Albino Franco’s marriage to her husband
NGH told on 02 July 2005. The story was transcribed with
Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez on 11 July 2006 and later revised
with JAF in July 2006.
CSP1: A conversation between Juliana Alvino Franco from Piedra
Labrada and Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez of Santa Rosa Cin-
tepec about becoming a midwife.
CSP2: A conversation between Juliana Alvino Franco from Piedra
Labrada and Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez of Santa Rosa Cin-
tepec about the state of the language and its speakers.
OJO: Curing the Donkey’s Vision (Curar Ojos):
Juliana Alvino Franco explains how she cured the vision of a
donkey.
D3V: Discourse: Venga:
Told by Catalina Hernandez Rodŕıguez, 2005 April 01; tran-
scribed by Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco, 2005 May 12.
PDO Owner of the Red Lands (Dueño):
Anomymous narrator; translated 2005 May 13 by Braulio
Rodŕıguez Nolasco.
ESK: Skeleton Man (Esqueleto):
A local folk tale. Anonymous narrator; translated by Braulio
Rodŕıguez Nolasco on 27-28 May 2005.
GU1: Worms 1 (Gusano 1):
Folk tale. Anonymous narrator; translated by Braulio
Rodŕıguez Nolasco.
GU2: Worms 2 (Gusano 2):
Second version of El Gusano, a summary and description of
the story as told by Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez on November
11, 2005. Translated by Eugenia on November 18, 2005.
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Code Title/Description
JOV: The Youth of Today (Jovenes):
Narrated by Juliana Albino Franco, 2004 June 19. Translated
by Rosa Cervantes Rodŕıguez and Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco.
VYT: The Cow and The Bull (La Vaca y El Toro):
Anonymous narrator. Translated by Braulio Rodŕıguez No-
lasco.
MED: Medicine (Medicina):
Narrated by Juliana Alvino Franco on 2004 July 02. Trans-
lated by Rosa Cervantes Rodŕıguez on 2005 April 15-16.
MAB: My Grandmother (Mi Abuela):
Anonymous narrator. Recorded 2005.
PHE Parents, Children and Illness (Padres, hijos y enfermedad):
Description of illness. Narrated and transcribed by Braulio
Rodŕıguez Nolasco 12 May 2005
Partera Midwife (Partera):
Personal experience of Juliana Alvino Franco, narrated on 18
June 2004. Translated by Etiberio on 21 September 2005.
PQ1 Broken Leg 1 (Pierna Quebrada 1):
This is the short version of a story by Juliana Albino Franco
about the time that her son-in-law broke his leg. Told on 16
July 2007. Transcribed with Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez on
28 July 2007.
PQ2 Broken Leg 2 (Pierna Quebrada 2):
Juliana Albino Franco tells a story of when her son-in-law
broke his leg (long version). Told on 16 July 2006 and trans-
lated on 26 July 2006 by Juliana.
PQH The Chicken That Got Away (El pollo que huyo):
Anonymous narrator. Recoded 04 April 2005. Translated and
transcribed 12 April 2005 and with Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco
26 May 2005 .
Puktuuku Cotton (Puktuuku):
Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez explains how cotton was harvested
and processed, and how clothing was made when she was a
girl. Story is told in November 2005. Translated by Eugenia
Ramı́rez Gutiérrez on 21 July 2006.
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Code Title/Description
Pura.Carne Pure meat (Pura Carne):
Anonymous narrator talks about the story Pura Carne and
explains how the main character, the Trinylokuts, is used to
scare children into going indoors when the sun begins to set.
Told on 04 May 2007. Translated by Braulio Rodŕıguez No-
lasco.
REY King (Rey):
A story of a man who battles with an underworld king to get
his dog back, as told by Juliana Albino Franco 2007 July 13.
SA1 Avocado Seed 1 (Semilla de aguacate 1):
A treatment for curing hemorrhaging by Juliana Albino
Franco told on 2006 July 16 (short version). Translated by
Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez 25 July 2006.
SA2 Avocado Seed 2 (Semilla de aguacate 2):
Cure for hemorrhaging (long version) by Juliana Albino
Franco 2006 July 16; translated by Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez
25 July 2006.
SZ1 Zapote Seed 1 (Semilla Zapote 1):
La Cura de la semilla del zapote (version 1), narrated by
Catalina Hernandez Rodŕıguez on 2005 April 01 Translated
by Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco on 2005 12 May 2005.
SZ2 Zapote Seed 2 (Semilla Zapote 2):
La cura de la semilla del zapote (2) Narrated by Catalina
Hernandez Rodŕıguez on 2005 April 01; translated by: Braulio
Rodŕıguez Nolasco on 2005 May 12.
Maiz I Plant Corn (Siembro Maiz):
Told by Juliana Alvino Franco on 21 June 2004. Translated
by Etiberio on 16 September 2005.
Soy.Partera I Am A Midwife (Soy Partera):
This in an excerpt from a conversation between Juliana Al-
bino Franco and Eugenia Ramı́rez Gutiérrez where Juliana
explains how she became a midwife.
Suenyo The Dream (Sueño):
Juliana Albino Franco describes a dream.
UDR A Day at the River (Un d́ıa al ŕıo):
A humorous anecdote told by Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco
about an excursion with friends in which one friend had his




VVA A Trip to Visit Grandma (Viaje a visitar la abuela):
Viaje a visitar mi abuela, told by Juliana Alvino Franco on
2004 July 02. Translated by Rosa Cervantes Rodŕıguez on
2005 April 15-16. Revised with Braulio Rodŕıguez Nolasco
25-31 May 2005.
Yerno My Son-in-law (Yerno):
Yerno is the story of Juliana Albino Franco’s son in law,
recorded on xx July 2005. It was transcribed with Juliana
on 17 July 2006.
7HN My Father (Pan+jaatunh):
Personal experience. Juliana Albino Franco.
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B.2 Texts obtained by the PDLMA
Code Title/Description
Borracho Told by Teodoro Rodrigues June 7, 1993; trans-
lated by Nicolas Gutierrez; transcribed by Valerie
Himes July 30, 1994.
Curandero Transcript received from PDLMA.
Espiritu Brief text taken from the PDLMA lexical
database.
Fiesta Transcript received from PDLMA.
Juunychu7tz Transcript received from PDLMA.
Juunychu7tz-Nicolas Transcript received from PDLMA.
Muerto Transcript received from PDLMA.
Presidente Transcript received from PDLMA.
Rodilla Transcript received from PDLMA.
Tzapup@@xiny Transcript received from PDLMA.
Tzapup@@xiny-Pedro Transcript received from PDLMA.
Viaje Transcript received from PDLMA.
Xuunujti Told by Pedro Albino Gonzales June 20, 1993.
Transcribed by Valerie Himes July 3, 1993.
BirdGorrion Recorded by researchers from SIL, made available
to PDLMA.
Chaneco Recorded by researchers from SIL, made available
to PDLMA.
Giant Recorded by researchers from SIL, made available
to PDLMA.
B.3 Published Material
Elson (1984): Ghost Girl
Elson (1947a): The Homshuk: A Sierra Popoluca text
Gutiérrez & Wichmann (2001): He’m Chichimat ‘La Chichimeca’
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